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Glossary
Acknowledgement of Country – An observance that demonstrates a respect for Traditional
Owners and acknowledges Indigenous peoples’ continuing and unique connection to
Country.
Anishinabek/Anishinaabe – Indigenous peoples who live in both Canada and the United
States, concentrated around the Great Lakes.
Country – The traditional lands of Indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples’ reference to
Country is a way of being, not a concept of ownership. Connection to Country incorporates
cultural traditions, lore and spirituality and is directly linked to Indigenous wellbeing.
Coast Salish – Indigenous peoples who live along the Northwest Pacific Coast in British
Columbia.
Cherokee – Indigenous peoples from the south-eastern Woodlands of the United States.
Cree – The most widely spread Indigenous peoples in Canada.
Cultural competency – For the purposes of this study, cultural competency refers to
knowledge of Indigenous peoples and cultures, the ability to communicate effectively and
work proficiently with Indigenous peoples and communities, and the acknowledgement of
cultural difference and associated differing worldviews in the process (Universities Australia,
2011).
Cultural safety – For the purposes of this study, cultural safety relates to creating and
providing an environment where Indigenous peoples feel culturally, socially and
emotionally safe, and where there is no challenge to a person’s Indigenous identity
(Williams, 1999). Cultural safety is also further defined and articulated more specifically by
the research participants throughout the course of this research.
Dakota – Native American tribe and First Nations band government in North America. The
Dakota peoples comprise two of the three main subcultures of the Sioux people, and are
divided into the Eastern Dakota and the Western Dakota.
Dane-zaa (Beaver) –The Dane-zaa (Beaver) peoples are Indigenous peoples from the Peace
River area of British Columbia and Alberta.
Dene – First Nations peoples who inhabit the northern boreal and Arctic regions of Canada.
16

Dohee – The Cherokee term for peaceful relations.
Esquimalt – Coast Salish Indigenous people who live in Esquimalt, Vancouver Island,
British Columbia.
Gitksan/Gitxsan – Indigenous ‘People of the River Mist’ who live along the Skeena River of
north-western British Columbia.
Indigenous – For the purposes of this study, the terms ‘Indigenous’, ‘Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander’ and ‘First Nations’ are used interchangeably throughout this thesis, depending
on the context. Indigenous refers to peoples who are the first inhabitants of their lands across
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and other colonised countries.
Inuit – Indigenous peoples from the northern regions of Canada.
Kaupapa Maori – Is a way of doing things from a Māori worldview.
Kinship – Aboriginal social organisation that relates to family relationships and
responsibilities.
Lekwungen – see ‘Songhees’ below.
LE,NONET – Literal meaning is ‘paddling a canoe in a storm and making it through the
other side’, figurative meaning is ‘success after enduring many hardships’.
Place – For the purposes of this study, the term ‘place’ where specifically footnoted is
defined as the engagement space created through connections and relationships with
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to discuss the possibility of a collaborative project.
Métis – Peoples of mixed European and Indigenous ancestry who are one of the three
recognised Indigenous peoples of Canada.
Michif – Language of the Métis peoples of Canada and the United States.
Midewiwin – Midewiwin, or Grand Medicine Society, is a spiritual society found historically
among the Algonquian of the Upper Great Lakes (Anishinaabe), northern prairies and eastern
subarctic.
Moiety – Levels of kinship structure for Aboriginal people.
Ojibwe – The Ojibwe are an Anishinaabe people (see Anishinaabe) in southern Canada and
the northern Midwestern United States.
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Saulteaux – The Saulteaux peoples, otherwise known as the Plains Ojibwe, are a First
Nations band government in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia, Canada. They are a branch of the Ojibwe peoples who were pushed west.
Self-determination – For the purposes of this study, Indigenous self-determination is defined
as Indigenous peoples having autonomy over the cultural, social, economic, and political
agendas that govern their lives.
SELW̱ÁN ȽTE – Old Ones/Elders (Indigenous context, Canada).
SELWAN SḰAL – Old One’s voices (Indigenous context, Canada).
Sioux – Native American peoples, comprising the Lakota, the Santee, the Yankton, and the
Yanktonai, inhabiting the northern Great Plains from Minnesota to eastern Montana and from
southern Saskatchewan to Nebraska.
Songhees – The Songhees are also known as the Lekwungen and are Indigenous peoples of
the North American Coast Salish who reside on the south-east of Vancouver Island, British
Columbia, in the Greater Victoria area.
Songline – Aboriginal Songlines are explained through the Aboriginal concepts of the
Dreaming, and they connect land, culture and knowledge systems for Indigenous peoples in
Australia.
Tsilhqot’in – Indigenous community in southern Canada.
Wet’suwet’en – First Nations people who live on the Bulkley River and around Burns Lake,
Broman Lake, and François Lake in the northwestern Central Interior of British Columbia.
Whanau – Extended family, family group, a familiar term of address to a number of people the primary economic unit of traditional Māori society. In the modern context the term is
sometimes used to include friends who may not have any kinship ties to other members.
Whanaungatanga – Relationship, kinship, sense of family connection - a relationship
through shared experiences and working together which provides people with a sense of
belonging. It develops as a result of kinship rights and obligations, which also serve to
strengthen each member of the kin group. It also extends to others to whom one develops a
close familial, friendship or reciprocal relationship
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Windradyne – Windradyne was a Wiradyuri warrior and resistance leader of the Wiradyuri
people in what is now known as central-western New South Wales, Australia. Windradyne
led his people when Martial Law was declared against the Bathurst Wiradyuri people on 14
August 1824.
Wiradjuri/Wiradyuri – For the purposes of this research, Wiradjuri/Wiradyuri is spelt in
two different ways: Wiradjuri is the more generic spelling, and Wiradyuri is the traditional
and preferred spelling according to the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. The Wiradyuri nation is
the largest group of Aboriginal people in central New South Wales, Australia (by area and
population). Wiradyuri people are known as the ‘people of three rivers’, referring to the
Macquarie River (Wambool), the Lachlan River (Kalari) and the Murrumbidgee River
(Murrumbidjeri), which provide the physical boundaries for the nation’s lands.
WSÁNEĆ – Indigenous nations from the north coast of the Gulf and San Juan Islands,
southern Vancouver Island, and the southern edge of the Lower Mainland in British
Columbia.
Yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang – The Wiradyuri term for two-way learning.
Yindyamarra winhanganha – The Wiradyuri term for the wisdom of respectfully knowing
how to live well in a world worth living in.
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Abstract
This thesis aims to develop an original model to assist universities to embed Indigenous
knowledges into the higher education law curriculum. The model provides guidance to
universities on forming collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities.
In Australia, a pedagogical matrix developed by Ranzijn, McConnochie, and Nolan (2009) is
currently used to guide the inclusion of Indigenous perspectives in curriculum; and a
directive from the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–20201 states that
universities need to ‘have processes that ensure all students will encounter and engage with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural content as integral parts of their course of study
by 2020’ (Universities Australia, 2017, p. 14). However, to date limited research has focused
on the process of developing collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and
academia to support the ethical implementation of processes that embed Indigenous
knowledges into higher education curricula.
A collaborative partnership between academia and Indigenous peoples is considered an
essential requirement for the authentic inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the higher
education curriculum (Battiste, 2017; Behrendt, Larkin, Griew, & Kelly, 2012; Kovach,
2009a, 2009b; Smith, 1999; Styres, Zinga, Bennett, & Bomberry, 2010; Universities
Australia, 2017). This study contends that drawing on informed knowledge from national and
international perspectives about the process of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the
higher education curriculum is of great importance for universities in Australia to meet the
aims of the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020. As such, the study will
examine literature and practice from one national case study and one international case study
to inform Australian institutional practice. The study will employ a three-phased research
methodology. The first phase of the research identifies challenges and needs within both the
Australian and international literature in relation to embedding Indigenous knowledges in
higher education. The second phase explores the use of Ermine’s (2007) Ethical Space
Theory as a theoretical basis for examining the identified themes that emerge from the
literature. The third phase examines the practices across Charles Sturt University, Australia,
and the University of Victoria, Canada, both of which include Indigenous knowledges in the

1

This researcher recognises that a revised edition of this strategy is currently being undertaken; but for the
purpose of this study, the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 was applied.
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higher education law curriculum. Chapter 1 presents the Indigenous standpoint of the
researcher and information on the importance of the topic.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Wiradyuri Yinhaa (woman) positionality
I would like to begin with an Acknowledgment of Country. I would like to acknowledge the
traditional custodians of the land, the Wiradyuri people, on which I live, work and research
and I pay my respect to Elders past, present and emerging. It is always our custom when we
walk, talk, gather and share to pay our respect to the land and to our ongoing traditions and
culture. I would also like to acknowledge the lands, ancestors, Elders and Knowledge
Keepers of all other First Nations peoples who I have had the privilege to work with during
the research for this thesis and who I continue to have connections with. Thank you for your
insipiration, for the sharing of knowledge, and for your spiritual guidance.
My name is Annette Gainsford. I am a Wiradyuri woman from Bathurst, New South Wales,
where I continue to live, work and research on the traditional lands of my ancestors. My
Wiradyuri ancestry inherited through the matrilineal line of moiety of my grandmother who
shared with me the stories that continue to influence my connection to Country and the
cultural traditions that I embody today. I would like to acknowledge that before undertaking
this research I gained permission from community Elders to establish my cultural obligations
as an Indigenous woman, and to adhere to localised cultural protocols. I have worked in
Indigenous education across the primary, secondary and tertiary sector in several educational
and cultural capacities and would like to acknowledge that my lived experience as a
Wiradyuri woman and Indigenous educator is interconnected to the social and cultural
location of this research (Smith, 1999). Working with respect to honour cultural protocols
according to people and place is reflected in the Indigenous research design and methodology
underpinning this thesis, which also supports the principles of the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies’ Ethical Guidelines for Ethical Research in
Indigenous Studies and Code of Ethics for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research
(Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies [AIATSIS], 2020,
2012).

1.2 Origins and purpose of the research
This thesis examines the process of embedding Indigenous knowledges in higher
education curricula, and in particular, the way in which academics engage with
Indigenous communities. The research aims to develop a theoretically derived model to
24

assist academics to establish an ethical space where collaborative partnerships can be
formed with Indigenous communities. Existing case studies and literature are employed
to inform the methodology, including law course curricula from Australia and Canada.
The case studies were chosen for their similarities, both Australia and Canada are
countries that have been colonised by the British which has caused significant
interruption and erasure of Indigenous cultures and perpetuated legacies of dispossession
and disadvantage. Both countries continue to experience the effects of Common/Western
law playing a pivotal role in the ongoing colonialism of Indigenous peoples. My logic
and selection of countries stemmed from their common colonial history and legacies, my
selection of specific university’s came from their reputation in embedding Indigenous
knowledges and perspectives across legal education as way in which legal education can
play a role in empowering Indigenous peoples and communities to express their lived
experience and reclaim and revitalize their Indigenous knowledges through the legal
education process. Both CSU and UVic law programs are internationally renowned for
their strong collaborative processes of engaging Indigenous communities and academia,
both case studies will provide further insight for the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the Australian legal education context. The model will provide a
framework for understanding both the process and interrelated elements that support the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education law curriculum. The
research aims to inform curriculum design, development, and delivery and to highlight
the significance of developing ethical collaborative partnerships with Indigenous
communities. The research conveys the experiences of Indigenous communities and
academics to inform the process of collaborative curriculum design. This research
specifically focused on law curricula, though it is proposed that the model will have
potential application across academic disciplines.

1.3 Overview of the study
Nakata, Nakata, and Chin (2008) propose that Australian universities have long been
deficient in meeting the holistic needs of Indigenous learners, with biased curricula delivered
from the perspective of dominant culture. Banerjee and Tedmanson (2010) have encouraged
the academy to recognise forms of cultural bias in both the higher education curriculum and
assessment processes to better meet the needs of students from diverse cultural backgrounds.
Actions undertaken around the world in the education sector demonstrate that a significant
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paradigm shift is required to include Indigenous knowledges as part of the higher education
curriculum2 (Battiste, 2017; Fornssler, McKenzie, Dell, Laliberte, & Hopkins, 2014; Leonard
& Mercier, 2014; Martin, Nakata, Nakata, & Day, 2017; Okoye & Okoye, 2015; Styres,
2017; Webber, 2017).
In Australia, the Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 has provided tertiary institutions with a
strategy regarding how the higher education sector can recognise and incorporate Indigenous
knowledges and ways of knowing. This directive is driven by the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Higher Education Consortium (NATIHEC) and offers guidance from
Indigenous academics and authors in contrast to early literature and research, which was
completed mostly by non-Indigenous academics working in the field of Indigenous education
(Barnhardt, 2005). The current national strategy provides a rationale for why embedding
Indigenous knowledges is important and recommends specific actions to implement change
within the higher education curriculum. However, the strategy does not provide direction or
ethical guidelines for how to effectively engage with Indigenous peoples to facilitate the
tactical work.
To date, there is very limited research available about how universities collaborate with
Indigenous communities to include Indigenous knowledges in the higher education
curriculum. The Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous
Cultural Competency in Australian Universities (2011) does, however, provide several
strategies, such as the pedagogical matrix of Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al. (2009), to inform
tertiary institutions of the content to consider when embedding Indigenous perspectives
across the curriculum. The matrix is designed specifically for the purpose of building
Indigenous cultural competency among higher education students. The framework delivers a
series of scaffolded student learning outcomes that relate to discipline-specific educational
expectations. The matrix provides foundational knowledge of culture in general, before
examining Indigenous Australian cultures and history specifically. This foundational
knowledge informs understandings for students to critically reflect on the nature of their
discipline and furthermore to examine how their chosen discipline interrelates to both the
historical and contemporary contexts of Indigenous Australians. The development of
foundational knowledge and understanding of Indigenous content provides a platform for

2

Embedding of Indigenous knowledges in this study is separate from the Western academy’s long tradition of
teaching about Indigenous cultures and knowledges from an anthropological perspective.
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students to critically examine professional skills and attributes when working with
Indigenous Australians, all of which informs a student’s knowledge, capability, and
application to their discipline upon graduation. The Universities Australia National Best
Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural Competency recommends that the following
teaching and learning strategies be applied to support the pedagogical matrix framework
(Universities Australia, 2011, p. 75). They include:
•

didactic lectures and seminars (delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous staff
members working in partnership)

•

guest lecturers or speakers (for example, Indigenous scholars, professionals, or
prominent members of the local Indigenous community who present alongside other
Indigenous colleagues)

•

panel presentations (involving prominent Indigenous community members)

•

cultural immersion activities, such as visits to Indigenous communities or Indigenous
organisations

•

informal meetings with local Indigenous organisations

•

guided cultural field trips, such as to museums and art centres

•

workshops prepared and presented by students

•

case study or ‘paper cases’ (Furman & Dent, 2004, p. 27), that is, longitudinal case
studies for discussion and analysis

•

scenarios (video-recordings or readings) for discussion and analysis

•

film excerpts discussed and analysed

•

readings about life experiences (fiction and non-fiction)

•

critical incidents for discussion and analysis

•

continuous reflective activities, such as journaling, identity narratives (about self and
others), reflections on readings, and presentations

•

portfolios (for example, for analysing media texts collected by students, personal
critical incidents, and analysing texts for white ‘cultural scripts’)

•

role play

•

‘games’ simulating cross-cultural encounters (such as BaFa BaFa and Welcome to the
State of Poverty)

•

use of a central website with links to relevant resources, organisations, etc., which can
be used for cultural competence foundation and integrated units
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•

online forum discussions (available on Blackboard, for example).

The Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural
Competency in Australian Universities offers specific direction and tactical advice to
academics about whom they should include in the teaching of Indigenous perspectives in the
curriculum. For example, the teaching and learning of Indigenous perspectives must involve
Indigenous scholars, Indigenous academics, Indigenous professionals, Indigenous
organisations, and Indigenous community members. However, there is a bigger, overarching
question that foreshadows the advice offered in the framework: How do universities and
academics build the kind of respectful partnerships with Indigenous communities required to
make this work possible? Furthermore, the strategic and tactical advice, if taken up poorly,
can reinforce existing institutional power paradigms and compromise relationships with
Indigenous communities instead of providing guidance on how to build new and alternative
ways to engage more effectively with Indigenous peoples (Moreton-Robinson, 2005). The
development of a theoretical model to support collaborative partnerships between academia
and Indigenous peoples can help bridge the gap that exists between strategic intent and
tactical advice, lending support to the implementation of the pedagogical matrix (Ranzijn,
McConnochie, et al., 2009), the Australian National Best Practice Framework Teaching and
Learning Strategies and the Australian Universities Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020.
In Australia, there are several discipline-specific frameworks that were developed prior to the
release of the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 (Universities Australia,
2017), which were established to assist academics in implementing Indigenous knowledges
and content into discipline-specific areas. For example, the Getting it Right, Teaching and
Learning Framework (Zubrzycki et al., 2014) is specific to social work education and the
Nursing and Midwifery Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Curriculum Framework
(Commonwealth of Australia Department of Health, 2014) is specific to nursing and
midwifery. Both frameworks offer a range of detailed theoretical and practical strategies that
academics can consider when designing, developing, and delivering the corresponding
learning and teaching curriculum. Within these strategies, each framework provides several
recommendations about the engagement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in
the development of community partnerships to enhance the curriculum development process.
However, the frameworks only offer strategic intent for academics but fail to define how
Indigenous partnerships and knowledges can be identified and embedded in the curriculum
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development process. For the purpose of this research and the thesis model it is deliberated
that neither framework covers the process of how academia is ethically engaging with
Indigenous communities and peoples for the specific purpose of curriculum development.
Therefore, these frameworks’ directives on engaging Indigenous communities provide further
rationale for the thesis of this research regarding how academia can make this work possible.
This thesis will build upon both Australian and international research and several guidelines
and frameworks to support ethical collaboration processes for how academia can engage with
Indigenous communities in relation to Indigenous research and Indigenous participation in
higher education. This includes the work of:
1. Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 (Universities Australia, 2017)
2. Hodenosaunee Research Methodology (Styres & Zinga, 2013)
3. The four Rs – respect, relevance, reciprocity, responsibility (Kirkness & Barnhardt,
1991)
4. Model for evaluating power relationships – initiation, benefits, representation,
legitimacy, and accountability (Bishop & Glynn, 2003).

1.4 Structure of the thesis
This chapter has provided an overview of the research aims and a brief background regarding
the requirements for universities in Australia to include Indigenous peoples and knowledges
across the higher education curriculum. The literature related to the inclusion of Indigenous
peoples and knowledges in higher education is analysed in Chapter 2. This analysis will
provide readers with the relationship between Indigenous peoples and academia and outlines
the theoretical framework that will be applied across the course of the study. The theoretical
framework applied in this chapter enabled the development and categorisation of the research
questions. Chapter 2 examines the literature on the inclusion of Indigenous peoples and
knowledges in higher education generally and across legal education specifically.
Chapter 3 describes the research design and methodology used in this study, including the
application of the theoretical framework in relation to research design and data analysis. This
chapter also discusses the role of the Indigenous researcher and outlines the two case studies
and the research participants associated with each.
Chapter 4 presents the Australian Charles Sturt University (hereafter CSU) case study results
and Chapter 5 presents the Canadian University of Victoria (hereafter UVic) case study
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results. Each chapter includes the findings from the respective public-facing documents,
academic, Inidgenous curriculum stakeholders and law student participants in relation to the
research questions derived from the literature review.
Chapter 6 presents a cross-case comparison of the CSU and UVic case studies.
Chapter 7 provides a summary of the results presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 and a discussion
to inform the development of an empirical model of how law schools can embed Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum.
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2 Review of the literature
The literature review presented in this chapter examines previous research in the field of
embedding Indigenous knowledges in higher education. The review provides key information
that has informed the research questions and methodology leading to the design of a
collaborative partnership model.
An examination of national and international literature from Aguirre Jr and Martinez (2002);
Battiste (2009, 2017); Bishop and Berryman (2006); Bishop and Glynn (2003); Burns (2014);
Cajete (2005); Clifford and Montgomery (2017); Ermine (2005, 2007); Hammersmith
(2009); Hardy and Tolhurst (2014); Harvey and Russell-Mundine (2018); Jones (2009);
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991); Kwaymullina (2020); Lambe (2003); Nakata (2002);
Schwartz (2019); Smith (1999); Styres (2008, 2017); Styres and Zinga (2013); Styres et al.
(2010); and Thaman (2003) indicates that dominant Western study paradigms in higher
education continue to ignore Indigenous peoples and cultures and their unique knowledge
systems in the higher education curriculum. The literature further demonstrates that,
historically, the higher education curriculum has long been lacking in the provision of a
diverse range of worldviews for the purpose of critical education. Five key themes emerged
from this investigation, which are identified and further outlined in section 2.3.

2.1 Higher education curriculum and Indigenous knowledges
In the current global higher education environment, universities are making a considerable
effort to ‘internationalise’ their curricula, and ‘this momentum has come from a range of
influences including economic, political, social, and cultural contexts’ (Clifford &
Montgomery, 2017, p. 1). Vine (1992) argues that generic teaching of cultural practices and
mass ideologies may disadvantage students from different cultural backgrounds. Ermine
(2007), Hardy and Tolhurst (2014), Nakata (2002) and Thaman (2003) suggest that educators
have a responsibility to create a curriculum through which learners can explore a diverse
range of knowledge systems to critically reflect on and analyse areas of cultural difference
and social tension. This rationale positions the inclusion of cultural knowledges and
Indigenous ways of knowing as imperative in the global learning environment (Aguirre Jr &
Martinez, 2002). However, Barney (2018), Ermine (2007), Gainsford and Evans (2017),
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991), Kwaymullina (2020), and Smith, Pollard, Robertson, and
Shalley (2018) all indicate that universities often do not possess adequate resources and skills
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to develop the inclusion of traditional knowledges in their curricula. This places universities
in a challenging situation as their decision-making processes must identify how curricula can
encompass different ways of knowing to reflect social and cultural diversity given constraints
on resources and skills (Adserias, Charleston, & Jackson, 2017; Aguirre Jr & Martinez, 2002;
Auhl, Gainsford, Hill, & Zundans-Fraser, 2018; Karkouti, 2016; Pope, Reynolds, & Mueller,
2014). Aguirre Jr and Martinez (2002), Debebe (2008) and Washington (2004) assert that
diversity and cultural inclusion are important elements for higher education institutions to
consider when developing inclusive educational policies and practices. Nussbaum (2002)
suggests that a curriculum that includes different ways of knowing can promote areas of
global citizenship and civic responsibility that are inclusive of culturally diverse peoples.
In Australia, universities have made varying efforts to embed Indigenous knowledges in the
higher education curriculum (Universities Australia, 2011). According to Harvey and
Russell-Mundine (2018), the inclusion of Indigenous content across the higher education
curriculum usually encompasses a range of approaches including within discipline-specific
subjects or through branches of the university that focus on Indigenous studies. Nakata,
Nakata, Keech, and Bolt (2012, p. 121) state that:
The primary programs for educating both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students in
preparation for professional work and future engagement with Indigenous Australians,
or for more general understanding of the knowledge, cultures, histories, and
contemporary concerns of Australia’s First Peoples.
In recent years, the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum
in Australia has taken a more intentional direction, with institutions implementing approaches
endorsed by the Australian Universities Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020. A number of
universities have undertaken a whole-of-university approach to embed Indigenous
knowledges in the curriculum through a framework of Indigenous cultural competence (Auhl
et al., 2018; Gainsford & Evans, 2017; Gerard, Gainsford, & Bailey, 2017; Harvey &
Russell-Mundine, 2018). Indigenous cultural competence is defined by Universities
Australia, as set out in its Guiding Principles for Developing Indigenous Cultural
Competence in Australian Universities, as:
Student and staff knowledge and understanding of Indigenous Australian cultures,
histories and contemporary realities and awareness of Indigenous protocols, combined
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with proficiency to engage and work effectively in Indigenous contexts congruent to
the expectations of Indigenous Australian peoples. (Universities Australia, 2011, p.
11)
Harvey and Russell-Mundine (2018) provide an outline of their university’s most recent
learning and teaching policies covering the implementation of Indigenous cultural
competence via a whole-of-university approach:
Cultural competence is one of six qualities articulated in our University’s most recent
Learning and Teaching policy. These are: (a) depth of disciplinary expertise; (b)
broader skills (critical thinking and problem-solving; oral and written communication;
information and digital literacy; inventiveness); (c) cultural competence; (d)
interdisciplinary effectiveness; (e) an integrated professional, ethical and personal
identity; and (f) influence. (p. 5)
Harvey and Russell-Mundine (2018) suggest that the above-mentioned qualities are
interconnected throughout the curriculum learning, informing a student’s cultural competency
and enabling the application of qualities to inform Indigenous cultural competence. Harvey
and Russell-Mundine (2018, p. 5) further state that, ‘although such epistemologies are
grounded in Western knowledge systems, they can also be used to challenge the dominance
of Western ways of knowing’. The inclusion of Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous
cultural competence in the higher education curriculum is recognised as key to establishing
practices of reconciliation in Australia (Universities Australia, 2017). Consequently, the
pedagogical approaches attached to the teaching of Indigenous knowledges, such as critical
reflexivity, enable students to develop their own personal worldview and thereby gain
important knowledge and skills that enable them to influence future professional practice
upon graduation (Gerard et al., 2017; Harvey & Russell-Mundine, 2018).

2.2 Law curriculum and Indigenous knowledges
One significant area for the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education
curriculum is law, given that universities play a critical role in promoting social justice
in society (Anthony, 2011; Behrendt, 2003; Burns, Lee Hong, & Woods, 2019;
Gainsford, 2018; Gerard & Gainsford, 2018; Gerard et al., 2017; Maguire & Young,
2016). Watson (2004) argues that the traditional law curriculum is a form of prejudice,
as a traditional law curriculum does not provide students with a range of diverse cultural
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perspectives from which to examine the law. In this regard, Anthony (2011); Burns
(2014); Burns et al. (2019) and Jones (2009) suggest that universities have an important
role to play in providing students with a range of Indigenous knowledges and
perspectives with which to critique the law. In addition to Jones (2009) a number of
authors consider that Indigenous curriculum contexts across legal education can involve
a range of strategies including: the incorporation of Indigenous cultural competency
(Burns et al., 2019; Gerard et al., 2017), the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
(Kwaymullina, 2019), the embedding of Indigenous perspectives including Indigenous
lived experience of the profession (Anthony, 2011; Ruru, 2018) and the inclusion of
Indigenous law (Borrows, 2016b; Napoleon and Friedland, 2016). The range of
strategies for inclusion in higher education curriculum is seen as a pivotal component in
examining the role of the legal profession in Indigenous peoples’ lives, in both a
historical and contemporary context. Battiste (2017); Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991);
Nakata (2006) and Smith (1999) all position higher education as a key site for examining
cultural difference to promote practices of social justice for Indigenous communities.
Therefore, the inclusion of Indigenous perspectives across the law curriculum can
provide law students with several key standpoints from which to analyse how effective
and accessible the law is for Indigenous peoples. Gerard et al. (2017) argues that to
facilitate this process, law faculties need to establish strong collaborative partnerships
with Indigenous peoples and communities.
Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012) claim inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the course
curriculum requires relationship-building between educators and Indigenous peoples as a
key foundational process to implementing a ‘two-world’ method. Therefore, supporting
such engagement with Indigenous peoples will provide a more diverse and culturally
relevant law curriculum that promotes the strength of traditional Indigenous lore and
reflects the legal needs of Indigenous communities. Ermine (2007) proposes an ethical
space of engagement to assist in analysing the diversity of Indigenous peoples and
cultures, and their difference from Western society. He also states that an ethical space
framework can be used for Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples to enter discussions
about Indigenous legal issues and to scrutinise the intersection between Indigenous law
and Western legal systems. This intersection provides a precedent for the use of Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to examine the difference between Indigenous and
Western law representation in the higher education curriculum. Borrows (2016b),
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Gainsford and Robertson (2019), Gainsford (2018), Gerard et al. (2017), Jones (2009),
Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012), Napoleon and Friedland (2016) and Ruru (2018) all
propose that place-based learning initiatives can connect the learning of law to local
Indigenous peoples and communities. This learning applies to engagement with local
Indigenous peoples for the purpose of employing cultural contexts as a basis for
Indigenous law education, acknowledging the concept of legal pluralism.
During the course of the thesis research, the final report for the Indigenous Cultural
Competency for Legal Academics Program (ICCLAP) was released in Australia. The
ICCLAP’s aim was to address the Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People (Behrendt et al., 2012; Burns et al., 2019), in
which Recommendation 32 advocates that higher education should include Indigenous
cultural competency for students and university staff in Australia to improve the outcomes for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students participating in higher education (Behrendt et
al., 2012, p. 24). The ICCLAP Recommendations 1, 2 and 4 of Universities Australia’s
Guiding Principles for Developing Indigenous Cultural Competency in Australian
Universities, are as outlined below.
Recommendation 1. Embed Indigenous knowledges and perspectives in all university
curricula to provide students with the knowledge, skills and understandings which
form the foundations of Indigenous cultural competency.
Recommendation 2. Include Indigenous cultural competency as a formal Graduate
Attribute or Quality.
Principle 4. Train teaching staff in Indigenous pedagogy for teaching Indigenous
Studies and students effectively, including developing appropriate content and
learning resources, teaching strategies and assessment methods. (Universities
Australia, 2011, p. 181)
More specifically, the Universities Australia recommendations propose that Indigenous
knowledges and perspectives be embedded in all university curricula and that Indigenous
cultural competency be connected to a key graduate learning attribute; and that this work is to
be supported by the professional development and informed Indigenous cultural competency
of university academic staff.
The ICCLAP objectives were to:
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•

consult with legal academics and key stakeholders to identify knowledge gaps and
professional development needs for incorporating ICC in law curricula

•

develop guiding principles for embedding ICC in legal education, a professional
development module and a set of resources available online to assist academics in
implementing ICC in law curricula

•

present the ICCLAP principles, professional development module and resources as a
pilot workshop for legal academics

•

establish a community of practice of legal academics to support the embedding of
ICC in legal education through a consultation process and workshops. (Burns et al.,
2019, p. 3)

The ICCLAP Final Report (Burns et al., 2019, p. 21) states that, ‘while the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges in curriculum is seen as important, concerns were expressed about
the culturally appropriate use of Indigenous knowledges. The report raises areas of concern in
relation to the difference between Indigenous and Western knowledge systems and more
specifically the use of cultural legal knowledge (Burns et al., 2019). The report findings
indicate that Indigenous knowledges are specific to ‘people and place and there must be
recognition that Elders, and community members are the owners of Indigenous knowledge
and must be consulted if Indigenous knowledges are to be used’ (Burns et al., 2019, p. 21).
The ICCLAP report further recommends that reciprocity in the form of remuneration should
be offered to Indigenous Elders and community members for their knowledge sharing and
Indigenous knowledge contributions to curriculum development, delivery and consultation
(Burns et al., 2019). In addition, the report states that ‘protocols for the use of Indigenous
knowledge are needed including the culturally appropriate use of technology and media and
resources on appropriate terminology and language’ (Burns et al., 2019, p. 22). The following
recommendations from the report are directed to practical measures designed to ensure that
the aims of ICCLAP are implemented and sustained into the future:
1. Law schools adopt the guiding principles for the incorporation of ICC into curriculum and
implement the embedding of ICC into law programs.
2. The Council of Australian Law Deans establish a working party to support the
incorporation of ICC in law curriculum, with members of the project team to provide ongoing
advice and guidance.
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3. Law schools give priority to the recruitment and retention of Indigenous legal academics to
support the embedding of ICC in curriculum.
4. Law schools take measures to ensure the cultural safety of law schools to support
Indigenous academics and students.
5. The project team continue to develop the ICCLAP website to provide resources and
support for academics to implement ICC in law curriculum.
6. The project team investigate opportunities for ongoing collaboration with legal academics
and industry partners to support the embedding of ICC in law curricula.
7. The project team investigate funding to conduct research on the current experiences of
Indigenous law students to inform future approaches to embedding ICC in law curriculum
and providing culturally safe law school environments.
8. The project team continue to disseminate the project’s findings at key legal education and
Indigenous law conferences and contribute to ongoing professional development programs to
promote ICC in law.
9. The project team convene a working party to develop a strategy to lobby legal admissions
authorities and professional associations to include ICC in legal accreditation and academic
standards. (Burns et al., 2019, p. 23)
The ICCLAP Final Report states that the project assisted in developing a community of
practice for legal academics in Australia to support the embedding of Indigenous cultural
competency in legal education, including by ‘providing a number of platforms of resources to
assist academics to include ICC in legal education such as the ICCLAP website and a special
edition of the Legal Education Review in ICC in law’ (Burns et al., 2019, p. 24). Overall, the
project’s final report suggests that the ICCLAP findings and recommendations have the
potential to influence the Canadian context, especially in relation to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s ‘Calls to Action’ in response to the commission’s
recommendations to include Indigenous cultural competency across legal education (Burns et
al., 2019).

2.3 Key themes that emerged from the national and international evidence
1.

Recognising the power imbalance between Indigenous and Western knowledges
(Battiste, 2017; Edwards & Hewitson, 2008; Ermine, 2005, 2007; Foley, 2006;
Fredericks, 2009; Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1998; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Martin
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& Mirraboopa, 2003; Moreton-Robinson, 2005; Nakata, 2006; Nakata et al., 2008;
Pihama, Smith, Taki, & Lee, 2004; Smith, 1999; Styres et al., 2010; Thaman, 2003).
2. Decolonising the higher education curriculum (Aguirre Jr & Martinez, 2002; Auhl et
al., 2018; Battiste, 2017; Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Cajete, 2005; Foley, 2006; Gainsford
& Evans, 2017; Gerard et al., 2017; Hammersmith, 2009; Kawagley & Barnhardt,
1998; Kovach, 2015; Lambe, 2003; Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003; Ranzijn,
McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith, 1997; Smith, 1999; Styres & Zinga, 2013;
Thaman, 2003).
3. Building ethical collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and academia
(Battiste, 2017; Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Borrows, 2016b; Cajete, 2005; Ermine, 2007;
Gainsford, 2018; Gerard et al., 2017; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Kawagley, 2006;
Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Lambe, 2003; Nakata et al., 2008; Smith, 1999; Styres et
al., 2010; Thaman, 2003).
4. Recognising the recovery and revival of global Indigenous knowledges (Archibald,
2008; Battiste, 2017; Cajete, 2005; Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 2008; Ermine, 2005;
Hughes, More, & Williams, 2004; Kincheloe & Steinberg, 2008; Kirkness &
Barnhardt, 1991; Lumby & McGloin, 2009; Martin et al., 2017; Martin &
Mirraboopa, 2003; Nakata, 2002, 2007; Smith, 1997; Smith, 1999; Styres, 2017;
Thaman, 2003; Universities Australia, 2017).
5. Acknowledgement of initiatives that support Indigenous student engagement and
retention (Andersen, Bunda, & Walter, 2008; Battiste, 2017; Behrendt et al., 2012;
Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Cajete, 2005; Ermine, 2007; Hardy & Tolhurst, 2014; Hughes
et al., 2004; Kawagley, 2006; Kincheloe & Steinberg, 2008; Kirkness & Barnhardt,
1991; Lambe, 2003; Nakata, 2006; Nakata et al., 2008; Schwartz, 2019; Smith, 1997;
Smith, 1999; Thaman, 2003; Universities Australia, 2017).
Each theme is discussed in the following sections.
2.3.1 Theme 1: Recognition of the power imbalance between Indigenous and Western
knowledges
Tertiary institutions have long been considered organisations of power and privilege that
render the dominant culture superior. In a contemporary environment, this institutional
positioning continues to hinder the progress of effective engagement with Indigenous
communities as institutional power constructs are non-conducive to the ethical development
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of collaborative partnerships. Battiste (2017), Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991), Kawagley and
Barnhardt (1998), Nakata et al. (2008), Ermine (2005) and Smith (1999) argue that
collaborative partnerships between academia and Indigenous communities are essential to
challenging the power base of Eurocentric education within higher education institutions. In
relation to building collaborative partnerships, Ermine (2007) describes the theory of creating
an ‘ethical space’. This space provides a conducive environment for the recognition of
difference, so that parties can reconcile tensions and re-balance power structures in informing
a foundation for partnership (Ermine, 2007). This foundational space is seen as one in which
discussions of historical, cultural, social and political differences can be reflected upon.
Therefore, the establishment of a ‘space’ is considered a key element of the thesis model,
given that recognition of past histories is a necessary starting point for a collaborative
partnership model. While Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) provides a foundation for
engagement within the higher education environment, a need exists to articulate the utility of
the theory for curriculum design. Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) will be taken up in
more detail as a theoretical framework for certain components of the study. It is
acknowledged that several research approaches have been established to counteract the power
imbalance between Indigenous communities and academia, such as those proposed by Foley
(2006); Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991); Martin and Mirraboopa (2003); Smith (1999) and
Styres et al. (2010), who all provide constructive methods for re-balancing tensions and
power for the purpose of conducting Indigenous research. These research methods are based
on the information that Indigenous peoples need to be involved in the decision-making
processes that determine how Indigenous research is conducted and distributed, and how
Indigenous knowledges are represented. The research methods also incorporate the need to
consider that the historical treatment of Indigenous peoples must be acknowledged and
reconciled in these processes. It is proposed that these research methods can inform the
present study by suggesting ways in which tensions and power can be acknowledged and
resolved. They thus offer important insights into cross-cultural collaborations on the
development of higher education curriculum.
However, it is duly recognised that these methods are predominantly based on conducting
Indigenous research and how to engage ethically with Indigenous communities for the
purpose of research, and do not pertain specifically to the development and/or delivery of
curriculum, as they only offer guidance on how tensions and power can be recognised and
acknowledged to facilitate collaboration for a shared purpose and benefit within a research
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context. The literature reveals that higher education institutions are in a privileged position
when it comes to determining how students come to know (Aguirre Jr & Martinez, 2002;
Battiste, 2017; Cajete, 2005; Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1998; Nakata, 2002; Pihama et al.,
2004), and Edwards and Hewitson (2008) argue that higher education needs to recognise the
independence of epistemological thought to allow students to challenge hegemonic
viewpoints. This will enable students to contest the dominant discourse to broaden their
worldview and deepen their thought process to consider other frameworks of knowledge.
Styres et al. (2010, p. 621) state that ‘work between Indigenous communities and academia
needs to be premised on the unwavering belief in a particular fundamental truth: That all
human beings are capable of rational thoughts through building positive, healthy
relationships’. In addition, truth telling is at the heart of reconciliation processes and needs to
be fully considered in any meaningful relationship between academia and Indigenous
communities. This thesis will explore how culturally safe environments can be formed for
truth telling to occur. Styres et al. (2010) and Wood (2011) support the call for academia to
provide a culturally safe space where Indigenous peoples and academics can recognise past
histories and acknowledge legacies before moving forward. Recognition and
acknowledgement of past and current tensions between Indigenous peoples and academia are
important for countering existing institutional power dynamics. Gerard et al. (2017) suggest
that recognition of historical tensions provides a platform for Indigenous knowledges to be
shared and recognised as equal in academic rigour to Western knowledge systems. This
foundational discourse is seen as essential for building respectful and ethical relationships
with Indigenous peoples for the purpose of developing academic curriculum. It is important
to reiterate that most approaches examined in this thesis focus on the ethical conduct of
Indigenous research. There is a significant lack of empirical evidence relating to ethical
partnership models for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the higher
education curriculum.
2.3.2 Theme 2: ‘Decolonising’ the higher education curriculum
Battiste (2017) asserts that decolonising the higher education curriculum involves providing a
diverse range of cultural perspectives, which effectively positions critical education as a key
component in addressing Indigenous community need. However, higher education has been
both slow and reluctant to reflect different ways of knowing and being within academia.
Aguirre Jr and Martinez (2002) propose that the continuing effects of colonisation seen in
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tertiary institutions through paternalistic practices represent an ongoing contributing factor to
the systemic marginalisation of Indigenous peoples. Battiste (2017) suggests that guidance
from Indigenous peoples is needed to decolonise the curriculum as cultural relevance and
Indigenous perspectives, if included at all, have traditionally been add-ons rather than
perceived as a genuinely rich source of knowledge. It is understood that part of the difficulty
in decolonising the curriculum is that educators perpetuate their own cultural bias across
teaching pedagogy and fail to acknowledge the diversity and complexities of Indigenous
knowledge systems (Battiste, 2017; Lambe, 2003; Macfarlane, Glynn, Grace, Penetito, &
Bateman, 2008; Thaman, 2003). Conversely, educators and academics often express that they
feel ill-equipped to include or teach Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum due to their
own lack of knowledge, the cultural sensitivity required to do so and/or the contentious
nature of the content (Gainsford & Evans, 2017; Gerard et al., 2017; Kwaymullina, 2020).
Key to this study is gaining further understanding of the processes and practices that can
assist academics to obtain the knowledge and skills needed to develop a culturally diverse
curriculum. Cajete (1994); Hammersmith (2009); Kawagley and Barnhardt (1998);
Macfarlane et al. (2008); Smith (1999); Thaman (2003) suggest that academia must negotiate
with Indigenous peoples to identify appropriate knowledges for inclusion in the curriculum
and that tertiary institutions need to be accountable for how Indigenous knowledges are
represented and taught. Battiste (2017) claims that selecting knowledges for curricula
requires challenging decision-making processes that determine several elements that define
the curriculum, including who owns the knowledge, the legitimacy of the knowledge and
how this knowledge is conveyed.
While the previously mentioned international literature relating to the ethical conduct of
Indigenous research is extensive (Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Foley, 2006; Kirkness & Barnhardt,
1991; Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003; Smith, 1997; Smith, 1999; Styres & Zinga, 2013),
embedding Indigenous knowledges to decolonise the current higher education curriculum has
a number of broader complications. These complications relate to a range of areas including
the impact of overarching learning outcomes and higher education accreditation requirements
(Auhl et al., 2018; Gainsford & Evans, 2017; Gerard et al., 2017). As previously mentioned,
in Australia there is a widely used pedagogical matrix (Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009)
that frames the way in which Indigenous content and perspectives are included in curriculum
design. This pedagogical matrix is promoted by Universities Australia as an effective tool for
decolonising existing higher education curriculum content. Although universities need to
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provide their own leadership and direction for community engagement in relation to
curriculum design, development and delivery, recommendations are provided within the
matrix for curriculum development. Kovach (2009b, p. 172) states that ‘in the new
millennium, engagement with Indigenous knowledges means engagement with Indigenous
peoples, communities, and cultures’. The literature recognises that decolonising curriculum
development processes must include engagement with Indigenous peoples to access a range
of cultural knowledges, thus challenging the dominant worldviews in existing curriculum.
Battiste (2017) proposes the concept of critical education, which enables all students, both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous, to challenge the hierarchy and normative structures
entrenched in both historical and contemporary society. Ultimately, there is a need for
institutions to initiate informed decision-making processes in relation to how they intend to
decolonise the higher education curriculum to provide a more culturally inclusive learning
environment for all students (Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991;
Universities Australia, 2017).
2.3.3 Theme 3: Ethical collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and
academia
As previously acknowledged, collaborative partnerships between academia and Indigenous
communities have long been fraught with challenges (Thaman, 2003). Styres et al. (2010)
argue that collaborative partnerships with Indigenous communities are complex and
multifaceted, where narratives of political, social, and historical difference intersect in
relationship-building and decision-making processes. Both Battiste (2017) and Styres et al.
(2010) support and apply the previously mentioned Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to
provide a framework for academia to ethically engage with Indigenous communities. These
authors note that ethical space is a place not only where dialogue can occur but also where
Indigenous communities can drive the reclamation of Indigenous knowledges, both within
and beyond the higher education environment. This process privileges Indigenous voice and
provides dual benefits as partnerships can activate Indigenous self-determining and selfgovernance practices while also providing Indigenous knowledges for curriculum content.
Battiste (2009) considers that academics must genuinely care about the learning they are
providing to their students and proposes several questions that must be asked when engaging
with Indigenous communities for curriculum purposes: How will academia enter into ethical
conversations with Indigenous communities? What will these conversations mean for the
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curricula that higher education institutions offer? How will institutions measure progress to
meet objectives and goals? The broader literature calls for educators to responsibly engage
with Indigenous communities to facilitate an inclusive curriculum. Battiste (2017); Bishop
and Glynn (2003); Cajete (1994); Ermine (2007); Kawagley (2006); Kirkness and Barnhardt
(1991); Lambe (2003); Nakata et al. (2008); Smith (1999); Styres et al. (2010); Thaman
(2003) argue that this work must come from core relationships and societal responsibility, not
policy objectives. There is also recognition that this work must be informed by international
directives such as the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (General Assembly
Resolution 61/295). Ermine (2007) suggests that there are multiple factors that universities
need to consider when developing an ethical space for engagement with Indigenous
communities, such as the recognition of historical and contemporary experiences (see also
Smith, 1999; Styres et al., 2010).
2.3.4 Theme 4: Recovery and revival of Indigenous knowledges
Indigenous peoples around the world are recovering and reviving their cultural knowledge
and customary practices to celebrate their traditions and contest the dominant societal
discourse (Thaman, 2003). Smith (2005) asserts that Indigenous knowledges are a
constructive resource that can be used to inform social change and realign Indigenous ways
of knowing as sophisticated epistemological and intellectually progressive frameworks.
Hughes et al. (2004) propose that Indigenous knowledges are embedded in cultural traditions
that have been passed down from one generation to the next over many thousands of years,
and define Indigenous knowledges as:
Learning that is developed through a complex interaction between life experiences,
habit and formal instruction derived from ways of life, and how adults and other
people, including peers, in the immediate context ‘teach’. Some cultural difference
may occur in this regard, but they cannot be assumed. Culture is shaped by a
multitude of circumstances and influences. (Hughes et al., 2004, p. 11)
Kincheloe and Steinberg (2008, p. 136) state that ‘Indigenous knowledges have become a
central resource for the work of academics’. However, it is acknowledged by Lumby and
McGloin (2009) that the diversity of Indigenous knowledges is often not readily recognised
by tertiary institutions. Thaman (2003) argues that the higher education environment
frequently misrepresents Indigenous knowledges as homogenous, and that curriculum design
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invariably fails to signify and reflect the complexities of these knowledges as a consequence.
For this reason, the complexity and diversity of Indigenous knowledges pose a substantial
challenge for academics when designing higher education curricula. This thesis will examine
how academics represent the diversity of Indigenous peoples, and their cultural knowledges
in the curriculum, focusing on the problematic nature of current approaches. Therefore, the
representation of diverse Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum will be a key element of
the model development.
International academics such as Archibald (2008); Cajete (2005); Denzin et al. (2008);
Ermine (2005, 2007); Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991); Nakata (2002); Smith (1997); Smith
(1999); Thaman (2003) have explored the strength of Indigenous epistemologies to create
new ways of thinking and reinforce Indigenous knowledges as a worthy inclusion in
academia. Indigenous knowledges are intrinsically connected to culture, language, and land,
providing education and understanding taught by Elders in a collective setting. Traditional
Indigenous knowledges are centred on practices and customs that create an awareness of
knowing and how this knowing can be applied to assist individuals and community equally
(Lambe, 2003; Nakata, 2007; Thaman, 2003). Considering the recommendations from the
literature, academics must carefully consider numerous interrelated cultural implications
when identifying what Indigenous knowledges will be included in the curriculum and with
whom they will engage to authorise this use of knowledges.
As previously discussed, the recovery and revival of Indigenous knowledges has given
Indigenous ways of knowing credible standing among academic scholars from around the
world. Indigenous knowledges are increasingly being identified for their philosophical and
epistemological thought foundations to challenge Western thought processes to decolonise
the higher education curriculum. This recognition supports the view that there are multiple
ways of knowing and being in the process of knowledge formation. Ways of knowing are
linked to processes that allow for growth and development according to interactions with
diverse cultural, social, historical, and political experiences, therefore enabling the analysis of
power imbalances that remain in societal structures (Battiste, 2017; Martin et al., 2017;
Styres, 2017). Indigenous peoples, develop ways of knowing according to their lived
experience. Martin and Mirraboopa (2003, p. 209) state that ‘ways of knowing are conveyed
through both processes and context’. Challenging the prevailing assumptions and foundations
will be a significant factor in establishing relevant Indigenous knowledges for the purpose of
learning and teaching in a tertiary setting. These considerations have emerged from the
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implementation of policy, specialised cultural programs and culturally inclusive learning
environments, including the indigenisation of the curriculum through community
engagement, thus driving institutions to build collaborative partnerships with Indigenous
communities to make this work possible. Currently in Australia there is a significant push to
include Indigenous knowledges and perspectives in higher education. The impetus for
indigenising the curriculum is being led by the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy
2017–2020, with support from key international initiatives such as the Universal Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the World Indigenous Nations Higher Education
Consortium (WINHEC) Guidelines. The inclusion of Indigenous knowledges is also
identified as a key factor in influencing the engagement and retention of Indigenous students
in the higher education environment as it provides a driver for self-determination for
Indigenous peoples and communities (Behrendt et al., 2012; Burns, 2018; Burns et al., 2019;
Cajete, 2005; Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1998; Lambe, 2003; Schwartz, 2019; Thaman, 2003).
2.3.5 Theme 5: Indigenous student engagement and retention
Bishop and Glynn (2003); Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991); Nakata (2006); Nakata et al.
(2008); Universities Australia (2017) all recognise that, globally, universities struggle to meet
the needs of Indigenous learners, with irrelevant curricula delivered from the dominant
culture identified as one of numerous factors contributing to low enrolments and low
retention rates among Indigenous students in the higher education sector. Behrendt et al.
(2012) argue that Indigenous student statistics are constantly being scrutinised by tertiary
institutions and higher education bodies to find new ways to engage Indigenous students in
tertiary education.
Bishop and Glynn (2003) and Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) argue that preparing Indigenous
higher education environments requires a considerable amount of development and
consultation to build a curriculum that reflects content that is relevant to Indigenous students.
Kincheloe and Steinberg (2008) claim that Indigenous learners work through a process to
prepare themselves for the challenges of study and how this learning will situate them for
future endeavours involving self-determination and community engagement. Indigenous
ways of knowing and learning stress that there is an important relationship between the
learner and their social and natural environment (Andersen et al., 2008; Battiste, 2017;
Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Cajete, 2005; Ermine, 2007; Hardy & Tolhurst, 2014; Hughes et al.,
2004; Kawagley, 2006; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Lambe, 2003; Smith, 1997; Smith,
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1999; Thaman, 2003). Therefore, learning that is situated to meet the needs of Indigenous
peoples and communities is seen as a way for universities to address institutional and societal
power imbalances, thus challenging ongoing practices of colonialism. Indigenous student
engagement and retention is openly discussed as an area of high and urgent priority for
universities; and ensuring sound institutional and curriculum reform is seen to improve future
Indigenous student success (Andersen et al., 2008; Banerjee & Tedmanson, 2010; Bishop &
Glynn, 2003; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Nakata et al., 2008). The thesis model will
explore ways in which the higher education curriculum can be made more responsive to
Indigenous students and propose ways in which the higher education curriculum can
represent and influence Indigenous community need. The following section outlines
international approaches that provide evidence of Indigenous community collaboration
around the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in higher education.

2.4 Models and approaches that recognise and include Indigenous knowledges
In Australia, it is recognised that the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 is
the key initiative influencing the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in the higher
education environment. In addition to this model, there are several other models that
influence the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across colonised countries. The models
in use in Australia, New Zealand and Canada are selected to provide an international
perspective on how higher education institutions are engaging and collaborating with
Indigenous peoples. Each is reviewed in turn below.
2.4.1 Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020
2.4.1.1 Description of key features
The Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 is Australia’s most recent strategy
that guides and assists universities to cultivate a positive culture that supports Indigenous
participation in Australian universities. The strategy guidelines assist universities in
promoting and celebrating Indigenous success and achievement, thereby recognising the
richness of Indigenous contributions in the higher education environment. The strategy
recognises the uniqueness of Indigenous knowledges and that Indigenous knowledges are
many thousands of years old, superseding Australia’s first university, which was established
in 1850. The strategy relies heavily on strong partnerships between universities and
Indigenous communities to achieve its targets (Universities Australia, 2017).
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2.4.1.2 Application of context
Through this strategy, the members of Universities Australia endorse the following principles
(Universities Australia, 2017, p. 24):
• That Australia’s universities exist on the traditional lands of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples across the continent.
• That Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people hold unique knowledge and
knowledge systems which are foundational and fundamentally important to
Australia’s intellectual, social, and cultural capital.
• That universities are accountable to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people on
education and the use of Indigenous knowledge and cultures.
• That true partnerships between universities and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities within and outside the university are essential to deliver the best
outcomes.
• That such partnerships should be conducted in a spirit of reconciliation which gives
voice to Indigenous people in decision-making that affects Indigenous communities.
• That social justice requires universities to implement effective policies and practices
that recognise the contribution, potential and insight of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander staff and students and respond to Indigenous community needs.
• That parity of opportunity and outcome is a central objective of policy and practice.
• That universities control the resources and processes required to achieve these aims
and are committed to using them effectively.
The Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 provided a major incentive for
this research as it provides several principles that influence institutional practice relating to
Indigenous higher education outcomes in Australia. For example, one principle is that ‘true
partnerships between universities and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
within and outside the university are essential to deliver the best outcomes’ (Universities
Australia, 2017, p. 24). This principle provides a clear instruction and offers a justification for
why partnerships are important in the process. However, as previously noted, the strategy
provides no further information or direction as to how genuine partnerships can be formed or
on the protocols for developing and sustaining such partnerships. Therefore, how genuine
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partnerships can be formed is a significant focus of the research and a key element in the
thesis model. The Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 principles provide a solid foundation for
what needs to be accomplished in the Australian setting and have been useful in providing
direction and context for the development of the thesis model.
2.4.1.3 Empirical evidence
The Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 provides several key enablers for universities to improve
Indigenous higher education outcomes in Australia. Although the strategy is a very recent
addition to the national narrative, there is evidence that it provides support for scholars to
drive a number of research agendas associated with Indigenous higher education in Australia.
A study by Barney (2018) used a mixed-method design and conducted open-ended interviews
with 21 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander higher degree by research graduates from
across Australia. Barney found that many Indigenous higher degree research graduates
‘highlighted the negative history of research in Indigenous communities as being an
important motivation to do research differently’ (Barney, 2018, p. 913). Additionally, the
study identified that the Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 provides a rationale for why
universities need to increase their numbers of Indigenous higher degree research students.
However, the authors acknowledge the study was limited by the participants having diverse
pathways into higher degree research and by the fact that participants were interviewed via
different methods, such as Skype and face-to-face. Yet its findings indicate that the
Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 provides universities with a whole-of-university approach to
increasing the numbers of Indigenous students undertaking postgraduate studies.
The Barney (2018) study acknowledges that universities already have several strategies in
place to improve educational outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander higher
degree students but identified that universities need to do more to increase Indigenous student
enrolments, engagement and retention (Universities Australia, 2017). The study highlights
that the Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 aims to develop university approaches to improving
Indigenous higher degree by research students’ enrolment and success, while also recognising
that ‘the numbers of Indigenous people undertaking higher degree research currently still
remains disproportionately low in the Australian university sector’ (Barney, 2018, p. 911).
The study found that Indigenous people are under-represented at all levels in Australian
universities and links the success of Indigenous higher degree by research students to
increasing the number of Indigenous academics in Australian universities. It further identified
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a considerable correlation between increasing the number of Indigenous academics and
building Indigenous leadership potential within the Australian university sector. Barney’s
(2018) study utilised particular elements of the Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 to justify
calls to improve outcomes for Indigenous postgraduate students. These elements pertain to
improving university governance in relation to Indigenous research, student support, and
employment and leadership strategies.
In addition to the Barney (2018) study, which recognises that the Indigenous Strategy 2017–
2020 can help improve Indigenous higher education outcomes in Australia, a recent report
titled Strengthening Evaluation in Indigenous Higher Education Contexts in Australia (Smith
et al., 2018) highlights several issues related to the effective implementation of the strategy
by universities.
Smith et al.’s (2018) study involved 38 policymakers and Indigenous scholars and used a
mixed-method design that included semi-structured interviews. The methodology was
specifically designed to privilege Indigenous voices, with the authors acknowledging that ‘the
value of Indigenous knowledge was a research priority’ (Smith et al., 2018, p. 24). The study
evaluated a number of national reports and strategies to examine numerous issues related to
Indigenous higher education. The Australian Universities Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020
was examined in connection to various issues including the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges in curricula. Smith et al.’s (2018, p. 18) study states:
the concept of embedding Indigenous knowledges into university curricula has also
been reinforced in the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020, but
there is little guidance about how universities can monitor and evaluate investments of
this nature.
Universities Australia (2017, p. 14) states that ‘embedding Indigenous knowledges for all
students in higher education courses by 2020 is an action commitment of the Indigenous
Strategy 2017–2020’. Smith et al.’s (2018) study identified three main areas that influence
how Indigenous higher education approaches are implemented and evaluated in Australia.
The three areas are defined as conceptualising ‘evaluation’ as a broad term, towards a greater
appreciation of qualitative evidence and towards greater accountability. However, the study
was limited by how participants interpreted the term ‘evaluation’; the authors observed that
‘evaluation means different things to different people’ (Smith et al., 2018, p. 33). The
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findings also reveal that there are three domains of control implicated in implementing and
evaluating Indigenous higher education approaches: an Indigenous level, a university level,
and a government level. The Smith et al. (2018) study positions the Universities Australia
Indigenous Strategy to provide evidence of how universities are actioning specific strategies
to influence institutional approaches. The study culminated in the development of a
conceptual model of Potential Performance Parameters to Strengthen Indigenous Higher
Education Monitoring and Evaluation in Australia (Smith et al., 2018, p. 68).
It is common in the contemporary literature for institutional performance to be interrelated
with low Indigenous education and employment outcomes. Scholars have used this causeand-effect relation to emphasise the immediate need for an improved higher education
environment for Indigenous students in Australia (Barney, 2018; Smith et al., 2018; Wood,
2011). The low Indigenous education and employment rates, linked with the current higher
education environment, provide justification for the work that needs to be done. The action
required is framed by suggested improvements and the recommendations associated with the
Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 initiatives. There is an unremitting deficit cycle of
identifying need and justifying improvement. The development of the thesis model will
explore ways in which the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in higher education can
influence student learning outcomes, for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. The
model will specifically focus on exploring the Indigenous student experience as well as
analysing how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges influences Indigenous cultural
competency for non-Indigenous students. The thesis model development draws on the
successful work and outcomes seen in universities that have implemented specific strategies
to support the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the higher education law
curriculum.
2.4.2 Model for authentic cultural interaction: the Hodenosaunee Research Methodology
2.4.2.1 Description of key features
A qualitative study by Styres (2008) utilises the Hodenosaunee Research Methodology as a
framework to engage Indigenous peoples and community in action research with academia.
The framework is grounded in the acknowledgement of lived experiences and considers that
there needs to be a ‘re-balance’, as past impacts on Indigenous communities have caused
immense trauma and disadvantage. This framing explores the notion of how academia
intends to address the past and ongoing impacts of historical policy before the collaborative
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work takes place. The process of re-balancing links to the first key theme identified in the
literature, that recognising the power imbalance between Indigenous and Western
knowledges is necessary to enable a collaborative process. Intense cultural immersion
experiences open participants up to alternative ways of knowing and offer valuable learning
for participants. Learning experiences that offer authentic cultural interaction with Indigenous
peoples assist participants to challenge their own cultural bias and acquire the ability to
critically reflect on the knowledge gained. The Hodenosaunee Research Methodology is built
on the philosophy of a self-reflective journey, which begins when individuals come together
seeking condolences and peace to form a new relationship (Styres et al., 2010).
2.4.2.2 Application of context
Through the Hodenosaunee Research Methodology individuals are welcomed with reciprocal
demonstrations of respect, as part of a ceremony held for the purpose of sharing lived
experiences and celebrating survival through the hardships suffered. The process provides a
space where the power imbalances that prevail in both historical and contemporary contexts
can be recognised, discussed and acknowledged before collaborative partnerships are formed.
From this acknowledgement individuals are given joint responsibility to their ancestors for
the health and wellbeing of their community. The process is recognised as preparing
individuals to move beyond entrenched dysfunctional ideas that have been informed by grief
and sorrow. This insight is followed by a process known as ‘requickening’, which enables
individuals to refocus their narratives on more positive thoughts and actions. Styres et al.
(2010, p. 622) state that ‘this process redirects energies into more positive and creative
dialogue that speaks of life, energy, hope, passion, light, creativity and renewed
commitment’. In addition to the requickening, participants engage in a process of speaking
‘The rare words, where individuals seeking condolence can now wipe their eyes, cleanse the
throat, and unblock the ears in order to move beyond the pain of personal and collective
experiences’ (Styres et al., 2010, p. 622). This ceremony educates leaders on cultural
practices and protocols that must be adhered to and prepares the leaders to work effectively
for mutual benefit. From this process, respectful relationships and partnerships form to
influence future initiatives and joint decision-making processes. Although this model is
research related, it represents a process through which researchers can form partnerships by
employing cultural processes in advance of research collaboration. In doing so, the
Hodenosaunee Research Methodology model addresses the power imbalance and tension that
exists between the Indigenous community and (Western) academics and builds a foundational
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base for a partnership agreement. Therefore, questioning how tensions and power imbalances
are acknowledged and resolved in partnerships will be a key focus of the analysis in this
thesis.
2.4.2.3 Empirical evidence
The Styres et al. (2010) study, which was conducted at Brock University, involved
investigating the low attendance and retention rates of Indigenous students from the Six
Nations community using the Hodenosaunee Research Methodology. The study utilised the
research methodology to highlight the tenuous nature of Indigenous research and establish
ways in which Indigenous research can be conducted in an ethical manner in collaboration
with Indigenous communities. The Hodenosaunee Research Methodology is a place-based
research framework specifically designed for engaging community through research between
the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory and Brock University. Styres et al. (2010) found
that research with Indigenous peoples has often been challenging, and that Indigenous
peoples are often distrustful of academia and its intentions. The authors identified several
elements for the university to consider when conducting research with Indigenous
communities, which included articulating the challenges and limitations of institutional
practices and policies when engaging with and conducting research with Indigenous
communities. The findings highlight:
The tensions of walking between two worlds: addressing the intransigence of
university protocols, developing a Memorandum of Understanding, negotiating the
tensions between insider and outsider perspectives, negotiating, and navigating ethical
space, as well as exploring the internal challenges that were triggered by these
experiences. (Styres et al., 2010, p. 623)
The Styres et al. (2010) study indicates that the tenets of the Hodenosaunee Research
Methodology support collaborative Indigenous engagement in which both parties share a
common vision and partnerships can be formed that are devoid of power-related agendas.
Brock University’s research approach starts with creating a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory and Brock University to
explore student success within the Six Nations community. The Hodenosaunee Research
Methodology framework provided guidance to bridge the two worlds – one being the
Indigenous community, the other being the intention of academia to inform social change.
The Styres et al. (2010) research approach, applying the Hodenosaunee Research
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Methodology, enables the Indigenous voice to be privileged, providing an authentic cultural
perspective on the implications and limitations of combining Indigenous community
protocols and institutional research practices. The Hodenosaunee Research Methodology
research principles facilitate ‘a space where individuals can voice their experiences and hear
the experiences of others’ (Styres et al., 2010, p. 629).
By underpinning the research with the Hodenosaunee Research Methodology, Brock
University successfully negotiated an ethical space where both the Indigenous community
and academia were able to share their views of the research agenda. This created a positive
outcome for both the university and the Aboriginal community. Although the Hodenosaunee
Research Methodology focuses specifically on research, it is proposed that this model
provides a good framework for considering how to embed Indigenous knowledges into the
higher education curriculum. The thesis model will explore how ethical space is negotiated in
collaborations between academia and Indigenous communities and how historical tensions
and power constructs are negotiated in the curriculum development process. There is also
further consideration for the thesis model in relation to how place-based relationships are
formed with Indigenous communities for the purpose of higher education collaborations.
2.4.3 The four Rs – respect, relevance, reciprocity, responsibility
2.4.3.1 Description of key features
If we cannot create an environment in which First Nations students begin to ‘feel at
home’ at the university, all the special programs and support services we can dream
up will be of little value in attracting and holding them in significant numbers.
(Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991, p. 95)
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991, p. 1) assert that ‘American Indian/First Nations/Native people
have been historically under-represented in the ranks of college and university graduates in
Canada and the United States’. These authors propose the four Rs model of respect,
relevance, reciprocity, and responsibility to identify the aspects of university practice that
need to be addressed in relation to adjusting the university environment to better meet the
needs of First Nations students, to ensure that the responsibility is not placed on First Nations
students to adjust to university structures and practices. Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991, p. 95)
state:
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‘There must be an emphasis on the need for a higher educational system that respects
them for who they are, that is relevant to their view of the world, that offers
reciprocity in their relationships with others, and that helps them exercise
responsibility over their own lives.
In addressing how universities can meet First Nations student needs, Kirkness and Barnhardt
(1991, p. 96) ask a series of connected questions:
•

Why do universities continue to perpetuate policies and practices that historically
have produced abysmal results for First Nations students, when we have ample
research and documentary evidence to indicate the availability of more appropriate
and effective alternatives?

•

Why are universities so impervious to the existence of de facto forms of
institutionalised discrimination that they are unable to recognise the threat that some
of their accustomed practices pose to their own existence?

•

What are some of the obstacles that must be overcome if universities are to improve
the levels of participation and completion of First Nations students?

The above enquiries by Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) are echoed within this thesis, where
policy, Indigenous participation and the embedding of Indigenous knowledges are included in
the broader research questions described in the methodology. Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991,
p. 96) state that ‘there are no simple or single answers to these very complex questions, but
those who are associated with universities in one form, or another must continue to seek
effective solutions’. It is proposed that the thesis model be positioned as an effort to
contribute to a more effective solution. However difficult and challenging the task is,
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) explore their questions in relation to four themes: respect,
relevance, reciprocity, and responsibility. Each theme is discussed in turn below.
Respect
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) suggest that respect for First Nations peoples’ cultural
integrity is an important element in recognising Indigenous cultural knowledge, beliefs, and
core values within the higher education environment. First Nations and Indigenous peoples
have a distinct form of knowledge that is intrinsically linked to cultural contexts. These
contexts include oral traditions, Indigenous languages and knowledge systems, and traditional
knowledge practices (Goody, 1982). Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) call for higher education
institutions to better reflect First Nations’ cultural knowledges and traditions in the learning
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environment; however, they acknowledge that this is a challenging task and offer no direction
in terms of how to reflect such knowledges in the curriculum. This call by Kirkness and
Barnhardt (1991) reiterates the identified theme of recognising the recovery and revival of
global Indigenous knowledges in the higher education environment.
Relevance
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) acknowledge that there are many issues and complexities
involved in incorporating First Nations and Indigenous knowledges into the higher education
environment. However, it is recognised that the emergence of First Nations scholars within
academia is providing valuable leadership in relation to incorporating Indigenous knowledges
across a range of perspectives. For example, Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) support the work
of Archibald (2008) around Indigenous storytelling and oral traditions of knowledge
formation. Kirkness and Branhardt (1991) also highlight the work of Hampton (1995) and
refer to the 12 standards of ‘The Indian Theory of Education’ as described below:
•

Spirituality – an appreciation for spiritual relationships.

•

Service – the purpose of education is to contribute to the people.

•

Diversity – Indian education must meet the standards of diverse tribes and
communities.

•

Culture – the importance of culturally determined ways of thinking, communicating,
and living.

•

Tradition – continuity with tradition.

•

Respect – the relationship between the individual and the group recognised as
mutually empowering.

•

History – appreciation of the facts of Indian history, including the loss of the
continent and continuing racial and political oppression.

•

Relentlessness – commitment to the struggle for good schools for Indian children.

•

Vitality – recognition of the strength of Indian people and culture.

•

Conflict – understanding the dynamics and consequences of oppression.

•

Place – the importance of sense of place, land and territory.

•

Transformation – commitment to personal and societal change.

Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) promote the ‘The Indian Theory of Education’ (Hampton,
1995) as a way for universities to examine their own policies and practices to provide a more
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respectful and relevant learning experience for First Nations students. However, considering
the complexity and diversity of Indigenous knowledges globally, a significant challenge for
universities lies in identifying which Indigenous knowledges, people and communities will be
included and reflected in institutional policies and practices.
Reciprocity
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991, p. 103) state that ‘one of the most frustrating aspects of the
university experience for First Nations students is the role dichotomy between the producers
and the consumers of knowledge in university settings’. These authors identify that the
introduction of diverse cultural perspectives and worldviews through interactions with people
from different cultural backgrounds would help to promote cross-cultural education in the
tertiary environment. This recommendation has several implications for academics in terms
of how to locate and effectively engage with Indigenous peoples for this purpose, it is seen to
promote a two-way learning process between Indigenous communities and academia.
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991, p. 105) observe that:
Faculty members and students when engaged in a reciprocal relationship are in a
position to create a new kind of education, to formulate new paradigms or explanatory
frameworks that help us establish a greater equilibrium and congruence between the
literate view of the world and the reality we encounter.
Responsibility
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) argue that higher education environments continue to be
institutions of power and privilege and therefore that institutional policies and practices need
to address ongoing power dynamics. They state that, ‘for First Nations students, this is a
matter of necessity, in order to survive the formal curriculum, they must also learn to
navigate through the alien power structure of the institution’ (p. 105). In this regard, Kirkness
and Barnhardt (1991) consider that First Nations students must employ certain strategies to
be successful. For example, Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) promote Giroux’s (1988) concept
of the ‘border pedagogy’, which enables students to engage in knowledge as a ‘border
crosser’, that is, as a person moving in and out of borders constructed around coordinates of
difference and power. These are not only physical borders, but also cultural borders
historically constructed and socially organised within maps of rules and regulations that limit
and enable identities and social forms.
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In this case, students cross over into borders of meaning, maps of knowledge, social
relations, and values that are increasingly being negotiated and rewritten as the codes
and regulations which organise them become destabilised and reshaped. (Kirkness &
Barnhardt, 1991, p. 105)
The process of engaging Indigenous students from a range of unique cultural backgrounds in
higher education is a key theme in the thesis research, although it raises numerous
complexities for academics to consider and address. Difficulties related to non-Indigenous
academics teaching cultural content to Indigenous students and how this content is
represented in the curriculum are of utmost concern and great importance to the present
research, especially in relation to professional development practices and student engagement
policies.
2.4.3.2 Application of context
According to Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991), the four Rs – respect, relevance, reciprocity and
responsibility – is a framework that provides universities with a strong rationale and specific
directives for improving educational outcomes for Indigenous peoples and communities.
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) argue that the application of the four central themes of
respect, relevance, reciprocity and responsibility can support and empower Indigenous
peoples in the higher education environment. The four Rs framework is flexible in its
application and Kirkness and Barnhardt maintain that such a system can be applied to
university governance to influence areas of policy and practice encompassing Indigenous
research methodologies, embedding Indigenous knowledges and pedagogy into the
curriculum, Indigenous student engagement and retention, and the promotion of a crosscultural education environment to support societal change.
2.4.3.3 Empirical evidence
The four Rs model is used by scholars worldwide to advocate for cultural recognition and
change within higher education institutions. It has been adapted across interdisciplinary areas
to generate thought and evidence in relation to institutional change towards improving the
First Nations student experience.
A study by Yue (2011) explored the utility of an existentialist approach to pedagogy in
teaching human resource management in the Canadian Arctic, using a mixed-method design
that included autoethnographic and action research approaches. Noddings (2018) describes
existentialist education as characterised by individuals being able to make choices about their
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own existence and individuals defining and applying meaning to their own reality. Yue
(2011) analysed Kirkness and Barnhardt’s (1991) four Rs model to highlight the challenges
that First Nations students experience within universities and how higher education is often
disconnected from the cultural need to support collective change. Yue maintains that
university education does not consider First Nations students’ identity, and that this often
results in poor engagement and retention. Yue’s study also found that ‘key aspects of
existentialist philosophy are culturally situated’ (2011, p. 129) although the study was limited
by the author being a non-Indigenous researcher reflecting on Indigenous cultural practices, a
factor identified by the author, who observed, ‘indeed, my own outsider and Western
philosophical embeddedness renders accurate and respectful cultural descriptions
exceptionally difficult’ (Yue, 2011, p. 123).
Yue’s (2011) findings indicate that an existentialist educational approach can assist students
to take ‘sustainable ownership’ over government policies and practices that directly affect
them. Yue claims that an existentialist approach enables the educator to recognise that the
learning of First Nations students’ needs to be relevant and culturally situated to assist
students to apply their knowledge and skills to real-life situations. Yue (2011) proposes that
universities need to adopt the four Rs cultural framework of Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991)
as guidance on how to effectively include cultural perspectives and knowledge for First
Nations students. The Yue (2011) study thus recognises that the four Rs framework could
influence higher education by providing a more culturally appropriate environment in which
to educate First Nations people and meet the needs of their community.
Embedding Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum for the purpose of making the
curriculum more relevant to Indigenous learners remains an ongoing challenge for higher
education institutions. The model developed in this thesis will explore ways in which higher
education institutions are designing, developing, and delivering curricula to include relevant
Indigenous knowledges to meet the needs of Indigenous learners and the wider Indigenous
community. The thesis model will explore specific institutional policies and curriculum
strategies to establish whether and how universities are authentically engaging with
Indigenous peoples for the purpose of embedding knowledge in the curriculum.
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2.4.4 Model for evaluating power relationships – initiation, benefits, representation,
legitimacy, and accountability
2.4.4.1 Description of key features
Bishop and Glynn (2003) propose that there are ongoing power imbalances between
dominant and minority groups at many different societal levels. These authors state that ‘the
problems that are created by these relationships can be assessed quantitatively by accessing
negative statistics that afflict Maori learners’ in the New Zealand context (p. 54). However,
Bishop and Glynn (2003, p. 54) also recognise the findings of studies by Bishop (1994, 1996)
and Bishop and Glynn (1992) when they further claim that:
Qualitative analysis of the denial of equitable Maori participation in the benefits of
the education system can be identified by reference to a number of issues associated
with power: initiation, benefits, representation, legitimation and accountability.
This pattern is demonstrated by Bishop and Glynn’s (2003) model outlined below, which
aims to explain and address the ongoing power imbalance faced by Maori students in
educational environments across New Zealand. Bishop and Glynn (2003, pp. 55–57) propose
that there are ‘five elements that educational institutions need to consider when evaluating
power relationships with Maori people’:
1. Initiation – Whose interests and agendas is the education system established to
promote? Like the Australian context, Maori people have been denied the opportunity
of being involved in the development of the education system in which they are
educated. Bishop and Glynn (2003) consider the ongoing perpetuation of dominant
discourse to be a ‘structural problem’ in that Indigenous cultural perspectives and
objectives should be considered at the ‘initiation’ stage, therefore developing a
relevant learning curriculum for all students. However, the means for considering and
including these perspectives and objectives with Maori communities are not defined.
2. Benefits – Who will directly gain from the education system? Bishop and Glynn
(2003) refer to significant quantitative evidence from Davies and Nichol (1993) that
substantiates that Maori students’ do not benefit from a mainstream education system.
Similarly, significant evidence has been provided by Behrendt et al. (2012) as to why
Australian Indigenous students also struggle with irrelevant educational contexts.
Bishop and Glynn (2003) further argue that Maori identity is not reflected in New
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Zealand mainstream education experiences, therefore creating a reluctance among
Maori students to engage. Bishop and Glynn (2003) express that the education system
is structured in a way that prevents Maori people from participating, thus creating a
power imbalance of relevant knowledge applicable to Maori learners.
3. Representation – Whose story of social reality is depicted? Bishop and Glynn (2003,
p. 56) state that ‘traditionally education practices such as research and pedagogy have
misrepresented Maori knowledge’. Simplification and commodification by the
colonisers have denied the authenticity of Maori experiences, explanations, and
voices. In addition, Bishop and Glynn (2003) asserts the misrepresentation of Maori
knowledges by the academy hampers educational access and success for Maori
students, reinforcing cultural stereotypes of their educational under-achievement
among the wider society. Bishop and Glynn (2003) query how Indigenous cultures
can be ethically represented in higher education; and this inquiry will be a significant
component in the present research. This enquiry also leads to an exploration of who
provides the knowledges for use and how Indigenous experience, explanation and
voice are authentically and ethically included and represented in the higher education
curriculum.
4. Legitimation – What authority does the mainstream education system claim for its
structure, processes, and outputs? As stated above, Bishop and Glynn (2003) consider
that Maori knowledges and traditions have long been misrepresented, and thus not
recognised as rich sources of knowledge. This misrepresentation includes a deficit
ideology that Maori culture is unable to manage its own cultural issues or be relevant
in a contemporary environment. Such thinking positions Maori culture and
knowledges as inferior to and less important than the dominant culture and discourse,
preventing diverse cultural knowledges from being recognised as of equal importance,
within both educational settings and everyday society. This positioning of the
dominant culture raises a number of questions regarding which Indigenous
knowledges are legitimate and credible for inclusion in curriculum design and how
these knowledges are represented by academics when teaching Indigenous content.
Furthermore, what skills, knowledges and authorisations are required of academics
working in this field to include and teach such content?
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5. Accountability – To whom are educationalists accountable? Who has control over
initiations, pedagogies, assessments, and evaluations? Bishop and Glynn (2003) assert
that the New Zealand mainstream education system is accountable to government
through various policies and standards. However, the accountability standards have
been decided on and put in place by those representing the dominant discourse. This
further perpetuates structures of control and power over Maori knowledges in
education. Bishop and Glynn (2003) further argue that it is not satisfactory for Maori
students to achieve educational success at the expense of their culture. Indigenous
knowledges need to be represented as equal in academic rigour to the dominant
educational discourse, and structures of accountability need to include the Maori
voice (Bishop & Glynn, 2003). Therefore, the questions of how Indigenous
knowledges are included in academia and who is accountable for how cultural
knowledge is represented are important components of the research and model
presented in this thesis. For example, in the process of identifying ‘how’ and ‘who’,
several additional questions are raised, including: Who has the cultural authorisation
to share cultural knowledges and who has the authority to hold educational
institutions accountable?
2.4.4.2 Application of context
Bishop and Glynn (2003) challenge educational institutions to consider how decision-making
and power processes continue to perpetuate processes of colonisation to which Maori people
in New Zealand are subjected. Bishop and Glynn (2003) identify patterns of dominance in
education continue to adversely affect Maori people, communities, and self-determination
initiatives. The authors acknowledge that their work is heavily influenced by the work of L.
T. Smith in Decolonising methodologies (1999) and G. H. Smith in The development of
Kaupapa Maori (1997), and theorise that their model for evaluating power relationships can
be used to influence the following areas of education: cultural diversity, deficit theory,
assimilation/integration, hegemony, epistemological racism, monolingualism,
multiculturalism/biculturalism and dominance/subordination (Bishop & Glynn, 2003, p. 55).
Bishop and Glynn’s (2003) model offers significant scope to influence the present research.
The thesis model will analyse how higher education institutions are recognising and resolving
the power structures that impact engagement with Indigenous communities and the inclusion
of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum, specifically in relation to
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decision-making and accountability processes. The thesis model will also explore the ways in
which higher education institutions are acknowledging and reconciling Indigenous
communities’ historical treatment by building collaborative partnerships for the purpose of
defining which Indigenous knowledges are to be included and embedded in the curriculum
and how these inclusions are benefiting Indigenous and non-Indigenous learners and the
wider Indigenous community.
2.4.4.3 Empirical evidence
A study by Bishop, Ladwig, and Berryman (2014, p. 190) investigated 31 schools
encompassing 1263 teachers by using a quantitative method that included observational
studies of teachers practising the whanaungatanga pedagogy with Maori students in the
classroom. The study found that ‘high levels of discursive practice simply did not happen
when low levels of whanaungatanga were observed’ (Bishop et al., 2014, p. 207). In the
context of the present research, whanaungatanga is defined as follows:
In this sense means that groups (be they of research or classroom participants) are
constituted as if they were a whanau, that is, an extended family. (Bishop et al., 2014,
p. 198)
Both the whanaungatanga and whanau principles of the Kaupapa Maori research approach
were identified in the study to re-balance power structures within the classroom, to make
learning more relevant and accessible for Indigenous students. The authors’ rationale was
underpinned by Bishop and Glynn’s (1999, 2003) model for evaluating power relationships.
Not all the types of interactions observed were seen as effective learning interactions – a
factor identified by the authors (Bishop et al., 2014, p. 199) as a limitation of the study. The
findings of Bishop et al.’s study (2014) indicate that the whanaungatanga model effectively
engages Maori students in the classroom, with whanaungatanga creating a sense of cultural
safety whereby students feel more comfortable sharing and expressing their experiences and
knowledge as part of the learning process. This was identified in the study to foster positive
relationships between student and teacher, and to re-balance the power in classroom learning
interactions.
In this process, the teacher relates to and interacts with students in such a way that
new knowledge is co-created. Such a classroom will generate totally different power
relationships, interaction patterns, and educational outcomes from a classroom where
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knowledge is seen as something that the teacher makes sense of and then passes onto
students and will be conducted within and through a culturally responsive pedagogy,
wherein self-determining individuals interact with one another within non-dominating
relations of interdependence. (Bishop et al., 2014, p. 210)
The Bishop et al. (2014) study reinforces the view that a culturally relevant pedagogy aligned
with Indigenous cultural principles can address the power imbalance between teacher and
student, creating a significant paradigm shift in the classroom. This evidence also provides
insights into the potential restructure of power within the context of curriculum development
and delivery. The thesis model will explore power structures both inside and outside the
classroom with a specific focus on how universities are working to address the power
imbalances between Indigenous and Western knowledges in curriculum design and how
universities are creating culturally safe and relevant learning spaces for students and
academics alike. The thesis model will explore the ways in which higher education
institutions collaborate with Indigenous peoples over cultural authority and intellectual
property rights related to the inclusion of cultural knowledges and philosophies in the
curriculum and subsequently how Indigenous protocols and peoples are honoured and
protected in this process.

2.5 Linking the literature to identify areas of need
International researchers have advanced several approaches and models that enable the
integration of Indigenous education into the higher education environment. Many researchers
have established the need for universities to engage with Indigenous communities across the
education sector globally to include Indigenous knowledges in curriculum (Barney, 2018;
Bishop & Berryman, 2006; Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Bishop et al., 2014; Davies & Nichol,
1993; Ermine, 2007; Giroux, 1988; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Macfarlane et al., 2008;
Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2018; Smith, 1999; Styres, 2008; Styres et
al., 2010; Universities Australia, 2017; Yue, 2011). While the empirical evidence from the
literature recommends practices that will act as a starting point for my research, there is
limited evidence demonstrating the efficacy of specific actions to be taken by universities to
establish connections with Indigenous communities to build ethical partnerships.
The literature identifies five key areas of development for universities in relation to building
ethical partnerships with Indigenous communities for the purpose of inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges. These areas are:
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1. The need for Indigenous peoples and communities to be collaborative participants in
the higher education process (Barney, 2018; Bishop & Berryman, 2006; Bishop &
Glynn, 2003; Bishop et al., 2014; Davies & Nichol, 1993; Ermine, 2007; Kirkness &
Barnhardt, 1991; Macfarlane et al., 2008; Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith
et al., 2018; Smith, 1999; Styres, 2008; Styres et al., 2010; Universities Australia,
2017; Yue, 2011).
2. The need for universities to recognise and acknowledge the power imbalance that
affects relationships with Indigenous peoples (Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Ermine, 2007;
Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Styres et al., 2010).
3. The need for Indigenous protocols to be recognised in collaborative partnerships
(Bishop & Berryman, 2006; Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Bishop et al., 2014; Davies &
Nichol, 1993; Ermine, 2007; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Macfarlane et al., 2008;
Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2018; Smith, 1999; Styres, 2008;
Styres et al., 2010; Universities Australia, 2011, 2017; Yue, 2011).
4. The need for Indigenous knowledges to be privileged in the teaching of higher
education (Barney, 2018; Bishop & Berryman, 2006; Bishop & Glynn, 2003; Bishop
et al., 2014; Davies & Nichol, 1993; Ermine, 2007; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991;
Macfarlane et al., 2008; Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2018;
Smith, 1999; Styres, 2008; Styres et al., 2010; Universities Australia, 2017; Yue,
2011).
5. The need for institutional accountability in meeting the needs of Indigenous peoples
and communities (Barney, 2018; Bishop & Berryman, 2006; Bishop & Glynn, 2003;
Bishop et al., 2014; Davies & Nichol, 1993; Ermine, 2007; Giroux, 1988; Kirkness &
Barnhardt, 1991; Macfarlane et al., 2008; Ranzijn, McConnochie, et al., 2009; Smith
et al., 2018; Smith, 1999; Styres, 2008; Styres et al., 2010; Universities Australia,
2017; Yue, 2011).
Additionally, scholars such as Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) and Styres et al. (2010)
propose Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as a theoretical model for the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges, which posits how ethical spaces for dialogue can be established
between universities and Indigenous peoples.
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One of the recurring themes in the literature is that universities need to build ethical
relationships with Indigenous peoples for the purpose of working collaboratively. Ethical
partnerships and the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in higher education are identified
throughout the literature as aiding curriculum development and research agendas, providing
Indigenous cultural competence for higher education students, supporting Indigenous student
success, and influencing Indigenous self-determination practices. Universities have attempted
to accommodate the need for ethical partnerships in different ways. However, the research to
date makes clear that embedding Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum
is still in its initial stages, particularly in Australia. This embedding goes beyond normative
institutional practices and as outlined above, requires paying attention to a number of
interrelated elements.
The literature identifies a lack of specific guidance on how Indigenous partnerships can be
formed for the purpose of curriculum development. Therefore, the proposed thesis model will
explore the ways in which ethical partnerships are formed and how embedding Indigenous
knowledges in the curriculum can be achieved. In addition, specific analysis of
interconnected elements that can influence or be influenced by this process is a research
priority. Due to the frequent identification of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) in the
literature as a culturally appropriate framework for analysing the intersection between
Indigenous and Western thought, this theory has been incorporated into the present research.
The following section outlines the theoretical application and organisational process.

2.6 Ermine’s Ethical Space Theory
The overarching theoretical framework for this study applies Ethical Space Theory (Ermine,
2007). Ermine introduced the concept of Ethical Space in 2005 in a paper titled ‘Ethical
Space: Transforming Relations’ (Ermine, 2005). This paper was delivered to the National
Gatherings on Indigenous Knowledge and provided a substantive framework for examining
the diversity and difference of Indigenous peoples and Western paradigms. Ermine (2007)
then built on the original ethical space concept in his work Ethical Space of Engagement, in
which he analysed the diversity and positioning of Indigenous peoples and Western society to
promote the discussion of Indigenous legal issues and ‘particularly the fragile intersection of
Indigenous law and Canadian legal systems’ (Ermine, 2007, p. 193).
Ermine (2007) adapted the concept of ethical space from the philosophical thought of Poole
(1972) in his book Towards Deep Subjectivity. The theory originated from an analysis of a
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photograph dating back to the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia. The photograph depicts
two men sitting on a park bench looking at each other. One man is dressed in a military
uniform, clearly signifying the prevailing power of the invading force, and the other man is
dressed in ordinary civilian clothing, clearly signifying that he is one of the ‘invaded’. Poole
(1972) was interested in the space between the two men and considered that, on a superficial
level, each man acknowledged the other’s presence, while conceding that there is also an
unspoken level of tension evident between the two individuals. Poole (1972) guides the
reader to reflect on the identified space between the two parties and proposes that the space is
filled with contention. Ermine (2007) takes this space of contention to create an analogy of
the conflict between Indigenous peoples and Western philosophical thought. Ermine (2007)
claims that interactions between Indigenous and Western society are often tokenistic,
troubled by a lack of genuineness as hidden agendas prevent authentic engagement. Ermine
(2007) uses this notion of the space of contention to examine the differences between
Canadian and Western law systems. This author positions the theory to identify that each law
exists within its own ‘solitude’ and with its own independent worldview. Ermine (2007)
examines the intersection between the two solitudes through the following principles:
1. Ethics
2. Status quo
3. The undercurrent
4. Indigenous gaze
5. Emergent rules of engagement
6. Reconciliation.
The following paragraphs detail Ermine’s (2007) ethical space principles.
2.6.1 Ethics
Ermine (2007, p. 195) defines ‘the word ethics as the capacity to know what harms or
enhances the well-being of sentient creatures’. The author suggests that ethics is about
personal integrity and responsibility to do what is right and just and contends that ethics
involves accountability of actions and how certain actions affect other people. Ermine (2007)
perceives that consideration of others sets up ‘boundaries’ and that individuals know and
identify what is important to them. In knowing what is important to themselves, the
individual applies this consideration to others and refrains from confronting personal
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boundaries. In addition to personal boundaries, cultural and community boundaries come into
play. Ermine (2007, p. 195) states that, ‘in Indigenous societies, the Elders and the oral
traditions provide us with the codes of conduct as human beings within our communities’.
Ermine (2007) proposes that an understanding of individual and cultural boundaries supports
ethical engagement when considering cross-cultural issues and areas of difference. In this
particular example, Ermine (2007, p. 196) states that ‘the discourse surrounding the
intersection of Indigenous and Canadian law needs perspectives that create clarity and ethical
certainty to the rules of engagement between diverse human communities’.
2.6.2 Status quo
Ermine (2007) argues that the relationship between Indigenous peoples and Western society
has long been consumed by oppression and conflict. Ermine (2007, p. 196) declares that ‘a
general and broad glance at the historical interaction of Indigenous and Western societies will
serve to highlight the precarious nature of this co-existence’. Ermine (2007) suggests that the
repeated patterns of poor treatment and domineering engagement practices with Indigenous
peoples have often caused Indigenous peoples to reconsider their engagement with Western
society. This author provides several examples of how these patterns have developed over
time and evidence of how Indigenous peoples have chosen to disengage due to certain
breaches of their cultural and personal boundaries. Ermine (2007) examines how Indigenous
peoples have been continually forced into engagement with Western society through
practices of colonialism. He offers an example of the destructive engagement patterns
associated with residential school systems, state policy and other forms of colonialism that
causing disadvantage, dispossession of identity and continuous disruption to Indigenous
societal and philosophical structures. As Ermine (2007, p. 197) states, ‘the anguished pattern
in the history of Indigenous-Western relations tells us that we have continued to do the same
thing over and over again even as we pursued co-existence’. Thus, Ermine (2007) argues that
the ‘status quo’ continues with no clear ‘rules of engagement’ moving forward. Ermine also
refers to Poole (1972) in reflecting on how the space between the two men sitting on the park
bench could be examined to contemplate what each individual is thinking.
2.6.3 The undercurrent
Ermine (2007, p. 197) claims that ‘there are compelling reasons why Indigenous dealings
with the Western world have been accompanied by anxiety’. From an Indigenous perspective,
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the overarching power structures that are imposed on Indigenous communities by Western
societal structures are difficult to challenge. However, Ermine (2007) states that, through
analytical and theoretical discourse in academia, Indigenous scholars are challenging Western
thought paradigms. He (2007, p. 197) asserts that ‘Indigenous scholars have contributed to
the socio-cultural analysis of existing power structures and social inequalities’. For example,
Ermine (2007) observes that these challenges often emerge from the flawed communication
process between Indigenous peoples and Western society, stressing that underlying
assumptions and agendas must be confronted. This author (2007, p. 198) describes this as the
‘undercurrent’, an ‘analogy used to describe these subsurface interests and attitudes that
continually influence communication and behaviours between individuals, organisations and
nations’. Ermine (2007) argues that there needs to be an awareness that not all people and
communities share the same beliefs and values, and that morality is shaped by individual
historical, cultural, social and political experience.
Ermine (2007) also challenges the existence of institutional monocultural teachings that have
left society with a consensus about the normative nature of moral formation, reinforcing
societal norms and the societal ‘status quo’. He (2007, p. 199) positions the ‘legacies of
dominance and social inequity, borne out of policy and legal apparatus, as human
constructions; humans create the order of society and create the laws that will govern that
society’. However, the overpowering nature of Western influence in law means that minority
groups such as Indigenous peoples are often left invisible and under-represented. Ermine
(2007, p. 199) reinforces his analysis with a personal statement:
As Indigenous peoples, we have lost our most precious of all human rights – the
freedom to be ourselves. Our existence is reduced to a meaningless and marginal part
of broader Canadian life to be silent and ultimately controllable.
Ermine (2007) argues that ongoing communication and dialogue between Indigenous peoples
and Western organisations continues to be dictated by undercurrents of colonialist
conventions, perpetuating past patterns of dominance and disadvantage.
2.6.4 Indigenous gaze
Ermine (2007) considers that experiences of colonisation for Indigenous peoples have left
them with a particular view of or ‘gaze’ upon the Western world. This insight provides
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Indigenous peoples with a memory and ongoing narrative of past and current historical
experience. As Ermine (2007, p. 199) states:
It is the social, political, and historical consciousness about existence, and a place in
the universe that is valid and imbued with purpose and hence our cultural/political
claims revolve around identity and issues of knowledge and power.
Ermine (2007) considers that the ‘Indigenous gaze’ reflects an assertion of social justice
through the development of a sense of community, based on the notion that an individual’s
sense of belonging within community is a fundamental right. This sense of community ignites
a resurgence of reflection on and reclamation of cultural traditions that existed long before
Western thought and the practices of colonialism threatened Indigenous culture and survival.
This ‘gaze’ is reflective but also provides the gazer with strength and determination in terms
of staying true to one’s cultural traditions and community of practice. Ermine (2007) suggests
that the current situation for Indigenous peoples in Canada should serve as a ‘mirror’ to
mainstream society and put government and institutional practices under scrutiny for not
meeting the needs of Indigenous peoples. This examination of ongoing colonial practices
asserts that Indigenous peoples’ human rights are not being fairly addressed or affirmed in
Canadian mainstream society. Ermine (2007) believes that there is an expectation that the
community and wider society should act on these inequities to ensure an improved legacy for
future generations.
2.6.5 The emergent rules of engagement
Ermine (2007, p. 200) states that ‘Canada has attempted to follow some measure of
international protocol and honour among nations through treaty-making’. He cites the treaty
negotiations between Canada’s First Nations people and the Crown as an example of a
historical model of collaboration between two disparate communities. These treaties are
positioned as collaborative models of engagement that take into consideration Indigenous
self-determination and cultural representation. In support of these treaties, Ermine (2007)
situates Constitutional recognition of First Nations people in Canada as a key component in
Aboriginal rights. Ermine (2007, p. 201) states that, ‘in essence, Aboriginal rights must be
informed by and asserted through Indigenous knowledge and further articulates the role of
the Crown in upholding Aboriginal rights’.
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The duty to consult and the honour of the Crown are other recent legal principles
articulated by the Supreme Court of Canada, and they stipulate that the Crown must
act with honour and integrity and in the best interests of Aboriginal groups. (Ermine,
2007, p. 201)
Several international legal mechanisms such as the United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples (General Assembly Resolution 61/295) are framed to support global
Indigenous rights and offer legal representation for First Nations people in advocating for
societal change in Canada. Ermine (2007) argues that the legal challenge is to recognise areas
of injustice and formulate actions to ensure the requisite societal change.
2.6.6 Reconciliation
Ermine (2007, p. 201) poses the following questions in relation to reconciliation: ‘[H]ow do
we reconcile worldviews? … [and] How do we reconcile the oral tradition with the written
tradition, the two embedded traditions that we confront and must reconcile?’. Thus, the
fundamental challenge is to reconcile the central viewpoints of Indigenous and Western
thought. Ermine (2007, p. 201) proposes that ‘the theory of the ethical space is one such
framework and configuring ethical/moral/legal principles in cross-cultural cooperation, at the
common table of the ethical space, will be a challenging and arduous task’.
However difficult the task, Ermine (2007) argues that the development of an ethical space
will assist in forming a place in which dialogue can occur, while conceding that the scope of
dialogue and collaboration comes with its own challenges. These challenges include ‘issues
like language, distinct histories, knowledge traditions, values, interests, and social, economic
and political realities and how these impact and influence an agreement to interact’ (Ermine,
2007, p. 202). Ermine further asserts that these interactions must take place devoid of power
constructs such that all participants can come to the table with an equal voice, thus forming a
stable base for collaboration between Indigenous peoples and Western institutions (Ermine,
2007). Ethical space is deemed a place where multiple agendas of thought and action can be
discussed and sanctioned. Ermine (2007, p. 202) argues that this space also means ‘enabling
Indigenous Elders, Knowledge Keepers, in concert with Indigenous lawyers and allies, many
of whom are already committed to the challenge, to articulate, assert and define Aboriginal
rights’. Along with an equal voice for all participants there must be equal recognition of
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Indigenous and Western jurisprudence – only then will this space be considered ethical
(Ermine, 2007).
Ermine (2007) argues that ethical space provides a dynamic pathway for new interactions and
innovative thought. Ethical space is positioned as a sanctuary in which cross-cultural
relations can be built that challenge outdated and dysfunctional ways of engagement between
Indigenous peoples and Western institutions. This is encapsulated by Ermine’s (2007, p. 203)
view of the future, expressed in his concluding personal statement:
It is now my hope that my grandson enters law school and that by then we will have
created a solid inclusive path of reconciliation based on humanity, based on respect,
based on natural contexts, so that my grandson will feel proud about being a lawyer
and about being an Indigenous person and an Aboriginal person in this country.
Ethical Space Theory posits six principles that respond to the identified themes in the
reviewed literature. It provides a framework of theoretical intent that has been used to
organise the thesis research and model development.

2.7 Examples of Ermine’s Ethical Space Theory in practice
Upon examination of the work of Coleman, Battiste, Henderson, Findlay, and Findlay (2012),
Donald (2009), Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012), and Strasser and Peltier (2014), it was found
that the application of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) has been a key element in
building collaborative partnerships with Indigenous communities and academia, for the
purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges. The theory was applied in several ways
across various programs for specific purposes.
Example 1
A study by Coleman et al. (2012) involved four Indigenous scholars and used a mixedmethod design that included four open-ended interview questions. The purpose of the study,
which was part of a project titled Different Ways of Knowing, was to gather recordings to be
used as teaching resources in the classroom to convey different ways of knowing and
knowledge systems. The study applied Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to find an
‘ethical space’ between Western/colonial and other knowledge systems. The study identified
the ways in which scholars could explore different ways of knowing through dialogue with
Indigenous peoples. Acknowledging and recognising different knowledges and knowledge
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systems in their teachings was identified as a priority for universities. The study was limited
by the small number of participants involved in the interview process however, found that the
Indigenous scholars shared several common experiences of historical and contemporary
colonial practices, including the dispossession of land and language, and the trauma
associated with the treatment of Indigenous peoples. The findings indicate that the strength
and resilience of Indigenous peoples is a key driver for the assertion and reclamation of
Indigenous knowledges. Coleman et al.’s (2012) study provided evidence of how Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) can generate a space for dialogue and a platform for exploring
different ways of knowing and how Indigenous communities globally are reclaiming their
Indigenous knowledges for empowerment and self-determination purposes. The study also
provided international examples of activism from Canada, Latin America, Australia, New
Zealand, China, Indonesia, and India. These countries are experiencing a reclamation and
resurgence of their Indigenous knowledges, and this is seen to ensure change for current and
future generations of Indigenous peoples.
Example 2
A study by Donald (2009) critically examines the continuing divide between the Canadian
national narrative and Canada’s First Nations people, using a mixed-method design that
included observational and auto-ethnographic analysis. The researcher used the metaphor of a
‘fort’ to represent the substantive divide between Canadian nationals and First Nations
people. Donald’s (2009) study demonstrates that educational change needs to be driven by
curriculum and pedagogy, to close the great divide between the two entities. To make this
work possible Donald (2009) engaged Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to consider how
past histories and experiences of colonialism can be discussed through a shared vision of
moving forward. His study found that decolonising the curriculum and making way for the
inclusion of First Nations knowledges and perspectives can facilitate a two-way learning
process. Donald (2009) argues that collaborative educational approaches can assist in
challenging the repeated pattern of dominant Western thought. The author recommends that
this could be facilitated by decolonising the curriculum, improving cross-cultural
relationships, and developing new pathways for educational design. The study was limited by
a singular focus on examining the divide and suggesting a solution, yet the author supported
his claims with academic, cultural, and observational evidence. Donald (2009) positioned
Ethical Space Theory (Ermine 2007) to play a key role in working collaboratively with
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Indigenous peoples to narrow the divide between Canadian nations and the country’s First
Nations peoples, through the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges and pedagogy in curricula.
Donald (2009) argues that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education
curriculum can help to decolonise educational environments and build new partnerships
between Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada.
Example 3
Kapyrka and Dockstator’s (2012) study examines how Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007)
can be applied to bridge the differences between Indigenous and Western worldviews in
relation to environmental education programs. Through this examination Kapyrka and
Dockstator (2012, p. 98) analyse the ‘detrimental effects of the hegemonic Western idea of
education and colonialism on Indigenous peoples and their lands’. The authors’ (2012)
research draws upon the examination of several established post-secondary education models
that include both Western and Indigenous knowledges. Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012)
specifically examine the literature of Anuik and Gillies (2012), Ball (2004), Bartlett,
Marshall, Marshall, and Iwama (2012), Donald (2009), Fitznor (2005), Gross (2005),
Hatcher, Bartlett, Marshall, and Marshall (2009) and Kovach (2009a, 2009b) using a mixedmethod design that included document analysis and observational approaches. The authors
concluded that:
Our experience and observations in upholding such models show that the most
successful seem to be those that engage with both Western knowledges and
Indigenous knowledge. (Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012, p. 98)
The study was limited by the authors only analysing the programs through relevant literature
and not gathering any direct evidence from the participants in the programs. The findings
indicate that, traditionally, reconciling worldviews within academia has been a significant
issue when establishing cross-cultural relationships for educational purposes, and that shifting
individual perspectives to take into consideration other people’s worldviews is challenging.
However, the Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012) study also reveals that Ethical Space Theory is
one framework that can facilitate guidance and practical processes for engagement. The
authors discuss that applying Ethical Space Theory can provide a space where divergent
worldviews can be engaged through a dialogue of sharing, which in turn provides a space for
exploring difference. Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012) acknowledge that providing a higher
education curriculum that allows for existing worldviews to be contested is difficult, and that
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providing a two-world approach is contextually challenging. The authors frame these
contextual challenges by posing two significant questions: which Indigenous knowledges
should be included in the curriculum? and how can academics authentically represent the
diversity of Indigenous knowledges in this process? The reality is that Indigenous
knowledges are specific to place. It is for this reason that Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012)
recommend that the education process needs to begin with the Indigenous peoples and
communities residing in the same location as the educators and universities. It is
acknowledged that this process will be challenging, and educators will need to recognise the
tensions between Indigenous and Western worldviews to build effective relationships.
Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012) support Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as a framework
that can facilitate a collaborative process and suggest that, if managed effectively, newly
formed relationships will promote beneficial two-way learning processes between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples. This study considers that the ethical space between two
knowledge systems reflects a merging of differing worldviews that shifts the unequal balance
of power into a collaborative partnership model.
Example 4
A study by Strasser and Peltier (2014) involved describing the Northern Ontario School of
Medicine (NOSM) process for ‘developing and delivering curriculum, which included
ongoing engagement with Aboriginal communities as well as faculty experts’ (Strasser &
Peltier, 2014, p. 143). This research used a mixed-method design that included action
research and observational approaches and applied Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to
provide a framework and rationale for engaging with Aboriginal knowledge systems. NOSM
developed 32 Aboriginal cultural immersion programs with Aboriginal communities that
actively facilitated learning for their medical students. Strasser and Peltier reflected on the
limitations of their study when they acknowledged that ‘measuring the impact of such a
curricular program is challenging, and efforts are underway to begin to track specific
outcomes’ (Strasser & Peltier, 2014, p. 149). However, their study’s findings indicate that the
program model united Aboriginal knowledges and place-based experiences with university
learning outcomes, creating an authentic and ethical learning environment for NOSM
students. The workshop discussions brought to light the power imbalances between
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ways of knowing and provided an ethical space for dialogue
to occur. NOSM’s cultural immersion experience is an example of how such programs can
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place value on Aboriginal knowledge and collaborate with communities to achieve learning
outcomes (Strasser & Peltier, 2014).
The examples outlined above provide evidence of the ways in which Ethical Space Theory
(Ermine, 2007) has been applied to practice. The application can be summarised according to
the principles of the theory as follows:
1. ‘Ethics’
•

To find an ethical space between Indigenous and Western knowledge systems in
higher education (Coleman et al., 2012; Donald, 2009; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012;
Strasser & Peltier, 2014).

•

To develop an ethical space of engagement to initiate dialogue between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples (Coleman et al., 2012; Donald, 2009; Kapyrka &
Dockstator, 2012; Strasser & Peltier, 2014).

•

To create an ethical space of engagement between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples for dialogue and interaction (Donald, 2009).

2. ‘Status quo’
• To challenge repeated patterns of Western thought in curriculum (Donald, 2009).
3. ‘The undercurrent’
• To find an ethical space where historical experiences and the tensions arising from
colonialism can be discussed (Donald, 2009; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012).
•

To recognise power imbalances between Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of
knowing and being (Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Strasser & Peltier, 2014).

4. ‘Indigenous gaze’
• To provide an ethical space where Indigenous knowledges and philosophical thought
are considered and valued (Donald, 2009; Strasser & Peltier, 2014).
•

To recognise the diversity of Indigenous knowledge systems (Coleman et al., 2012;
Donald, 2009; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Strasser & Peltier, 2014).

5. ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
• To provide an ethical space to decolonise the curriculum to bring about societal
change (Donald, 2009).
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•

To provide Indigenous cultural immersion programs as models of collaboration and
cultural representation (Strasser & Peltier, 2014).

6. ‘Reconciliation’
• To provide an ethical space to create a bridge between Indigenous and Western
worldviews (Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012).
•

To establish cross-cultural relationships (Donald, 2009).

•

To create new partnerships between educational institutions and Indigenous peoples
(Coleman et al., 2012; Donald, 2009; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Strasser & Peltier,
2014).

The analysis of the four examples that apply Ermine’s (2007) theory to practice reinforces the
view that higher education institutions are implementing or considering Ethical Space Theory
to engage with Indigenous peoples and communities in a more ethical manner. A common
theme arises from the research that authentic connection and communication with Indigenous
communities ultimately influences the formation of an ‘ethical space’ (Coleman et al., 2012;
Donald, 2009; Kapyrka & Dockstator, 2012; Strasser & Peltier, 2014). As outlined above,
each of the examples analysed applied specific principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine,
2007) in different ways. However, some authors acknowledge and reference specific
principles of the theory without making explicit connections. For example, some have cited
the theory in creating a space of engagement for shared dialogue between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples, yet the ways in which these partnerships are resourced and formed
are not fully articulated.
Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) will be applied to the thesis model for dual purposes –
the theory has value both as a way of thinking and as a viable process that embodies that way
of thinking. The thesis research will apply all six Ethical Space Theory principles to provide a
holistic organisational framework to examine how the theory responds to the identified
themes and research questions used in the conduct of the present study. It is recognised in
those examples that applied Ethical Space Theory that Indigenous knowledges are specific to
place. This will be a consideration when conducting international research in relation to the
assessment of Indigenous cultural protocols that pertain to specific locations. This will be a
way in which the thesis research will further uphold the principles of Ethical Space Theory.
These organisational processes and practices arising from Ethical Space Theory (Ermine,
2007) will be further outlined in Chapter 3.
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2.8 Purpose of the research
The purpose of this research is to develop a model that identifies the practical elements of
how academia can establish ethical collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples. These
practical elements will provide validation of how partnerships can be negotiated, established,
and maintained for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the higher education
curriculum. The research will apply Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to examine how
spaces of dialogue are established between academia and Indigenous peoples for the
collaborative process of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum. The model
proposed here will be derived from the case analysis of existing international programs used
to answer the key research questions that will guide model development.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology that was employed in this study, including the
approaches used for data collection and data analysis, designed to gain a comprehensive
understanding of how Indigenous knowledges are embedded in the law curricula within the
case study universities. As previously stated, the methodology is underpinned by Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007), Indigenous research protocols and qualitative research
approaches. The study recognises that Indigenous knowledges are constructed from cultural
ways of knowing and being, and that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum necessitates an ongoing collaborative process between higher education
institutions and Indigenous peoples.

3.2 Overview and purpose of the study
The purpose of this research was to investigate how academics involved in international law
programs embedded Indigenous knowledges into the higher education law curriculum using
an Indigenous research methodology. The research reflects the principles outlined within the
AIATSIS Ethical Guidelines for Ethical Research in Indigenous Studies and Code of Ethics
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research (AIATSIS, 2020, 2012). The data
collection involved comparative case studies of two law programs: at CSU in Australia; and
at UVic in Canada. Both case studies employed focus groups and in-depth interviews to
gather data for analysis. The law programs were selected due to their common structures, as
both embed Indigenous knowledges across their law curricula and are recognised for their
community engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities as part of the curriculum
development process.
The two case studies examined the collaborative partnerships between academia and
Indigenous peoples and the interrelated elements of engagement with a view to establishing
whether and how these programs have addressed the needs related to the key themes
identified in the literature. This process was employed to provide foundational knowledge to
inform the empirical model developed out of the case study research. The study participants
included academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and current law students associated
with the two identified law programs.
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3.3 Research methods
3.3.1 Qualitative research methodologies
Qualitative research methodology was applied to the study to gain an understanding of the
key elements that need to be considered when establishing collaborative partnerships between
academia and Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of curriculum
development across legal education. Qualitative research has a long tradition in anthropology
and sociology and explores the ways in which individuals interact with their world (Merriam,
2001). Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 11) indicate that qualitative approaches represent
research about ‘lived experiences, behaviour, emotions and feelings about organisational
functioning, social movements, cultural phenomena and interactions’. A case study approach
was chosen as a qualitative method to provide explanation and description of the law
programs and to examine how Indigenous knowledges are embedded across the curriculum
(Cypress, 2017; Starman, 2013). The case study approach provided a platform that enabled
the research participants to provide authentic viewpoints representing their worldviews,
generating detailed information for the research. However, it was recognised by the
researcher that case study methodology is often scrutinised or criticised for its descriptive
nature, and its lack of consistency and viability (Crowe et al., 2011; Cypress, 2017;
Flyvbjerg, 2011; Rowley, 2002; Starman, 2013; Yin, 2015). For this reason, the researcher
applied the six principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as an organisational
framework to bring consistency to the examination of the two case studies. To further
reinforce the dependability of the case study approach, multiple sources were drawn upon to
triangulate the data within each case study (George & Bennett, 2005). The two case studies
were examined independently and then compared to identify common themes, which enabled
the researcher to explore a range of perspectives on how universities are embedding
Indigenous knowledges in practice (Hancock, Ockleford, & Windridge, 1998). The
theoretically framed case study approach enabled the research participants to bring their
cultural backgrounds and lived experience to the research in ways that support the concept
that people are active participants in the construction of their social reality (Boeije, 2009).
The case study approach also afforded the participants the opportunity to contribute a
subjective viewpoint through a diverse range of responses.
The deliberative use of literature and research questions enabled the researcher to gain insight
into the phenomenon of interest for the purpose of model building (Crowe et al., 2011; Yin,
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2015). The examination of the data provided knowledge and context related to the identified
themes and areas of need. This evidence assisted the researcher to understand the specific
contexts of the research and how specific elements could be incorporated into the model
development. The case study approach used facilitated a deeper understanding of the
empirical elements of the collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and
academia around embedding Indigenous knowledges into curriculum design. This approach
also provided a space for the emergence of subjective answers regarding how academics and
Indigenous peoples and communities make sense of their collaborative partnerships. The
analytical process was assisted by Ethical Space Theory and Indigenous Standpoint Theory,
both of which supported the interpretation and grouping of the data themes.
3.3.2 Phenomenology
Phenomenology as a research methodology was applied to the study to gain an understanding
of the crucial cultural experiences and factors that intersect when establishing collaborative
partnerships between academia and Indigenous communities. Culture plays a role in the
phenomenological research process, ‘as it is impossible for humans to think a-culturally’
(Struthers & Peden-McAlpine, 2005, p. 1264). Taking an Indigenous perspective,
phenomenology was applied to understand the position and significance of phenomena within
a particular cultural environment. Therefore, phenomenological meanings can be understood
as culturally constructed and can be found in the descriptions of the experiences (Caelli,
2000).
Indigenous culture is passed on from one generation to the next by oral traditions. This
practice is thousands of years old and lies at the heart of Indigenous traditions and cultural
practices. These oral traditions are fundamental in educating each generation and are a
significant component in the passing down of societal structures, laws, and customary
practices (Battiste, 2009; Cajete, 2005; Davis, 1999; Kawagley, 2006; Lambe, 2003).
‘Storytelling and oral traditions underpin ways of knowing and understanding of being and
this type of narrative communication is the cornerstone of phenomenological research’
(Struthers & Peden-McAlpine, 2005, p. 1265), specific narratives are created to connect time,
people and place, with Indigenous peoples using storytelling and oral traditions to represent
their culture, lived experience and worldview (Klenke, 2016).
Phenomenological research has its origins in the European phenomenological movement
within the discipline of philosophy and is grounded in the work of a number of scholars
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including Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty and Gadamer (Van Manen, 2016).
Phenomenology endorses that both the context and the experience are central to knowing, and
who a person is and their background shapes what they know. Phenomenology is an
inductive research method and is defined in this study through the lived experience of the
research participants, who provided personal descriptions and reflections (Van Manen, 2016).
The research used specific questions that included scope for extending responses and
narrative interviews to collect data from participants to explore and highlight variations in
standpoint (Denzin et al., 2008). Storytelling during the interview process revealed complex
narratives related to the research area, enabling the researcher to gain useful insight and
interpret specific phenomenon (Van Manen, 2016).
The objective of applying phenomenology was to identify the emergent themes from the
narrative analysis. These themes provided evidence of the lived experience associated with
certain phenomenon and how those experiences are represented. It is the similarities in the
responses that highlighted the phenomenon, thus identifying common experience.
3.3.3 Indigenous Standpoint Theory and Indigenous Research Principles
Indigenous Standpoint Theory was used to guide the researcher’s conduct, ensuring that
cultural protocols were adhered to during the research process (Foley, 2006). This conduct
was also supported by the AIATSIS 2012 Guidelines for Ethical Research in Indigenous
Studies and the AIATSIS 2020 Code of Ethics for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Research. These guiding principles enabled the researcher to incorporate their indigeneity,
cultural and philosophical viewpoints as a legitimate part of the research approach. This
method provided an Indigenous perspective on knowledge and research protocols (Foley,
2006), which enabled the researcher to preserve the influence of their culture and present
their own epistemological ‘truth’ throughout the process, producing a more inclusive form of
knowledge (Foley, 2006).
Foley (2006) and Smith (1999) both assert that the accuracy and richness of Indigenous
research comes from the Indigenous research participants, not the researcher. However, it is
acknowledged that, with the rise of Indigenous knowledges in academia, this space is quickly
being contested, as the cultural authority of Indigenous academics grows within Indigenous
communities. One of the leading objectives of Indigenous research is to protect and preserve
community relationships by privileging Indigenous voices in the decision-making processes
around how Indigenous research is conducted and disseminated (AIATSIS, 2020, 2012).
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Lester-Irabinna Rigney’s (1997, 1999) approach to Indigenous research is recognised as the
foundation of Foley’s (2006) Indigenous Standpoint Theory. Both Foley’s (2006) and
Rigney’s (1997, 1999) approach to Indigenous research is based on three fundamental
interrelated principles designed to formulate a research strategy rather than a research
method. The first principle is resistance as the emancipatory imperative in indigenist
research; the second is political integrity in indigenist research; and the third is privileging
Indigenous voices in indigenist research (Foley, 2006, p. 31). The principles of Rigney’s
(1997) framework for indigenist research are outlined below.
3.3.3.1 Principles of Indigenous research
1. ‘Resistance as the emancipatory imperative in indigenist research.’ In an Australian
context, this principle recognises the oppression and disadvantage experienced by
Indigenous peoples because of prior and ongoing practices of colonialism. This form
of research emphasises the narrative of survival and the ongoing contest for selfdetermination for Indigenous peoples in Australia, challenging the cultural bias of
Western research methods and the dominance of conventional forms of research held
over Indigenous knowledges and voices (Rigney, 1997).
For the purposes of the present research, the principle of ‘Resistance as the
emancipatory imperative in indigenist research’ was explored through the
examination of international law programs to identify the ways in which Indigenous
peoples and communities from Australia and Canada are reclaiming and reasserting
their Indigenous knowledges to support self-determination, which emphasises the
narrative of ongoing survival for Indigenous peoples.
2. ‘Political integrity in indigenist research.’ This principle is based on the understanding
that Indigenous Australians have been pursuing self-determination in their
communities for many years. Previously, Indigenous research has been undertaken by
non-Indigenous researchers, however, Rigney (1997) suggests that, to highlight the
ongoing political struggle and self-determination of Indigenous communities,
Indigenous researchers need to take leadership over the research direction, including
its purpose and dissemination. This process affirms the role of the Indigenous
researcher in reflecting and representing community viewpoints and enhancing selfdetermination pathways (Rigney, 1997).
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For the present research, the principle of ‘political integrity in indigenist research’
was applied insofar as the research was conducted by an Indigenous researcher. The
research process followed Indigenous cultural protocols in relation to respectful ways
of communication, engagement, and participation. This involved the Indigenous
participants having control over the individual and collective viewpoints that were
included in the research narrative. This process supported the autonomy of Indigenous
peoples in terms of how these knowledges are represented in the research process.
3. ‘Privileging Indigenous voices in indigenist research.’ This principle provides
authority for Indigenous voices to be heard and reflected through the sharing of
individual and collective experiences, providing perspectives that convey the diversity
of Indigenous peoples and their lived experiences of historical and contemporary
contexts (Rigney, 1997).
For the purposes of the present research, the principle of ‘Privileging Indigenous
voices in indigenist research’ was maintained by capturing individual and collective
viewpoints from Indigenous peoples via the interviews and focus groups. Each
individual participant was able to provide their viewpoint by drawing on their own
lived experience, thereby revealing the diversity of Indigenous people’s voices.
Rigney’s (1997) indigenist research principles support Foley’s (2006) explanation of how
cultural knowledge and experience provide credibility to the researcher’s own indigeneity as
an authentic tool when conducting research. This is not to say that all Indigenous researchers
come from the same experience, but it does support Rigney’s (1997) claim that Indigenous
researchers’ experiences of the effects of colonisation and the impact of ongoing colonialism
are diverse. Rigney (1997) acknowledges that there is no cultural homogeneity among
Indigenous peoples, and that an Indigenous researcher can be respectful of specific nuances
relating to the cultural implications of their research.
Indigenous Standpoint Theory was chosen as part of the methodology to gain an
understanding of cultural protocols and the expectations surrounding the cross-cultural case
studies. As previously mentioned, Indigenous Standpoint Theory provided me (as an
Indigenous researcher) with a set of guiding principles on how to conduct culturally
appropriate research. These guiding principles offer an ethical framework for how to work
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effectively with Indigenous communities for the purpose of Indigenous research and how I,
as the researcher, represent an Indigenous voice in the research.

3.4 Indigenous researcher’s role
My position in this field of research was simple, yet complex. I was seen as an ‘insider’, as I
am a Wiradyuri woman and an Indigenous (Australian) academic. As previously outlined in
section 1.1, I continue to have connections to my people and place where I live and work at a
regional tertiary institution. Furthermore, I have been actively involved in Indigenous
education programs and social justice education for more than 30 years. Therefore, I have
firsthand insights into this field of research. On the other hand, I was an ‘outsider’ in other
Indigenous communities and Indigenous education settings in Canada. Foley (2006) explains
that Indigenous research requires high levels of community trust, which is essential in
promoting the participation of Indigenous peoples in research. Within the selected Australian
case study university, I hold a specific role that influences the design, development, and
delivery of Indigenous Australian content in the curriculum. In this role, I have been actively
involved in engaging Indigenous peoples and community members, working with faculty and
influencing decision-making processes in relation to national, institutional and faculty
strategies to support the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education
curriculum in Australia. I am a local Wiradyuri woman who lives on the traditional lands of
my ancestors and hold strong connections to the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders who are the
‘Elders in Residence’ at CSU. For the purposes of the Australian research, I would consider
myself a participant-researcher.
As introduced in Chapter 2 Ermine’s (2007) Ethical Space Theory was a reoccurring theory
that was prevalent in the international literature relating to the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges in higher education with specific association to legal education. After
considerable analysis the theory was applied to the research for several reasons. Firstly, the
application of the theory reinforces an Indigenous lens throughout the research process and
more specifically the theory is positioned to engage Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples
through dialogue to create new pathways for working together. I felt that there was a direct
alignment with the theory’s intention and the space between law schools and Indigenous
peoples when embedding Indigenous knowledges across higher education law curriculum.
Secondly, I was interested in the principles of the theory to create a framework to explore the
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chosen case studies, the case studies are diverse in approach, but I felt that the application of
the theory would provide a consistent and impartial examination framework.

3.5 Research design
Before undertaking the research, I had meetings with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders to
discuss my cultural obligations as an Indigenous woman and the implications of my
indigeneity for the research process. In the meetings we discussed the importance of localised
cultural protocols, relationship building and the implications of reciprocity, especially in
relation to the international contexts of the study. These protocols were discussed and
recognised not as a separate phase but as an embedded part of the research, and as especially
important when working with Indigenous peoples across Phase 3 (Examination of
International Institutional Practice) of the research design. This integrated approach to
Indigenous research protocols also connected to the theoretical underpinnings of Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007), Indigenous Standpoint Theory (Foley, 2006), and the
AIATSIS Guidelines for Ethical Research in Australian Indigenous Studies (2012) and Code
of Ethics for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research (2020).
Figure 3.1: Research design

Phase 1

•Examination of
literature to Set the
Context

Phase 2

Phase 3

•Application of Ethical
Space Theory
(Ermine, 2007)

•Examination of
International
Institutional Practice

Creation of
an empirical
evidencebased model

Figure 3.1 represents the three phases used to guide the research design throughout the study
and also specifies the final product of the process – the creation of a model that identifies the
key elements for academics to consider when embedding Indigenous knowledges in the
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higher education law curriculum. This figure depicts the focus of each phase and the process
of the research design through the three-phased approach.
3.5.1 Phase 1: Examination of literature to set the context
The first phase of the research design involved the identification of challenges and needs
within both the Australian and international literature in relation to how to embed Indigenous
knowledges in higher education. The literature examined included global Indigenous
education initiatives, and public documents such as current national Indigenous education
strategies. The literature review identified substantial evidence and a rationale for ‘why’
Indigenous knowledges should be included in higher education. However, findings on the
practical process and context of ‘how’ to embed Indigenous knowledges in higher education
were limited. As previously outlined, five key themes emerged from the literature:

1. Recognition of the power imbalance between Indigenous and Western knowledges.
2. Decolonising the higher education curriculum.
3. Ethical collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and academia.
4. Recovery and revival of Indigenous knowledges.
5. Indigenous student engagement and retention.
These themes were identified and analysed within the literature to inform the development of
the research questions.
3.5.2 Phase 2: Application of Ethical Space Theory (2007)
The second phase of the research design explored the use of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine,
2007) as a theoretical basis for examining the themes that emerged from the literature.
Examples of Ermine’s theory were examined across four collaborative partnership processes
that involved academic institutions and Indigenous peoples and communities, as described in
Coleman et al. (2012), Donald (2009), Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012), and Strasser and
Peltier (2014). This analysis included identification of which Ethical Space Theory principles
were taken up as actions in the collaborative process outlined in these studies, as previously
outlined in section 2.6.1. The principles that were identified in the examples are listed in the
Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1: Ermine’s (2007) Ethical Space Theory principles applied to examples
Ethical Space Theory principles
Ermine (2007)
P1. ‘Ethics’
P2. ‘Status quo’
P3. ‘The undercurrent’
P4. ‘Indigenous gaze’
P5. ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
P6. ‘Reconciliation’

Coleman
et al.
(2012)
ü
ü
ü

Donald
(2009)
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Kapyrka &
Dockstator
(2012)
ü

Strasser
& Peltier
(2014)
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

3.5.3 Phase 3: Examination of international institutional practice
The third phase of the research design examined the practices of two higher education
institutions (one Australian, one Canadian) that include Indigenous knowledges in their law
curricula. This process applied the six principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) to
frame the research questions used to examine and evaluate collaborative partnerships
between Indigenous peoples and law programs. The research was conducted in line with
localised Indigenous protocols that were embedded as part of the research design (AIATSIS,
2020, 2012). This process identified elements that assist academics to form collaborative
partnerships with Indigenous communities for the purpose of embedding Indigenous
knowledges across the legal education curriculum. These elements were then collated to
create an empirical evidence-based model.

3.6 Research questions
The following primary questions and sub-questions were developed based on the interaction
of themes, existing models and theory, guided by the six theoretical principles of Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007), as outlined in section 2.6.
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Table 3.2: Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) – theoretical principles
Ethical Space Theory principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Key elements of principles

Principle 1. ‘Ethics’

Personal integrity, responsibility, accountability,
cultural boundaries, community boundaries, codes of
conduct, engagement.
Repeated patterns, domineering practices,
disengagement, breach of cultural boundaries,
destructive engagement patterns, no clear rules of
engagement.
Overarching power structures; social inequalities;
subsurface interests and attitudes that influence
communication; historical, cultural, social and political
difference; patterns of dominance and disadvantage.
Assertion of social justice, sense of community, sense of
belonging, reclamation of cultural traditions,
examination of colonial practices, Indigenous peoples’
human rights, improved legacy for future generations.
International protocols, treaties and models of
collaboration that consider Indigenous selfdetermination and cultural representation, action to
address societal change.
Reconciling of worldviews and viewpoints between
Indigenous and Western thought, cross-cultural
cooperation.

Principle 2. ‘Status quo’

Principle 3. ‘The undercurrent’

Principle 4. ‘Indigenous gaze’

Principle 5. ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’
Principle 6. ‘Reconciliation’

Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to the consultation
practices undertaken between academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders in the law
curriculum case study universities. Therefore, only academic and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder research participants were asked Research Question 1 and the associated subquestions derived from the literature.
Table 3.3: Research question 1 sub-questions
Ethical Space Theory principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1. ‘Ethics’
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Research Question 1 – Sub-questions
1. How are Indigenous communities/peoples
identified and approached?

Principle 2. ‘Status quo’

2. How is a place for dialogue sharing
established?
3. How are past injustices recognised and/or
reconciled in the consultation process?
4. Who sets the protocol/guidelines for the
consultation?
5. Where do consultations take place? Why is this
place chosen?
6. How often do consultations take place?
7. How is the purpose of the consultation
conveyed to the Indigenous community?
• After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 1 – Principle 2 ‘Status Quo’
were required.

Principle 3. ‘The undercurrent’

1. How are the principles of historical and political
power structures recognised and acknowledged
in the collaborative partnership?

Principle 4. ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. Why do Indigenous communities want to be
involved or not want to be involved in the
process of sharing knowledge with academia?

Principle 5. ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What models of Indigenous collaboration exist
within the law education program?
2. Are these collaboration models underpinned by
a specific agreement or policy?
3. How does the knowledge-sharing process
benefit or not benefit Indigenous peoples and
the wider community?

Principle 6. ‘Reconciliation’

1. How are differing beliefs and values
deliberated during the collaborative process?

Research Question 2: How does consultation with Indigenous communities inform the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to how individual
academics consult with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to include Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum. Therefore, only the academic research participants
were asked Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions derived from the literature.
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Table 3.4: Research question 2 sub-questions
Ethical Space Theory principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1. ‘Ethics’

Principle 2. ‘Status quo’

Principle 3. ‘The undercurrent’
Principle 4. ‘Indigenous gaze’

Principle 5. ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

Principle 6. ‘Reconciliation’

Research Question 2 – Sub-questions
1. Who decides which Indigenous knowledges are
appropriate for the curriculum?
2. How is cultural authorisation taken into
consideration in the curriculum process?
1. How are current practices of Indigenous
curriculum development different from past
practices of curriculum development?
2. Who teaches the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges in the curriculum?
3. What interests or motivates academics to work
in the space of embedding Indigenous
knowledges across the curriculum?
4. What preparations do academics undertake to
embed Indigenous knowledges in the
curriculum?
1. How is the diversity of Indigenous knowledges
represented in the curriculum?
• After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 2 – Principle 4 ‘Indigenous
gaze’ were required.
• After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 2 – Principle 5 ‘Emergent
rules of engagement’ were required.
1. How are the tensions between Western and
Indigenous knowledges negotiated in the
curriculum?

Research Question 3: How does the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum contribute more broadly to legal education?
Research Question 3 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to how the inclusion
of Indigenous knowledges in the law curriculum contributes more broadly to a student’s legal
education. Therefore, only law student research participants were asked Research Question 3
and the associated sub-questions derived from the literature.
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Table 3.5: Research question 3 sub-questions
Ethical Space Theory principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1. ‘Ethics’

Principle 2. ‘Status quo’

Principle 3. ‘The undercurrent’

Principle 4. ‘Indigenous gaze’
Principle 5. ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’
Principle 6. ‘Reconciliation’

Research Question 3 – Sub-questions
•

After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 3 – Principle 1 ‘Ethics’
were required.
• After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 3 – Principle 2 ‘Status Quo’
were required.
• After examination of the literature, it was
determined that no sub-questions related to
Research Question 3 – Principle 3 ‘The
undercurrent’ were required.
1. What is the result of including Indigenous
knowledges in legal education for Indigenous
students?
1. What are the broader societal outcomes of
including Indigenous knowledges in legal
education?
1. What is the result of including Indigenous
knowledges in legal education for nonIndigenous students?

The information derived from Questions 1–3 informed the design of the empirical evidencebased model of the elements that influence the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across a
law curriculum (and the higher education curriculum more broadly).

3.7 Theoretical design
3.7.1 Selected case studies
The research employed in-depth case studies of two leading law education programs. Case
studies as a research method have traditionally been viewed as lacking in structure and
neutrality when compared to other social research methods (Rowley, 2002). However, by
combining the case studies with the overarching organisational and theoretical framework of
Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007), the researcher was able to compare the programs with
the goal of maximising consistency and impartiality. This placed the case studies in a broader
context, as the research questions were derived from the themes to emerge from the literature
and underpinned by theoretical evidence. The exploration of interrelated elements revealed
how the case study law programs acknowledge the power imbalance between Indigenous and
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Western knowledges in the curriculum and how historical tensions and differences can be
reconciled through the collaborative partnership process. The goal was to extend the case
study examination beyond a descriptive account of ‘what happens’, to research that
contributes valuable knowledge development (Rowley, 2002, p. 16). Alternatively, case
studies are well suited to new research areas where there are limited research theories in
existence or the existing research theories appear inadequate (Eisenhardt, 1989). Due to the
nascent stage of universities embedding Indigenous knowledges across legal education the
case study research will offer insight into a process that has not yet been thoroughly
explained (Rowley, 2002).
3.7.1.1 CSU, Australia
The CSU Bachelor of Laws is unique both nationally and internationally for its incorporation
of compulsory Indigenous Australian content (Gerard et al., 2017). According to the
university’s website, Indigenous content is embedded throughout the traditional law
curriculum to promote social justice and provide legal graduates with knowledge and skills
relating to Indigenous cultural competence. The CSU Bachelor of Laws has been developed
by the university’s Centre for Law and Justice and seeks to provide graduates with skills to
implement change and improve access to justice (Gerard et al., 2017). This course was
chosen due to the place-based way in which CSU engages with local Indigenous Elders,
Indigenous community members and Indigenous industry experts to seek their assistance
with the design, development and delivery of its Bachelor of Laws curriculum (Gerard et al.,
2017). I am a lecturer in Law and Justice and am the Indigenous academic lead on the design,
development and delivery of Indigenous Cultural Competency across the CSU Bachelor of
Laws. My involvement in the CSU law program is a contributing factor and driver for the
thesis research. However, I chose not to be an active research participant to preserve my
neutrality across both case studies.
3.7.1.2 UVic, Canada
The UVic Faculty of Law is recognised as one of Canada’s leading law schools and currently
delivers a Joint Degree Program in Canadian Common Law and Indigenous Legal Orders.
According to the university’s website, this course combines the study of Canadian common
law with intensive engagement with Indigenous laws (UVic, 2018). The course is designed to
develop the skills graduates need to practise within Canadian common law, with Indigenous
legal orders, and at the interface between the two.
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The UVic JD/JID joint degree is an international first and has gained significant recognition
since its conception in 2018, ‘the degree enables students to graduate with two degrees: one
in the common law and one in Indigenous legal orders’ (Ramshaw, 2019a, 2019b, Ruru,
Turei, Jones & Quince 2020, p.19). The UVic JD/JID is a four-year degree where students
study Canadian common law and study Indigenous law through Indigenous people’s
connection to land. The Indigenous land based legal education enables students to examine
the principles of Indigenous law and how Indigenous law is applied to areas such as dispute
resolution to build lawful Indigenous communities. The program supports a place-based
learning approach whereby students engage directly with Indigenous communities through
mandatory field studies taking the learning of Indigenous law outside the classroom, thus
introducing students to a new form of legal education (UVic, 2018). The structure of the
degree is outlined by Ramshaw (2019b p133).
In their first year, students take transsystemic courses, including Transsystemic
Constitutional Law, Transsystemic Criminal Law, Transsystemic Property Law, and
Transsystemic Legal Processes, Research and Writing; along with Law, Legislation
and Policy, a required first-year JD course. As the credit weight is increased to take
into account the transsystemic nature of the courses, students take Transsystemic
Contracts and Transsystemic Torts in their second year. In their upper years, students
take Coast Salish Legal Studies and Language, Transsystemic Administrative Law
and Transsystemic Business Associations, along with upper-year JD and JD/JID
electives. The third and fourth years of the programme require students to do
Indigenous Field Study (Levels l and II), which are ‘Indigenous territorial
placement[s] that [develop] Indigenous legal practice skills through community
collaboration with local lawyers, Indigenous legal experts and practitioners, leaders,
and community members’ on law-related projects.

Ramshaw (2019a) describes the program as ‘world-leading’ and acknowledges the
transsystemic way in which Indigenous laws such as Anishinabe, Cree and Gixan law
are taught alongside Canadian common law. It is recognised that Indigenous law is often
represented and interpreted through cultural ways of knowing and being such as
‘storytelling, songs, ceremonies, beading, drumming, and visual art’ (Ramshaw, 2019a,
p.5). In addition, UVic Indigenous legal scholars Napoleon and Borrows acknowledge
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that Indigenous cultures including oral traditions act as a form of ‘legal precedent’
(Ramshaw, 2019a, p.5). Borrows (2019) explains that many Indigenous narratives
represent ways in which Indigenous peoples have used oral traditions to govern their
communities and how stories have been interpreted to create lawful communities since
time immemorial, with legal cultural nuances playing an integral part of the joint degree
program.

3.7.2 Research participants
For each case study the following criteria were applied to the selection of participants. The
academics were selected based on their knowledge and experience of embedding Indigenous
knowledges across a higher education law curriculum. Additional research was conducted to
identify academics within each case study to meet the research criteria. The academic
participants were then utilised to identify Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and to refer
interested law student participants. This process of identification and referral also acted as a
way for the researcher to build trust and credibility with the Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders – community members and law students – before undertaking the research.
Table 3.6: Case study research group participants
Case study

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

institution

Academic

Indigenous

Law student

participants

curriculum

participants

stakeholder
participants
CSU, Australia

2

4

4

UVic,

4

2

4

Canada

3.7.2.1 Group 1 – Law academics
Group 1 included academics who are involved in the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
across the design, development, and delivery of law curricula. The academics were both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous and held varying degrees of decision-making authority within
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their faculty and institution. The CSU case study included two non-Indigenous academics and
the UVic case study included two Indigenous academics and two non-Indigenous academics.
3.7.2.2 Group 2 – Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
Group 2, included Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, were involved in each of the case
studies. Indigenous curriculum stakeholders were identified through ‘key stakeholder
interviews’ with law academics. The CSU case study included four Wiradyuri Elders who are
the Elders in Residence and also have adjunct status at the university. The UVic Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders included one Cherokee academic and one Cree professional staff
member. All Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants are directly involved with the
law program at their institution, have links to multiple Indigenous communities, and hold
institutional positions.
a. Indigenous Elders
b. Indigenous industry experts
c. Indigenous academics
3.7.2.3 Group 3 – Law students
Group 3 included law students currently enrolled in the respective law programs. The CSU
case study involved four non-Indigenous law students. The UVic case study involved two
Indigenous and two non-Indigenous students.
a. Current Indigenous law students
b. Current non-Indigenous law students
More specific details of each research participant are outlined in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.8 Ethics approval
Initial ethics approval for this study was granted by the Charles Sturt University Human
Research Ethics Committee CSU-H19042 (see Appendix 3A). An additional variation for
ethical approval was submitted and granted in May 2020 because of COVID-19 restriction on
the Canadian data collection methodology, as outlined throughout (see Appendix 3B).
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3.9 Data collection methods
3.9.1 Review of documents
Examination of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) use provided several successful
examples of how universities are employing the theory to engage with Indigenous
communities (Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991; Styres et al., 2010). Therefore, the six Ethical
Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) principles outlined previously were employed as a framework
with which to examine institutional documents. The review of documents was applied to both
the Australian and Canadian case studies to address the objectives of the study and answer
the research questions and took place prior to the commencement of the research.
The document analysis helped to refine the research approach in providing background
knowledge for the researcher and establishing a background context for the case study law
programs. The models and approaches examined in the literature review offered significant
evidence that institutional policies and specific targeted Indigenous strategies have relevance
in situating the thesis research. Therefore, the identification of policies and strategies that
guide the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in higher education in each institution was an
important source of data. Throughout the research process observational notes and a research
journal were also utilised as a data source.
The following documents were examined:
•

institutional Indigenous education policies and strategies

•

website evidence, including mission statements and course outlines

•

research evidence and academic profiles of specific academics working in the field.

3.9.2 Case study research procedure
The first part of the case study methodology involved ‘Indigenous curriculum stakeholder’
interviews with law academics conducted via Zoom, email and in person. This approach was
employed to gather insights from academics working within the two law faculties into the
involvement of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders in the curriculum development process
and who the stakeholders are. This enabled the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to be
approached and invited to participate in the research prior to the commencement of the
research.
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The second part of the case study methodology comprised in-depth interviews with
Indigenous and non-Indigenous law academics across the two case study universities in
Australia and Canada. The academics approached and interviewed were identified through
the document analysis of website evidence in relation to Indigenous law courses and research
in the field of Indigenous law and Indigenous law education.
The CSU academic interviews were conducted in a face-to-face setting. However, the UVic
academic interviews had to be conducted via Zoom due to COVID-19 travel and research
restrictions (see details of variation to ethics approval outlined in section 3.8). Research
Question 1 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to the consultation practices
between academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders at the two universities.
Therefore, only academic, and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder research participants were
asked Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions derived from the literature (see
section 3.5). Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to how
individual academics consult with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to include Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum. Therefore, only academic research participants were
asked Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions derived from the literature (see
section 3.5).
The third part of the qualitative methodology involved small focus groups and two individual
interviews with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders who were identified as ‘key
stakeholders’ by the law faculty academics. The CSU focus group was conducted in a faceto-face setting and comprised four local Aboriginal Elders from the Wiradyuri community
who are the CSU Elders in Residence and are also adjunct professionals at CSU. The UVic
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders were interviewed individually via Zoom due to the
restrictions arising from COVID-19 and included, a UVic Associate Professor in Indigenous
Studies and the Manager of Indigenous Initiatives in the UVic law faculty. Research Question
1 and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to the consultation practices between
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across the two universities. Therefore,
only academic, and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder research participants were asked
Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions derived from the literature (see section
3.5).
Based on the guidelines for ethical Indigenous research, the procedure of the CSU focus
group was determined by the participant group, taking into account Wiradyuri cultural
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protocols and taking place in a location that was determined by the participants (AIATSIS,
2012, 2020). The focus group was conducted in the Wiradyuri Cultural Hub on the grounds
of the CSU Bathurst Campus, while the UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholder data
collection took place via individual Zoom meetings due to COVID-19 travel and research
restrictions. Indigenous protocols and methodologies were adhered to in this process, which
enabled the researcher to build relationships that fostered trust and participation in the
research process (Foley, 2006; Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003; Smith, 1999).
The UVic relationship building process with the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders included
a number of variations on what was originally planned due to COVID-19 restrictions. Virtual
approaches included relationship building emails and digital storytelling before the research
commenced. The use of relationship building was pivotal in enabling the researcher to access
research participants (AIATSIS, 2012, 2020; Foley, 2006; Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003;
Smith, 1999). It is considered that the ‘key stakeholder’ identification process through the
faculty academic interview prior to the commencement of the research was a crucial element
in approaching and engaging Indigenous curriculum stakeholders for research participation.
This process enabled the researcher to use the faculty academic as a ‘bridge’ to Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders.
The fourth part of the qualitative methodology involved the focus groups, which consisted of
current Indigenous and non-Indigenous law students. The CSU focus group was conducted
face to face and consisted of four non-Indigenous law students. The UVic focus group was
conducted via Zoom due to COVID-19 restrictions and consisted of two Indigenous and two
non-Indigenous law students. Research Question 3 and the associated sub-questions
specifically relate to how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in law curriculum
contributes more broadly to a student’s legal education. Therefore, only law student
participants were asked Research Question 3 and the associated sub-questions derived from
the literature (see section 3.5).
3.9.3 Email and Zoom interviews
The recruitment of research participants for each case study was initiated through person-toperson contact (Seidman, 2013). After potential participants were identified in either the
documents analysed or the literature as being associated with a law faculty that embeds
Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum, they were approached in person, or via email
or a Zoom call. More specifically, email and Zoom dialogue was initiated between the
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researcher and participants due to geographical distance, COVID-19 travel and research
restrictions and time limitations. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, all the UVic interviews
and focus groups were conducted via Zoom. Uniform introductions and set interview
questions, as outlined in section 3.5, provided consistency across the data collection process.
The initial interview question, which asked participants ‘to describe the law program that you
are involved in’, was explicitly designed to build rapport and facilitate informal discussions
with the participants about the respective law program before the research questions were
asked (Seidman, 2013). The order in which the research questions were asked varied
according to the participant responses; this enabled the researcher to follow the participants’
direction and to pursue individual narratives for further investigation and enabled the
participants to share information of particular significance to them.
3.9.4 In-depth interviews
Interviews were a primary source of data across this research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, p.
137). Interviews are a common research methodology for case studies and ethnographies,
with ethnographic interviews based on the foundations of anthropology, which focus on
culture and in particular the culture of specific groups or regions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
The in-depth interviews involved a set of open-ended standardised research questions, which
are outlined in section 3.5. Each participant was asked a set of questions, but the questions
were worded so that the participants’ responses could be open-ended, which meant that the
research participants often answered more than one question in their response (Gall, Gall, &
Borg, 2003). This method enabled the participants to contribute in a way that established
foundational responses and enabled the researcher to ask further questions to probe, clarify or
follow up on certain parts of the response (Turner III, 2010). This form of interview
specifically enabled the Indigenous participants to express their own cultural viewpoints and
share their lived experiences (Cresswell, 2003).
3.9.5 Focus groups
As a social science research method, focus groups can be traced back to the early twentieth
century (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Focus group interviews provided the researcher with a
narrative, making it easy for the researcher to decipher the storied aspects of the participant
responses. Merriam and Tisdell (2015, p. 117) state that the key to getting good data from
interviewing is to ask good questions. In the present study, different types of questions
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yielded different information across the focus group settings. The wording of the research
questions was important in terms of gathering the research data needed but also for allowing
the focus group discussion to flow naturally, putting the participants at ease, and building
trust in the research process. Furthermore, this process was aided by the way the research
questions were framed in culturally appropriate language to improve participant engagement,
interaction and subsequently the quality of the data (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Smith, 1999;
Turner III, 2010).

3.10 Data analysis
The research applied qualitative data analysis using a process known as induction, where the
related data is collected, themed, and analysed for the purpose of building a theory that will
subsequently inform the development of a thesis model (Merriam, 2002). The coding of the
data was informed by the research design, research phases and initial examination of the
literature in Phase 1 and Phase 2. This process was then interconnected to the Phase 3
research questions (as outlined in section 3.5). The responses from the Phase 3 research
questions were transcribed to allow the researcher to identify themes and classify the
interview transcripts. After transcription, the written responses were thoroughly analysed to
identify emerging themes and patterns. The themes were organised according to the six
principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007), and case study summaries were
completed (both individual and a cross-case study comparison) to identify common themes
from the data. The themes that emerged from the case studies were analysed to establish
specific principles and elements for the creation of the model. The aim of the model is to
offer universities practical guidance when building collaborative partnerships with
Indigenous communities for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges into the
higher education curriculum. The thesis model is derived from international legal education
research, but the model’s intent and design are interdisciplinary. Examination of the
data drawn from the findings of each phase enhanced the legitimacy of the research, and
included participants checking transcripts and triangulation of data across phases to improve
the consistency and accuracy of the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Continual reading
of the transcribed data enabled the researcher to gain a better understanding of the conceptual
layering in the responses.
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3.11 Limitations
Qualitative research, in particular case study research, has often been challenged for its
descriptive nature and lack of reliability (Crowe et al., 2011; Cypress, 2017; Flyvbjerg, 2011;
Rowley, 2002; Starman, 2013; Yin, 2015). However, the researcher was able to overcome
such limitations to some extent by implementing several robust research approaches
including applying the Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as an organising framework and
triangulating the data (Cypress, 2017; Yin, 2015). It is also acknowledged that case study
methodology requires a comprehensive amount of preparation, which was taken into
consideration in the research design and the time allocation (Yin, 2015). However, a major
limitation of the research came from external complications related to COVID-19 travel and
research restrictions. Therefore, the context of ‘time’ became a real and significant limitation
in 2020 (Polkinghorne, 1989; Yin, 2015). The interruptions and changes to the data collection
methodology for the Canadian case study meant that the data had to be gathered remotely
instead of via a face-to-face research visit. This meant that timeframes had to be extended
while modifications and a variation to ethics were applied for and approved. In my opinion
the modification to remote data gathering hindered participant involvement and contribution
across the Canadian case study, not in terms of quality of the data but in the number of
participants. Fortunately, I had several existing relationships that I was able to leverage to
determine whether the participants would be willing to participate in the research via the
online environment. I will be forever grateful for the flexibility and generosity of the
Canadian participants for their contributions during a global pandemic.
Phenomenological research and Indigenous research both consider that qualitative research
may have limitations in relation to access to and the participation of participants; this is
explained in the literature as being linked to language barriers or experiences of distrust
(Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003; Polkinghorne, 1989; Smith, 1999). However, in 2020
Indigenous peoples globally were faced with another unique set of challenges brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic, with each community affected in different ways, which
necessitated specific modifications to the research timeline. These challenges are identified as
a limitation in this research but are also recognised as having significance for the thesis
research and for the empirical model.
Due to the global situation, the nature of the study and the cultural diversity of the research
participants, there was no intention that the same process would be replicated for the two case
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studies. The application of theoretical principles and Indigenous protocols specific to people
and place were applied to each case study. Protocol considerations included applying a
diverse range of cultural protocols and navigating the language complexities of each group.
However, the theoretical underpinning of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) and the
Guidelines for Ethical Research in Indigenous Studies helped to define the cultural processes
and ethical credibility of the engagement. Therefore, the limitation of navigating a diverse
range of Indigenous protocols informed an important part of the thesis research.
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4 Charles Sturt University, Australia, case study results
4.1 Introduction
The results of the research presented in Chapters 4 and 5 reflect the data gathered from the
two international cases studies. The CSU case study is presented in Chapter 4 and the UVic
case study is presented in Chapter 5. The structure applied to represent the case study results
will follow the principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as outlined in Chapter 3.
The goal of this study is to develop an empirical evidence-based model of elements that
influence the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum (and the higher
education curriculum more broadly).

4.2 Structure of the results
The results are organised around the six principles of Ethical Space Theory and described in a
document analysis, a summary of the document analysis, findings from the three research
participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, law students) and a case
study summary. Chapter 5 presents the UVic case study results according to the same
structure, while Chapter 6 provides a comparative analysis of the two case studies.
The results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are organised according to the following structure:
1. Document analysis findings and summary
Presents the review and summary findings of public-facing documents organised
around the six principles of Ethical Space Theory to answer Research Question 1, and
to inform the researcher’s background knowledge prior to commencement of the case
study interviews and focus groups.
2. Academic interview findings
Presents the findings derived from the respective academic interviews organised
around the six principles of Ethical Space Theory to answer Research Question 1 and
Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions.
3. Indigenous curriculum stakeholder focus group and interview findings
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Presents the findings derived from the respective Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
focus group and individual interviews organised around the six principles of Ethical
Space Theory to answer Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions.
4. Law student focus group findings
Presents the findings derived from the law student focus groups organised around the
six principles of Ethical Space Theory to answer Research Question 3 and the
associated sub-questions.
5. Case study summary
Summarises the findings from the review of documents, academic interviews,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders focus group/interviews and law student focus
groups and presents the key ideas that emerged, organised around the six principles of
Ethical Space Theory, to answer Research Questions 1–3 and the associated subquestions.
6. Chapter 6 conducts a comparison of the two cases studies to present the key ideas that
emerged, organised around the six principles of Ethical Space Theory, to answer
Research Questions 1–3 and the associated sub-questions.

4.3 Examination of research questions and identified sub-questions
Research questions were allocated to the relevant research participant groups (see section
3.5). Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions specifically related to the
consultation practices carried out between academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
across the law curriculum. During the interview process, academic and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder participants were asked to describe the law program in which they
were involved and then asked to respond to the relevant sub-questions derived from the
literature (see section 3.5).

4.4 Review of documents
Ethical Space Theory principles were employed as a framework with which to examine
institutional public-facing documents. The Ethical Space Theory framework was also used to
examine Research Question 1, and the additional sub-questions relating to how institutions
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consult and collaborate with Indigenous communities/community members. The review of
documents was conducted prior to the research visit. It informed the researcher’s knowledge
of the institution and the chosen law program, helped the researcher to answer several
questions arising from the Indigenous knowledges and higher education literature, and
provided context to the research interviews and focus group questions.
The CSU document analysis was based on three sources.
•

CSU Indigenous Education Strategy (Appendix 4A)

•

CSU Indigenous Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference document
(Appendix 4B)

•
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CSU Centre for Law and Justice website (CSU Centre for Law and Justice, n.d.).

Table 4.1: CSU Document Analysis Findings (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities
to include Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Ethical Space
Theory
Principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1:

Research sub-

‘Ethics’

communities/people

The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies Terms of Reference states: ‘members shall be:

identified and

a. Head, School of Indigenous Australian Studies (Presiding Officer);

approached?

b. all School of Indigenous Australian Studies academic staff at Level B or above;

Document Excerpt and Findings

question
1. How are Indigenous Document Excerpt

c. two Indigenous Australian academic staff at Level B or above (or nominated delegate) from
each of the Faculties;
d. Indigenous Curriculum and Pedagogy Coordinator; and
e. one Faculty Manager, nominated by the Provost and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
(6) Right of Audience and Debate shall be granted to:
a. Indigenous academics at Level A; and
b. Faculties presenting subjects to the Board (that right of attendance to present subject material
to be granted to either the relevant Course or Subject Coordinator).
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(7) Administrative support is to be provided by the Administration Officer, School of Indigenous
Australian Studies (CSU, pp. 1-2).
The Centre for Law and Justice works closely with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Aboriginal
Community Elders on the embedding of Indigenous perspectives in law and criminology
curriculum (CSU Centre for Law and Justice).’
Findings
The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies membership is made up of internal Indigenous academics
or academics holding positions that directly relate to areas where Indigenous content is included
in the curriculum. The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference
document requires the Board to include Indigenous peoples as part of its membership. However,
there is no definitive description in the documents analysed of how the members are approached.
The Centre for Law and Justice website declares that the Centre has a collaborative partnership
with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders; however, again, it provides no clear account of how the
members are approached.
Principle 1:

2. How is a place3 for

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

dialogue sharing

‘The Charles Sturt University (CSU) Senate accords special status to the Indigenous Board of

established?

Studies in recognition of the right of Indigenous Australians to share authority and responsibility
for the quality and cultural appropriateness of Indigenous Australian content in CSU courses and

3

‘Place’ in this context is defined as the engagement space created through connections and relationships with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to discuss the possibility
of a collaborative project.
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subjects’ (CSU, 2017, p. 1). ‘The Indigenous Board of Studies (IBS) is a sub-committee of the
Academic Senate’s Curriculum, Learning and Teaching Committee’ (CSU, 2017, p. 27).
‘The Indigenous Board of Studies was established by the Academic Senate on 3 December 2008
(AS 08/156) on the recommendation of the Director, Centre for Indigenous Studies as a subcommittee of the Academic Programs Committee. The Academic Senate approved the
Indigenous Board of Studies as a sub-committee of the Curriculum, Learning and Teaching
Committee on 9 March 2011 (AS 11/14). Following disestablishment of the Curriculum,
Learning and Teaching Committee by the Academic Senate on 21 November 2018 (AS 18/127),
the Academic Senate approved the Indigenous Board of Studies as a sub-committee of the
University Courses Committee on 3 July 2019.’
The Centre for Law and Justice website also states: ‘The Centre for Law and Justice works
closely with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Aboriginal Community Elders on the embedding of
Indigenous perspectives in law and criminology curriculum. The Centre engages the Elders as
consultants on curriculum and teaching and learning strategies. We respect the place of the Elders
as the guardians of Indigenous knowledges and our relationship builds collaboration between
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff, students, and communities. Embedding place-based
knowledges and different ways of knowing is globally recognised as an effective pedagogy in
higher education learning. This form of learning highlights the personal narratives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples of the impact of historical and contemporary policies and
acknowledges the richness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledges and ways of
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knowing as significant inclusion for academic thought to build social tolerance. It ensures
students build their knowledge of the diversity, strength and resilience of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures, histories and communities.’ (CSU Centre for Law and Justice)
Findings
An analysis of the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the CSU Centre for Law and Justice
website indicated that there are two main sites where dialogue is shared with Indigenous peoples.
The first site is the Indigenous Board of Studies (CSU, 2017) and the second is the meeting place
with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Community Elders. A place for dialogue sharing for the purpose
of including Indigenous Australian content in the curriculum is established within an internal
body entitled the Indigenous Board of Studies. The members of the Board are sanctioned by the
university to create a forum to discuss the cultural integrity of the Indigenous content in course
curriculum and provide accreditation. The Indigenous Board of Studies is attached to the
university’s Learning and Teaching (Courses) Committee. In addition to the Indigenous Board of
Studies the CSU Centre for Law and Justice indicated that the Centre has Indigenous community
partnerships with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Community Elders. A place for dialogue sharing
with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Community Elders and the Centre for Law and Justice is
established to:
•

provide consultation on curriculum content and teaching and learning approaches

•

respect the place of Indigenous Elders as the guardians of Indigenous knowledges

•

provide personal narratives of the historical and contemporary treatment of Indigenous
peoples
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•

highlight the richness and diversity of Indigenous knowledges. (CSU Centre for Law and
Justice)

Principle 1:

3. How are past

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

injustices recognised

The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states: ‘The history of Aboriginal education since

and/or reconciled in

colonisation has been one of marginalisation and limited access, largely based on the ideologies

the consultation

of Social Darwinism and the twin European policies of “civilising” and “Christianising”. Western

process?

education was used, and at times is still used, to negate the cultures, languages and identity of
Indigenous children. Access to education for Indigenous students prior to the 1960s was restricted
by the institutional racism embedded in government policies such as the Aborigines Protection
Acts, operational in all Australian States and Territories from 1909. Under these policies the
education of Indigenous Australians was limited to the development of rudimentary skills and
knowledge deemed by the dominant society as appropriate for positions of domestic and rural
servitude’ (CSU, 2017, p. 3).
CSU Indigenous Education Strategy Key Objective 6:
‘Increase Charles Sturt University’s research output relating to Indigenous specific issues by
developing a cross-discipline and divisional scholarship of Indigenous learning, teaching and
research, based upon Indigenous community involvement and University staff commitment to the
advancement of the principles of social justice to achieve equality and self-determination for
Indigenous Australians’ (CSU, 2017, p. 9).
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Findings
The university recognises past injustices that continue to perpetuate the cycle of marginalisation
for Indigenous peoples in the higher education environment (CSU, 2017). The Indigenous
Education Strategy Key Objective 6 recognises the institutional commitment to advance areas of
social justice and Indigenous self-determination through engagement with Indigenous
communities. However, how past injustices are reconciled in the consultation or engagement
process is not clearly defined.
Principle 1:

4. Who sets the

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

protocols/guidelines

The Indigenous Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference states: ‘Charles Sturt

for the consultation?

University (the University) has a responsibility to ensure good governance of its teaching and
learning activities. These responsibilities must align with the University’s regulatory obligations
under the Higher Education Standards Framework (Threshold Standards) 2015’ (CSU, p. 1).
Findings
The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies protocols and guidelines are governed by the Higher
Education Standards Framework, not the Indigenous community. There is no evidence across the
CSU Indigenous Education Strategy, the Centre for Law and Justice website or the Indigenous
Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference of recognition that the Indigenous
community is involved in setting the protocols or guidelines for the purposes of reconciling
historical injustice or sharing Indigenous knowledges.

Principle 1:

5. Where do

‘Ethics’

consultations take
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Document Excerpt

place? Why is this

There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed of relatable data regarding where

place chosen?

consultations take place.
Findings
There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed of where consultations take place.

Principle 1:

6. How often do

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

consultations take

The Indigenous Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference states: ‘The Board is to

place?

meet six times a year, and on other occasions as the need arises’ (CSU, p. 2).
Findings
The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies meets six times per year or more often if needed.

Principle 1:

7. How is the purpose

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

of the consultation

There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed to demonstrate relatable data regarding

conveyed to the

how the purpose of the consultation is conveyed to the Indigenous community.

Indigenous
community?
Findings
There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed of how the purpose of the consultation is
conveyed to the Indigenous community.
Principle 2:

Findings

‘Status quo’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 1 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required (see section 3.5).
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Principle 3:

1. How are the

Document Excerpt

‘The

principles of historical

The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states:

undercurrent’

and political power

(This excerpt has been included previously4)

structures recognised

‘The history of Aboriginal education since colonisation has been one of marginalisation and

and acknowledged in

limited access, largely based on the ideologies of Social Darwinism and the twin European

the collaborative

policies of “civilising” and “Christianising”. Western education was used, and at times is still

partnership?

used, to negate the cultures, languages, and identity of Indigenous children. Access to education
for Indigenous students prior to the 1960s was restricted by the institutional racism embedded in
government policies such as the Aborigines Protection Acts, operational in all Australian States
and Territories from 1909. Under these policies the education of Indigenous Australians was
limited to the development of rudimentary skills and knowledge deemed by the dominant society
as appropriate for positions of domestic and rural servitude’ (CSU, 2017, p. 3).
Findings
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy acknowledges that there has been and currently still is
overriding power structures that influence the marginalisation of Indigenous peoples in Australia.
The strategy provides historical and contemporary discourse about how governments and
Western educational structures continue to disadvantage Indigenous students and peoples.

4

Principle 4:

Why do Indigenous

Document Excerpt

‘Indigenous

communities want to

The Vision statement of the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states:

gaze’

be involved/or not

This excerpt has been utilised twice as it answers two questions: this question; and under Principle 1, Question 3, in Table 4.1 above.
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want to be involved in

‘Charles Sturt University (CSU) is a university of the land and people of its regions. True to the

the process of sharing

character of regional Australia we have gumption, we have soul, and we collaborate with others.

knowledge with

We develop holistic, far-sighted people who help their communities grow and flourish.

academia?

Acknowledging the culture and insight of Indigenous Australians, CSU’s ethos is described by
this phrase from the Wiradjuri, the traditional custodians of the land of our original campuses:
“yindyamarra winhanganha” (“the wisdom of respectfully knowing how to live well in a world
worth living in”)’ (CSU, 2017, p. 5).

‘The Centre for Law and Justice works closely with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Aboriginal
Community Elders on the embedding of Indigenous perspectives in law and criminology
curriculum. The Centre engages the Elders as consultants on curriculum and teaching and
learning strategies’.
Findings
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy is underpinned by the Wiradyuri philosophy of
yindyamarra winhanganha. The Wiradyuri peoples are the traditional custodians of the land on
which most of the CSU campus is located. The use of the Wiradyuri phrase in institutional policy
advocates that CSU has a relationship with the Wiradyuri people for the purpose of knowledge
sharing. In addition, the Centre for Law and Justice website provides evidence of the Centre’s
relationship and partnership with the Bathurst Wiradyuri and Community Elders.
Principle 5:

1. What models of

Document Excerpt

‘Emergent rules

Indigenous

The Centre for Law and Justice website states ‘the Centre engages the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders

of engagement’

collaboration exist

as consultants on curriculum and teaching and learning strategies’.
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within the law
education program?
Findings
The Centre for Law and Justice website acknowledges that the Centre has a partnership with the
Bathurst and Wiradyuri Community Elders to act as consultants on curriculum, learning and
teaching, thus providing evidence of the Centre’s collaboration model.
Principle 5:

2. Are these

Document Excerpt

‘Emergent rules

collaboration models

‘The Mission of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy is to align the

of engagement’

underpinned by a

University’s Indigenous Education policies and activities with national Indigenous Education

specific agreement or

policies, recommendations, and guidelines to provide the University with a framework and

policy?

guidelines for the development of a systematic and coordinated whole-of-institution approach to
the implementation of the University’s Vision and Key Objectives for Indigenous Education.
Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy aligns with the following policies and
guidelines:
•

Universities Australia Indigenous Education Strategy 2017–2020

•

Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander People 2012 (Behrendt Report)
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•

National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy (NATSIEP)

•

Indigenous Higher Education Advisory Council

•

Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA)

•

Australian Universities Quality Agency (2006) Serving the Cause of Indigenous

•

Issues: Thematic Analysis of the Institutional Audit Reports of AUQA

•

Charles Sturt University Act 1989

•

Charles Sturt University Review 2004

•

Charles Sturt University Strategy and Plans (various).’ (CSU, 2017, pp. 5–7)

Findings
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy provides a robust framework of institutional and
national policies that underpin the work of Indigenous education at the university. However, the
policies provided are driven by academic and institutional standards. There was no evidence that
any agreement or policy was produced through collaboration with the Wiradyuri/Wiradjuri
people.
Principle 5:

3. How does the

Document Excerpt

‘Emergent rules

knowledge-sharing

There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed of relatable data regarding how the

of engagement’

process benefit or not

knowledge-sharing process benefits or does not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider

benefit Indigenous

community.

peoples and the wider
community?
Findings
There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed of whether the knowledge-sharing
process benefits or does not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider community.
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Principle 6:

1. How are differing

Document Excerpt

‘Reconciliation’

beliefs and values

There was no evidence in the CSU documents analysed to demonstrate relatable data regarding

deliberated during the

how differing beliefs and values are deliberated during the collaborative process.

collaborative process?
Findings
How differing beliefs and values are deliberated during the collaborative process with the
Wiradyuri community is not evident. The narrative outlining the collaborative model that
underpins the engagement with the Wiradyuri community is driven by institutional policy.
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4.4.1 Document analysis summary – CSU case study
In summary, the CSU document analysis provided evidence of four out of the six principles
of Ethical Space Theory and four out of five principles examined (being Principles 1, 3, 4 and
5) in relation to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum. As
previously outlined in section 3.5, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 1 – the ‘Status quo’ Principle were required and evidence from the Principle 6 subtheme question 1 was not evident in the documents analysed. The CSU document analysis
provided several examples of how CSU engages with Indigenous peoples and communities.
In the process of undertaking the document analysis, several of the initial research questions
derived from the literature review were either partially or completely answered.
4.4.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The CSU document analysis provided evidence of the ‘Ethics’ principle in practice through
the identification of two collaborative partnerships with the Centre for Law and Justice, one
with the CSU Indigenous Board of Studies (IBS) and another with the Bathurst Wiradyuri
Elders. The CSU IBS is an internal body that oversees the cultural integrity of course
curriculum and is attached to the institution’s learning and teaching committee. The CSU IBS
Terms of Reference document indicated that the CSU IBS is made up of Indigenous
academics or academics whose work directly involves the inclusion of Indigenous content
across the course curriculum. The university documents analysed also stated that the past
injustices that continue to disadvantage Indigenous peoples in higher education are key
priorities for the university to consider in addressing areas of Indigenous social justice and
promoting Indigenous self-determination. The CSU Indigenous Board of Studies meets on a
regular basis and is governed by the Higher Education Standards Framework. However, there
is no evidence across the institutional documents analysed of how Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders are approached or included in the process of sharing knowledge with academia.
Second, the Centre for Law and Justice website provides evidence of a collaborative
partnership with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders. The website promotes the Centre’s
community partnership, and states that academics facilitate consultation on Indigenous
curriculum content through teaching and learning approaches, and that Elders share personal
narratives of the historical and contemporary perspectives. Furthermore, the Centre
recognises and respects the place of Indigenous Elders as the guardians of Indigenous
knowledges to highlight the richness and diversity of Indigenous knowledges in Australia.
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4.4.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 1 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required (see section 3.5).
4.4.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy outlines how historical and political power
structures are recognised and acknowledged by the university. The strategy describes how the
overriding power structures within society continue to influence the marginalisation of
Indigenous peoples in Australia through government policy and Western educational
frameworks that continue to disadvantage Indigenous students and peoples (CSU, 2017).
4.4.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The CSU document analysis provided evidence of the ‘Indigenous gaze’ principle in practice
through the identification of how Indigenous communities are involved in the process of
sharing knowledge with academia. The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy clarifies that the
work of the university is underpinned by the Wiradyuri philosophy of yindyamarra
winhanganha, which supports the university’s commitment to ‘the wisdom of respectfully
knowing how to live well in a world worth living in’ (CSU, 2017, p. 5). The Centre for Law
and Justice website outlines the Centre’s consistent approach to maintaining a community
partnership for the purpose of sharing knowledge with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders.
4.4.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The CSU document analysis provided evidence that the university implements several
national and institutional policies to guide how Indigenous knowledges are embedded across
the wider CSU curriculum. However, the policies analysed – the CSU Indigenous Education
Strategy and the Indigenous Board of Studies Terms of Reference document – are determined
by academic and institutional standards. The document analysis did not identify any evidence
of how the university’s collaborative partners, the Wiradyuri people, are offered any form of
agreement to underpin their engagement or the collaboration does or does not benefit the
Wiradyuri peoples and/or the wider community.
4.4.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The CSU document analysis did not provide evidence of the ‘Reconciliation’ principle in
practice. Therefore, how differing beliefs and values are deliberated in the collaborative
process was not evident in the document analysis. The Indigenous Education Strategy (CSU,
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2017) that outlines the collaborative model underpinning the engagement with the Wiradyuri
community is driven by institutional policy to describe intent.

4.5 Research participants – CSU case study
In addition to the document analysis, the data from the CSU case study emerged from
interviews and focus groups with individuals associated with the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the CSU Bachelor of Laws program. Table 4.2 provides the names of the
research participants, the groups they represent and their role within the CSU Bachelor of
Laws program.
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Table 4.2: CSU Case Study Research Participant Information
Research participant

Participant group

Participant’s role

Professor Alison Gerard

Non-Indigenous Academic

Founding Director of the CSU Centre for Law and Justice and
co-lead in the design, development and delivery of embedding
Indigenous cultural competence across the CSU Bachelor of
Laws program

Dr Emma Colvin

Non-Indigenous Academic

Lecturer in Law and Justice and contributor to the design,
development, and delivery of Indigenous cultural competency
across the CSU Bachelor of Laws, CSU Bachelor of Criminal
Justice, and Research Lead for the Centre

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan

Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder, CSU Adjunct Professional and
contributor to embedding Indigenous knowledges in the design,
development, and delivery of the CSU Bachelor of Laws
program

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan

Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder, CSU Adjunct Professional and
contributor to embedding Indigenous knowledges in the design,
development, and delivery of the CSU Bachelor of Laws
program

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Werribee

Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder, CSU Adjunct Professional and
contributor to embedding Indigenous knowledges in the design,
development, and delivery of the CSU Bachelor of Laws
program
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Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder

Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder, CSU Adjunct Professional and
contributor to embedding Indigenous knowledges in the design,
development, and delivery of the CSU Bachelor of Laws
program

Bronwyn Sullivan

Non-Indigenous CSU Law
Student

CSU law student studying the Bachelor of Laws with
embedded Indigenous cultural competence

Meryem Jeffries

Non-Indigenous CSU Law
Student

CSU law student studying the Bachelor of Laws with
embedded Indigenous cultural competence

Laetitia Smith

Non-Indigenous CSU Law
Student

CSU law student studying the Bachelor of Laws with
embedded Indigenous cultural competence

Brian Smith

Non-Indigenous CSU Law
Student

CSU law student studying the Bachelor of Laws with
embedded Indigenous cultural competence
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The research participants who contributed to the CSU case study have a range of
backgrounds and experiences. Both CSU academics contributed to the design, development,
and delivery of embedding Indigenous cultural competency in the CSU Bachelor of Laws and
both consult and collaborate with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to embed Indigenous
knowledges across the CSU law curriculum and areas of research. All four Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders have contributed Indigenous knowledges, law, and perspectives
across the CSU Bachelor of Laws since the program’s inception in 2016. All four law
students have studied several CSU law subjects that have included Indigenous knowledges
and collaborative teaching approaches with CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders.

4.6 Participant Group 1 – CSU academic interview findings
It is recognised that the researcher used her own professional connection with the CSU
Centre for Law and Justice to approach CSU academic research participants. The researcher
is employed as a lecturer in law and justice at CSU and teaches across both the Bachelor of
Laws and the Bachelor of Criminal Justice. Four academic participants were invited to
participate in the research, and two academics consented to take part. Stage 2 of the research
data collection invited CSU academic participants to identify key Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, which led to the subsequent findings. Both academic participants discussed the
involvement of multiple curriculum stakeholders in the design, development, and delivery of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the CSU Bachelor of Laws, such as Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people from internal and external agencies attached to the university
including Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics, Indigenous community members and
Elders, and Indigenous industry experts such as Indigenous lawyers. In the identification
process, both academic research participants clarified that the Centre for Law and Justice has
an existing MOU with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders group for the specific purpose of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the CSU LLB. Further details regarding the
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants are provided in the discussion of the
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder findings.
Stage 3 of the data collection involved interviews with CSU academics, which produced the
findings that follow. Professor Alison Gerard, Director of the CSU Centre for Law and
Justice, explained that the CSU Bachelor of Laws program was established in 2016, with a
specific purpose and accreditation to embed Indigenous cultural competencies throughout the
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degree. During the scoping process for the degree, Emeritus Professor David Weisbrot,
President of the Australian Law Reform Commission at the time, indicated that there could
be an alignment between the new CSU law degree and the work that the CSU School for
Indigenous Australian Studies was undertaking across other degrees at the university. This
notable inclusion was instrumental in developing the CSU Bachelor of Laws as the first
Bachelor of Laws degree in Australia to include Indigenous cultural competency across the
design of core law curriculum. With the inclusion of Indigenous cultural competence came a
recognised need to embed ethical and authentic Indigenous knowledges across the design,
development, and delivery of the CSU law curriculum. Professor Gerard explained that CSU
wanted a law degree with a difference and a social justice purpose.
I felt that we needed to be doing something different to establish credibility in what
seemed to be quite a crowded market. For me having a purpose has been really a
driving force of whatever I did. I've already had experience with Indigenising
curriculum in the justice studies discipline, so I was excited by this license to write a
really unique law program. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
The teaching of this internationally unique law degree was described by both CSU academic
participants as a place of engagement, where Indigenous curriculum stakeholders can
collaborate with academics to deliver Indigenous knowledges and perspectives across the law
curriculum.
Law students are taught by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people and that
includes Indigenous non-academics and Indigenous academics and a whole wealth of
cultural knowledge is brought in. Part of that involves a cultural immersion with the
Elders and we have the Elders very embedded within the program from the very
beginning and we have them teaching into the subjects as well. (CSU Academic Dr
Colvin, 2019)
Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Both CSU academic participants stated that culturally competent consultation practices with
Indigenous communities related to the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum need to contain the following: time investment, a genuine intent, the recognition
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of and adherence to Indigenous community protocols and relationship building to foster
community partnerships. Dr Colvin explained that culturally competent consultation practices
should not be concentrated on the curriculum alone and that ethical research practices are also
a key consideration.
First, even though it’s primarily teaching and not research, I think every academic
should be aware of the AIATSIS guidelines [the AIATSIS Guidelines for Ethical
Research in Australia] because I think it provides a good framework. (CSU Academic
Dr Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin also affirmed that, at a curriculum level, culturally competent practices require
time, dialogue sharing, engagement, and relationship-building with Indigenous peoples, and
that this needs to be factored into academic practice.
I think it starts out with early conversations through contacts to get introductions and
find appropriate ways of building a relationship. You can’t just go straight off the bat,
I think, and say, ‘Hi, my name’s Emma. I want you to come and teach for me’.
Sometimes it can be hard with the tensions of some of the realities of academic life.
(CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
The importance of allocating sufficient time for academics to build relationships with
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum was raised by both academic participants.
One of the things we talk about is different ways of knowing and being and so being
aware of that, the way we think about time and expectations, and everything is not
perhaps the same culturally for the people with whom you’re trying to make
connections with. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
What looks like a good way of going about it is something that is consultative,
something that is slow, something that has an awareness of the boundaries but also
an appetite for an honest approach to articulate where those boundaries are between
academia and community. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
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Table 4.3: CSU Academic Interview Findings for Research Question 1 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)

Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Research Question 1 – Sub-questions
Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions related to the consultation practices between academics
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across the law curriculum. During the interview process the
academic participants were asked to describe the law program in which they were involved, and then were
asked the relevant sub-questions derived from the literature.

Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

1. How are Indigenous communities/people identified and approached?
Both CSU academics described how they identify and approach Indigenous curriculum stakeholders through
existing bridging contacts including the Centre’s Indigenous academic, the CSU Indigenous Pedagogy
Coordinator and already known Indigenous community members. Dr Colvin stated that the Centre’s
Indigenous academic is a fundamental resource in providing introductions to identify and approach
Indigenous community members.
Through initial introductions and yourself [the researcher] you’ve been the gateway and I think that
has enabled us to build our own relationships. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard commented that CSU has an Indigenous Pedagogy Coordinator who assisted in identifying
and approaching Indigenous Elders for the purpose of building a relationship.
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We were really grateful that CSU had an Indigenous Pedagogy Coordinator who already had warm
relations with Aboriginal Elders and so in a sense we didn’t have to create a bridge, we already had
an insight into how those relationships developed and how you need to foster those and build on
those. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
In addition, Professor Gerard emphasised that existing community contacts assisted in the identification of
multiple Indigenous stakeholders to approach, including Aboriginal lawyers.
A number of places I think is a best practice approach, so you need to cultivate relationships in a
number of different ways with a number of different organisations and community partners. I was
fortunate as I had some community relationships that I had outside the institution which I was able to
build on… understanding a lot more clearly the importance of relationships and the importance of
reciprocal relationships then building on those to invite Aboriginal lawyers into the university and to
appreciate the significance of the work. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
2. How is a place5 for dialogue sharing established?
Both CSU academic participants described the establishment of a place for dialogue as a significant element
in the relationship building process between academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. The
academic participants indicated that a place of dialogue has been established with multiple groups of
5
‘Place’ in this context is defined as the engagement space created through connections and relationships with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders with the aim of discussing the possibility of a
collaborative project.
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Indigenous peoples, which has facilitated practices such as two-way sharing, reciprocity, and relationship
building. Professor Gerard explained that dialogue sharing was a part of building reciprocal relationships and
was a way to establish a two-way learning environment between the Centre for Law and Justice and
Indigenous stakeholders.
I think then acknowledging that the dialogue part was what I anticipated perhaps less so than the
sharing, that was the upskilling that came. I don’t think I really understood the idea of a two-way
arrangement as much, reciprocal probably yes, but not so much the two-way sharing aspect. (CSU
Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Dr Colvin commented that dialogue sharing in the initial stages is an informal process that builds important
community connections and further that personal sharing is a key element in building a rapport with
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders before introducing academic requirements.
Then meeting and just sitting down and just having a talk, having a bit of a yarn and it doesn’t have
to necessarily be straightaway jumping into what you want, perhaps finding out more about the
people and telling them a bit more about you and where you’re coming from as a person, not just as
an academic. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
3. How are past injustices recognised and/or reconciled in the consultation process?
Both CSU academic participants provided two examples of how past injustices can be recognised and
reconciled in the consultation process: first, through individual conversations; and second, through listening
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to Indigenous curriculum stakeholders’ accounts of their lived experiences, such as when attending cultural
immersion experiences. Professor Gerard commented that conversations with Indigenous peoples can create
an opportunity to recognise injustices and learn from their lived experience. She further explained that when
asking Indigenous peoples to share their experiences of injustice a number of strategies can be implemented
such as team teaching with an existing academic, to ensure that the Indigenous community member feels
supported and comfortable in an academic setting.
I talk about how students would really love to hear about your experience because I think for law
students in particular it is often that they are socially justice minded and have a keen sense of
injustice. So, when I'm consulting with an Aboriginal academic to come into the space, I would say
that we would really like to hear about your experience and then leave it with it for them to articulate
concerns or views of how they feel about doing that. Then working on how we can mitigate that, for
example, you know team teaching together, it is a very individual thing but whatever allays that fear
for that person to be able to deliver that content in a way they find energising. (CSU Academic,
Professor Gerard, 2019)
Dr Colvin reflected upon the Centre’s cultural immersion program and how the experience has created a
valuable opportunity to consult with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and Elders to discuss local and
broader historical injustices.
I think part of it is about hearing the stories and letting the community members and Elders talk about
their own experiences or the recognition of the collective pain. When we were on a cultural
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immersion and we went down to the flag pole and we talked about Windradyne’s 6experience I hadn’t
heard the full story about what happened and just how awful it was. Being able to feel that pain that’s
come across the generations and the impact of martial law on the community, it felt like a step
towards being able to reconcile because we all felt the pain together. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin,
2019)
4. Who sets the protocols/guidelines for the consultation?
The CSU academic participants provided different perspectives from each other when asked about who sets
the protocols for consultation. Dr Colvin indicated that consultations need to be led by Indigenous protocols
to address the perpetuation of a neo-colonial approach to education. Professor Gerard explained that there is a
need for the Centre for Law and Justice to develop a set of guidelines to support academic consultation with
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. Dr Colvin believed that empowering Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders to set the protocols decolonises the consultation process.
It has to really be led by the Indigenous person that you’re talking to. Otherwise, it’s just colonial
again, isn’t it? It’s me colonising the whole scenario by telling people what to do. It has to come from
them [Indigenous curriculum stakeholders], you can’t just tell them. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin,
2019)

6

Windradyne was a Wiradyuri warrior and a resistance leader of the Wiradyuri people in what is now known as central-western New South Wales, Australia; Windradyne led his people when
Martial Law was declared against the Bathurst Wiradyuri people on 14 August 1824.
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However, Professor Gerard shared that informal guidelines are applied as the Centre currently has no formal
guidelines to assist staff with the complexities of Indigenous consultation. Professor Gerard elaborated that
developing a set of guidelines for Indigenous consultation is an area that the Centre needs further
development in.
I would apply informal guidelines as part of my practice. I don’t think there is much instruction in
relation to formal guidelines; it would be a matter of developing something like that with yourself, for
example, and having those discussions around what is appropriate … and understanding of respectful
ways to do that. I think you [the researcher] are highlighting some gaps here that need to be
articulated. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
5. Where do consultations take place? Why is this place chosen?
Both CSU academics described the places where consultations take place, including on Country through
direct immersion and internally at the university, which is also technically on Country but seen as less
preferable. Dr Colvin explained that on Country consultations are preferred to honour Indigenous people’s
connection to the land.
I think, where possible, when the weather permits, outside is always best…. Connection to Country
would be the primary thing. Connection to Country is so important … I think when appropriate and
when invited, going to culturally significant places is a wonderful place to learn. (CSU Academic Dr
Colvin, 2019)
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Professor Gerard identified the Centre’s Indigenous academic (the researcher) as the key person in
negotiations around appropriate places of consultation with the local Indigenous Elders and community
members, and as providing leadership in relation to community engagement protocols.
Well having a fabulous local Indigenous academic, I guess we are supremely placed in having an
Elder in training on staff who can guide us in how to develop those relationships and spaces. I'm sure
it wouldn't have happened as quickly or as strongly or as well if we hadn’t had the benefit of your [the
researcher’s] leadership and knowledge. I think you [the researcher] taught us that inviting the
Elders in and having lunch together and debriefing together provides a space for us to ask those
questions to invite that relationship but also it is supplemented by going along to community events.
Having a really strong commitment to recognise days of significance and do some heavy lifting so
that the Elders can see that this is not just a talking piece or a slogan, but it is an authentic and
meaningful approach to foster the relationship. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
6. How often do consultations take place?
Both CSU academic participants provided evidence of regular consultations and outlined how consultations
with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders take place in informal and formal settings alike. In addition, the
frequency and leadership of consultations are determined by the availability, proximity, and relational
foundations of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. Dr Colvin explained that the nature and number of
consultations are dependent on context and are therefore planned according to specific need.
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Depends on what I’m doing, for example, in the research space, having consultation about creating
some research guidelines for the Centre because I think that we really need to start doing that. The
first port of call would be to go to the Indigenous academic who is a local Wiradyuri person, but also
somebody who is across research and curriculum. So, I would say a high level of consultation. (CSU
Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Then when it comes to community external to the university, it would be as many times as needed.
There wouldn’t be a set number. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin provided an example of an Indigenous curriculum stakeholder consultation and the process that
was applied.
I’m thinking about when we had Uncle Vic Sims come and we did two trips down to Sydney with him
and we took him out for lunch, and we spent four hours the first time having a yarn and letting him
tell his story. Then after that we could start building the relationship, but it took that and then some
more consultations by phone and so on and so forth. So, as long as it needs to be. (CSU Academic Dr
Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin’s example reinforces that each Indigenous community consultation is unique, and dependent on
the individual and the setting. Similarly, Professor Gerard discussed how, under its Memorandum of
Understanding with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders, the Centre for Law and Justice has an arrangement for
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regular formal consultation meetings. However, Professor Gerard explained that informal consultation
contact is more regular.
So, under our Memorandum of Understanding it is a regular interaction. At the moment, despite what
it says in our MOU, we catch up more regularly. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Professor Gerard indicated that Elders have a dedicated space at the university, which ensures that
consultation and engagement opportunities are easier, and contact is more frequent. Professor Gerard also
described how meetings and consultation are not always focused on the curriculum but also encompass wider
relational aspects.
We don’t always meet specifically about curriculum, but the relationship is on the back of other
things and certainly that will be really helped by the Elders being across the road from us now. So, I
drop in fairly regularly and have other meetings with the Elders but I think we need to make sure we
are still having that regular catch-ups about curriculum to keep that space. (CSU Academic,
Professor Gerard, 2019)
7. How is the purpose of the consultation conveyed to the Indigenous community?
Both CSU academics interviewed outlined the main ways in which the purpose of the consultation is
conveyed to the Indigenous community. The first is by ensuring a clear and concise manner of
communication when talking to Indigenous curriculum stakeholders about the purpose of the consultation.
The second element is consultation time; consultations need to provide adequate time for Indigenous
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curriculum stakeholders to share their own story with academics so that the consultation can be used as a
place to build a relationship before academic intent or need is considered. Dr Colvin indicated that if the
purpose of the consultation is not conveyed to the Indigenous community it could be seen as a mark of
disrespect and could damage the relationship with the community. Dr Colvin also explained that clear and
concise communication by the academic is necessary to ensure transparency around academic intent.
If it isn’t, then I think that’s your first hiccup, but that’s what you need to be doing. You need to sit
down and go, ‘Hey, how are you doing? Here’s who I am. Here’s what we’re trying to do. Tell us
your story. Please feel free to share your story.’ See what comes back and I think you just have to be
really honest about what you’re trying to do. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard also indicated that explaining the purpose of consultation needs to involve open
conversation about the purpose, value and curriculum placement of Indigenous people’s knowledge and lived
experience.
I would say for me who is teaching a foundational law subject that we have people here for
residential school and that I would really like them [these students] to hear Aboriginal perspectives
from an Aboriginal person working in this area. I acknowledge that they have knowledge in the area
that is valuable. That is generally how I have gone about it, so the purpose is always an educative one
of sharing knowledge and sharing experience. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
According to Dr Colvin, clearly conveying the purpose of consultation to the broader Indigenous community
can also facilitate the processes of truth telling and reconciliation in Australia.
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In terms of reconciliation, having a truth telling, in other jurisdictions around the world you have
truth and reconciliation commissions that are about the facing of horrific acts that have been
perpetrated against groups of people [Indigenous people]. The process of healing is coming forward
and the truth telling is a way to meet, whether it’s a positive or a negative thing. It’s about just being
who you are and saying, ‘This is what I’m trying to do’. You may find that the Indigenous community
member who you’re speaking to might say, ‘I don’t agree with what you’re doing’, and that’s okay.
(CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 1 –
Principle 2 ‘Status Quo’ were required (see section 3.5).

Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How are the principles of historical and political power structures recognised and acknowledged in
the collaborative partnership?
Both CSU academic participants provided evidence of how historical and political power structures are
recognised and acknowledged in the collaborative partnership between academics and Indigenous peoples,
such as through the recognition of historical and contemporary colonial practices in higher education
(including those related to curriculum design and governance), and advocacy around recognition of
Indigenous customary law in the Western legal system. Professor Gerard argued that Indigenous knowledges
need to be recognised as of equal value to Western knowledge systems in the legal curriculum. In embedding
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Indigenous knowledges across law, Professor Gerard also advocated for suitable remuneration for Indigenous
people’s time and contribution in sharing their knowledge and lived experience.
The way that we [the Centre for Law and Justice] try and recognise those power struggles and
historical struggles in practice is to recognise and acknowledge that the knowledge our Aboriginal
community partners bring, to equate that and recognise the knowledge by doing things like paying the
Elders at expert rates. There are a lot of pockets of the university where Elders weren’t getting paid
for the work, so it recognises the contribution and the value of that knowledge. It [Indigenous
knowledges] may not come through what we would define as a graduate tertiary education and
professional experience in a firm, but it is a unique set of skills and no less expert. (CSU Academic,
Professor Gerard, 2019)
Furthermore, Dr Colvin noted that there is a significant historical and political power structure within the law
itself. She expressed that true reconciliation is not possible without the recognition of traditional customary
lore that existed in Australia prior to colonisation and the subsequent imposition of the Western legal system.
I mean, I don’t know if it’s ever truly reconciled in the sense of the very nature of the law degree is
about the doctrine of reception, the English legal system, colonising and not recognising a legal
system that was here. What we now recognise as the legal fiction of terra nullius, there was no
recognition of an existing legal system here and just the British system was implanted into Australia.
So, it [the English legal system] is inherently the tool of oppression and colonisation. So, what we are
trying to do when we are meeting people is to be able to be really conscious of the fact that what
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we’re asking people is to contribute to the tool of their own oppression. I don’t know if you can ever
truly reconcile that. I think you can recognise it and you can talk about it and you can go, ‘This is a
way that we’re trying to address it’, by bringing in Indigenous knowledges. But it’s still the system, it
still exists and it’s still a tool of oppression and it’s still operating in a neo-colonial manner. (CSU
Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin shared that the law itself continues to be an ongoing form of colonialism for Indigenous peoples in
Australia and explained that historical and political power struggles must be recognised and discussed to
facilitate foundational understanding between Indigenous and Western law systems. In addition to the law as
a discipline, Professor Gerard also explained that academics need to be empathetic towards the impact that
higher education institutions have had on Indigenous peoples.
You have to be open to debriefing; to establish your footing; to show that you are empathetic, that you
understand the impact that your institution or your profession has had. I’m always struck by how
willing Aboriginal community partners are to work with you despite acknowledging that the
institution you are a part of has done certain devilish and disastrous things. It is about working for
change, all working for change, but you have to enable a space where those grievances of the
institution or about your own law profession and because there is nothing squeaky clean about
lawyers or the past and engaging with it is the only way to work through it. I suppose it is about
building relationships to make sure there is a space to understand things and if you have the capacity
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to advocate within your own institution or legal profession to address immediate concerns, with a
realistic view, as you really can’t change everything. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. Why do Indigenous communities want to be involved/or not want to be involved in the process of
sharing knowledge with academia?
Both the CSU academics interviewed provided evidence of why they think Indigenous communities either do
or do not want to be involved in the process of sharing knowledge with academia. This evidence included
Indigenous people’s willingness to share their cultural traditions and lived experience to enable better
understanding of Indigenous cultures and to support change for current and future generations. Both CSU
academics discussed how it can be challenging for Indigenous peoples and communities to share their
knowledge with universities due to their historical and contemporary experiences of colonisation. Professor
Gerard asserted that Indigenous communities want to be involved in the process of sharing knowledge with
academia in order to improve understanding of Indigenous cultures and to facilitate change for current and
future generations of Indigenous peoples. Professor Gerard elaborated on her experience regarding the
willingness of Indigenous peoples to contribute to the teaching of Indigenous knowledges across the CSU
Bachelor of Laws and how the resultant collaborations with Indigenous peoples have been professionally
rewarding for her as an academic.
My very strong sense is that people want to be involved in the sharing and what better way to promote
social change than through education, and it’s a way of fostering an understanding amongst
graduates of Indigenous cultures, histories and contemporary social realities and that’s a legacy
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project for Aboriginal people. So, I can see why Aboriginal people want to be involved in doing that
and feel that it's their place to be doing that not by somebody like a non-Aboriginal [person] unless
they have the particular permissions. It's a hugely rewarding project and I have been really struck by
the approaches of people who want to come up and teach and share knowledge. (CSU Academic,
Professor Gerard, 2019)
Similarly, Dr Colvin spoke of a sense of honour among Indigenous peoples in wanting to share their
knowledge across the law curriculum, although she could also understand why they might not like to
contribute in certain circumstances. In this regard, Dr Colvin described universities as institutions of
paternalism that often contribute to the oppression of Indigenous peoples.
Well, I can think of a million reasons why they wouldn’t want to share. That’s why I feel very
privileged that we’ve been so blessed to have had so much engagement and sharing and how
generous the local community has been with us because, I mean, we are privileged. We are the
symbol of colonialism. We have very good lives, particularly out here, like in general, academics are
a well-paid position that requires you to be well-educated, which means you probably come from a
reasonably privileged background to have been able to attain the education level. You’ve had
opportunity and we ourselves [academics] are quite symbolic of the faces of oppression throughout
history. Again, our trade is the tool of oppression, so that’s another reason. (CSU Academic Dr
Colvin, 2019)
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Dr Colvin further observed that even though higher education institutions can symbolise colonialism,
Indigenous peoples have found the strength and resilience to collaborate and contribute to the teaching of the
CSU Bachelor of Laws. Dr Colvin understood the readiness of Indigenous peoples to collaborate is based on
a common belief between the academic and Indigenous communities of the benefits of sharing Indigenous
knowledges.
The strength of some of the people we work with who consistently engage with us despite generations
of trauma and multiple times in their lives having been insulted whatever experiences they may have
had. Yet they’re [Indigenous people] are still happy to share with us because there is a recognition
that we’re trying to do something good together. I feel the idea of together is recognised on both sides
and I think we’ll keep trying to do that, even though we’ll have hiccups on the way. The feeling is
something good is happening here and we’ve got to keep doing it. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What models of Indigenous collaboration exist within the law education program?
The two CSU academics interviewed discussed models of Indigenous collaboration across the CSU Bachelor
of Laws program, which included the CSU School for Indigenous Australian Studies and the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders. Both academics indicated that these collaborations are built on foundations of reciprocity
and cover areas of Indigenous curriculum design and Indigenous research. Dr Colvin referred to an
institutional collaborative teaching model that exists for one specific subject and involves the Centre for Law
and Justice and the CSU School for Indigenous Australian Studies.
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We have a subject that is a hybrid subject and it’s taught in conjunction with the School of Indigenous
Australian Studies. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard described a model of collaboration between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders that is based on a genuine commitment to reciprocity and authenticity.
So, I think there are many collaborations that are centred on an approach to collaboration which is
authentic and meaningful which is about reciprocal partnerships and a consultative approach and
respect for self-determination, so in a sense we have a core partnership with the Bathurst Wiradyuri
Elders. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Furthermore, Professor Gerard explained that reciprocity can support a model of collaboration with
Indigenous peoples around curriculum design but also stated that reciprocity is a key element in building
Indigenous research partnerships.
So, there is a course design collaboration that was really strong right from the very start in particular
subjects. There is a focus on collaborating at the design stage and increasingly there is a focus on
collaboration in research. One of the key features there would be the martial law research
collaboration with the Elders. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
2. Are these collaboration models underpinned by a specific agreement or policy?
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Both CSU academic participants provided evidence of a community agreement with the Bathurst Wiradyuri
Elders to underpin the collaborative model. In addition, Professor Gerard explained that institutional policy
underpins the university’s collaborative models with Indigenous communities to a certain extent but that the
policy is deficient in guiding cultural protocols. Both academics noted that the Centre for Law and Justice has
an MOU with the Indigenous Elders with whom they collaborate. Professor Gerard also indicated that CSU
has institutional policy that governs Indigenous community engagement but recognised that this policy does
not include advice on Indigenous cultural protocols.
So, by way of policy there is a framework around institutional policy. It [the policy] is about authentic
community engagement but I think we didn’t have an understanding on a ground level with what that
meant. It has been an iterative process that has developed over the last three years, then we formed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Elders. I think that informal arrangement guides practice.
There are developing protocols and possibly there's a gap to somehow document and disseminate
those cultural protocols. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
There is an MOU. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
3. How does the knowledge sharing process benefit or not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider
community?
Both CSU academics reported numerous benefits of Indigenous knowledge sharing with Indigenous peoples
and communities. These include the privileging of Indigenous knowledges and voice across the legal
education curriculum, and the development of more culturally competent practitioners within law and justice.
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The latter is viewed by the participants as a way to generate better decision-making and legal services for
Indigenous peoples in Australia. Professor Gerard considered that Indigenous peoples want to be involved
because of the positive impact their knowledge can have on students who are entering law and justice
disciplines.
In my experience that is why Aboriginal people want to get involved, in that their teaching will benefit
other Aboriginal people down the track via cops being more culturally competent, by lawyers being
more culturally competent, via social workers being more culturally competent. That is a very clear
feeling amongst the Aboriginal leaders that I work with, that this will be a good for Aboriginal
people. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Dr Colvin spoke of the wider societal benefits of knowledge sharing by Indigenous peoples and described
such benefits as having a ripple effect across student experience, graduate capabilities and discipline-specific
proficiencies when practitioners work with Indigenous peoples and communities.
This goes back to the key principles in any ethical guidelines; if you’re going to do something it has to
be of benefit to the people that it’s about. I think what we’re doing with the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges has a multi-fold benefit. It’s a benefit to all the students that take it to their careers, to
their employers, to the people who they might interact with. I think particularly if we’re looking at
Aboriginal people who are going through legal issues the amount of cultural incompetence there must
be in the way people who’ve never been taught anything about Indigenous knowledge. Just imagine
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how much better lawyers they’re going to be for the people and the communities who they work for.
(CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
However, Dr Colvin also discussed the power imbalance within the legal and criminal justice professions and
proposed that the sharing of Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum can provide key capabilities to
inform more culturally competent decision-making processes that impact Indigenous peoples in Australia.
For any Aboriginal community around Australia to have more people who are culturally competent,
that’s the only way we’re going to start seeing any difference because we’re still looking at a power
imbalance, right? The people who go into the professions, the legal professions, and the criminal
justice professions, they have power. And so, you want the people in power to be culturally competent
so they can start making better decisions. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin further described the benefit of Indigenous knowledge sharing in terms of privileging Indigenous
worldviews within the legal education curriculum.
It provides multiple perspectives. It’s the rounding out of the story that up until that point had been
one-sided. It’s adding the other perspective. It creates a more holistic view of the knowledge and its
relevance. It gives you another perspective that broadens your horizons and gives you an alternate
way of thinking. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
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1. How are differing beliefs and values deliberated during the collaborative process?

The two CSU academics interviewed provided examples of how differing beliefs and values are deliberated
during the collaborations, including through Indigenous people’s participation in the design, development,
and delivery of the curriculum and through providing reciprocity to Indigenous peoples for their time and
contribution. Dr Colvin described how differing beliefs and values are deliberated by Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders through their involvement in the design, development, and delivery of the law curriculum.
So having [Indigenous] community members writing into the program and in the classroom. Perhaps
having people who have dual roles in the sense of being a Wiradyuri person, but also working within
the system as well, so bringing in people with that knowledge. We have an Elder who was an ex–
police officer, so bringing in that wealth of knowledge from both being a police officer, but also being
a member of the local community and an Elder. Also having the embedding of the content across
subjects and across year levels means that you can tease things out, so it’s not as linear. That is a
reflection of different ways of knowing and being and different concepts of the way time operates.
(CSU Academic Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard described several areas of contention associated with differing beliefs and values in relation
to the reciprocity arrangements between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Indigenous community. She
discussed the tensions that often arise in relation to the Centre’s legal expertise and capacity to offer legal
advice and service to the Indigenous community as an avenue for reciprocity.
The contested areas in the community aspect are tensions around strategy and the limitations of what
we can offer in the law school. Lawyers are pretty shit at providing pro bono community service,
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often what community want in relation to legal services is advice that is quick, competent and free
and it is really difficult to organise that. There are people in law that are good and are helping
whereas there are issues at a community level in offering advice that often cross a number of different
areas of law and it is difficult to establish that relationship and get that advice quickly and I think
there is a tension there. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
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Research Question 2: How does consultation with Indigenous communities inform the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Both CSU academics interviewed provided evidence that consultation with Indigenous
peoples and communities significantly informs the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the
CSU law program across curriculum design, development, and delivery. Professor Gerard
explained how the involvement of Indigenous academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, including Elders, was implemented at the conception stage of the law
curriculum design process.
So, we started with some curriculum workshops with Aboriginal academics,
Aboriginal Elders and at that stage an Aboriginal Educational Designer as well as
staff where we did an overview of the curriculum with the objective of including the
160 hours of what we have to do because this is the criteria we have to hit. (CSU
Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Professor Gerard further explained that CSU has an institutional expectation of 160 hours of
Indigenous content that needed to be embedded across core subjects of the Bachelor of Laws
course design. She indicated that consultation with Indigenous academics and community
members contributed to the overall decision-making process around how and where
Indigenous knowledges were to be embedded across the mapping of the law course.
We looked at where is the best spot for this [Indigenous knowledges] to fit and so we
mapped content and from there a number of more detailed conversations at a subject
level. So, at a course level having that larger consultation and then drill down to
subjects and individual assessments and how [Indigenous] perspectives might be
embedded. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Professor Gerard also described how critical reflection on how Indigenous knowledges are to
be embedded across the course and subjects involves ongoing discussion between the
Centre’s academics, Indigenous academics, Indigenous students, and the wider Indigenous
community.
I hope that we have got a continuing process of reflection through the couple of yarn
up sessions that we have had with yourself [the researcher]. How those perspectives
might be embedded and also to reflect on when things go wrong and how that might
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be improved on for the next offering. Also, by listening to students, in particular
Aboriginal students about how we can make [Indigenous] perspectives heard in the
curriculum in a culturally safe way. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Furthermore, Dr Colvin discussed the role of consultation with Indigenous communities in
shaping the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges directly into the learning experience of law
students.
It’s about recognising that in your classroom there will be Aboriginal people who are
students. So, the consultation has to also be in the classroom. It’s about saying to
students in your work, you will be working with community members. I cannot see any
of our students going out into the workforce and not having any contact with
Aboriginal people in their work. So, you can share with them the process [of
consultation]. That in itself is a learning experience, about sharing the process of how
you went about consultation. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
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Table 4.4: CSU Academic Interview Findings for Research Question 2 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Research Question 2 – Sub-questions
Research Question 2 and the associated sub-questions specifically related to how individual academics
consult with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to include Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. Therefore, only academic research participants were asked Research Question 2 and the
associated sub-questions derived from the literature.

Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

1. Who decides which Indigenous knowledges are appropriate for the curriculum?
The two CSU academic participants indicated that Indigenous communities have their own rules and
governance structures around Indigenous knowledge sharing practices. Both participants agreed that
Indigenous communities therefore need to guide what Indigenous knowledges are appropriate for the
curriculum. Dr Colvin affirmed that developing Indigenous community relationships and understanding
Indigenous community place-based protocols plays a significant role in ascertaining which Indigenous
knowledges are appropriate for the law curriculum.
We have to recognise that Indigenous people are not a homogenous group of people. They have
different belief systems. There’s different nations and I think, again, part of the reason why you have
to build the relationship is so you understand the role of the people you’re talking to within
community and so it would be about what was approved by the Elders of that community. We’re on
Wiradyuri land, so this is about what Wiradyuri Elders would deem appropriate in that sense. So, it
may not necessarily be directly that a Wiradyuri Elder might have to oversee everything and say,
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‘Yes, that’s okay’ or ‘That’s not’, but it’s that process of consultation with your network over time.
(CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
Doctor Colvin shared her understanding that Indigenous communities have their own rules that govern
knowledge systems and the cultural authority to share those knowledges.
So, again, it’s about authority within the community that you are engaging with, so recognising that
one person, one Wiradyuri person, would have more authority over another Wiradyuri person,
depending on their experience, background, their position within their community. So, you must
understand who has authority in the community. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
In a similar response, Professor Gerard described the diversity of Aboriginal communities in Australia and
emphasised the importance of a place-based approach in embedding Indigenous knowledges across the CSU
Law curriculum.
So, we acknowledge the diversity in Aboriginal knowledges and perspectives but the approach we
have taken is a place-based approach through our wonderful leader, Annette Gainsford. What we
teach is that these are the protocols but always check in with local Elders to see what is appropriate
for the context of what you are teaching. So, for that we here in Bathurst spell Wiradyuri with a ‘y’
according to local protocol and we work closely with the Elders and take heed from their cultural
authority and cultural knowledges on that front. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
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2. How is cultural authorisation taken into consideration in this process?
Both CSU academics interviewed attested to the vital role played by local Indigenous Elders in identifying
people with cultural authority who could share Indigenous knowledges across the CSU Bachelor of Laws.
These participants emphasised that academics need to possess a certain level of cultural competence to be
able to identify the appropriate Indigenous peoples who have the cultural authority to share their knowledge.
Dr Colvin explained that local Elders are the highest source of wisdom and that all teaching initiatives require
Elders consultation in observance of local Indigenous protocols.
It’s not culturally competent to just go, ‘An Aboriginal person said this, so therefore it’s true’,
because that’s inherently problematic. If you don’t understand cultural authority, you might be giving
a person more currency than you should, then that would impact upon your relationship with the
Elders because that would show disrespect to their position, so it’s paramount. If you’re not showing
respect to cultural authority, why would the Elders engage with you, because you’re not respecting
their position? (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard described how the Centre’s existing Indigenous community contacts assisted in the
identification of local Indigenous Elders.
In terms of the Elders when we first started were able to ask our Aboriginal contacts about who were
the right people to engage with in community and base our decision on that advice. (CSU Academic,
Professor Gerard, 2019)
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Furthermore, Professor Gerard explained that academics need to be mindful of cultural authority to protect
the rights of Indigenous knowledge holders, protection of intellectual and cultural property rights discussed
as a place of tension that needs to be reconciled to protect the collaborative partnerships.
I think it is about what the Elders provide in the classroom, but I don’t think that there is an
understanding that the academic has access to that cultural authority or is able to replicate that
cultural authority or use that afterwards. That is a source of tension for us and I think that is an
understated part of our learning process that is coming to the fore and coming to the surface. (CSU
Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

1. How are current practices of Indigenous curriculum development different from past practices of
curriculum development?
The CSU Bachelor of Laws was described by both academic participants as a new law degree that embeds
Indigenous cultural competency across the core law curriculum. Dr Colvin explained that the CSU law
program has guidance and input from Indigenous curriculum stakeholders.
Throughout the degree, we have residential schools. It’s a distance program – it’s all online – and the
[students] come together for residential schools and built into that is participation from members of
the local community, experts in the field, including Indigenous voices. (CSU Academic Dr Colvin,
2019)
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However, due to the CSU Bachelor of Laws being a new degree written specifically for the purpose of
embedding Indigenous cultural competence, a comparative analysis of current and past curriculum design
was not possible. However, Professor Gerard explained that the CSU LLB is the first law degree in Australia
to include Indigenous cultural competency across the core curriculum.
Being a new degree, a lot of it [curriculum] was written as we were going. So, I think the structure’s
sort of been there from the start. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
2. Who teaches the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum?
Professor Gerard described how the teaching of Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous studies is a complex
area that requires careful navigation to find the most appropriate teacher. She explained that the teaching of
Indigenous knowledges needs to be based on Indigenous community frameworks to guarantee authenticity,
while the teaching of Indigenous studies requires institutional policy to guarantee quality. Professor Gerard
further explained that the teaching of Indigenous knowledges and the teaching of Indigenous studies must be
treated separately and detailed that the teaching of Indigenous knowledges ought to be left to the Indigenous
community.
That comes down to self-determination, the idea that the Elders and Aboriginal people are setting the
knowledge and deciding who has the authority and who doesn’t. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard,
2019)
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The teaching of Indigenous studies, in contrast, is governed by institutional policy, which determines the
necessary qualifications and expertise required to teach Indigenous studies across the law curriculum.
For any content staff have to have completed the CSU Indigenous cultural competence program it is
my understanding that under the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy. There are different types of
Indigenous studies, some can only be taught by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff or staff
who have the appropriate qualification and authority to teach in that space. For our specific need we
need to know that there is a protocol around that, and we need to work our way through that in
relation to who is appropriate to teach content. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
3. What interests or motivates academics to work in the space of embedding Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum?
Both the CSU academics interviewed provided numerous examples of why academics are motivated to work
in the space of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum. These included the promotion of
social justice for Indigenous Australians, assisting the truth telling process about historical and contemporary
social realities for Indigenous Australians, teaching the diversity of Indigenous cultures, and empowering
Indigenous peoples and communities. Professor Gerard and Dr Colvin both described the interest and
motivation of academics to work in the space of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum as predominantly grounded in a commitment to social justice.
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I like to think that law and criminology academics have a sense of social justice and wanting to do
good and meaningful work. I think that is why you choose the academy as opposed to private practice
and also you are interested in the broader issues, not the case-by-case stuff. You want change and to
teach to change the world. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
It’s about justice, isn’t it? It’s one way you can actually make an impact to make the world a better
place. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
Professor Gerard further observed that embedding Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum enables
academics to promote Indigenous cultures in Australia and highlighted the importance of including this
learning in a previously deficient curriculum.
I like to think that most Australians have a thirst to find out about First Nations cultures, histories and
this is a real gap in our education system. It’s fascinating learning about another culture, particularly
the culture where you live and work and where your children grow up and learn the language. It’s
like travelling in your own backyard if you like. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
In addition, both academic participants explained that along with providing cultural learning around
Indigenous peoples in Australia comes an exploration of Indigenous peoples’ lived experience of ongoing
forms of colonialism and injustice. These motivations were positioned by these participants as a place from
which legal educators could analyse past wrongs and implement change for future generations of Indigenous
Australians.
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You are also addressing a huge wrong in this country and you see the lights go on for students and
that's a really energising teaching experience because this is a widely felt and strongly felt sense of
injustice. You are not only teaching students about the history, but you are giving them a sense of
changing it respectfully that is hugely rewarding. I think for lawyers I think there is a strong sense
that the legal system has wronged in the past, it's a real fiction you know the idea of terra nullius and
Mabo and to dismantle that and be able to reflect on that is hugely satisfying and gratifying. (CSU
Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
I don’t want to focus on just the deficit model, but criminal justice and law, you’re looking at a lot of
deficit. The over-representation in the criminal justice system and yet how much of that comes from
the colonial background? This is actually one of the ways I feel quite frustrated trying to combat overt
racism and a system that is still locking up Indigenous kids at horrific rates and you can be so
frustrated by it and you can go, ‘Well, here is something we can do.’ That’s what motivates me, to
make the world a better place and we can do that by creating lawyers who can go out there and do
some good to address the deficit. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
Dr Colvin added that the motivation to embed Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum also provides
opportunities to empower Indigenous law students to build self-determination among Indigenous
communities in Australia.
To empower the local Indigenous communities as well because we have students who identify as
Wiradyuri or from other nations. So not only are they getting a law degree, they’re getting a law
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degree that recognises their own cultural background and how they can take that back out into the
community and become lawyers in the regions, to really represent their community. (CSU Academic,
Dr Colvin, 2019)
4. What preparations do academics undertake to embed Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum?
The CSU academic participants recognised the importance of the CSU Indigenous Cultural Competency
Program, in particular the support of the Centre’s Indigenous academic, and the on Country cultural
immersion program with local Elders designed to enhance the professional capacity of academics to embed
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. Both participants clarified that CSU academics undertake
the CSU Indigenous Cultural Competency Program to teach Indigenous perspectives and content across the
CSU LLB curriculum.
I thought for me the most valuable thing I ever did was the cultural competency training [CSU
Indigenous Cultural Competency Program] … I didn’t grow up in Australia, so I never really learnt
Australian history. I’m familiar with the background but I had no knowledge of Indigenous cultures
or languages until I moved to Australia as an adult. I gradually learnt, for me it was like an amazing
history lesson and then I did the training when the Centre [CSU Centre for Law and Justice] came
about. It was one of the first things we did when the law degree started and for me that was great
preparation. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
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Everyone is at whatever point on their own journey of Indigenous cultural competence but what the
university mandates is a seven-hour Indigenous Cultural Competence Program of online modules and
the way that was suggested we do it was to have academics in the room who are able to debrief with
yourself [the researcher] and at the same time to answer questions or to reflect on things. I think this
is a really improved way of dealing with online modules, so that's the baseline level that academics
get and that is obviously insufficient to do the work that they do. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard,
2019)
Both academics emphasised the importance of the CSU Indigenous Cultural Competence Program and of
having an Indigenous academic participate in the facilitation of the Indigenous cultural competency online
program. However, Professor Gerard and Dr Colvin also discussed the limitations of the online delivery and
explained that the Centre added another level of cultural competency professional development for law
academics in the form of the on Country cultural immersion program.
The Centre for Law and Justice provides another layer providing academics with a cultural
immersion with the Elders, so we go out on Country and have experiences of talking, listening,
reflecting and actually going to sites of cultural significance. It really fosters a lovely connection and
an open-heart connection from staff which was under your [the researcher’s] leadership. (CSU
Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
The cultural immersion was brilliant, and it was really great to feel more connected with the Elders.
The privilege of having that history and those stories shared with me and so that increased my local
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knowledge. The more Indigenous knowledge that I have in that sense that is shared with me and I am
privileged to know, the more I can draw those connections when I’m teaching Indigenous content as
well. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How is the diversity of Indigenous knowledges represented in the curriculum?
Dr Colvin shared that the teaching of place-based Wiradyuri knowledges is an authentic framework to
promote the diversity of Indigenous knowledges in Australia. She referred to an online teaching approach
taken at CSU that invites students to contribute knowledges from other nation groups of Indigenous peoples
in Australia, therefore creating a space for diversity to be discussed and explored. Yet Dr Colvin observed
that representing the diversity of Indigenous knowledges across the legal education curriculum can be a
challenge for law schools, especially in an online environment. However, she further explained that the
Centre’s adoption of a place-based learning approach and partnering with the local Wiradyuri knowledge has
been a significant strength of the CSU program.
This is something that could be a limitation, but we’ve done a great job of actually taking something
that could be seen as a limitation and making it a straightforward process, it’s about the impact of
place-based learning. Connection to Country, learning, I talk a lot about Wiradyuri land because
that’s the land I live on and that’s the culture I probably understand the most. We are a school that
teaches by distance online education, we have students across Australia, when we ask them to do
things with Country, we would expect them to connect with their Country that they are on and then
they can bring that knowledge into the classroom by talking about their experiences. I think that
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that’s an amazing way. ‘This is my experience on my Country here, but now I’m in this online tutorial
and we’ve been doing this exercise and people are sharing their knowledges from other nations that
they live in.’ I mean, what a great way to get such a broad education of different Indigenous
knowledges. I think it’s turned it into a strength because people might see place-based learning in an
online space, how would you do that? But I think we’ve done that very well. (CSU Academic, Dr
Colvin, 2019)
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 2
– Principle 4 ‘Indigenous gaze’ were required.

Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 2
– Principle 5 ‘Emergent rules of engagement’ were required.

1. How are the tensions between Western and Indigenous knowledges negotiated in the curriculum?
The two CSU academics interviewed provided several examples of how the tensions between Indigenous and
Western knowledges are negotiated across the CSU law curriculum, including: the recognition of Indigenous
knowledges and law/lore systems across core legal subjects, the tensions arising from a crowded curriculum,
pushback from legal practitioners to the relevance of Indigenous content, and genuine collaboration between
academics and Indigenous peoples to provide authentic learning experiences. Both participants provided
insight into areas of tension although how these tensions are fully reconciled was not completely clear in their
responses. Professor Gerard spoke of how the tensions between Indigenous and Western knowledge systems
are negotiated through the teaching of law subjects.
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I teach foundation law and I wouldn’t pushback about Aboriginal knowledges. Western knowledges I
have a healthy disrespect for, the imperialist nature of the system. I think I role model resistance to
that [Western knowledges] so I don’t think there is pushback on that in terms of the practical
subjects. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
Professor Gerard further explained that the approach adopted by CSU to embedding Indigenous knowledges
across core subject content amplifies the recognition and significance of Indigenous knowledge and
customary legal systems, in turn promoting the recognition of legal pluralism in Australia.
What we teach essentially is legal pluralism but the way in which customary law is also treated now,
it’s essentially banned and why that is. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
In addition, Professor Gerard indicated that tensions could arise between institutional curriculum
requirements and what legal practice and practitioners deem warranted or necessary in legal education.
I think tension comes from a crowded curriculum. The tension comes from a fairly strong view of
what is a practitioner perspective and perhaps a unitary, universal assumption of what is a
practitioner perspective. You get tensions but when you are talking about punishment, for example, in
that what is a Western punishment and what is a customary law punishment, I think it is really
interesting for students to see the difference and analyse both on their merits. I think that in my
experience often the Western law system loses out as people can see how ridiculous it is, but I am not
sure if there is pushback or resistance to that. (CSU Academic, Professor Gerard, 2019)
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Dr Colvin commented that individual academics must approach the tensions between Indigenous and
Western knowledge systems with a genuine commitment to representing both equally in subject content.
It has to have the buy-in from the subject coordinator. If we don’t come to it with an open mind, then
it’s not going to be genuine. It’s got to have genuine buy-in by the person who is curating that content
and delivering that content and so it doesn’t have to be that they would necessarily have an
Aboriginal person coming in and specifically having to teach. It’s about being able to gather the
knowledge so that they [the academic] can teach it themselves or to engage with somebody from the
community who could teach, but whatever way they do it, it’s got to come from a place of authenticity.
If you don’t have that, it’s not going to work. (CSU Academic, Dr Colvin, 2019)
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4.6.1 CSU academic participant interviews – summary
In summary, the CSU academic participants provided evidence of the application of all six
principles of Ethical Space Theory in relation to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum. The CSU academic interview findings include numerous examples of
how CSU academics engage and collaborate with Indigenous communities for the purpose of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the JD/JID law program. These results provided
partial or complete answers to the initial research questions that were derived from the
literature review.
4.6.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The CSU academic interview results provide evidence of the application of the ‘ethics’
principle in the form of strong relationships and collaborative approaches with Indigenous
peoples and communities, including through the Elders in Residence program. The CSU
academic participants described how they identify and approach Indigenous community
members for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the LLB via various
internal and external bridging contacts. The internal institutional staff who assist academics at
CSU include Indigenous academics such as the one based in the Centre for Law and Justice
and an institutional Indigenous Curriculum Pedagogy Coordinator. The external people who
help academics to create community connections were described by the academic participants
as community contacts who are able to introduce academics to Elders, Indigenous
organisations and other Indigenous industry experts such as Aboriginal lawyers. The
academic participants indicated that community connections and collaborations are
developed over time to build strong relational foundations that support community
partnerships. These participants argued that the intention and the purpose of the collaboration
must be genuine and that initial discussions must include listening to Indigenous peoples’
lived experience to form a two-way sharing scenario. In addition, both academics noted that
collaborations must be led by Indigenous community protocols and include regular meetings
to provide adequate time for relationship building. These participants considered that,
although the university is located on the traditional lands of the Wiradyuri people,
engagement ought to occur on Country, where the place of sharing is chosen by the Elders in
Residence. Both CSU academics spoke of community-led initiatives as a place where
Indigenous leadership is privileged.
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4.6.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
The two CSU academics interviewed provided evidence of the application of the ‘status quo’
principle through the university’s commitment to developing a new law degree that embeds
Indigenous cultural competency. The academic participants explained how the CSU LLB is a
newly developed degree, and the first degree in Australia to include Indigenous cultural
competency across the core legal education curriculum. Both described the degree as
grounded in social justice principles and said that the academics who teach the course are
motivated to uphold these principles in their work. Both CSU academics asserted that the
embedding of Indigenous cultural competency in the CSU LLB facilitated the truth telling
process through which Indigenous peoples can share their historical and contemporary
experiences of colonisation. Professor Gerard and Dr Colvin explained how the teaching of
Indigenous perspectives, Indigenous studies and Indigenous knowledges is enabled by team
teaching scenarios and collaborative teaching including through an immersion program with
local Elders. The two academic participants felt that the inclusion of Indigenous voices in the
curriculum development provides an opportunity for the diversity of Indigenous peoples and
knowledges to be explored. Both CSU academics spoke highly of the CSU Indigenous
Cultural Competency Program and on Country cultural immersion programs supporting
professional development in relation to the design, development and delivery of a curriculum
that incorporates Indigenous perspectives across LLB subjects. Finally, these participants
explained that their involvement in the delivery of the LLB was motivated by a commitment
to social justice, the truth telling process, and advocacy to empower Indigenous peoples and
communities.
4.6.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The CSU academic interview results provided evidence of the application of ‘the
undercurrent’ principle through the university’s commitment to promoting the diversity of
Indigenous knowledges across the CSU LLB and to collaboration with the Indigenous
community. The CSU academic participants explained that the diversity of Indigenous
knowledges across the CSU LLB is represented in several different ways including through
the recognition that historical and contemporary colonial practices across law and justice
continue to disadvantage Indigenous peoples. These participants observed that the inclusion
of customary law in the curriculum has provided an avenue for students to explore the
diversity of and difference between Indigenous and Western legal systems. In addition, the
academic participants spoke about how the diversity of Indigenous knowledges is reflected
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by the fact that online students reside on different Indigenous nations and how student
learning is designed to explore the Indigenous peoples and places where students are located.
4.6.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The results from the CSU academic interviews provide evidence of the application of the
‘Indigenous gaze’ principle through the university’s commitment to working collaboratively
with Indigenous peoples and communities for the benefit of the community in the present and
in future. The CSU academics claimed that Indigenous peoples want to be involved in
sharing their knowledge with academia for a number of reasons. Both academics commented
that they are always appreciative of the willingness of Indigenous peoples to build
collaborative partnerships for the purpose of knowledge sharing across the CSU LLB. Both
also indicated that collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples enable a better
understanding of Indigenous cultures, traditions and lived experience. In addition, the
academic participants felt that collaborative partnerships between academic and Indigenous
community members foster a sense of appreciation for the rich source of wisdom that Elders
provide and that such engagement creates better prospects for future generations of
Indigenous peoples.
4.6.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
During the interviews, the CSU academics provided evidence of the application of the
‘emergent rules of engagement’ principle through the commitment and collaboration between
the university and Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges
across the law curriculum. The academic participants described a number of Indigenous
models of collaboration that exist between the Centre for Law and Justice and Indigenous
peoples, including those related to the CSU Indigenous Board of Studies, a community
partnership with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders, an internal Indigenous academic, and
external partnerships with Indigenous industry experts including Indigenous organisations
and lawyers. Both academics noted that the Centre’s collaboration with Indigenous peoples is
underpinned by a commitment to reciprocity, including payment to Indigenous people for the
sharing of their knowledge, and explained that the Centre’s partnership with the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders (the Elders in Residence program) is supported by an MOU between the
Centre and the Elders. However, the participants also spoke of a lack of institutional policy to
guide specific protocols relating to Indigenous community engagement.
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In addition, the CSU academic participants discussed several of the benefits arising from the
collaborative engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities, including the
privileging of Indigenous voices across the law curriculum, increasing the number of
culturally competent legal practitioners, and more effective decision-making by legal
practitioners and thereby improving legal services for Indigenous peoples. However, the
participants also explained that in relation to the knowledge sharing process academics need
to consider a number of crucial factors, such as the accountability when selecting Indigenous
knowledges for the purpose of curriculum development, the cultural authority of Indigenous
community members, understanding that community Elders are the highest source of wisdom
in the community, and the protection of intellectual and cultural property rights to enable
Indigenous communities to decide how, when and where Indigenous knowledges are shared.
The CSU academic participants also explained that certain cultural parameters and
authorisations must be respected when teaching Indigenous perspectives, Indigenous law/lore
and traditional cultural knowledges. Academic participants considered that the application of
cultural protocols around Indigenous curriculum development needs institutional guidelines
for academic practice.
4.6.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The CSU academic interview results provide evidence of the application of the
‘reconciliation’ principle through the commitment and collaboration between the university
and Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. The academic participants indicated that recognition of the differences in beliefs
and values between Indigenous peoples and academics can be achieved through the
collaborative design, development, and delivery of the curriculum with Indigenous
community partners. However, the academics noted the tensions related to the type and
extent of pro-bono work that the Centre for Law and Justice can provide as a means of
demonstrating reciprocity. The participants described the negotiation of differing values and
beliefs with their Indigenous partners as requiring genuine intent and collaboration, the
recognition of Indigenous lore in the curriculum and the provision of authentic learning
experiences for staff and students. In addition, the CSU academics indicated that tensions can
also arise internally as academics struggle with their workload or struggle to find space for
Indigenous knowledges within an overcrowded curriculum.
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4.7 Participant Group 2 – CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders focus group
findings
Stage 4 of the research data collection involved inviting the Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders identified in Stage 2 (Identification of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) to
participate in the research project. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders invited to
participate included four Wiradyuri Elders who facilitate the Elders in Residence program for
the Centre for Law and Justice. The four Wiradyuri Elders who also hold adjunct positions at
CSU were invited and consented to take part in the research project.
The Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders discussed their involvement in the CSU Bachelor of Laws
program via several different roles and collaborations, including academic professional
development; curriculum design, development, and delivery; the facilitation of an on Country
cultural immersion program; and the teaching of Indigenous laws and the intersection
between Indigenous and Western law systems. Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal explained
how the collaboration between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Bathurst Wiradyuri
Elders contributed to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the Bachelor of Laws
degree.
We sit with the lecturers over at the Centre for Law and we work out a plan of what
topics they want to go over with the students or staff, or both, and then we take them
out onto Country. We take them out to the places of significance to us as Wiradyuri
people and we teach them about our perspective, about the modern history of the
place, how we use the place compared to how the English have used it. (CSU
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal, 2019)
Yanhadarrambal explained that the Wiradyuri cultural immersion is a valuable learning
experience for academic staff and law students, and how protocols and cultural safety play a
vital role in this program.
We set up protocols that we call ‘cultural safety protocols’, where we encourage them
[CSU lecturers and students] to ask questions that they wouldn’t normally feel
comfortable to ask. So, we create an environment where they feel safe and validated
in the questions that they ask, and we always say there’s no such thing as a silly
question when we take them into those environments. We facilitate the whole thing as
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custodians and traditional owners and local Elders. I think it’s really beneficial.
(CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal, 2019)
Furthermore, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan explained how the law is interpreted through a
traditional perspective (lore) by examining the intersection between Indigenous and Western
legal systems (law).
We talk about two different laws. We talk about l-o-r-e and l-a-w in the same
perspective. We talk about women’s business and men’s business, so we separate the
parts that we visit, who can be there, who can use it and why they use it and what’s
appropriate for being there. We talk about yindyamarra as a part of our overarching
law and that’s our way of life. So, it has a perspective that we impose on all of the
things we do, including taking you onto Country. We speak about how you are
responsible for what you do and who is responsible over you when you do things that
are wrong. You need to understand that our law is totally different. (CSU Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Evidence of how academics can demonstrate ethically and culturally appropriate consultation
practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous knowledge in the curriculum
was provided by the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants in the form of a number
of different examples, including: the provision of adequate time to build community
relationships, the recognition of cultural authority to source appropriate peoples, the
acknowledgement of Indigenous ways of knowing and being, and the respect for intellectual
and cultural property rights. Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal stated that academics need to
understand that any form of consultation with Indigenous community members takes time.
Yanhadarrambal further explained that academics must have knowledge of cultural authority,
as this knowledge will enable them to approach the correct people in Indigenous communities
for knowledge sharing purposes.
First, they’ve got to admit to themselves that it’s going to take time and they’ve got to
admit to themselves that they might not find all the answers that they’re looking for
and they also might not even find the right people who have the cultural authority to
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give the answers that people are looking for, depending on the community where
they’re asking the questions. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri
Elder Yanhadarrambal, 2019)
Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan spoke of how the sharing of Indigenous knowledge and lived
experience with non-Indigenous peoples is a difficult process due to their different ways of
knowing and being.
It depends on how much information because some information they want delves into
our lives so it’s us opening ourselves up to people we don’t really know; with our
culture you’ve got to live it to learn it. You live it and learn it and it’s part of your
daily life, whereas with non-Wiradyuri people, they come and ask a question, but it’s
very hard for them to understand because how we do things is a completely different
concept to what they’re used to and how they’re thinking. (CSU Curriculum
Stakeholder member, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
All four Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders placed relationship building and the protection of
intellectual and cultural property rights at the centre of an academic’s approach. In this
regard, Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Werribee’s reply was the most indicative of the Elders’
responses.
It’s all about relationships first, we’ve got relationships already with the people in the
Centre for Law and Justice that we’ve established over the years. So, we’re a little bit
along the track or a little bit along the Songline7 when it comes to building
relationships because we already have established relationships with them, and they
acknowledge that the cultural and intellectual knowledge belongs to us as Wiradyuri
custodians. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee,
2019)

7

Aboriginal Songlines are commonly explained through the Aboriginal concepts of the Dreaming. Aboriginal
Songlines connect land, culture and knowledge systems, many of which were disrupted by the colonisation of
Australia (Perry & Holt, 2018).
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Table 4.5: CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder Focus Group Findings for Research Question 1 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space
Theory Principles)

Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Research Question 1 – Sub-questions
Research Question 1 and the associated sub-questions specifically related to the consultation practices
between academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across the law curriculum. During the
interview process Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants were asked to describe the law program in
which they are involved and then asked to respond to the research question 1 and the relevant sub-questions
derived from the literature.

Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

1. How are Indigenous communities/peoples identified and approached?
All four Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders discussed the importance of cultural authority when identifying and
approaching Indigenous peoples. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Werribee stated that the process of identifying
Indigenous people needs to take into consideration the cultural authority of the person and their standing
within the Wiradyuri community.
Because of the cultural authenticity, you can’t just pick up any old blackfella off the street and go,
‘Righto, tell us about Wiradyuri culture’. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri
Elder Werribee, 2019)
Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan explained that, as a group, the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders hold a diverse range of
knowledge and skills in relation to traditional law. Dinawan discussed that one of his roles is to provide a
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cultural perspective on the Wiradyuri people’s connection to the land and the implications of Native Title
law.
We’ve all got different expertise, when we talk about law, we get involved with the Charles Sturt
University’s Law and Justice Centre in Bathurst. Part of what I talk about is community
understanding, community involvement with Native Title and how it affects Aboriginal communities.
I don’t give it from a law perspective. I just give it from the community level and how Aboriginal
people interpret Native Title and how it affects our community when we’re putting in Native Title
claims. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
2. How is a place8 for dialogue sharing established?
All four Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants explained the need for academics to invest in
personal relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities in order to create a place for dialogue
sharing. Furthermore, all Indigenous community members commented that academics need to consider the
overarching power structures that may affect their engagement and consider that an academic’s integrity
and relational approach, regardless of their academic status, is a crucial characteristic for establishing a
place of dialogue. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Werribee argued that relationships are the foundation to
establishing a place for dialogue sharing.

8

‘Place’ in this context is defined as the engagement space created through connections and relationships with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to facilitate discussion of
the possibility of a collaborative project.
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I think it’s true relationships. We bring it up because that’s one of the most important things to us as
Wiradyuri people and also as Aboriginal people, is relationships that we have with others. (CSU
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan expressed the need for academics to come into the dialogue sharing
space devoid of institutional power structures such as Western forms of success or academic attainment.
Relationships is exactly right, I completely agree. It’s a relationship with the person, not the
incumbent, or the position or the title or whatever it is that they’ve [academics] got letter-wise after
their name. None of that matters to us. It’s the person and the integrity that that person shows
towards us and the respect that they show towards us that makes us want to engage in that
relationship and want to push that relationship to bear fruit. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
3. How are past injustices recognised and/or reconciled in the consultation process?
All four Indigenous curriculum stakeholders offered several examples of how past injustices can be
recognised and reconciled in the consultation process. These examples included the establishment of a
culturally safe space for dialogue sharing, the application of traditional law for dialogue sharing and the
recognition of equality and empathy.
Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Werribee noted that Wiradyuri law plays an explicit role in establishing how
injustices are recognised and reconciled in the consultation process.
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One of the ways that we approach that situation is through our own law, which is the
Yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang, which is the two-way learning. We approach it from the
perspective of we come into it as Wiradyuri people trying to live our best life as Wiradyuri people.
The dialogue that you were talking about before, we try and set up the culturally safe protocols for
all the participants that are involved in that dialogue. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder,
Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
Werribee outlined the importance of caring for the individual when recognising past injustices and of
addressing an individual’s questions or concerns.
We take full notice of what everyone is saying and we’re validating everyone’s questions, whether
they’re from the Wiradyuri side or whether they’re from the university. We are making sure that
everyone is culturally safe in that space, in that dialogue, and they know that they are cared for in
that environment, which is really important. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri
Elder Werribee, 2019)
Elder Werribee further outlined that the two-way learning space provides an avenue for all academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to express their feelings about past injustices and how collaborative
discussions are centred on principles of humanity.
A lot of what we do is to make sure that we let people know that they are cared for as a person, as a
holistic person, not an incumbent, not a director or a doctor or whatever it is in the Western way,
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but as a human being. We acknowledge that we sit in front of other human beings, and we have to
take care of them as such. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee,
2019)
4. Who sets the protocols/guidelines for the consultation?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke of the lack of institutional governance regarding the
protocols around consultation with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. There was a strong
recommendation from the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders that, like other educational institutions, CSU needs to
develop formal protocols in relation to the consultation practices with Indigenous communities and peoples.
The CSU Indigenous Strategy highlights the need for further input and updates from Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders to make this a viable working document to which institutional staff can refer. Wiradyuri Elder
Werribee discussed her frustration in relation to the lack of formal protocols and guidelines that govern
consultation with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders at the university.
Certain sections, I guess. Starting to, slowly. I think that’s a frustration for me though, especially
coming from an educational background and being in education for over 20 years. There’s policies
and protocols and guidelines that have dictated education, especially for our people, for the last 200
years and then you come into a space like this. Me personally, I find it frustrating because we as a
collective may as well speak in our native tongue of Wiradyuri because there is no documentation
here that we can refer to. So that’s my frustration as a knowledge holder and also as a future Elder
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in my community. There’s an Indigenous strategy somewhere but I’m not sure when the last time
that was updated. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
5. Where do consultations take place? Why is this place chosen?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that they prefer that consultations with CSU academics
happen on Country, meaning the traditional lands of the Wiradyuri people. In this regard, Country is
understood as a place where academics can experience traditional and contemporary Wiradyuri culture in an
authentic way, to navigate their connection and place within the learning process. However, the
stakeholders also commented that the other CSU campuses need to follow suit in connecting with
traditional owners and Elders on their traditional lands. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan considered that
the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders’ main objective in this process is to have consultations on Country to provide
insight into the Wiradyuri people’s traditional and contemporary way of life.
It’s about being on Country. It’s about being where reality is. You can look at all the fine buildings
around here, but they don’t represent Wiradyuri people. They represent the learning process of a
colonial background. You have to visit our Country to understand how we see things. You have to be
able to understand that where we stand and the cultural immersion is, is where our ancestors stood.
(CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Elder Mallyan further explained that there are two distinct advantages to taking people onto Country: first,
to allow the person to feel more connected to Wiradyuri Country; and second, to privilege Wiradyuri
people’s voices and lived experience.
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We’ve seen the comparison of taking people to a place where they walk onto the dirt, when they
hear the traditional story of that place, some of them are reduced to tears. They realise the fact is
that our culture’s been exploited, and we haven’t had an opportunity to write it. Everything they’d
learnt before was in books that other people wrote. They don’t hear our story because we don’t
write our story. Our story is in the terrain, it’s in the land, and it’s in the Dreaming stories. It’s all
part of those things that make up an Aboriginal person. It’s our religion, and you have to
understand that it’s our religion. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder
Mallyan, 2019)
Elder Mallyan shared that CSU needs to better understand the connection to the land on which the
university is built and why this is an integral element in consulting with Wiradyuri people.
Until this place [CSU] understands that what we talk about is the way we live in our religious way,
because the land means to us more than just a piece of dirt. It means all our understanding, all of
our learning, from our ancestors and then we project that out to other people who need to
understand it. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan provided evidence of the traditional importance of the land on which the
CSU Bathurst campus is located and why consultation with academics needs to be underpinned by
academics’ acceptance of the place where they meet or teach.
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The reason why this space [the CSU Bathurst campus] is important to us too, up here is that this is
actually on our learning place. Colonisation happened here. There are a lot of our learning spaces
on the campus at Bathurst, Charles Sturt, where we take people to and teach them about our
Country. You’ll find that with most of the campuses in Wagga and even in Albury and Dubbo and
Orange and brothers and sisters up at Port Macquarie in Birpai Country, they’re all built on places
that were significant to our people and so they’ve all got stories to them. So, it’s all part of those
stories of song and dance, storytelling and all those things that connect us. (CSU Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
6. How often do consultations take place?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders highlighted the strong connection between the Centre for Law and
Justice’s Indigenous academic and the local Indigenous community as a distinct advantage in initiating
consultations. Responses about the frequency of consultations between the Centre and the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders varied depending on need and the status of the relationship. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder
Yanhadarrambal explained the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders’ connection with the academics from the Centre
for Law and Justice and saw informal gatherings as of equal importance as formal consultations.
So, it’s multiple and varied. You will have anything from a casual conversation in here over a cup of
tea, which is just as valid as a setup or paid consultancy. So, the consultation process was first
initiated through the relationship with the individuals that are in the Centre for Law and Justice in
particular. It’s about their personal relationships with the traditional owners that sit in this group.
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Also, you know, yourself [the researcher] as being well connected into this community. (CSU
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal, 2019)
7. How is the purpose of the consultation conveyed to the Indigenous community?
All four Indigenous curriculum stakeholders felt that the way the purpose of consultation is conveyed to the
Indigenous community by academics is a complex area to navigate. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders reported three main elements to consider: identifying the right people in community to
approach; establishing a place for dialogue that provides adequate time for Indigenous community members
to share their story and ask questions about the purpose; and the ability to translate this knowledge into
learning. Elder Werribee outlined that, when talking about the purpose of consultation, academics need to
provide a space for Indigenous community members to share their lived experience.
We tell the backstory to who we are, and we have all got apical ancestors that we have ties to this
Country and it’s important that we talk about that. It’s about being humble, and I think that it’s
important that we get the opportunity to tell our backstory and why it [the work] is important to us.
(CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
Furthermore, Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan argued that how the purpose of consultations is conveyed
to the Indigenous community is part of the teaching delivered to law students.
The benefits are when they [law students] go into another community, whether it’s Wiradyuri or not.
They [law students] will know the right questions to ask to the right people and hopefully eventually
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they will get to the people that speak for Country because you can minimise the harm that you would
otherwise do in a community by going to the wrong people. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
1 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required (see section 3.5).

Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How are the principles of historical and political power structures recognised and acknowledged in
the collaborative partnership?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed how tensions have arisen between the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders group and the university in relation to the failure of institutional power structures to
develop consultation policies to guide Indigenous community collaborations. Wiradyuri Elder Werribee
observed that conversations about historical and political power structures have not been undertaken at an
institutional level.
It’s tricky because going back to your question about what policies do we come in under, from the
university perspective, we don’t know of any. There isn’t any. There’s no written agreement in terms
of it and that’s the biggest issue. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder
Werribee, 2019)
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders also provided insight into the tensions that had previously emerged
between the local Elders and the university where the group felt that they had been disrespected as
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Indigenous Elders and consequently disengaged from the university. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan
explained that the Elders group align themselves directly with Gulaay, the Indigenous Australian
Curriculum & Resources Team within CSU’s Division of Learning and Teaching. Gulaay facilitates
collaboration between the Indigenous community and the university and is led by the Indigenous Pedagogy
Coordinator, and it aims to assist academics to build their networks and relationships with local Wiradyuri
people. Gulaay collaborates with the Elders to educate staff about vital cultural protocols that need to be
considered when engaging with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of knowledge sharing.
Elder Mallyan outlined the struggles with institutional management and the power dynamics that impacted
their collaboration.
We, as a group of Elders, now consider that Gulaay be the lead agency across the footprint of
Charles Sturt because they sit in a space that enables us to extend our activities outside of just
Bathurst alone. We’ve now become the first recognised Elders in Residence within the university but
that was through a struggle of actually leaving the university and walking away from what we
thought was a reasonable situation and much to our dismay that we were not respected as Elders,
we were not cherished as part of the footprint. So, when we walked away, there was a realisation
from upper management that we didn’t need the university, but they needed us. (CSU Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Elder Mallyan also shared insights into how the relationship was mended, resulting in a re-engagement
between the Elders and CSU, thereby benefitting the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the
university’s curriculum.
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That realisation came at a cost to the relationship, but we’ve since improved that relationship.
They’ve [CSU] stepped forward with the right people because the wrong people were there for the
wrong reasons. The people we engage with now realise that the participation from Elders and
traditional owners into the cultural content for all of the curriculum is important. (CSU Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. Why do Indigenous communities want to be involved or not want to be involved in the process of
sharing knowledge with academia?
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of how a strong foundational relationship
with the Centre for Law and Justice supports the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders’ continued knowledge sharing
within the design, development, and delivery of the CSU Bachelor of Laws program. This relationship
reflects a strong respect and appreciation for the Elders and positions the Elders’ traditional knowledge as a
rich source of wisdom that informs legal education. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal emphasised
that Indigenous community involvement enables a genuine learning environment where Indigenous
peoples’ lived experience is privileged in the education process, for academics and law students alike.
It’s absolutely important because you bring the cultural authority to the work. You bring the lived
experience to the work. It’s multiple and varied as far as how it looks. It’s not ‘This is how it works’.
It’s the relationship. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal,
2019)
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Elder Werribee’s response was consistent with the comments made by Yanhadarrambal regarding the
importance of the Centre’s relationships in the knowledge sharing process. Furthermore, Werribee noted
that the Elders feel appreciated by the Centre for Law and Justice and feel that the knowledge they are
sharing is valued.
It’s a continued relationship that we have. I agree that just sitting down having a yarn over a cup of
tea is the most important part of the relationship and also the fact that they [Centre for Law and
Justice academics] value us as knowledge holders and that we [Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders] all have
input into the way that that course has been set up, the way it’s designed and how it’s been
implemented and then how it plays out with the face-to-face lecturing. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What models of Indigenous collaboration exist within the law education program?
As previously explained in ‘the Undercurrent’ section, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders align
themselves with the Gulaay model of collaboration that exists between the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders and
the university. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal commented that the Wiradyuri standpoint is
supported through an internal institutional team called Gulaay, meaning ‘bridge’ or ‘crossover’ in
Wiradyuri language (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal, 2019).
Gulaay is positioned as a central team within CSU that acts at an institutional level across all CSU
campuses to connect Wiradyuri people with CSU.
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I work here at the university, and I am a traditional owner and an Elder as well. Gulaay is a team it
means bridge or to cross over. The work that Gulaay does is to connect the Wiradyuri people with
the university or the people that work in the university with the local Wiradyuri people in this area.
Also, to provide support and insight to the other campus footprints because Charles Sturt University
has many different geographic locations. We provide support to those other campus locations on
how to authentically approach their own local traditional owners and Elders that can give that
knowledge over. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Yanhadarrambal,
2019)
2. Are these collaboration models underpinned by a specific agreement or policy?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that the Elders group have an internal cultural framework
that underpins their sharing of knowledge with the university, known as ‘Yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga
mawang’. In addition, the work of Gulaay was highlighted by the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders as
central to the way the university engages Wiradyuri peoples in educational collaborations. Wiradyuri Elder
Werribee described the cultural framework that guides the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders’ collaboration with
CSU as traditional knowledge holders. This positioning of cultural agreements in relation to the sharing of
knowledge with outside entities is an important practice for Indigenous communities.
Yes. So, we’re over here [Wiradyuri Elders Cultural Centre, CSU Bathurst Campus). It’s called
‘Yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang’, which in English translation is an Aboriginal pedagogy,
it’s our way of life. So, it’s the way that the old people have learnt and taught since the beginning of
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time, the time, we’ve all contributed to the education framework that pedagogical or taxonomy, you
call it up there in the academic world. We’ve [Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders] all contributed to that
education framework, so that’s what underpins our work. It’s not something new, it’s been around
for thousands of generations. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee,
2019)
Elder Werribee spoke of the Gulaay model of collaboration that underpins how Wiradyuri knowledges are
used within the CSU educational collaborations. This evidence positions Gulaay as a body of trust between
the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders and CSU.
We [Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders] sit on the outside of Gulaay. Our contribution to the Gulaay team
and how it sits in the university has been not just important but a vital way that business is done with
the Wiradyuri people. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee, 2019)
3. How does the knowledge sharing process benefit or not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider
community?
All the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of how their knowledge sharing benefits the
wider Indigenous community. This evidence included ensuring that there are more culturally competent
legal graduates who are able to navigate Indigenous community protocols and who acknowledge the
diversity of Indigenous peoples in Australia. All Wiradyuri Elders highlighted the benefit of the knowledge
sharing process with CSU. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan’s reply was the most indicative of the Elders’
responses. Mallyan described how the knowledge sharing with CSU students in Bathurst has a flow-on
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effect insofar as CSU students can then apply the learnt cultural knowledge to other Indigenous
communities throughout Australia.
There’s always going to be a rub-off for our communities. The people who learn here [CSU Centre
for] Law and Justice don’t necessarily stay in Bathurst and don’t necessarily stay in Wiradyuri
Country. So, idealistically, we’re embedding into their thought process that there is a generic model,
but you must then take it one step further if you leave Wiradyuri Country to seek out those people
who can benefit you with their local knowledge. So, I think that’s one step we’ve made, it is
dramatic in terms of thinking because we’ve taken away the model from the government of one size
fits all to suddenly, we say there are many sizes that fit all, but only in the Country they’re in. (CSU
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Mallyan, 2019)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

1. How are differing beliefs and values deliberated during the collaborative process?
All four Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that differing beliefs and values are deliberated
during the collaborative process through their teaching of customary lore practices and the differences
between Western and Indigenous law systems. The collaboration with the Centre for Law and Justice is also
heavily influenced by inter-institutional relationships and overarching whole-of-university community
collaborations. Bathurst Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan provided an example of institutional decision-making
that has emphasised the differing beliefs and values between the Wiradyuri people and CSU decisionmakers.
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One of the biggest things that forced them [CSU] to sit and have dialogue with us was when they did
the name change and the meaning of their logo for the university. They took two of our [Wiradyuri]
words and thought that it was, ‘Oh, yeah, these are nice Wiradyuri words that we’re going to use’.
But when we sat down and told them, we said, ‘You just don’t use Wiradyuri words. There are
meanings behind it’. So, the words that they’re using as their logo is Yindyamarra Winhanganha,
which they’re saying is respect and living in a world worth living, which to us doesn’t make sense
when you put them together. Yindyamarra is very important in that it’s a way of life. It’s not just a
word because it is made up of five different words that make it a way of life. (CSU Indigenous
Community member, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
Elder Dinawan remarked on the importance of university staff attending a cultural immersion after the
meaning of the words used in the logo were misinterpreted by the university. Dinawan argued that the
university needs to address areas of cultural interpretation and seek authority for the use of Wiradyuri
language and cultural knowledge.
When we did the immersion with Jenny and her staff, it really clicked to her, we’ve just taken these
words and we haven’t really thought about it. That means that the university must really think on
how they’re going to implement this sort of thing and use this logo in the way that it should be used
as it is under our law and under our way of life. (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder,
Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
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Elder Dinawan explained how the yindyamarra philosophy fits into the law context and how the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders continually strive to educate academics and students across law and justice about
traditional forms of customary lore.
Our lore, l-o-r-e, will never change. It’s written as it’s started and will be as we go, so there’s no
changes that can be made to that, but we can change the way that we live in this world, and that is
education. That’s why we go with [The Centre for] Law and Justice because we realise now that to
understand our law, you have to firstly compare the law that you live under, which is not our law,
but your law, and how they clash but how they complement each other. (CSU Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Dinawan, 2019)
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4.7.1 CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholder summary
In summary, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants provided evidence of
the application of five out of the six principles of Ethical Space Theory and five out of the
five principles examined (Principles 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6). As previously outlined after
examination of the literature it was determined that no questions that related to Research
Question 1 – ‘Status quo’ Principle were required (see section 3.5). The Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder findings provide numerous examples of how Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders engage and collaborate with Indigenous communities and CSU for the purpose
of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law program. The CSU Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder results therefore provided partial or complete answers to the initial
research questions that were derived from the literature review.
4.7.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholder results provided evidence of the application of
the ‘ethics’ principle in the form of their collaboration with the Centre for Law and Justice to
embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders commented that academics need to take into consideration that relationships
with Indigenous peoples and communities take time. Time allocation to build strong
relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities is a crucial element in developing
strong foundations for a collaborative partnership. All four Indigenous stakeholder
participants agreed that academics need to engage in the relational and collaborative process
to identify Indigenous peoples with the cultural authority to meet the purpose of a
collaborative project. Furthermore, these participants explained that academics need to
engage with Indigenous peoples and communities completely devoid of the influence of
power structures such as those related to Western qualifications or hierarchical position
within the institution. The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders affirmed that in the
relational phase avenues for the discussion of injustice and past and contemporary lived
experience can be facilitated through a two-way learning process whereby the Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder and the academic learn about each other through storytelling. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders talked about how past injustices can be recognised and
reconciled through the inclusion of traditional lore in the curriculum to explore cultural
difference and the impacts of colonisation on Indigenous traditional legal systems. These
participants explained that it is preferred that consultations and meetings with academics take
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place in the CSU Elders Hub or out on Country. Again, it was recognised that, while the
university sits on traditional land, on Country means a space chosen by Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders as a place of mutual learning and sharing. These participants asserted
that meetings should be driven by Indigenous community protocols to ensure that places of
cultural safety can be created for mutual sharing and benefit. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants agreed that the frequency of consultations is dependent on the person
and project and reinforced the importance of informal gatherings to progress the relationship.
In addition, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders expressed their frustration over the
lack of institutional policy on engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities.
4.7.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions that related to
Research Question 1 – ‘Status quo’ Principle were required (see section 3.5).
4.7.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of ‘the
undercurrent’ principle in the form of discussion of how the university needs to establish a
more formal policy on Indigenous community engagement. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants commented that there was an increasing need for a formal
institutional policy and/or agreement with the local Elders to acknowledge the role higher
education has played in the historical oppression of Indigenous peoples. These participants
perceived a jointly developed policy as a way in which both parties could formalise an
agreement covering the collaborative work that the Elders group does with the whole
institution. The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained how the Gulaay model
(as outlined in Table 4.5 under Research Question1, Principle 3, question 1) had superseded
institutional governance and played an important role in providing a connection between the
local Wiradyuri Elders and specific parts of the university to form collaborative partnerships.
Furthermore, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders described Gulaay as educating
institutional staff in relation to engagement protocols.
4.7.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘Indigenous gaze’ principle by identifying why Indigenous peoples and communities want to
be involved in sharing knowledge with academia. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders all
explained that they want to be involved in the knowledge sharing process within the Centre
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for Law and Justice to provide authentic learning experiences for students across the LLB.
The Elders group explained that they have a strong relationship with the Centre for Law and
Justice and felt that their cultural knowledge and wisdom was highly valued and respected;
therefore, they were pleased to maintain the relationship and contribute to the learning across
the CSU LLB. The Elders group described their involvement as providing a rich source of
wisdom to privilege the Indigenous voice of traditional lore and Wiradyuri culture across the
legal curriculum at CSU.
4.7.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘emergent rules of engagement’ principle in the form of numerous collaborations between the
local Wiradyuri community and the Centre for Law and Justice and CSU. These participants
discussed several models of collaboration with CSU, including that with the Centre for Law
and Justice, for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges and incorporating a
cultural immersion program across the CSU LLB. The other model of collaboration that the
CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders talked about is the previously mentioned Gulaay
model. The Elders group were consistent in their focus group discussion of Gulaay as central
to their ongoing involvement and participation at the university. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants positioned Gulaay as an institutional body that acts as a bridge
between the Elders group and the university. They also explained that their collaboration with
the Centre for Law and Justice and with CSU is underpinned by their own Aboriginal
pedagogical framework. When asked about the benefits of their collaborative work on the
CSU LLB, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants provided the following
examples: to bring diversity to the law subjects by incorporating an exploration of Indigenous
knowledges and lore, to develop culturally competent legal graduates, and to provide better
legal services for Indigenous communities throughout Australia.
4.7.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘reconciliation’ principle by sharing the ways difference is deliberated in the consultation and
collaborative process. The Elders group discussed that one of the ways difference is explored
and deliberated is through the teaching of customary law across the CSU law curriculum. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that the teaching and learning of customary
law is facilitated in various ways, including the sharing of Indigenous peoples’ lived
experience and through the on Country cultural immersion program for students and Centre
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for Law and Justice staff. These participants described how difference was also deliberated
through their engagement in dialogue and within the decision-making processes around the
design, development and delivery of the law curriculum. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders indicated that deliberating difference, irrespective of setting, was underpinned
by the Wiradyuri philosophy of yindyamarra, which was described by the research
participants as going slow, being respectful, and honouring difference to build respectful
working partnerships.

4.8 Participant Group 3 – CSU law students focus group findings
Stage 5 of the data collection involved a focus group with CSU law students who were
enrolled in the CSU LLB program at the time of the study. The researcher invited six law
students (two Indigenous and four non-Indigenous) to participate in a face-to-face focus
group the four non-Indigenous students consented. Prior to the focus group meeting,
relationship building with the law students was initiated through discussions aimed at
clarifying the research project’s purpose. The researcher shared her background story
including her traditional and cultural connections. This relational practice was then followed
up with the face-to-face focus group.
The CSU Bachelor of Laws program was described by all four law students as a mixed mode
of law education that includes both online module learning and face-to face law residential
schools for specific subjects. The law students spoke of the Indigenous content and the
contact with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders that is embedded in the law degree with
varying levels of understanding. All four CSU law students described the delivery of the CSU
law program and detailed how the embedded Indigenous content is a significant part of the
course design and their overall learning experience. Law student Laetitia Smith explained
that the law program at CSU is predominantly delivered in an online environment, with
associated residential schools attached to key subjects enabling interaction with Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders including local community Elders to inform the learning. Laetitia’s
comment was most indicative of the law student responses.
The main reason I’ve picked CSU was because it offered distance education, which
allowed flexibility in terms of my life. Residential school has definitely helped on the
content side of things, where I struggled with the concept of studying law and all the
uncertainty that it actually brings, residential school has just been a positive
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reinforcement. Also, the Indigenous component of it, I was initially very surprised
because I didn’t realise that was part of the curriculum … but coming here and
actually having Annette [the researcher] present and meeting the Elders, it’s actually
been quite an eye-opening experience. I think we should try and implement it from
primary school… make it so that it becomes second nature for the next generation of
Australians. (CSU Law Student Laetitia Smith, 2019)
In addition, law student participant Bronwyn Sullivan discussed her law residential
experience in relation to the Indigenous cultural competency that is embedded across the
CSU Bachelor of Laws degree.
I’m nearly 50 and this is the first real exposure that I’ve had to Aboriginal people.
I’ve had really no previous exposure before this week. I think like anybody that’s
practising in the justice system and within the legal system, I think that it’s highly
likely that you’re going to bump into Aboriginal people. If you don’t have an
understanding of where they’re coming from, it’s going to be hard to work with
Aboriginal people and to get the best outcomes for them. One of the things that was
brought up was in almost all walks of life, there’s going to be cross-cultural
relationships and the only way you can develop the skills is to relate cross-culturally
to learn about the people that were first here in this country. If you can work towards
an orientation and start to increase your competency, then you can apply that not
only to Aboriginal people, but to people from other cultures as well. (CSU Law
Student Bronwyn Sullivan, 2019)
Research Question 3: How does the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum contribute more broadly to law education?
All the law student participants were highly supportive of the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges in the curriculum, with students drawing parallels between how Indigenous
knowledges can inform legal practice and legal reform relating to Indigenous peoples and
communities. Evidence of how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law curriculum
contributes more broadly to legal education was seen in several areas. Bronwyn Sullivan
discussed a specific assessment on the Aborigines Protection Act 1909 and how the law
played a part in the historical treatment of Indigenous peoples in Australia.
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On reflection, the assignment that we put forth in LAW112 was quite significant to
me. It was to study the Aborigines Protection Act and the following amendment and
what it meant for me being a law student is that this is what happens today. I mean,
we have parliaments sit and they debate, and they talk about these laws. So, we’re
seeing how laws are always changing. Our governments are always making these
laws and we don’t want to keep making these same mistakes over and over again.
(CSU Law Student Bronwyn Sullivan, 2019)
From another perspective, Brian Smith commented on how the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges links more broadly to how legal services in Australia intersect with Indigenous
communities and peoples. Brian also observed how Indigenous knowledges in legal
education can influence law reform practices in Australia to ensure better representation of
Indigenous peoples and communities and improved responses to their needs.
Law education into practicality. Things that immediately come to mind is legal
professionals moving within the Aboriginal community, so that they can be more
effective in understanding the Aboriginal viewpoint and the difficulties of working
within the legal system. That’s for lawyers, for judges. So, where they have that
education, they’re able to utilise that within the legal system. And the last practical
point is around regulatory reform. Looking into the future, I suspect that there’s likely
to be more law reform specific to Aboriginal people and if you don’t have legal
professionals that are educated in that area, then you can’t write effective legal
reform. So, you miss out on the opportunity of writing something that’s effective and
useful. (CSU Law Student Brian Smith, 2019)
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Table 4.6: CSU Law Students’ Focus Group Findings for Research Question 3 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Research Question 3 – Sub-questions
Research Question 3 and the associated sub-questions specifically related to how the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges in the law curriculum contributes more broadly to a student’s legal education.
Therefore, only law student research participants were asked Research Question 3 and the associated subquestions derived from the literature.

Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 1: ‘Ethics’ were required.

Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 2: ‘Status quo’ were required.

Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 3: ‘the undercurrent’ were required.

Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. What is the result of including Indigenous knowledges in legal education for Indigenous students?
No Indigenous law students participated in the focus group so this question could not be answered.

Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What are the broader societal outcomes of including Indigenous knowledges in legal education?
All four law students provided numerous examples of the positive results of including Indigenous
knowledges across the law education curriculum at CSU. These examples included their increased
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knowledge about Indigenous peoples in Australia, the recognition of historical and contemporary treatment
of Indigenous peoples, and their improved understanding of the diversity of Indigenous knowledges in
Australia. These students saw their face-to-face interaction with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders,
including Elders, as part of the law curriculum as a key factor in increasing their knowledge of Indigenous
peoples and cultures in Australia. CSU law student Bronwyn Sullivan’s response was most indicative of the
law student responses.
The result of it has been quite significant for me because I reflect on my knowledge now and I think I
really don’t know about Aboriginal culture. I think about why that is the case. Here [at CSU] I’ve
had that opportunity to meet up with Elders in the last few days at the law residential and I don’t
think I have had a discussion with an Elder. I’m 50 years old and I’ve lived in Australia all my life,
why hasn’t this happened to me before? It’s actually building up your knowledge and understanding
of First Nations peoples’ culture and how we can interact and learn about the complexity and
diversity of their cultural traditions and historical background. (CSU Law Student, Bronwyn
Sullivan, 2019)
The law student participants related the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges to their own ability to deliver
broader positive societal outcomes for their workplaces and the communities in which they live. Each law
student provided an example of how they personally had taken their learning to impact the wider society, in
each case demonstrating a similar pattern of learning and sharing. Bronwyn Sullivan’s and Brian Smith’s
responses were most reflective of how CSU law students are synthesising the learning of Indigenous
knowledges into broader societal outcomes.
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I think there’s two things that immediately come to mind, and that is just in our conversations. It’s
the way we talk to people. It’s just the way we interact and the way we behave. I know that’s quite
general, but I work for council, and we don’t have any social policies or any type of contact with the
First Nations people. There’s no consultation or anything and we make laws for them. This year, we
had NAIDOC Week and I asked the question to the executive assistant, I wanted to know how
council was going to recognise NAIDOC Week? She said, ‘We don’t do that here at council’. I was
quite surprised and so I thought, ‘Well, it starts with me’. (CSU Law Student Bronwyn Sullivan,
2019)
The Commonwealth Bank has an Aboriginal people’s policy, so that’s something that I can go back
and look at and reflect on. You need awareness before you can take action, so awareness at least is
a first step and then whether the action happens is subject to the individual. (CSU Law Student
Brian Smith, 2019)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

1. What is the result of including Indigenous knowledges in legal education for non-Indigenous
students?
All the law student participants discussed the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in legal education as a
way to drive change in the following areas: increased knowledge of the interconnecting social factors that
impact the lives of Indigenous peoples in Australia (including the over-representation of Indigenous
Australians in the criminal justice system), how engagement with Indigenous peoples can empower
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Indigenous communities to have autonomy over decision-making practices; and increased knowledge,
confidence and cultural competency in relation to working with Indigenous peoples.
Law student Meryem Jeffries shared how she was surprised by the current statistics relating to the over
representation of Indigenous Australians in the criminal system.
It was really embarrassing to read that 3 per cent of the population [in Australia] is Aboriginal and
28 per cent of the jail population is Aboriginal. This is really embarrassing in such a developed
country. (CSU Law Student Meryem Jeffries, 2019)
I always believe in looking at the underlying cause rather than the effect because if you can
understand what the cause is, you might be able to help navigate the change. I know the customary
laws don’t seem to work in application for the Aboriginal people because they are more governed by
the law [Western legal system]. (CSU Law Student Laetitia Smith, 2019)
The narrower social outcome of equal access to justice and to the legal system. Again, just a better
understanding of the Aboriginal people’s perspective, how they then engage with the legal system
and what issues and problems can arise. (CSU Law Student Brian Smith, 2019)
Law student Bronwyn Sullivan highlighted the over-representation of Indigenous peoples in the criminal
justice system and provided insight into a more culturally appropriate way forward. Bronwyn explained that
the legal system needs to engage with Indigenous people at a local level so that they have a voice in the
decision-making processes affecting Indigenous communities.
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We need to think outside the square. We can’t just keep throwing people in jail, the same people
over and over again. We know that that doesn’t work. We have the statistics. We need to start
thinking about programs that work. Ideally, we want to have a safer community. It’s for everyone,
not just for Aboriginal people. It’s for everyone who lives here. We want to have safer communities.
So, we have to start thinking of different ways, but engaging with the people. Aboriginal people need
to be part of that consultation process. We need to sit down and talk through about what would work
in that particular community. It needs to be locally based.
(CSU Law Student Bronwyn Smith, 2019)
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4.8.1 CSU law students summary
In summary, the CSU law student participants provided evidence of two out of the six
principles of Ethical Space Theory and two out of the three principles examined (Principles 4,
5 and 6). As previously outlined in section 3.5, Research Question 3 and the associated subquestions specifically related to how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum contributes more broadly to a student’s legal education. Therefore, only law
student research participants were asked Research Question 3 and the associated subquestions derived from the literature. The CSU law student findings provide numerous
examples of how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the JD/JID law curriculum
contributes more broadly to their legal education. The CSU law student results provided
partial or complete answers to the initial research questions that were derived from the
literature review.
4.8.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 1 ‘Ethics’ were required.
4.8.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required.
4.8.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’ were required.
4.8.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
No Indigenous students participated in the focus group, so it was not possible to include
questions to address this principle.
4.8.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The CSU law student participants provided evidence of the application of the ‘emergent rules
of engagement’ principle by noting several societal outcomes associated with including
Indigenous knowledges within law education. All four law students who participated in the
focus group were non-Indigenous and spoke from both individual and collective standpoints.
These participants all agreed that there was benefit in the face-to-face contact they had with
Elders as part of the law curriculum. The law students commented on the accessibility of and
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their interest in engaging with Indigenous peoples and how having direct access to and being
able to learn from Elders enhanced their understanding of the diversity of Indigenous cultures
in Australia. The CSU law student participants commented that increased knowledge of
Indigenous peoples’ historical and contemporary social realities aided their Indigenous
cultural competency in relation to their knowledge, skills, and future professional practice.
These participants were all motivated to effect change and to share their newly formed
knowledge about Indigenous histories, cultures and contemporary social realities with others
in the community. Individually, each law student participant provided examples of how they
had implemented change in their workplaces and community settings by educating others and
promoting Indigenous peoples and cultures.
4.8.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The CSU law student participants provided evidence of the application of the ‘reconciliation’
principle in the form of examples of how embedding Indigenous knowledges benefits their
legal education. The law student participants, all of whom were non-Indigenous, discussed
how their exposure to Indigenous knowledges across the LLB had increased their knowledge
and expressed their concern with the over-representation of Indigenous peoples in the
criminal justice system in Australia and how the incarceration statistics for Indigenous
peoples were disproportionate to the size of Indigenous population. All four law students
indicated that, because of their learning around Indigenous knowledges and their access to
Indigenous peoples, including community Elders, across the CSU LLB, they felt that, as legal
practitioners, they could now contribute more broadly to decision-making and legal reform to
empower Indigenous peoples and communities. All four participants indicated that better
decision-making and collaborative work with Indigenous communities can facilitate selfdetermination, and consequently improve access to justice for Indigenous peoples in
Australia.

4.9 CSU case study summary
In summary, the CSU case study provided evidence of the application of all six principles of
Ethical Space Theory. Each principle is discussed in turn below in summarising how CSU
embeds Indigenous knowledges across the CSU Bachelor of Laws curriculum. In the process
of conducting the CSU case study, all research questions that were derived from the literature
review were either partially or completely answered.
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4.9.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
As outlined in section 3.5, only academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants
were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 1’Ethics’. From the participant
responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis the following
key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 195) defines the word ethics as ‘the
capacity to know what harms or enhances the wellbeing of sentient creatures’. Ermine (2007)
positions ‘ethics’ as the first principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets
of the ‘ethics’ principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
•

Relationships

•

Engagement

•

Codes of conduct

•

Community and cultural boundaries

•

Accountability

•

Personal integrity

•

Responsibility.

4.9.1.1 Relationships

The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy provides evidence that the university has an
overarching body, the Indigenous Board of Studies, which provides consultation on
Indigenous curriculum content and learning approaches. The importance and cultural
significance of the relationship between the Centre for Law and Justice and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders was identified in the document analysis of the Centre’s website,
although limited detail was available in terms of how the relationships are established or
maintained. In addition, the CSU academics indicated that relationships with Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders are established through both internal and external Indigenous and
non-Indigenous contacts. The CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders both
discussed the importance of the internal Indigenous academic and the CSU Indigenous
Pedagogy Coordinator in terms of approaching Indigenous community members and
establishing relationships with the Indigenous community. The evidence on relationships
obtained from the research participants provided substantially more data than that captured by
the CSU document analysis.
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Both participant groups (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) were consistent
in recognising that relationships with Indigenous communities need to be devoid of the
influence of power structures, including academic qualifications and Western hierarchies of
authority. Regarding the relationship space, the CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders discussed how Indigenous cultural authority needs to be recognised in the initial
phase of establishing a relationship to enable the identification of the correct Indigenous
people in the community who can share Indigenous knowledges with academia. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and academic research participants all agreed that
cultural authority and the protocol to recognise such authority must be governed by
Indigenous community members to adhere to Indigenous cultural protocols. The Indigenous
community was also placed by both participants groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders) as having the ultimate control over which Indigenous knowledges are to be
used and how they may be represented.
The CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders were consistent in positioning
their shared relationship as a key element in successfully embedding Indigenous knowledges
across the CSU Bachelor of Laws program. Both the academics and the Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders were of the view that the establishment of a mutual relationship is
necessary for the following: to create a place for dialogue sharing, to build trust before
discussing academic intent, to provide a place for two-way dialogue, to provide leadership
around cultural safety measures, to discuss capacities of reciprocity, and to establish an
authentic community partnership based on respect. In addition, the CSU academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders agreed that the establishment of an Indigenous
community partnership requires considerable time. However, while both research groups
believed that it is best practice for academics to commit a considerable amount of time to
developing relationships with Indigenous community members for the purpose of curriculum
development and to offer reciprocity, there was evidence from the CSU academic interviews
of considerable tension arising in relation to the university’s capacity to offer legal services to
Indigenous community members as a form of reciprocity, the time allocated to nurturing
Indigenous relationships, and the demands of academic workload.
4.9.1.2 Community engagement
The CSU document analysis provided evidence relating to community engagement from the
Centre for Law and Justice website, which describes the Centre’s respect for the Traditional
Owners of the land, the Wiradyuri people, and states that its relationship with the Bathurst
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Wiradyuri Elders underpins all collaborations for the purpose of knowledge sharing across
the CSU Bachelor of Laws program. In addition, the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy
emphasises that the university respects the place of Indigenous Elders as the guardians of
Indigenous knowledges to provide narratives of historical and contemporary lived
experience. The CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed how
community engagement should ideally take place on Country, although it is acknowledged
that the university itself is on Wiradyuri Country, as on Country in this context refers to a
place of cultural significance chosen by an Indigenous community member. Both participant
groups (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) indicated that a connection to
Country is essential in establishing a strong association to place and local Indigenous peoples,
cultures and traditions. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of a
traditional cultural code of conduct in relation to community engagement known as
‘Yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang’, meaning two-way learning. The CSU academic
participants referred to the Centre’s MOU as a guiding framework for community
engagement between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders.
In addition, the CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders alike discussed the
importance of cultural protocols and how protocols are recognised and respected in the
collaborative community engagement process to recognise past and contemporary injustices.
However, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders group
emphasised that they would welcome an institutional policy developed in conjunction with
them to formalise the Indigenous community engagement process and localised protocols.
4.9.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
As outlined in section 3.5, only the academic participants were asked research questions
pertaining to Principle 2 ‘Status quo’. From the participant responses to these questions and
the data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) argues that the relationship between
Indigenous peoples and Western society has long been consumed by oppression and conflict.
Ermine (2007) positions ‘status quo’ as the second principle of Ethical Space Theory and
posits that the main tenets of the ‘status quo’ principle are based on the following
fundamental elements:
a) Repeated patterns of domineering practices
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b) Disengagement
c) Breach of cultural boundaries
d) Destructive engagement patterns
e) No clear rules of engagement.
4.9.2.1 Repeated patterns of domineering practices
The CSU academic participants noted that the CSU Bachelor of Laws program is a newly
developed degree, established in 2016, and is the first in Australia to embed Indigenous
cultural competency in the core law curriculum, providing evidence that the CSU LLB has
changed the way law is taught in the Australian context. The academic participants explained
that domineering and repeated practices of colonialism, enacted by both higher education
institutions and the discipline of law, require careful navigation by academics in the process
of curriculum design, development and delivery. When interviewed, the CSU academics
positioned themselves as advocates for change by providing examples of the law and higher
education misrepresenting Indigenous peoples and cultures. Furthermore, the academic
participants discussed the way embedding Indigenous knowledges in the CSU law curriculum
creates an opportunity to rectify past wrongs, challenge injustice, and utilise the curriculum
as a place of truth telling through legal interpretation and critical reflection. The academic
participants also emphasised that universities need to engage in a more culturally appropriate
and ethical manner by embedding Indigenous knowledges into the curriculum in a way that
better represents Indigenous peoples’ voices and lived experience, and the intersection
between Indigenous and Western law systems. This was seen as necessary for empowering
Indigenous peoples and representing their cultural diversity. In addition, the CSU academics
shared that the Centre’s academics have completed two forms of cultural competency
professional development to prepare themselves to teach Indigenous content across the CSU
LLB. These participants noted that CSU has an institutional online Indigenous Cultural
Competency Program and that the Centre’s academics participate in an on Country cultural
immersion with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders as part of their academic preparation.
4.9.2.2 Breach of cultural boundaries and disengagement
The CSU academics provided evidence of how cultural boundaries can be breached and
stated that they remain mindful of certain protocols and practices that frame their approach to
embedding Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum. The CSU academics explained that
specific behaviours such as a genuine and authentic intent can have a positive influence on
their relationship and subsequent collaboration with Indigenous peoples and communities. In
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addition, the academic participants described the collaborative space as an educative place
where academics need to constantly learn and reflect on the practice of teaching Indigenous
content and to check in with their Indigenous community stakeholders to make sure that
cultural boundaries are being respected. Furthermore, the academics indicated that if
differences between the academics and Indigenous stakeholders are not recognised and
reconciled there is a possibility that the relationship between the two parties will breakdown
or even lead to complete disengagement.
4.9.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
As outlined in section 3.5, only the academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’. From
the participant responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis
the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 197) states that ‘there are compelling
reasons why Indigenous dealings with the Western world have been accompanied by
anxiety’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘the undercurrent’ as the third principle of Ethical Space
Theory and posits that the main tenets of ‘the undercurrent’ principle are based on the
following fundamental elements:
a) Overarching power structures
b) Social inequalities
c) Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
d) Historical, cultural, social and political difference
e) Patterns of dominance and disadvantage.
4.9.3.1 Overarching power structures
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy acknowledges that there has been and still are
overriding power structures that influence the marginalisation of Indigenous peoples in
Australia. The strategy provides historical and contemporary narrative about how
governments and Western paternalistic educational structures continue to disadvantage
Indigenous students and peoples. It recognises overarching power structures and sets out
university initiatives to address such power imbalances, which are outlined in the following
section ‘Indigenous gaze’. In addition, the responses provided by the academic and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants emphasised that the overarching power
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structures underpinning institutional decision-making and the lack of formal policy can
fracture relations with Indigenous community members.
4.9.3.2 Social inequalities
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy highlights the university’s goal of addressing the
social inequality facing Indigenous peoples in Australia. The strategy places particular
significance on the inequality between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples engaged in
the higher education environment. The CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders agreed that addressing Indigenous social inequality in the law curriculum is a
key motivator for their collaboration. The CSU academic participants provided examples of
how Indigenous social inequality is recognised in the curriculum, including through learning
about past and contemporary forms of colonial practice across legal education and the law. In
addition, the academics articulated that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the
law curriculum can produce student advocates who will challenge social inequality and
become more equitable lawyers.
4.9.3.3 Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
The CSU document analysis did not provide any evidence of how subsurface interests and
attitudes are considered in the collaborative process between the university and Indigenous
communities. However, the CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders all
agreed that subsurface interests and attitudes can affect communication and collaborative
partnerships. The responses from both participant groups indicated that Indigenous
collaborations need to be underpinned by authentic intention on behalf of the academy, be
negotiated via a formal agreement and have no hidden agenda for professional gain or
reward. In addition, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed the need for better
communication and policy guidelines at the institutional level. The Elders positioned Gulaay,
a team within the university headed by the Indigenous Pedagogy Coordinator, as pivotal in
their engagement with the university and critical to the education of institutional staff about
cultural protocols. It was emphasised that those protocols need to be upheld when engaging
with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of knowledge sharing.
4.9.3.4 Historical, cultural, social, and political difference
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy describes the way models of Euro-centric curricula
continue to disadvantage Indigenous students in academia. The CSU academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders all spoke of the many areas of difference that need to be
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recognised in the law curriculum, including the differences between Western and Indigenous
legal systems. All these participants noted that embedding Indigenous knowledges through a
place-based pedagogy assists in decolonising models of education and provides students with
an understanding of cultural diversity and of historical, cultural, social, and political
difference in the curriculum.
4.9.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
As outlined in section 3.5, there were no Indigenous law students that participated in the CSU
focus group therefore only (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) were asked
research questions pertaining to Principle 4 ‘Indigenous gaze’. From the participant responses
to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas
emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) considers that experiences of
colonisation for Indigenous peoples have left them with a particular view or ‘gaze’ upon the
Western world. Ermine (2007) positions the ‘Indigenous gaze’ as the fourth principle of
Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘Indigenous gaze’ principle are
based on the following fundamental elements:
a) Assertion of social justice
b) Sense of community and belonging
c) Reclamation of cultural traditions
d) Examination of colonial practices
e) Indigenous peoples’ human rights
f) Improved legacy for future generations
4.9.4.1 Assertion of social justice and sense of community and belonging
The CSU document analysis provided insight into the assertion of social justice through the
university’s acknowledgement that the campus footprint sits on the traditional lands of the
Wiradyuri people. The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states that the university strives
to produce graduates who understand the historical and contemporary standpoint of
Indigenous peoples in Australia, with a specific focus on Wiradyuri peoples and traditions.
The strategy further explains that the university recognises and seeks to embrace the
philosophy of Yindyamaara Winhanga-nha, which means ‘the wisdom of respectfully
knowing how to live well in a world worth living in’ (CSU, 2017, p. 1). It also discusses how
embedding Indigenous content across the curriculum contributes more broadly to a student’s
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Indigenous cultural competency. The following social justice benefits of embedding
Indigenous knowledges in law curricula were noted by both participant groups (academics
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders): informing academic Indigenous cultural
competency, the provision of authentic Indigenous learning experiences across curriculum
teaching, the improvement of student cultural competency, the privileging of Indigenous
knowledges, the development of more culturally competent practitioners to work with
Indigenous peoples and communities, and the improvement of decision-making in legal
services to address the over-representation of Indigenous peoples in incarceration.
4.9.4.2 Reclamation of cultural traditions
The CSU document analysis did not provide any evidence in relation to the university
assisting in the reclamation of Indigenous cultural traditions. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders indicated that providing authentic learning experiences through their
collaboration with the Centre for Law and Justice creates a platform for teaching law students
about Wiradyuri peoples and their cultural traditions. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants explained that their relationship with the Centre for Law and Justice is built on
respect, such that they feel that their cultural contribution is valued, appreciated, and
nurtured. This respectful mode of collaboration was recognised by these participants as a key
motivator in their continued partnership around the sharing of cultural knowledge. This helps
the community to maintain their cultural practices and traditions. In addition, the CSU
academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants were consistent in acknowledging
that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the design, development and delivery of
curriculum can support the reclamation and sustainability of Indigenous cultural traditions.
4.9.4.3 Examination of colonial practices
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states that Indigenous Australian content can be
delivered across the CSU curriculum in several different ways, to enable an examination of
cultural and historical viewpoints and colonial practices, although the document falls short of
describing how this is achieved. In addition, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
proposed that a culturally competent lawyer is one who can defend traditional Indigenous
cultures against ongoing forms of colonial practice. This view was also prevalent in the
responses of the CSU academics, who indicated that engagement and dialogue between
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students facilitates the examination and analysis
of colonial practices. Furthermore, the CSU academics reported that universities, higher
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education curricula and academics can be symbols of colonisation and oppression
themselves.
4.9.4.4 Improved legacy for future generations
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy describes several university initiatives designed to
increase Indigenous student enrolment and participation and Indigenous employment, thereby
improving higher education outcomes for Indigenous Australians. All three CSU participant
groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) noted that one of
the intentions of embedding Indigenous knowledges and perspectives across the law
curriculum is to improve the cultural and social legacy for Indigenous peoples for current and
future generations. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke of how Indigenous
community self-determination has been improved, with a particular focus on the law and
justice outcomes for Indigenous peoples in Australia, through the increased cultural
competency of law students and graduates. The CSU academics commented that they believe
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders want to be involved in the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum to implement positive change for future generations of
Indigenous peoples across Australia.
4.9.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 5 ‘Emergent
rules of engagement’. From the participant responses to these questions and the data derived
from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 200) states that ‘Canada has
attempted to follow international protocols and honour nations through treaty-making’.
Subsequently, Ermine (2007) positions ‘emergent rules of engagement’ as the fifth principle
of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘emergent rules of engagement’
principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
a) International protocols and treaties
b) Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
c) Action to address societal change
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4.9.5.1 Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
The CSU document analysis identified several areas of policy where CSU is supporting
models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation. This is evident in the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy, Key Objective 6 of
which refers to the university’s commitment to increasing the research output relating to
issues specific to Indigenous peoples. This commitment includes CSU developing a crossdisciplinary and divisional scholarship of Indigenous learning, teaching and research, based
on Indigenous community involvement and CSU staff advancing the principles of social
justice to achieve equality and self-determination for Indigenous Australians (CSU, 2017, p.
9). The academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders saw Indigenous selfdetermination and the representation of authentic cultural education as vital components of
the collaborative partnership between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Bathurst
Wiradyuri Elders. The CSU academics recognised there are insufficient Indigenous
academics to teach Indigenous content across the CSU curriculum. However, the academic
participants explained that through the Centre’s MOU, which underpins their collaboration
with the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders, local Elders are remunerated for their time to share
knowledge across the law curriculum. The academic participants also elaborated upon the
importance of internal collaborations such as: the Centre’s Indigenous academic, the CSU
Indigenous Board of Studies and the CSU Indigenous Pedagogy Coordinator. Furthermore,
these participants discussed the value of the external collaborations with Indigenous industry
experts such as Aboriginal lawyers and organisations that formed part of their collaborative
network. In addition, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that their model of
collaboration with Gulaay and the Indigenous Pedagogy Coordinator underpins their
consultations and collaborations with other areas of CSU, such as the Centre for Law and
Justice. Additionally, the Indigenous community participants described this collaborative
model as based on the traditional approach of yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang, as
referred to earlier (CSU Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wiradyuri Elder Werribee,
2019).
4.9.5.2 Action to address societal change
The CSU document analysis indicated that the university’s commitment to implementing
action to address societal change is at the forefront of university policy and practice. The
document analysis found examples in the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy of current
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activities designed to link the university with Indigenous communities and organisations
across the areas of teaching, research, and consultancy (CSU, 2017, p. 32). These activities
include strong community engagement partnerships built through the Future Moves program
and CSU’s Indigenous Student Centres which include Indigenous community groups, such as
the Aboriginal Education Consultative Group (AECG) and Landcare (CSU, 2017, p. 23). In
addition, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants discussed their lived experience
as Wiradyuri people and the disparity between the treatment of Indigenous Australians and
non-Indigenous people in the criminal justice system. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants explained that action is required to recognise traditional Indigenous legal systems
to ensure better outcomes for Aboriginal people in Australia. There was consistent
recognition across the three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, law students) that action to embed Indigenous knowledges in legal education
can improve knowledge about Indigenous Australians and increase the skills of law students,
thereby influencing the cultural competency of legal practitioners to guide government policy
and shape how police and legal practitioners interact with and defend Indigenous peoples in
the criminal justice system.
4.9.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 6
‘Reconciliation’. From the participant responses to these questions and the data derived from
the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007:201) poses the following questions in
relation to reconciliation: ‘How do we reconcile worldviews? … [and] How do we reconcile
the oral tradition with the written tradition, the two embedded traditions that we confront and
must reconcile?’. Thus, the fundamental challenge is to reconcile the central viewpoints of
Indigenous and Western thought’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘reconciliation’ as the sixth and
final principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘reconciliation’
principle are based on the following elements:
a) Reconciling worldviews
b) Reconciling the viewpoints within Indigenous and Western thought
c) Cross-cultural cooperation
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4.9.6.1 Reconciling worldviews
The CSU document analysis did not provide an explanation of how differing beliefs and
values are deliberated during the university’s collaborations with the Wiradyuri community.
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states that the collaborative model underpinning
engagement with the Wiradyuri community is driven by institutional policy but fails to
explain how the Western and Indigenous worldviews are reconciled through this process. All
three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, law students)
explained that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the legal curriculum enables
students, academics and community members to recognise and examine different
worldviews. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed the importance of legal
pluralism, which is facilitated through the inclusion of customary law in the CSU curriculum.
They also emphasised the importance of on Country cultural immersion experiences to
provide opportunities for differing beliefs and values to be discussed and explored through
the collaborative process with academics and students.
4.9.6.2

Reconciling the viewpoints within Indigenous and Western thought

The CSU document analysis did not provide any evidence of how Indigenous and Western
thought are reconciled through the process of collaboration between the university and the
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. All three participant groups (academics, Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders, law students) discussed the reconciliation of differing viewpoints
from Indigenous lore and Western Law enabled through the recognition of two forms of
lore/law in the CSU LLB curriculum. The academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants remarked on the importance of teaching law students about Indigenous legal
systems and how this contributes more broadly to their knowledge and skills as legal
practitioners. The CSU academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students all
agreed that reconciling Indigenous lore and Western legal systems is an integral component
of teaching and learning within the CSU LLB curriculum.
4.9.6.3 Cross-cultural cooperation
The CSU document analysis did not identify any data in relation to cross-cultural
cooperation. All three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders,
law students) explained the importance of sharing their own stories and cultural background
in recognising cultural difference and how such knowledge sharing contributes more broadly
to cross-cultural cooperation. The law student participants noted that the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum not only offers a space to share and
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explore cross-cultural perspectives but also provides opportunities to empower Indigenous
communities in relation to access to justice.
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5 University of Victoria, Canada, case study results
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 presents the UVic, Canada, case study results. The structure applied to the analysis
of the case study results follows the principles of Ethical Space Theory (Ermine, 2007) as
outlined in Chapter 3, and as applied to the CSU case study in Chapter 4. The goal of this
study is to use the case study findings to develop an empirical evidence-based model of
elements that guide the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum (and
the higher education curriculum more broadly). The results presented in this chapter are
organised by the same structure as was used in Chapter 4 and outlined in section 4.2.

5.2 Review of documents
Stage 1 of the data collection involved a document analysis in which Ethical Space Theory
principles were employed as a framework to examine institutional public-facing documents.
Ethical Space Theory was employed to examine Research Question 1, and the additional subquestions relating to how institutions consult and collaborate with Indigenous peoples and
communities. The review of documents was conducted prior to the interviews and focus
groups. It informed the researcher’s knowledge of the institution and chosen law program,
helped to answer a number of questions arising from the Indigenous knowledges and higher
education literature, and provided context to the research interviews and focus group
questions.
The UVic document analysis was conducted using the following eight sources:
•

UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 (Appendix 5A)

•

UVic Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for *səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE
(Elders), Knowledge Keepers and Community Members (Appendix 5B)
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•

UVic Elders Voices website (UVic, n.d.-a)

•

UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit, Projects/Workshops website (UVic, n.d.-b)

•

UVic Law, Indigenous Initiatives website (UVic, n.d.-c)

•

UVic, Support for Indigenous Students website (UVic, n.d.-d)

•

UVic, Requesting an Elder of Knowledge Keeper (UVic, n.d.-e)

•

UVic News website (UVic, n.d.-f)

Table 5.1: UVic Document Analysis Findings (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)

Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include
Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Ethical Space
Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1:

Research sub1. How are

Document Excerpts

‘Ethics’

Indigenous

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states that ‘Elders are the caretakers of cultural wisdom and are pivotal in

communities/people

protecting the Indigenous ways of knowing and being that have been passed down to them for generations. This

identified and

document also affirms that the cultural wisdom of Elders defines and informs the manner in which Indigenous

approached?

peoples live in the modern world. Elders know that it is their responsibility to share their guiding wisdom with

Document Excerpts and Findings

question

students, staff, faculty and the broader community’ (UVic, 2017, p. 10).
UVic’s Elders in Residence website states: ‘Based on recommendations by UVic students, faculty, staff and
administration, the Office of Indigenous Affairs (INAF) has the privilege of assembling a group of Elders from
local communities to guide students, staff, faculty and administration in Indigenous ways of knowing and being’
(UVic, n.d.-a).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 describes Indigenous Elders as the main Indigenous community members
with whom the university engages. The Elders in Residence website explains that Elders are selected according to
the recommendations of internal students, faculty members and staff from the Office of Indigenous Affairs, for the
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purpose of guiding the university in Indigenous ways of knowing and being. However, in the documents analysed
no clear indication is provided of how Indigenous community members are approached.
Principle 1:

2. How is a place for

Document Excerpts

‘Ethics’

dialogue sharing

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘Our Strategic Plan commits to building and strengthening respectful

established?

relationships with Indigenous communities locally, provincially, nationally and around the world’ (UVic, 2017, p.
6). The plan further states that ‘Place matters. Students, staff, faculty and community members experience the
university as a welcoming, supportive, safe environment in which Indigenous values, language and culture are
evident. Elders and other members of Indigenous communities work together with students, staff and faculty to
promote mutual respect, understanding and commitment’ (UVic, 2017, p. 7).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 provided evidence of the university’s commitment to establishing a place of
dialogue with local, national and international Indigenous communities. There is evidence both in the UVic
Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 and on the UVic website of established places of dialogue in the form of numerous
collaborative projects with local, national and international Indigenous peoples and communities. More
specifically, at a local level, UVic provides a place for shared dialogue between local Indigenous Elders and UVic
students, staff and faculty through an established program called Elders Voice, which is an Elders in Residence
program. This program enables UVic staff, faculty and students to consult with Elders and other Indigenous
community members for the purpose of learning about cultural knowledges, Indigenous languages and Indigenous
protocols. The university positions the Elders in Residence program as an established place where dialogue and
consultation can take place to promote respect and understanding of Indigenous peoples and cultures; and to
facilitate the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum, research and the governance of the university.
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Principle 1:

3. How are past

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

injustices recognised

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘As this is the University of Victoria’s first Indigenous Plan, it is

and/or reconciled in

important to begin with an acknowledgement of the role educational institutions, including post-secondary

the consultation

institutions, have played in the perpetuation of colonial systems, both historically and in contemporary times. One

process?

hundred and fifty thousand Indigenous children were sent to residential schools in Canada and many others
attended Indian day schools. Between 1876 and 1985, Status Indians in Canada automatically lost their federal
recognition upon earning a university degree or becoming a professional, such as a doctor or lawyer. The
intergenerational impacts of these decisions remain the legacy of many Indigenous students who seek higher
education today. The University makes a commitment to reconciliation that involves recognizing how colonizing
structures and relationships impact Indigenous students’ (UVic, 2017, p. 5).
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 also affirms the university’s commitment to education that redresses the
historical and continued barriers that Indigenous peoples have faced in accessing and participating in postsecondary
education. It states: ‘Our Strategic Plan commits to building and strengthening respectful relationships with First
Nations communities locally, provincially, nationally and around the world in order to recruit and retain Indigenous
students’ (UVic, 2017, p. 6).
Findings
There was evidence in the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 that the university recognises the past injustices
caused by colonial educational structures that have disadvantaged and continue to disadvantage Indigenous peoples
and students. The Plan indicates that UVic is committed to providing education that addresses and reconciles such
injustice through strong collaborative community partnerships with Indigenous peoples.
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Principle 1:

4. Who sets the

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

protocols/guidelines

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘In preparing this Plan, we were guided by First Peoples’ work with

for the consultation?

cedar since time immemorial. In the creation and implementation of this plan, we want to foreground the historical
and contemporary protocols and values of the local Indigenous peoples with whom we work, including
collaborative, shared work done with a good heart. In so doing, we aim to ensure this Plan honours the teachings
and land of the local peoples. We also acknowledge that this Plan touches many Indigenous peoples from what is
now known as Canada, including First Nation, Inuit, Métis, and urban Indigenous peoples, as well as Indigenous
peoples from around the globe who are connected with UVic’ (UVic, 2017, p. 9).
The UVic Elders Voice Elders in Residence website states: ‘The University of Victoria recognizes that SELW̱ÁN
ȽTE Old Ones/Elders carry an important role in the Indigenous communities in which this valuable knowledge is
distributed throughout all nationalities. Knowledge Keepers are individuals who hold cultural knowledge. A
Knowledge Keeper does not have to be an Old One but can conduct similar or the same duties as an Old One.’
The website also outlines the following protocols for consultations.
•

‘It is custom to ensure that the SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old One/Knowledge Keeper receives an honorarium in
respect of the time and knowledge that will be shared (for honorarium amounts, please contact the Cultural
Protocol Liaison);

•

Along with an honorarium it is appropriate to gift the Old One/Knowledge Keeper with a small gift (for
advice about gifts, please contact the Cultural Protocol Liaison);
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•

Please offer clear directions for parking for the SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old One/Knowledge Keeper upon arrival or
prior to the event;

•

It is a traditional teaching to provide food, beverage and/or a light snack to the SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old
One/Knowledge Keeper prior to the event

All requests for a SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old One/Knowledge Keeper will go through the Cultural Protocol Liaison, to
ensure that they are done in an appropriate manner which follows the protocol of the Old One/Knowledge Keeper’
(UVic, n.d.-e).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 assists the university by setting protocols and guidelines for Indigenous
community consultation that honour the engagement and guidance of the First Peoples of Canada. The UVic plan
details how local Indigenous peoples’ protocols and values were considered in the collaboration process
underpinning the development of the Plan and in the decision-making processes that govern the university (UVic,
2017). Through the Plan, UVic determines that local Indigenous protocols must be followed when individual staff
members or students engage with SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old Ones/Elders. The university upholds local Indigenous
protocols and communicates them to university staff through the Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for
*səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers and Community Members document. To further support this
document and the process of engagement with the SELW̱ÁN ȽTE Old Ones/Elders, the university employs a
Cultural Protocol Liaison who can be contacted for advice and assistance in relation to engaging with the Elders
and Indigenous community members.
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Principle 1:

5. Where do

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

consultations take

The Elders Voices website states: ‘Old Ones/Elders are generally available to meet from 10:00 am to 2:00pm

place? Why is this

Monday through Friday from September through April in the Elders Lounge, FPH Room 112’ (UVic, n.d.-a).

place chosen?

However, since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, UVic has updated the site to offer a virtual Elders in
Residence program where you can connect with the Elders online (UVic, n.d.-a).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 indicates that the university offers ongoing consultations with local Elders
through its Elders in Residence program, which is available to staff and students from September through to April
each year. Staff, faculty, and students can consult with the Elders in a designated space called the Elders lounge
which is located on the grounds of the university.

Principle 1:

6. How often do

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

consultations take

The UVic Elders Voices website states: ‘Old Ones/Elders are generally available to meet from 10:00 am to 2:00

place?

pm Monday through Friday from September through April in the Elders Lounge, FPH Room 112’ (UVic, n.d.-a).
However, as previously outlined, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, UVic has updated the site to offer a
virtual Elders in Residence program where you can connect with the Elders online (UVic, n.d.-a).
Findings
Consultations between staff and student and Elders can take place from September through to April, Monday to
Friday each week from 10 am to 2 pm. To support the consultation and collaborative process, UVic employs a
Cultural Protocol Liaison who can assist with any queries about bookings and protocols. UVic also provides a
protocol document, Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for *səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers
and Community Members, to guide the consultation process and address community member requests. An online
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booking system is also available on the UVic Elders Voice webpage to streamline the booking and consultation
process.
Principle 1:

7. How is the

Document Excerpt

‘Ethics’

purpose of the

There was no evidence in the UVic documents analysed of relatable data regarding how the purpose of the

consultation

consultation is conveyed to the Indigenous community.

conveyed to the
Indigenous
community?
Findings
There was no evidence in the UVic documents analysed of relatable data regarding how the purpose of the
consultation is conveyed to the Indigenous community.
Principle 2:

Document Excerpt

‘Status quo’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 1 – Principle 2
‘Status quo’ were required (Principle 2 relates to how individual academics consult with Indigenous community
members to include Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum; see section 3.5).

Principle 3:

1. How are the

Document Excerpt

‘The undercurrent’

principles of

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘As this is the University of Victoria’s first University of Victoria

historical and

Indigenous Plan 2017-2022, it is important to begin with an acknowledgement of the role that educational

political power

institutions, including post-secondary institutions, have played in the perpetuation of colonial systems, both

structures recognised historically and in contemporary times. One hundred and fifty thousand Indigenous children were sent to
and acknowledged in residential schools in Canada and many others attended Indian day schools. Between 1876 and 1985, Status Indians
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the collaborative

in Canada automatically lost their federal recognition upon earning a university degree or becoming a professional,

partnership?

such as a doctor or lawyer. The intergenerational impacts of these decisions remain the legacy of many Indigenous
students who seek higher education today. The University makes a commitment to reconciliation that involves
recognizing how colonizing structures and relationships impact Indigenous students’ (UVic, 2017, p. 5).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 recognises and acknowledges historical and political power structures
through its admission regarding the ways that the past practices of educational institutions have perpetuated trauma
and disadvantage for Indigenous peoples (UVic, 2017). The university conceded that many Indigenous students in
the higher education environment have been harshly affected by historical and contemporary policies that
traumatised them as children under Canada’s colonial rule. Therefore, the university recognises that strategies must
be put in place to reconcile past injustices and to rebuild the relationship, and thereby make the tertiary
environment a culturally safe place for Indigenous students.

Principle 4:

1. Why do

Document Excerpt

‘Indigenous gaze’

Indigenous

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 demonstrates a shared valuing of cedar, which is underpinned by a

communities want to

commitment between the university and the Indigenous community to work together. The plan states that ‘cedar is

be involved/or not

sacred to many Indigenous peoples, particularly Coastal Nations. An important aspect of working with cedar is

want to be involved

working together and knowing that at all stages we must work with a good mind and a good heart, always

in the process of

remembering our teachings, our birthright and our ancestors. Weaving cedar is always a purposeful activity; the

sharing knowledge

pulling together of cedar strands to weave a headband, a basket, a cape, a rope or a hat requires weaving together

with academia?

many strands to create a stronger, more durable and lasting tool that will serve the community. In the same way
that several strands of cedar are woven together to make a headband, a number of different strands have been
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woven together in this Plan to create a tool for the UVic community. We encourage you to think about the
metaphor of weaving and the multi-faceted nature of this work as you read and consider this Indigenous Plan’
(UVic, 2017, p. 7).
‘Heʔkw səl’elexw’tala sčelāŋen’s | Remember our ancestors/birthright
Coast Salish peoples have always used the lands, sea, creeks and rivers that make up what is now called Victoria
and the southern end of Vancouver Island to live, learn, meet, trade and prosper. They are stewards of this land
where we gather to learn and share knowledge. This teaching reminds us to respect the ancestors by understanding
the history of Indigenous peoples in Canada. Our Elder, Dr. Skip Dick, reminds us that it is important always to
respect and honour the territory where we are. It is equally important for everyone to remember and honour their
own cultures, histories and teachings.
Nəcə māt gwens čey’i | Work together
We are stronger when we work together. While individual strands of cedar are strong on their own, they are
stronger when braided together. For this Indigenous Plan to succeed, we will need to work together.
New’ews sn ʔeyʔ šweleqwəns | Bring in your good feelings
The work of creating this Plan has followed this teaching. Through a process of meaningful engagement, faculty,
staff, students and members of local Indigenous communities worked together with a good mind and spirit. Moving
forward, UVic is committed to building and maintaining open, mutually respectful and productive relationships
with Indigenous communities in order to engage in activities and conversations that lead to mutual understanding
and a set of shared goals.
ə’sacʔəy’xw meqw tə’sa tečel | Be prepared for all work to come
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Bringing the Plan to life will be challenging and will require the commitment, goodwill and engagement of the
entire university community. It will also require the UVic community to prepare and plan ahead as we work
towards the goals in this Plan’ (UVic, 2017, p. 10).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 recognises that there is both individual and collective benefit for Indigenous
peoples and communities in sharing their knowledge with UVic. However, the commentary is written on behalf of
the university and does not draw on Indigenous peoples’ testimonies, although the plan does outline the following
benefits of Indigenous involvement in the knowledge sharing process:
•

To create a space where Indigenous peoples can share their knowledges and lived experience about their
history and culture.

•

To provide a space where Indigenous Elders and community can facilitate cultural education and teach
Indigenous ways of knowing and being to Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, staff, and faculty.

•

To create a space where cultural ceremony and traditions can be practiced and observed within the
university environment.

•

To create a two-way learning space where Indigenous Elders can share their knowledge and teach
Indigenous knowledges and ways of learning.

•

To provide avenues for self-determination for Indigenous peoples and communities.

•

To establish Indigenous cultural protocols for the engagement between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples at the UVic to create a culturally safe teaching and learning environment for Indigenous
peoples.
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Principle 5:

1. What models of

The University of Victoria News website reported that ‘the construction of a national centre for Indigenous law and

‘Emergent rules of

Indigenous

reconciliation at the University of Victoria received major funding support today with the federal government’s

engagement’

collaboration exist

announcement of $9.1 million for the transformative project. This national centre of excellence for the study and

within the law

understanding of Indigenous laws will house the world’s first joint degree in Indigenous legal orders and Canadian

education program?

common law (JD/JID), launched in September 2018. The design of the building will reflect modern and traditional
values of the Coast Salish peoples, welcoming students, academics and community members from all nations for
engagement, debate and public education’ (UVic, n.d.-f).
The University of Victoria News website states: ‘The centre will also house the Indigenous Legal Research Unit
(ILRU), which is a world leader in the study and application of Indigenous law. ILRU has partnered with over 50
Indigenous communities across Canada on legal research questions related to lands, water, governance, citizenship,
gender and human rights, harms and injuries, and child welfare, and works with institutions across the globe to
revitalize and rebuild Indigenous legal orders. The centre, to be built as an addition to the current UVic law
building, will be designed to reflect and honour the long-standing relationships between the law school and the
Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ peoples. It will include public lecture theatres, faculty and staff offices, an
Elders’ room and spaces for gathering, ceremony, and sharing of histories and knowledges’ (UVic, n.d.-f).
The ILRU Projects/Workshop’s website outlines the following initiatives, which exemplify Indigenous community
collaborations:
‘Current projects:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kipimoojikewin (‘the things we carry with us’): How Anishinaabe Law Upholds Local Governance (2018–
2019)
Tsimshian Inter-nation Co-Operation and Dispute Resolution (2017–2018)
Kwseltkten: Secwepemc Citizenship Law (2017–2018)
Water Laws: Lessons from Indigenous and Colonial Stewardship (2016–2019)
Indigenous Governance and Citizenship: Developing a Collaborative ILRU Methodology (2017–2018)
Indigenous Law in the Law School Curriculum
Tracking Change: The Role of Local and Traditional Knowledge in Watershed Governance
Revitalizing Law for Land, Air, and Water Project (2016–2018)

Workshops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Rebuilding Indigenous Law workshop, July 2018, Oslo, Norway
Methodology Workshop, November 2017, Cowichan Tribes
Human Rights and Indigenous Legal Traditions, June 2017, Canadian School of Peacekeeping, Winnipeg,
MB
Methodology Workshop, June 5 & 6, 2017, UVic
Summer Intensive Course, May 2017, UVic
Methodology Workshop, January 2017, Tl'tinqox, Tsilhqot'in Territory
Methodology Workshop, July 2016, UVic
Summer Intensive Course, May 2016, UVic
Facilitator II Workshop, January 2016, UVic
Methodology Workshop, December 2015, University of Ottawa
Methodology Workshop, May 2015, UVic
Methodology Workshop, February 2015, Kamloops, BC
Methodology Workshop, 2014, Funded by the Nature Conservatory of Canada
o Mid-Coast First Nations Workshop, July 29–31, Hakai
o North Coast First Nations Workshop, November 25–27, Prince Rupert, BC

•

Methodology Workshop, September 2011, Fort St. John, BC

Completed Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Coast Indigenous Land and Resources Research Project (2015–2017)
Legitimus Legal Pluralism Research Project (2013–2018)
Indigenous Laws for Resource Stewardship: A Gathering of Nations (2016)
Gender Toolkit Project (2015–2016)
Indigenous Law Videos on Demand (2014–2015)
Matrimonial Real Property On-Reserve Dispute Resolution Toolkit (2015)
Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project (2012–2014)
Coast Salish Civil Procedure Report (2013).’ (UVic, n.d.-b)’

In addition, the ILRU website, under the banner of ‘Programs and support for students’, refers to several models of
collaboration between the law faculty and Indigenous peoples and communities including the First People House
and the Aboriginal Awareness Camp, as detailed below:
5.3. ‘First Peoples House
First Peoples House is an academic and cultural centre for Indigenous students at UVic. It houses services such as
the Elders’ Voices and LE,NONET programs, as well as the Ceremonial Hall and the Indigenous counselling
office.’
5.4 ‘Aboriginal Awareness Camp
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5.5 A UVic Law tradition since 1996, this event is open to both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, and
offers an opportunity to learn about the values, customs and beliefs of First Nations on Vancouver Island.
Participants spend a weekend with a First Nations community at the start of the school year.’ (UVic, n.d.-d)
Findings
In September 2018, the UVic Law School was granted $9.1 million to build the world’s first National Centre for
Indigenous Law and Reconciliation. This collaborative venture is enriched by existing models of Indigenous
collaboration, including:
•

collaborations with the local Salish Indigenous community Elders through the Elders in Residence program
(Elders Voice) who share their Indigenous knowledges and experience with law students at UVic

•

engagement between the UVic law school and the Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ peoples who have
had a long and respected partnership with the law school for several years

•

combined current and completed community projects and workshops that enable the UVic law school to
work with Indigenous peoples and communities on specific community-based projects.

The Centre will be the home of the UVic ILRU. The UVic ILRU and law faculty have several Indigenous
academics and Indigenous researchers. Both maintain a collaborative working relationship with many Indigenous
communities across Canada, working on legal projects and research projects for the benefit of the academy,
Indigenous peoples, and the wider Indigenous community. The ILRU Vision and Scope document outlines several
programs that support the Centre’s collaborations with Indigenous peoples at a local, national, and international
level.
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The collaborative programs provide evidence of the Law Faculty’s agenda in relation to effectively engaging with
the Indigenous community, which incorporates the following goals:
•

supporting Indigenous students in the law faculty

•

providing safe cultural spaces for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to engage with Indigenous
community and cultural knowledge while learning at UVic

•

providing cultural immersion programs to support Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to learn about
cultural ways of knowing and being, which are conducted via an on Country and in community experience

•

the law faculty working in community with Indigenous peoples to provide specialised legal advice

•

Aboriginal mooting which enables Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to engage with Indigenous
topics and Indigenous ways to reconcile differences

•

high-profile Indigenous academics and researchers work within the Faculty of Law supporting the recovery
and reclamation of Indigenous knowledges and law to address broader social and economic community
need.

Principle 5:

2. Are these

Document Excerpt

‘Emergent rules of

collaboration models

The UVic document analysis included two public-facing documents that underpin UVic’s models of collaboration

engagement’

underpinned by a

with Indigenous peoples and communities. The first document analysed was the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022,

specific agreement

which states that, ‘in the creation and implementation of this plan, we want to foreground the historical and

or policy?

contemporary protocols and values of the local Indigenous peoples with whom we work, including collaborative,
shared work done with a good heart’ (UVic, 2017, p. 9). The second document was the UVic Guidelines for
Protocol, Hosting and Payment for səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE (Elders), Knowledge Keepers and Community
Members, which states: ‘this document discussed the guidelines for appropriately acknowledging the contributions
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made by səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWAN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers in regards to their engagement with the UVic
community (students, faculty, staff, visitors and volunteers) by ensuring consistency in extending invitations,
respectful hosting and honoraria and/or compensation. These guidelines are for the members of the UVic
community who are working with səlxʷeyn ɫtə/SELWAN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers both on- and off-campus
for university purposes’ (UVic, p. 1).
Findings
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 guides the university’s collaborative engagement with Indigenous peoples
and communities. The Plan was specifically designed to focus on how the university and its staff can acknowledge
and respect the protocols and values of Indigenous peoples through a process of collaboration. In addition to the
UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022, UVic has also introduced the Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for
*səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers and Community Members, which is the overarching institutional
document that foreshadows faculty work in relation to Indigenous collaborations. Both the plan and the guidelines
set out specific rules of engagement for academics to consider when working with Indigenous peoples and
communities on collaborative academic projects.
Principle 5:

3. How does the

Document Excerpt

‘Emergent rules of

knowledge sharing

This UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘The University of Victoria respects the values of both the university

engagement’

process benefit or

and local Indigenous communities. This Plan aims to make the university a better place, not only for Indigenous

not benefit

peoples but also for all people – students, faculty, and staff alike. We have a shared responsibility for living the

Indigenous peoples

Plan’s values. Acknowledging and addressing colonization are important means to support our goal of

and the wider

reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Further, this Plan aims to create a nurturing and

community?
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collaborative environment that values intercultural understanding, which enables us to work across difference’
(UVic, 2017, p. 6).
Findings
The knowledge sharing between UVic and Indigenous peoples at a local, national, and international level is evident
and well defined in both the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 and the Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and
Payment for *səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers and Community Members document. This knowledge
sharing process is given significant thought in relation to the benefits of the process for both Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples and for the broader process of reconciliation. UVic has established an authentic relationship
with Indigenous peoples and incorporated Indigenous community relationships and partnerships into the
governance, curriculum development and research agenda at the university. This integration has enabled an ethical
two-way collaborative learning process that supports reconciliation with Indigenous peoples at a local, national,
and international level.
Principle 6:

1. How are differing

Document Excerpt

‘Reconciliation’

beliefs and values

The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states: ‘We reaffirm our commitment to act on the recommendations to

deliberated during

enhance educational opportunities for Indigenous students, and to further develop initiatives and programs of

the collaborative

education, research, outreach and engagement with an Indigenous focus. We understand that the commitment to

process?

reconciliation also involves ensuring that UVic is a racism free, inclusive environment that embraces the many
diverse cultures present in the broader university community. Universities have a responsibility to ensure that
students, faculty and staff are knowledgeable about the history of abuse and racism with respect to the Indigenous
peoples of Canada, and the enduring and negative impacts of colonialism. Our university, like other institutions
that are part of today’s Canada, needs to consider how colonizing structures and relationships continue to impact
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Indigenous students. We will provide opportunities and venues to foster intercultural understanding and
connection, and to be a catalyst for reconciliation through courageous conversations and actions’ (UVic, 2017, p.
2).
Findings
The analysis of the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 provided insight into how differing beliefs and values are
deliberated during the collaborative process between UVic and the Indigenous community. The plan explains that
collaborative work between the university and Indigenous communities is built on the values of two-way learning
and mutual respect, which from the university’s perspective facilitates cross-cultural understanding of differences
in beliefs and values, in turn creating a pathway for reconciliation.
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5.2.1 UVic document analysis summary
In summary, the UVic document analysis provided evidence of the application of five out of
the six principles of Ethical Space Theory and five out of the five principles examined
(Principles 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6) in relation to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the
curriculum. As previously outlined in section 3.5, no questions that related to Research
Question 1 – the ‘Status quo’ Principle were required. The document analysis provided
numerous examples of how UVic engages Indigenous communities to support the
university’s institutional policies that guide how Indigenous knowledges are embedded across
the law curriculum. The UVic document analysis provided partial or complete answers to the
initial research questions that were derived from the literature review.
5.2.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The UVic document analysis provided evidence of the application of the ‘ethics’ principle
through the university’s commitment to establishing a place of dialogue sharing between the
university and national and international Indigenous communities for the purpose of
recruiting and retaining Indigenous students. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 refers to
the university’s provision of a respectful and supportive environment to create a sense of
safety for Indigenous peoples and communities that come into contact with the university,
whether as a staff member, student or community member. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–
2022 details that Elders are held in high regard and are the caretakers of cultural wisdom
(UVic, 2017, p. 10). The document analysis identified that the university consults and
collaborates with Indigenous Elders and Indigenous community members SELWAN SḰAL
(Old One’s voices) and reinforces the commitment to self-determination of the Metis and
Inuit communities. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 demonstrates that past injustices
are recognised and reconciled through the university’s commitment to providing education
that is shaped by strong collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities.
However, description of how the purpose of such consultations is conveyed to the Indigenous
community was lacking in the documents analysed. In relation to evidence of who sets the
protocols and guidelines governing consultations, the document analysis found that the UVic
Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 affirms that the collaborative work the university undertakes
with local Indigenous peoples and communities is grounded in the historical and
contemporary protocols and values of these peoples (UVic, 2017, p. 9). The Guidelines of
Protocol, Hosting and Payment for *səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers and
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Community assist and guide academics in relation to cultural protocols and recommend
certain rules of engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of
collaborative projects. The Elders Voice and Elders in Residence webpage also provides
details of where and when staff and students can meet with Indigenous Elders and the contact
details of the Cultural Protocol Liaison Officer.
5.2.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 1 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required.
5.2.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The UVic document analysis identified evidence of the application of ‘the undercurrent’
principle through the university’s acknowledgement that educational institutions have
contributed to the ongoing trauma and disadvantage of Indigenous peoples across Canada.
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 concedes that many students that enter higher
education will have experienced colonial systems of mistreatment and disadvantage as
children through the Residential and Indian schools between 1876 and 1985. The plan also
recognises that strategies and initiatives must be put in place to combat previous colonial
structures and promote reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in
Canada.
5.2.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The UVic document analysis provided evidence of the application of the ‘Indigenous gaze’
principle through the identification of how Indigenous communities are involved in the
process of sharing knowledge with academia. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 outlines
that the work of the university is underpinned by the cultural philosophy that depicts the
weaving of cedar and acknowledges that cedar has a prominent place in Indigenous
communities, especially those of coastal nations. The weaving of cedar is used as a metaphor
to underpin the plan’s mission, such that the different strands of cedar, when woven together,
are analogous to Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples working together to strengthen the
university’s partnership with Indigenous communities. The plan states that the university is
committed to creating an environment where cultural ceremony and traditions are valued,
where Elders and Indigenous community members can be part of the teaching of Indigenous
education, where cultural safety of Indigenous staff and students is prioritised, where
Indigenous protocols are respected and where practices of Indigenous self-determination are
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supported. The aim is therefore to incorporate the values of respect, understanding and
mutual benefit into collaborations with Indigenous peoples and communities.
5.2.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The UVic document analysis provided evidence of the application of the ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’ principle through various collaborations between the law faculty and numerous
Indigenous communities. The models of collaboration used include the Elders Voice
Program; respected partnerships with the Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ peoples; and
numerous community programs and workshops. The document analysis also found evidence
of eight current and eight completed community legal projects and the facilitation of fourteen
Indigenous workshops.
In addition, the law faculty also works collaboratively with Indigenous peoples and
communities to facilitate on Country Aboriginal Awareness Camps. Both the UVic
Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 and the Guidelines for Protocol, Hosting and Payment for
səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE (Elders), Knowledge Keepers and Community Members set out rules
of engagement covering collaborations with Indigenous communities for use by academics,
including advice on Indigenous protocols and appropriate payments for the Indigenous
people involved. UVic also has a number of future collaborative programs planned, including
the build of an internationally unique national centre of excellence for the study of
Indigenous laws, for which $9 million has been granted, which will also be home to the
Indigenous legal orders and Canadian common law degree (JD/JID), which was launched in
2018 and is the subject of this case study research.
5.2.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The UVic document analysis provided insight regarding the benefits of the knowledge
sharing process for Indigenous peoples and the wider community through examination of the
UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022. The plan explains that the collaborative work between the
university and Indigenous communities is built on the values of two-way learning and mutual
respect, which, according to the university, facilitates cross-cultural understanding of
difference and thereby pathways for reconciliation. Furthermore, the plan states that the
university is committed to an educational environment free of institutional racism and
discrimination and reflects on how colonial institutions have obstructed Indigenous
community relationships. The plan also explains how the university initiates cross-cultural
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collaborations with Indigenous peoples that include dialogue and action to promote
reconciliation.

5.3 UVic case study research participants
In addition to the document analysis, the data from the UVic case study was drawn from
research participant interviews and focus groups with individuals associated with the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the university’s Joint Degree in Canadian
Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Table 5.2 provides the research
participant details, their participant group and their role within the JD/JID Program.
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Table 5.2: UVic Case Study Research Participant Information
Research Participant
Professor John Borrows

Participant Group
Indigenous Law Academic

Participant’s Role
Professor of Law, Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Law, and
contributor to the design, development, and delivery of Indigenous
law across the UVic Joint Degree Program in Canadian Common
Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Professor Borrows
is Anishinaabe/Ojibway and a member of the Chippewa of the
Nawash First Nation in Ontario, Canada.

Professor Rebecca Johnson

Non-Indigenous Law Academic

Professor of Law, Associate Director of the Indigenous Law
Research Unit and contributor to the design, development, and
delivery of Indigenous law across the UVic Joint Degree Program
in Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders
(JID).

Professor Val Napoleon

Indigenous Law Academic

Law Foundation Chair of Indigenous Justice and Governance,
Director of the Indigenous Law Research Unit, and Director for
the Joint Degree Program in Canadian Common Law (JD) and
Indigenous Legal Orders (JID) and contributor to the design,
development and delivery of Indigenous law across the UVic Joint
Degree Program in Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous
Legal Orders (JID). Professor Napoleon is from north-east British
Columbia (Treaty 8) and a member of the Saulteau First Nation
and an adopted member of the Gitanyow (Gitksan) House of
Luuxhon, Ganada (Frog) Clan.
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Professor Jeremy Webber

Non-Indigenous Law Academic

Professor of Law, UVic’s Dean of Law from 2013 to 2018,
Canada Research Chair in Law and Society at UVic from 2002 to
2014 and contributor to the design, development, and delivery of
Indigenous law across the UVic’s Joint Degree Program in
Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID).
Prior to joining UVic, Professor Webber was Dean of Law at the
University of Sydney, Australia (1998–2002).

Associate Professor Jeff Corntassel

Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder

Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor of Indigenous Studies and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder who contributed to the Joint
Degree Program in Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous
Legal Orders (JID).

Ruth Young

Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder

Cree First Nations, Manager of Indigenous Initiatives, Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder who contributed to the Joint Degree
Program in Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal
Orders (JID).

Carolyn Belleau

Indigenous UVic Law Student

UVic law student studying the Joint Degree Program in Canadian
Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Carolyn is
an Indigenous student from the Tsilhqot’in Nation.

Brendan Noyes

Indigenous UVic Law Student

UVic law student studying the Joint Degree Program in Canadian
Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Brendan is
an Indigenous student from Michif and Icelandic settler, English
settler and French settler.
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Tania Talebzadeh

Non-Indigenous UVic Law Student

UVic law student studying the Joint Degree Program in Canadian
Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Tania is a
non-Indigenous student.

Andrea Vogel

Non-Indigenous UVic Law Student

UVic law student studying the Joint Degree Program in Canadian
Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). Andrea is
a non-Indigenous student.
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The research participants who contributed to the UVic case study come from various cultural
and First Nations backgrounds with knowledge systems and lived experiences. All four law
academics (two Indigenous and two non-Indigenous) contributed to the design, development,
and delivery of embedding Indigenous laws and knowledges across UVic’s Joint Degree in
Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID). The four law academics
interviewed teach and research a range of Indigenous laws, perspectives, and knowledges
across the joint JD/JID law program and collaborate with Indigenous community members to
inform Indigenous curriculum and research initiatives. Two Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders were interviewed, both of whom had contributed to the Joint Degree Program in
Canadian Common Law (JD) and Indigenous Legal Orders (JID) through their engagement
as Indigenous people, their connections and collaborations with Indigenous communities, and
their institutional roles and work at UVic. All four law student participants (two Indigenous
and two non-Indigenous), at the time of the research, were enrolled in the joint JD/JID law
program, which includes Indigenous laws, knowledges and perspectives and cultural landbased learning experiences.

5.4 Participant Group 1 – UVic academic interview findings
Initial contact for the UVic case study was made via a face-to-face meeting between the
researcher and UVic academic Professor Rebecca Johnson in Sydney, Australia. At the first
meeting Professor Johnson recommended four UVic law academics, including herself, who
would be suitable to participate in the research project. The four academics were invited to
participate in the research interviews, and all consented to take part. The research was
initially designed to be conducted during a face-to-face site visit to UVic, Canada, in June
2020. However, COVID-19 travel and research restrictions meant that the research had to be
conducted virtually online.
In Stage 2 of the research data collection, UVic academic participants were invited to identify
key Indigenous curriculum stakeholders for participation in the research. The academic
participants identified multiple Indigenous curriculum stakeholders in the design,
development, and delivery of UVic’s JD/JID Program, including an Indigenous academic,
Indigenous professional staff member and Indigenous community members. Unfortunately,
due to travel and research restrictions the relational connection and engagement with
Indigenous community members was greatly affected. Additional details about the
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engagement with the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants and the associated
complications are discussed in the section on Indigenous curriculum stakeholder findings.
Stage 3 of the data collection involved interviews with UVic academics. Professor John
Borrows explained that UVic’s JD/JID program was a product of many years of development
and collaboration. Professor Borrows recounted how the idea of a joint degree was first
deliberated in 1995 and moved towards conception when he and Professor Jeremy Webber
had a conversation in 2004 on a beach in Woy Woy, on the NSW central coast of Australia.
Professor Webber stated that the establishment of a joint Indigenous and common law
program was a key motivator for him to serve as Dean of the UVic Law School.
We worked at it for essentially 14 years, a series of pilot projects, conferences,
consultations, and discussions about how one might do this and how one might do it
with integrity. I became Dean at University of Victoria in 2013 and one of the things
that attracted me to serve as Dean was the possibility of finding a way to make this
dream a reality and, indeed, that’s what happened. (UVic Academic, Professor
Webber, 2020)
Professor Borrows elaborated that the development of this distinctive law degree involved
many years of groundwork, which included securing financial support to build the
foundations of the law curriculum and the faculty’s capacity to teach the degree.
We began to develop the curriculum and think about its contours, and, through time,
we got different pieces piloted, people trained. We got it [UVic’s JD/JID program]
approved by our faculty council, subject to financing and then our financing came in,
in 2017. So, we had all the pieces together because of all this work through the years
and we were able to invite our first cohort in and we’ve had two cohorts and the third
is starting this coming September. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Furthermore, Professor Napoleon discussed the learning duration of the joint degree and how
law students are required to interact with Indigenous communities through field school
learning experiences.
The course is a one-year course over two terms, along with the other first year
courses. The law degree programs in Canada, you have to have an undergrad degree
and then it’s a three-year program of study and then one year of articling with
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lawyers. Instead of three years, we have it over four years, the third and fourth year
includes field school, and people will be working with Indigenous communities on
things that matter to Indigenous communities. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon,
2020)
In addition to Indigenous curriculum development, all four UVic academic participants
discussed the work of the ILRU and how it plays an integral role in the JD/JID law program.
Professor Johnson outlined that the ILRU is an independent entity that works alongside the
UVic Law Faculty to conduct Indigenous community research projects.
One of the things that has been of some assistance has been the establishment of the
Indigenous Law Research Unit at UVic. It’s not established by UVic but it is an
independent centre that is supported by the university and the law school. Our
research unit is one that is designed on a model of 100 per cent collaborative
research agreements with Indigenous communities. (UVic Academic, Professor
Johnson, 2020)
Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
All four UVic academics interviewed indicated that culturally competent consultation
practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous laws and knowledges across
the JD/JID need to include the following: the building of community relationships, staff
professional development, the observance of Indigenous community protocols, and the
recognition of Indigenous cultural authority and legitimacy. In addition, the UVic academic
participants all discussed how supplementary internal people, such as the Manager of
Indigenous Initiatives, the Indigenous Studies faculty, and dedicated departments such as the
First Peoples House, support their capabilities to establish consultation and collaborative
partnerships with Indigenous communities.
Professor Napoleon indicated that UVic has put in place professional development to guide
academic learning to work in a culturally appropriately way with Indigenous communities.
This training includes professional development in relation to community protocols and
challenges existing assumptions about Indigenous law.
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We’ve done a lot of professional development with different law schools. We do a
three-day workshop for people, and we teach them our methodology and we teach
them about Indigenous law. Not that they’re all the same, but what are their
assumptions that they hold that are going to get in the way of being able to see and
understand Indigenous law. A lot of the work is undoing their thinking, so that there’s
some openness, so that they can start to see something beyond that which they’re used
to. The creation of materials is important and then supporting communities to ask the
hard questions of the academics, so that the communities are setting the standard for
that engagement. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Professor Johnson emphasised the importance of cultural authority and that authenticity
needs to be considered when academics are engaging with Indigenous community members
for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges and law across the legal curriculum.
Even on the question of consultation, who is to be consulted with? One of the
challenges for people is who speaks for an Indigenous community about what legal
tools can or can’t be used? So that’s a big question and it gets us into really
complicated debates about authenticity or legitimacy or authority. (UVic Academic,
Professor Johnson, 2020)
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Table 5.3: UVic Academic Interview Findings for Research Question 1 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

Research Question 1 – sub-questions
1. How are Indigenous communities/peoples identified and approached?
All four UVic academic participants emphasised the importance of having Indigenous faculty members
associated with the law program. Indigenous faculty members teach in the JD/JID program and act as a link
to Indigenous communities, identifying and approaching other Indigenous peoples and communities for
research and curriculum purposes. Professor Napoleon clarified that Canada is home to multiple Indigenous
legal orders and outlined how Indigenous laws are considered for inclusion.
Across Canada, there are at least 55 different legal orders and so we had to think about what it would
mean, how would we select? What ends up is that it’s who the professors are. (UVic Academic,
Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Professor Napoleon further conveyed that the ILRU was established in 2012 to collaborate with Indigenous
communities around the development of legal teaching resources for the JD/JID curriculum.
I set up in 2012, with my colleagues, an Indigenous Law Research Institute, we’ve been working in
partnership with Indigenous communities on all kinds of Indigenous legal questions across Canada.
We have very structured and organised methodologies for working with people, it has very rigorous
and high standards for how we work with communities. So, what that research unit did was we were
able to produce materials like the teaching guide. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
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Professor Napoleon and Professor Borrows explained that Indigenous communities are identified and
approached by way of existing community contacts and through a cultural invitation.
We go to the community, they invite us, we go there. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
We work with local communities, so Lekwungen speaking peoples of the Esquimalt and Songhees
were supportive and invited us to do work in the area and we talked about it and then the W
̱ SÁNEĆ
peoples, which are just north of the university, also were very supportive. (UVic Academic, Professor
Borrows, 2020)
2. How is a place for dialogue sharing established?
All four UVic academic participants spoke of the establishment of a place of dialogue as an important
element in the process of relationship building between academics and Indigenous community members. All
the academic participants emphasised that the relationships established with Indigenous communities are
based on the UVic law faculty’s principles of respect, reciprocity and mutuality. Professor Borrows
commented that establishing a place for dialogue is dependent on each group of people and the relationship
that exists among them.
It really depends group by group, there’s no pan-Indigenous way to do this. It’s really relationshipbased and it is the case that we have sets of principles of respect, reciprocity and mutuality, but that
can look different from place to place. So, we generally work by way of invitation. Sometimes we’ll
put an idea out there and say, ‘This is what we’re interested in or thinking about. Are you at all as
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communities interested in this?’ And if they indicate that they are, then we will go at their invitation.
(UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Professor Napoleon explained that UVic was at the time in negotiations to build a new building to house the
JD/JID program and that a place of dialogue had to be established to seek out Indigenous community feeling
and advice on the matter. Professor Napoleon offered a similar response to Professor Borrows in stating that
an established place for dialogue needs to be grounded in community relationships.
Right now, we’re putting together a major capital project, a building. We don’t have enough room in
the law school for the Indigenous law degree program. So, we’re going to build a really big addition
on to the law school and the care is not to silo it ... It has to be integrated in a way that makes sense.
We spent a year or more asking local Indigenous people, what would make them comfortable to come
into the law school? What would they like to see in the law school? So that was another way that
we’ve been trying to build relationships with communities. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon,
2020)
The academic participants discussed the concept of place with multiple nuances, including connection to and
relationship with Indigenous peoples and communities and in relation to a physical place that is created for
the purpose of dialogue sharing.
3. How are past injustices recognised and/or reconciled in the consultation process?
All four UVic academic participants discussed the ways in which past injustices are recognised and
reconciled during the consultation process, including by listening and learning from community
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conversations and through the promotion of and focus on Indigenous laws. Professor Johnson noted that there
is an educative process for academics to consider when working with Indigenous communities, which
includes listening to multiple community perspectives to learn about historical injustice and being informed
from the perspective of Indigenous peoples’ lived experience. Professor Johnson also emphasised that during
the collaborative process academics will make mistakes and will need to be guided by Indigenous community
members in relation to protocols and knowledge development.
There is an explicit acknowledgement that people will educate us as we go and that as we make
errors, we get corrected, which is the biggest gift you can possibly get is correction. (UVic Academic,
Professor Johnson, 2020)
Professor Napoleon explained that past injustices are often at the forefront of the Indigenous community’s
lived experience in relation to how the common law has failed Indigenous peoples. Professor Napoleon
asserted that when consulting with community for the purpose of embedding Indigenous law and knowledges
into the law curriculum, the focus needs to be on Indigenous law to create a positive collaborative
environment for the consultation.
There’s lots of people who get stuck there, particularly leaders who have been dealing with law firms
for a long time because they’re the worst ones to deal with, because they think they know Canadian
law and they actually don’t. So, the way that we approach that is we invite people to focus on their
own law rather than looking at state law, because if they start looking at what they have to do with
state law or the history of state law then that shapes how they talk about their own law. So, what we
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ask people to do, as a first step, is set it [state law] aside. (UVic Academic, Professor Val Napoleon,
2020)
Professor Napoleon further emphasised that academics need to have sufficient background knowledge to
influence a shift in the conversation between state and Indigenous law. Such a shift will enable Indigenous
community members to reflect on the strength of their own Indigenous law instead of focusing on how state
law has disadvantaged and mistreated Indigenous peoples and communities in the past.
You have to do the homework because if you don’t do the homework and if you haven’t substantively
articulated your own law and the procedures and the ways that the law works for ourselves, if we
don’t do that, then Canadian law or state law is the default. We have to do the homework so that we
can change the conversations that we have with state law and, to do that, you set it aside. (UVic
Academic, Professor Val Napoleon, 2020)
4. Who sets the protocols/guidelines for the consultation?
All four UVic academic participants provided similar responses when asked about who sets the protocols for
community consultations. All the academics endorsed the view that consultations need to be led by the
Indigenous community and governed by Indigenous protocols. Professor Napoleon emphasised the
importance of an internal faculty member who has the role of navigating community protocols to set up
Indigenous partnerships for the JD/JID program. This person was identified as Ruth Young, Manager of
Indigenous Initiatives, who was subsequently interviewed because of the importance of her role and the
reliance on her knowledge and skills in the consultation and collaborative process.
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We have well-established methodologies at this point for our research unit and within the JD/JID, we
have a person who is really good at working with communities and understanding the importance of
protocols. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
5. Where do consultations take place? Why is this place chosen?
All four UVic academic participants explained that consultations predominantly take place where Indigenous
communities are located or in a location chosen by the Indigenous community with whom the university is
consulting. The academics discussed how consultations vary depending on the community and the location of
the community and emphasised the importance of a community coordinator in the consultation process.
Professor Napoleon’s response was most indicative of the academics’ responses.
It depends on which part of the province we’re in, so, like, if it’s up in the Yukon, usually what people
will do, because there’s so much distance between where people live, people will usually rent a room
either in Dawson City or in Whitehorse. Sometimes the communities have their own rooms where you
can gather. For every community, we ask them to appoint a coordinator to work with us, that person
comes to all the interviews, arranges where things are at and sometimes its people’s homes. (UVic
Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
6. How often do consultations take place?
All four UVic academic participants provided evidence of regular consultations with numerous Indigenous
communities across Canada. The academics indicated that community consultations take place according to
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community need and under community direction. Often the frequency of the consultations is driven by the
complexity of the collaboration or the need to check the accuracy of the work taking place in the
collaborative engagement.
We do a three-day workshop with communities, two or three days, so that communities can see how
we’re working and why we’re working. So that’s really important, that they help us with the analyses,
they help us with the synthesis, whatever, but we have to make sure that we support people. Like what
training we have, we share that training and then when we first go in, we analyse around a particular
issue, whatever people want to focus on, we analyse, you know, anywhere from 20 to 60 narratives,
which basically is a legal analysis. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Professor Napoleon explained that after the initial consultation workshop, academics visit community’s
multiple times to check the progress and accuracy of the work being undertaken. This process was described
by the academic participants as lengthy, and sometimes taking years to complete. Professor Napoleon’s
response was most indicative of the responses provided.
Then we go to them, and we say, ‘Here’s what we did. Did we get it right?’ and they’ll say, ‘No, you
didn’t’ or ‘You used the wrong narratives’. The point is, is that we never go to a community and say,
‘Tell us your law’. That’s impossible. So, when we do the work, people can see, ‘Okay, I’ve got
something to say about that’ or ‘What I know are my experience matters here because’ – so it’s a
dialogue. It’s not extraction and so you create something together. And then after, the materials are
developed, the reports are developed. Then we spend as long as it takes doing validation exercises.
So, we go back to the community, and we’ll say, ‘Okay, so over the last year, here’s what we
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developed. Here’s what we recorded that you said’ or whatever part of the report that we’re looking
at and people will validate it or they’ll change it or they’ll say, ‘I want another idea put in here’. So,
what’s been interesting is that the more of that kind of kitchen table consultation that you do, the
more people will come and do it. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
7. How is the purpose of the consultation conveyed to the Indigenous community?
All four UVic academic participants provided several examples of how the purpose of the consultation is
conveyed to the Indigenous community. All responses were similar in that the university’s intent is not
specifically to gain resources for its law curriculum but also to empower Indigenous communities and to
validate Indigenous law, culture, and knowledges. The academics described this process as a mission and
purpose of the UVic law school – first to support Indigenous community self-determination and second to
provide a stimulus for the law curriculum. Professor Johnson’s response was most indicative of the academic
responses.
The purpose is never our curriculum. The purpose is always their [Indigenous community] work, but
when we describe what it is that we hope to do in our classroom, it’s partly to make visible the
integrity of their law so that when they [Indigenous communities] have lawyers who come and
interact with either them or the people on the other side, that those people have some competency to
begin to see and identify the presence of their [Indigenous community] law. So, most communities
have been very poorly served by law and they’re very aware of how hard it has been to have
government accept that there is something called Indigenous law. So having Indigenous law treated
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with the same integrity, the same respect, the same rigour as other legal orders is of huge value.
(UVic Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 1 –
Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required (see section 3.5).

Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How are the principles of historical and political power structures recognised and acknowledged in
the collaborative partnership?
All four UVic academic participants provided examples of how historical and political power structures are
recognised and acknowledged in the collaborative partnership between academics and Indigenous peoples,
including through initiatives that promote truth and reconciliation to address ongoing forms of colonialism,
the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous legal orders, and the promotion of Indigenous selfdetermination through governance structures.
Professor Borrows discussed how historical and political power structures are acknowledged at many levels
of university governance, as well as at a national level. Some initiatives have led to the development of
Indigenous curriculum units for tertiary education and the inclusion of Indigenous content across law
accreditation courses.
So, in different ways. I mean, there’s been times when the Law Foundation of British Columbia or the
Law Society of British Columbia have created committees where they’ve supported us. They’ve also
funded us to do curricular materials that put Indigenous content into the materials, both at the law
school level and at the bar admissions course level. Then it was up to the faculty members as to
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whether or not they would adopt the units that were created. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows,
2020)
Professor Borrows reported that institutional and national committees also manage and seek to address the
complications arising from historical and political power structures in terms of the law curriculum. Professor
Borrows emphasised that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission has mandated objectives specifically
relating to the Indigenous cultural competency of legal education and legal practitioners in Canada to address
such power structures.
There are committees, Truth and Reconciliation committees on the law school or equity committees
that deal with those issues of power. It’s also the case that we teach law in a societal context. It’s not
just about black letter law, as it were, and so people see the historical and political and
anthropological and sociological dimensions of the law as well. And so that’s another way of seeing
the power that’s there. Also, it’s the case that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 2014 and
2016 really pushed the envelope here because it said in the 27th and 28th call to actions that law
schools and law societies should introduce materials dealing with these questions and because the
report wasn’t focused just on the government, but with civil society at large, including law schools,
there was an uptake on that and so they became our allies in doing this work. Because if you have a
law society, say to a law school, ‘So what are you doing to deal with the question of colonialism?’
then the law schools get a little bit more interested because they know that’s where their students are
heading out and the bar will be asking questions about that as well. (UVic Academic, Professor
Borrows, 2020)
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Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. Why do Indigenous communities want to be involved or not want to be involved in the process of
sharing knowledge with academia?
All four UVic academic participants provided their own perspectives on why Indigenous communities either
do or do not want to be involved in the process of sharing knowledge with academia. The reasons they cited
included to create a platform for Indigenous voices to be heard; to achieve the respect, recognition and
reclamation of Indigenous knowledges and laws; to influence legal practitioners’ and legal graduates’ cultural
competence; and to allow Indigenous peoples to be involved in the higher education process.
In relation to Indigenous peoples who want to be involved, the academic participants explained that
Indigenous peoples are looking for a platform to have their cultural and traditional knowledges recognised;
whereas regarding those who do not want to be involved, the traditionally excessive and intrusive approach
of academia to Indigenous peoples and communities was cited as a reason. Professor Borrows’s response was
the most indicative of the academic participant responses.
There’s a lot of reasons, I think there’s a sense from some communities that they’ve not been listened
to and they want people to know who they are and what they have. And it’s not everyone in the
community that wants that. Some people say, ‘Go away. We’ve had enough of you. Thank you very
much’. But there’s others that say, ‘No, we are here. We have things to offer. You’ve not listened.
Please create a space for this to occur’. And so, part of the motivation is for being able to be heard
and be respected and if in the process of that, validation comes through the law that would be of
course a great result. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
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Professor Borrows further commented that providing cultural learning experiences for law students, lawyers
and judges can improve their knowledge and skills when working with Indigenous peoples and communities.
For instance, my Anishinaabe law camps, we have lawyers and judges come as well as law students
and sometimes those lawyers and judges end up on committees or cases where Indigenous peoples or
communities are involved and so that building of understanding hopefully helps them see the people
and the community not as a stereotype, but there’s some kind of nuance there and a layer behind just
the statistic or the charge or the issue that comes before them. So those are some of the motivations.
(UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Furthermore, Professor Borrows explained that Indigenous peoples like to be part of an educative process
that in the past may have been unavailable or disrupted due to practices of injustice or colonial circumstance.
I think our communities also like to learn and so just being able to be involved in a learning process
can be exciting. You know, people who didn’t get a chance to go to university because of residential
schools or their university was cut short because they had to go off to work. They want to be part of
an environment where people are asking questions and doing so in a way that’s not shutting them
down. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What models of Indigenous collaboration exist within the law education program?
All four UVic academic participants discussed the models of Indigenous collaboration in use across the
JD/JID law program. These models included numerous Indigenous community collaborations for research
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and curriculum development such as field schools and for staff and practitioner professional development.
Professor Borrows described these collaborations as multilayered and requiring extensive community
dialogue and consultation.
That’s a couple of layers. For the approval of the program, we did a lot in going to communities, both
local communities that were next door to us. We work with local communities, so Lekwungen
speaking peoples of the Esquimalt and Songhees … then the W
̱ SÁNEĆ peoples, which are just north
of the university…. There’s two reservations with the Songhees and Esquimalt and then four
reservations or reserves with the W
̱ SÁNEĆ people and, in fact, almost two years ago now, we did a
field school with the W
̱ SÁNEĆ people and one of their members is finishing their PhD and so we cotaught that course together. Then each year now, for about maybe 25 years, the students have run an
Indigenous law camp somewhere on Vancouver Island and with that they’ve been invited into various
communities all over the place and so that has really also been a part of that collaborative process.
We’ve got a lot of local relationships. We also work through the Indigenous Law Research Unit.
(UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
In addition, Professor Napoleon discussed how the ILRU has various models of Indigenous community
collaboration around community-led research that subsequently inform the development of Indigenous law
curriculum resources.
So we create materials that can be used in the classroom or by communities. The communities own
the materials. We can share it with their permission. We only work by invitation. So, a community
needs to come to us and say, ‘We have something we’d like to work with you on’, whether it’s
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citizenship, human rights or whether it’s women or lands, resources and water, governance, dispute
resolution, child welfare that communities want to work on, then we have a methodology, we have
processes to do that. Some communities we work very intensely with, depending on what they want to
do, and then other communities, like just recently, we have a new project on resources and water
where we’ll train and then we’ll support them to do it. We have that model as well, so there’s more
than one model. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
2. Are these collaboration models underpinned by a specific agreement or policy?

All four UVic academic participants noted that UVic and the law school itself have several policies that guide
collaboration with Indigenous communities. The academics commented that, although the institution does
provide several policies guiding the ethical engagement with Indigenous communities, the collaborations
need to be driven by Indigenous community protocols and requirements. Professor Webber discussed the
progression of collaborative practices of engagement with Indigenous communities in Canada and Australia,
noting that the current guidelines pertain to research and not teaching or curriculum. Professor Webber
indicated that this highlighted a gap in the collaborative process around curriculum development.
Absolutely, in fact in Canada over the last few decades there’s been quite an expansion, as there is in
Australia, of the ethical requirements of interacting with communities. Those, I have to say, tend to be
most developed on a research side. So, as we’ve developed the teaching links, the same ethical
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requirements that are adapted to research don’t necessarily work so well for teaching. (UVic
Academic, Professor Webber, 2020)
Professor Napoleon emphasised that, although the university has several policies on ethical collaboration,
Indigenous community collaborations need to be underpinned by Indigenous community protocols.
We [UVic] have our own policies that requires us to have insofar as ethics but in addition to that,
most communities have their own requirements, and they want their own agreements signed and so
we negotiate that with them. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Furthermore, Professor Johnson commented that each community collaboration is typically negotiated
through an MOU and described the negotiation phase as requiring a significant amount of time in order to
honour community protocols.
The MOU might even take a year or two to get that established and then we prepare ourselves,
there’s a long road before we are in community. We’re not in community till we’ve already read the
resources they want us to read, have read the stories, have thought about them, have got draft briefs
of them, have read historical material. This is collaborative partnerships working primarily with a
community’s stories or language resources and then working with the community to kind of ground
truth or verify or validate our interpretations. (UVic Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
3. How does the knowledge sharing process benefit or not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider
community?
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All four UVic law academics cited numerous benefits of sharing Indigenous knowledges and laws with
academia. These included the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous laws, the distribution of
Indigenous community knowledge through literature and multimedia resources (with community
permission), the employment of Indigenous community members in the collaborative process, and the
elevation of Indigenous law to influence the future direction for Indigenous peoples in Canada. Professor
Borrows’s and Professor Napoleon’s responses were most indicative of the academic responses.
Every year, there’s more people that will come and engage because it’s creating a grammar to talk
about law. It’s reclaiming law away from the state. It’s reclaiming law on their own terms and that’s
part of the process of rebuilding law. So, the process of research itself is activism. It is rebuilding our
communities and our law. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
It really is responsive to their [Indigenous community] needs and their efforts and we try to be a
support and be a strength to them. But there’s some patterns that have developed and those patterns
are making sure that people are hired within the community, that they are funded, that they’re not
taken advantage of, that ceremony and protocol is attended to, that there’s ownership of the materials
by the community and if there’s something that they don’t want us to share, we don’t share it. We also
then partner with them in publishing, if there are things that they’d like to get out to the world,
because many communities, of course, do want to share with the world the things that they’re working
through. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
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1. How are differing beliefs and values deliberated during the collaborative process?

The four UVic academic participants provided similar examples of how differing beliefs and values are
deliberated in the collaborative process. These examples included involving Indigenous peoples in the
research underpinning the design, development, and delivery of the curriculum; creating a space for dialogue
with Indigenous communities to discuss difference and respect for cultural and community protocols; and
through the influence of Indigenous scholarship and expertise. Professor Napoleon spoke of the creation of a
gathering place to conduct discussions in relation to the meaning, interpretation, and utilisation of Indigenous
law. Such a gathering place can facilitate the deliberation of differing beliefs and values between Indigenous
communities and the academy.
There’s a lot of different strategies we employ, depending on where we are. I talk about the fact that
all communities have disagreements. The reason we have law is because we have disagreements and
what law does is allow us to reach an agreement on something and as long as those processes are
legitimate and are understood by everybody who is involved and who is affected as being legitimate,
they will uphold a decision even if they don’t get their own way. So, it’s talking about the role of law,
which is not the colonial hammer but it’s also being honest about the promise of law. But law can fail
too, and so what we have to understand is that our work with law is to maintain, to identify and to
maintain the standards by which it’s going to be law. It has to allow human dignity. (UVic Academic,
Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Professor Napoleon further described how creating collaborative partnerships with Indigenous communities
can open pathways for people to challenge the law and legal concepts.
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It’s creating spaces for different ways of looking at it and pushing back against declarations about
law, like just saying what the law is, saying what the rules are is not law. That’s incomplete. So,
explaining what you have to know and how people have agreed that a law exists. You have to know
whether and how someone’s broken the law. You have to know whether and how the law should be
changed and those are all collaborative processes that have to have legitimacy. (UVic Academic,
Professor Napoleon, 2020)
In addition, Professor Johnson explained that the law school is now able to harness the expert knowledge of
its Indigenous academics to open up discussions about Indigenous contexts.
As we have more and more Indigenous scholars and colleagues to draw on, we’re not drawing on
them as representatives of their community, but as people with expertise in an area where Indigenous
law, Indigenous business or Indigenous philosophy has become part of the conversation. (UVic
Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
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Research Question 2: How does consultation with Indigenous communities inform the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
All four UVic academic participants provided consistent responses in highlighting the central
role played by internal Indigenous scholars in the embedding of Indigenous knowledges and
laws across the JD/JID curriculum. The academics indicated that UVic is fortunate to have
several Indigenous scholars who lead teaching, research, and staff professional development.
These scholars were positioned as having extensive community connections which have
increased the number of Indigenous partnerships for both curriculum and research purposes.
Professor Webber’s response was most indicative of the academic responses.
So, we’ve had deep and longstanding engagement, in fact, there’s just not a chance
we could have done this program without having extraordinarily deep relationships.
Some of those relationships, of course, indispensable relationships, were the product
of having Indigenous faculty involved in the delivery of the program, who of course
maintain very strong connections to their particular communities. Val [Professor
Napoleon], who of course is Saulteaux, Dane-zaa and Cree from the Saulteaux First
Nation in north-east BC, but who also was adopted into a Gitxsan house and spent
more than two decades in Gitxsan Country. And John [Professor Borrows], who is
Anishinabek, there were other people who made very substantial contributions along
the way, but there’s no doubt that the two real intellectual leaders of the program
have been John and Val, in the program’s development. (UVic Academic, Professor
Webber, 2020)
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Table 5.4: UVic Academic Interview Findings for Research Question 2 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

Research Question 2 – Sub-questions
1. Who decides which Indigenous knowledges are appropriate for the curriculum?
All four UVic academic participants explained that Indigenous communities need to govern which
Indigenous knowledges and laws are embedded in the design, development, and delivery across the JD/JID
law curriculum. Professor Napoleon noted that academics focus first on public-facing material and then
concentrate on the human aspects of Indigenous law, but not the sacred or spiritual side. Professor
Napoleon’s response was most indicative of the academic responses.
The community does, we work with publicly available material initially and then we say, ‘If there are
additional narratives or stories or other things that you don’t want to share, then don’t share them.
Don’t tell us. We don’t want to know’. The other thing is that in looking at law, what we focus on is
what humans do. We don’t get into the spiritual because it’s none of our business. (UVic Academic,
Professor Napoleon, 2020)
2. How is cultural authorisation taken into consideration in this process?
All four UVic academic participants emphasised that sourcing Indigenous people with cultural authorisation
is crucial for the embedding of authentic Indigenous laws across the JD/JID curriculum. In this regard, the
academics again recognised the importance of the internal Indigenous scholars and their specific skillsets and
cultural authority for the design, development and delivery of the JD/JID curriculum. Professor Johnson
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explained that not everyone in an Indigenous community has cultural authority and that academics need to be
led by Indigenous community members to identify people with cultural authority.
‘I want to learn about Canadian law, what can you tell me?’ Like we all are legal subjects, but not
everyone is equally positioned to authoritatively speak about that. There is a community. It’s known
who is in charge of those decisions. (UVic Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
Professor Borrows and Professor Napoleon explained that, as Indigenous people, they both hold cultural
authorisation to teach components of Indigenous law. Professor Napoleon’s response was most indicative of
the responses.
You have to look for authoritative decision-makers, for obligations, for legal responses, for precedent,
for sources of law, for substantive and procedural rights, for guiding legal principles. So, I can show
you all of this for Gitxsan law around a specific area of law. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon,
2020)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

1. How are current practices of Indigenous curriculum development different from past practices of
curriculum development?
The UVic JD/JID was a newly developed degree in 2017. However, the university has had longstanding
mainstream law degrees since 1975. All four UVic academic participants described numerous differences
between the current and past curricula. These included an increase in the number of Indigenous academics
employed in academia, more direct contact with Indigenous communities including for Indigenous land-
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based learning, and increased inclusion of Indigenous laws and knowledge systems. Professor Borrows’s and
Professor Napoleon’s responses were most indicative of the academic responses.
There’s much more land-based education, now, there’s specific courses and weekend-long
experiences and so that’s the difference and I really appreciate that … We’re supporting and sharing
with one another. We’re trying not to be competitors. We’re trying to have all the same boats rise in
the same tide and so we just mutually go back and forth in that way and that’s another difference. Not
only do we have land-based education, but we have kind of a network of folks that we’re trying to
strengthen one another. (UVic Academic, Professor Borrows, 2020)
Professor Napoleon emphasised that one of the biggest differences has come from the way in which legal
education has changed the teaching focus from how state law has treated Indigenous peoples in Canada to
how Indigenous peoples can harness their own law to self-determine their lives and the future of their
communities.
The big difference is the shift from the focus on state law’s treatment of Indigenous issues and
Canadian jurisprudence to looking at how do Indigenous peoples, through their legal orders and law,
solve and manage different aspects of their lives? Creating space for critical legal pluralism. (UVic
Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
2. Who teaches the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum?
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All four UVic academic participants discussed how Indigenous academics, Elders and community members
teach across the UVic JD/JID program. The academics indicated that there are numerous Indigenous
academics who are drawing on dual knowledge systems (Indigenous and Western) to lead the design,
development and delivery of Indigenous law and knowledges across the JD/JID law curriculum. Professor
Napoleon explained how her own knowledge of cultural and legal orders influences her teaching across the
law program and provided a structural narrative of other Indigenous academics who also deliver specialised
teaching around Indigenous knowledges and laws across the JD/JID curriculum.
I’m Cree. I’m from north-east British Columbia. I’m from a community called Soda First Nation. It’s
part of British Columbia that’s a historic treaty – Treaty 8. So – but I spent several decades working
with the Gitxsan and the Wet’suwet’en. I went there as a very young woman, so I ended up in their
territory and then I was adopted by one of the northern Gitxsan houses. I was in the background with
Delgamuukw and so I developed and now teach Gitxsan land and property alongside common law
property. John [Borrows] teaches the Anishinaabe constitutional law alongside Canadian common
law, constitutional law. We have David Millward, who teaches Cree criminal law and Canadian
criminal law. We have Sarah Morales, who teaches Coast Salish. She is from just up island here. She
is part of the peoples around this territory, these lands, she teaches Coast Salish torts and common
law torts. And then we have other courses that, you know, we have, you know, I teach Indigenous
feminism and we have Indigenous legal theories and there’s also contracts is taught by Al, who is
Blackfoot, but he teaches not Blackfoot law, but Tsilhqot’in law. (UVic Academic, Professor
Napoleon, 2020)
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Professor Johnson commented that, in addition to internal Indigenous scholars, UVic includes teaching from
Indigenous Elders in the classroom. Professor Johnson explained how this process is aided by institutional
support from Indigenous support staff, who guide and look after logistics such as payment and protocols and
identified that there is also institutional policy to guide this work.
When we call Elders into our classes, there’s a whole set of questions around what is the appropriate
honorarium and when is it offered. We [UVic] have people to help faculty by saying, ‘Here’s our
policy’. (UVic Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
3. What interests or motivates academics to work in the space of embedding Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum?
All four UVic academic participants described various reasons and motivations for working in the space of
embedding Indigenous law across the JD/JID curriculum. These included the promotion of social justice for
Indigenous communities and peoples, the revitalisation and reclamation of Indigenous laws, and the
improvement of Indigenous community outcomes in relation to self-governance. For parity, both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous voices are represented below to describe the motivations of why academics want to work
in the space of embedding Indigenous knowledges.
The Indigenous academics indicated that their motivations specifically revolved around self-governance and
determination for Indigenous peoples and communities, to enhance the way of life for future generations.
Professor Napoleon’s response was most indicative of the Indigenous academic responses.
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So I get bored to tears with state law. I mean, there are fascinating things about it, but it’s not going
to change the world and the world has to change. So, there are limitations to what you can do. I think
that work has to go out on all levels, and I think that people can see how important rebuilding our
own laws are to our citizenries, to our ability to build safe, lawful communities. If we can’t manage
ourselves at that level, you know, we’re not going to be able to. I think of my grandchildren, we need
to have safe places for them. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
While Professor Webber explained that his motivations were primarily related to injustice, he also indicated
that the work needs to be grounded in collaborating with Indigenous peoples to foster an ongoing journey of
learning about Indigenous knowledges, law and culture. Professor Webber’s response was most indicative of
the non-Indigenous academic responses.
Often for academics, of course, the perception of injustice. But to me, that isn’t a sufficient, that’s
important, but it’s not a sufficient response because it ends up still keeping the focus on the nonIndigenous actor … As a non-Indigenous academic, one can learn by taking seriously how an
Indigenous society operates, principles that govern it. So, it’s a way of learning about a different form
of social organisation … They are the people of this land, attached to this land … These are members
of our extended community. (UVic Academic, Professor Webber, 2020)
4. What preparations do academics undertake to embed Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum?
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All four UVic academic participants shared varied perspectives on the preparations they have undertaken to
embed Indigenous knowledges and laws across the JD/JID law program. These different perspectives
highlighted the different cultural backgrounds of the academics interviewed. Professor Johnson commented
that her preparation was guided by many years of learning about Indigenous peoples and communities, which
informed her relational contact with Indigenous peoples and communities.
Part of the preparation is years of learning how to start to see and un-see or reprocess all of the
pieces of the puzzle that have always been there. So, going into community, I could give you standard
answers like, ‘Well, when we’re going to work with the Gitxsan community, to prepare myself for
that, I try to read … stories so that before we arrive there, we’ve already started to know. I think part
of this has to be as simple as that, for people to know that they can go do this. I think preparation
really means just being open to knowing that you don’t know what’s going on, to go in in a respectful
way and trust that people will educate you about things that they need for you to do differently to feel
respected and that you’re not going to understand everything you see. So, because of the way our
projects work, generally we’re not going into community until we’ve already got a relationship
established. There’s meetings in advance, there’s phone meetings, there’s in-person meetings, there’s
a lot of coffee meetings and dinner meetings, a lot of relationship building. (UVic Academic,
Professor Johnson, 2020)
Professor Webber discussed how his initial standpoint and preparation for working with Indigenous peoples
and communities came long before he entered academia.
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I had an easier path than most, I was raised by parents who had been concerned with constructive
relations with Indigenous peoples long before I was born and who introduced me to Indigenous
communities and to their relationships within Indigenous communities. I think it’s fair to say that I
got a good start and it’s therefore a little bit difficult to kind of put myself back into a situation of how
you start from square one. I guess I’ve always thought, still think, that it’s important not to speak too
quickly, that you really want to lead with the listening. Lead with the ear rather than lead with the
mouth. I think that fits rules of interaction in Indigenous societies that I’ve known and it’s super
important. (UVic Academic, Professor Webber, 2020)
Though Professor Webber had a good grounding in working with Indigenous peoples, he emphasised the
importance of UVic’s Aboriginal Cultural Awareness Camp in furthering his preparedness and acquisition of
cultural knowledge to work with Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous law and
knowledges across legal education.
The Aboriginal Cultural Awareness Camp has been so valuable, to not expect the Indigenous experts
to exclusively come onto your turf and conform to your rules, that it’s really important to meet them
[Indigenous peoples and communities] where they wish and make sure that they wish you to meet
them there first. To be there and to participate so much in Indigenous communities is learned by
doing. Watch what’s happening, play the role that you’re told to. Ask how to behave and follow those
instructions. (UVic Academic, Professor Webber, 2020)
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Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How is the diversity of Indigenous knowledges represented in the curriculum?
The UVic academic participants described numerous ways in which the diversity of Indigenous knowledges
is represented in the curriculum, including through the knowledge and background of the Indigenous
academics who are employed in the faculty, the cultural knowledge and background of the Indigenous
communities who participate in the collaborative research projects, and the availability of Indigenous peoples
with different cultural backgrounds and knowledges to teach across the program. Professor Napoleon
discussed how, in addition to the current Indigenous academics, finding people with the right skillset and
cultural knowledge can be difficult.
There aren’t a lot of people that can teach this, so that’s part of the reality. Like for our future hires,
you know, it would be wonderful to hire an Inuit person or a Dene or other folks. In the absence of
that, I think that I’m Cree, but I teach Gitxsan law, so we have that capacity to do that. I’ve always
argued that we’re international peoples. We never lived with boundaries between people, we always
had intermarriage. We always had trade. We always had all kinds of legal and economic and political
interactions with other peoples and so we had to be able to think beyond our own political and legal
orders. We had to be able to relate. So that’s part of it. (UVic Academic, Professor Napoleon, 2020)
Professor Webber explained that UVic has made a conscious decision to engage a number of Elders across its
program to highlight diversity.
I think there is a tendency for institutions to have their own preferred Elders over time and one thing
that I think has been important in the development of our program and in our relationships, I have to
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say, with the local communities, is making sure that we didn’t end up just having our favourite Elder.
Of course, there are people with whom we get along extraordinarily well. There’s just no doubt about
that. (UVic Academic, Professor Webber, 2020)
Similarly, Professor Johnson stated that each community research project must have at least two Elders to
ensure the representation of diversity of cultural knowledge and lived experience.
Our work with community is actively designed to never have one person being the representative of
community, the projects always have at least two Elders. (UVic Academic, Professor Johnson, 2020)
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 2 –
Principle 4 ‘Indigenous gaze’ were required.

Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 2 –

engagement’

Principle 5 ‘Emergent rules of engagement’ were required.

Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

1. How are the tensions between Western and Indigenous knowledges negotiated throughout this process?
All four UVic academic participants provided several examples of how the tensions between Western and
Indigenous knowledges are negotiated, including via the teaching of law through a trans-systemic pedagogy.
Trans-systemic pedagogy is defined as a method of teaching multiple legal traditions simultaneously. The
UVic academics affirmed that teaching multiple legal systems together enables the tensions between
Indigenous and Western knowledges and laws to be discussed, analysed, and negotiated. Professor Borrows’s
response was most indicative of the academic responses.
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It’s put at the centre of their curriculum. The transsystemic method recognises there are things that
cannot be analogised - things that cannot be interpreted or understood. At the same time, there are
things you can bring into conversation. The transsystemic process is trying to understand what is
incongruent and what might be harmonised. You should not think of transsystemic legal education as
an either/or engagement. Ideas lie along a spectrum of possibilities. For instance, I’m not a member
of our Midewiwin Society, which is our traditional medicine society. I know things about that Society.
I would not bring any detailed discussion about its teachings into the classroom. That’s not for me to
do. That’s not for the students to learn in a formal law school classroom, and so that’s just out of
bounds, as it were. But even though the knowledge is out of bounds in this place, I want students to
know the Midewiwin Society is there, so I tell them in broad terms what it is. Even with these
limitations there are so many other things that we can get involved with. (UVic Academic, Professor
Borrows, 2020)
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5.4.1 UVic academic participant summary
In summary, the UVic academic participants provided evidence of the application of six out
of the six principles of Ethical Space Theory in relation to the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the curriculum. These findings include numerous examples of how the
UVic academics engage and collaborate with Indigenous communities for the purpose of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the JD/JID law program. The UVic academic
results provided either partial or complete answers to the initial research questions that were
derived from the literature review.
5.4.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The results of the interviews with the UVic academics provide evidence of the application of
the ‘ethics’ principle through the university’s commitment to the employment of several
Indigenous academics who all hold various forms of cultural authority within First Nations
communities. UVic Indigenous academic staff play multiple roles across the JD/JID law
program and the ILRU. These roles include providing avenues for Indigenous community
connections, contributing to the professional development of staff relating to cultural
protocols, providing traditional knowledges to facilitate a focus on Indigenous law in the
curriculum, and education relating to Indigenous research methodologies. In addition, the
Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics alike discussed the importance of the UVic law
school’s civic obligation to First Nations communities, which is being fulfilled through the
provision of culturally appropriate avenues for community-led projects, to provide a platform
for the revitalisation and reclamation of Indigenous knowledges including Indigenous law.
Community-led projects were described by the academic participants as a way to enhance
Indigenous community empowerment and self-determination. The academic participants
explained that project development is predominantly negotiated with Indigenous
communities on traditional lands or in places where the community chose as culturally
appropriate. The academic participants described how, in the process of developing
collaborative community-led projects, the protection and cultural ownership of Indigenous
knowledges is governed by the Indigenous community engaged in the project.
5.4.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
The UVic academic results provided evidence of the application of the ‘status quo’ principle
through the university’s commitment to developing a new form of curriculum via a joint
degree in Canadian common law and Indigenous legal orders. This newly developed degree
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represents a new form of legal education that is designed, developed and delivered mostly by
Indigenous academics and scholars and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders such as
Indigenous Elders, community members and industry experts. The academic participants
explained that Indigenous research through the ILRU plays a vital role in informing
curriculum development and resources. They also indicated that the new joint degree
curriculum provides a different form of legal education through various design factors
including more direct contact with Indigenous peoples and communities, a focus on
traditional law and traditional land-based learning, the inclusion of cultural immersion
through Aboriginal Cultural Awareness Camps, and the inclusion of teaching by Indigenous
academics, Elders and community members.
In addition, the UVic academic participants indicated that over the years there has been a
sizable shift in the qualifications and employment of Indigenous academics in the academy to
assert and facilitate the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in higher education. The
academic participants explained that the increase in the number of Indigenous people in the
academy had also led to the formation of a network of support, enabling Indigenous
academics working across the academy to provide leadership and support each other. These
participants noted that embedding Indigenous knowledges is less about the curriculum and
more about the mission and purpose to provide Indigenous communities with platforms to
exercise self-determination. The academic participants observed that any form of
collaborative work with Indigenous communities needs to be underpinned by relationship
building to foster respectful partnerships.
5.4.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The UVic academic results provided evidence of the application of ‘the undercurrent’
principle through the university’s and staff’s commitment to and collaboration on promoting
truth and reconciliation through the JD/JID curriculum. This agenda is seen as
counterbalancing the previous Eurocentric curriculum and as providing a place for truth
telling of the historical and contemporary lived experience of First Nations peoples in
Canada. The academic participants explained that this form of collaborative curriculum
development is led through national and institutional initiatives such as the Truth and
Reconciliation Report, in particular the report’s mandated Recommendations 27 and 28,
which specifically speak to legal educators in relation to the teaching of cultural competency
to lawyers and all law students to undertake courses in Aboriginal people and the law (Truth
& Canada, 2015, p. 3). National and institutional initiatives were described by the UVic
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academics as mechanisms for addressing the complications arising from historical and
political power structures. These participants explained that the joint legal curriculum enables
the teaching of multiple Indigenous legal orders, highlighting the diversity of Indigenous
peoples and enhancing students’ Indigenous cultural competency.
5.4.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The UVic academic interview results provided evidence of the application of the ‘Indigenous
gaze’ principle through the commitment and collaboration between the university and
Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. The academic participants discussed how the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges across the JD/JID curriculum was facilitated by the teaching of multiple
Indigenous legal orders and knowledge systems. These participants further explained that the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the law program privileged Indigenous voices as
Indigenous academics, Elders and Indigenous community members were among the teachers
delivering the curriculum. The academic participants also shared that incorporating a range of
Indigenous peoples’ lived experiences in the law program provided numerous benefits,
including building knowledge of Indigenous peoples and cultures, enhancing students’ skills
and capabilities to work more effectively with Indigenous peoples and communities,
contributing to the overall cultural competency of law graduates, providing professional
development for non-Indigenous staff, and supporting the reclamation and revitalisation of
Indigenous knowledges.
5.4.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The UVic academic results provided evidence of the application of the ‘emergent rules of
engagement’ principle through the commitment and collaboration between the university and
Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. The academic participants indicated that connection and collaboration between
UVic and Indigenous communities has been initiated in several different ways, including
through invitation, whereby university staff invite Indigenous peoples and communities to
engage in community-led projects, which are negotiated through a formal agreement process
such as an MOU. The academic participants stated that setting the rules of engagement
through a formal agreement is critical to enabling Indigenous communities to govern the
development of the collaborative work and to have ownership over the completed resources.
The academics further commented that community-led research projects are supported by the
ILRU, which ensures that the cultural validation and control of all resources, including the
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intellectual and cultural property rights, is in the hands of the Indigenous community. The
academic participants talked about how institutional policy, including in relation to ethics,
provides guidance for the work with Indigenous communities. However, one academic,
Professor Jeremy Webber, identified that while UVic had ethical guidelines and additional
institutional policy relating to research, there was a lack of institutional guidance in relation
to curriculum development.
5.4.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The UVic academic results provided evidence of the application of the ‘reconciliation’
principle through the commitment and collaboration between the university and Indigenous
peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. The
academic participants discussed the increased participation of Indigenous peoples, including
academics, professional staff and community members, in research, teaching and scholarship
in the higher education environment. This increased participation was explained by the
academic participants as having a significant influence on the following: the inclusion of
Indigenous laws in the curriculum, Indigenous academic expertise and leadership in higher
education, the teaching of trans-systemic pedagogy, the creation of higher education bridging
networks between Indigenous academics and scholars, and the provision of Indigenous
cultural competency training to non-Indigenous staff members. The increased Indigenous
voice in the academy was described by the academic participants as creating spaces of
dialogue that respect cultural protocols.

5.5 Participant Group 2 – UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder Interview
Findings
Stage 4 of the research data collection involved inviting the Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders (identified by the academics in Stage 2) to participate in the research project.
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders invited to participate in the project included one
Indigenous academic, one Indigenous professional staff member and three Indigenous
community members. As previously discussed, the research was initially designed to take
place during a face-to-face site visit at UVic, Canada, in June 2020. However, COVID-19
travel and research restrictions meant that the research had to be conducted in a virtual
environment through Zoom. As a result, unfortunately the relational and community
connection aspects of the research were greatly affected.
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The relationship building with Indigenous curriculum stakeholders was originally initiated
through virtual email storytelling (Appendix 5C). The researcher provided the participants
with a background story, including her traditional and cultural connections, alongside a copy
of the research information sheet. Further liaising identified that Indigenous communities
across Canada had been greatly affected by COVID-19 and that there could be some
difficulties and delays in connecting with community members. Due to the COVID-19related complications and the remote nature of the research, the researcher found it difficult
to build rapport and trust with several of the identified Indigenous curriculum stakeholders.
However, two Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, who are employed by the university,
consented to being interviewed as part of the research. Both Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders spoke from dual standpoints throughout their interviews, reflecting a unique
positionality as both Indigenous peoples and institutional employees. This positioning
allowed for the discovery of deeper perspectives and the nuances regarding their connection
to Indigenous communities and the intersection between Indigenous community
responsibility and academia.
Stage 4 of the data collection involved interviews with the two UVic Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders. Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants discussed their
involvement as Indigenous community members and as institutional employees at UVic,
including their role in the delivery of the JD/JID program. Both participants elaborated upon
their community collaborations, which included working locally with the Lekwungen and
W̱SÁNEĆ community; the development of community partnerships at a local, national and
international level to facilitate curriculum design, development and delivery; student field
schools; the promotion of land-based learning; the teaching of Indigenous nationhood and
self-determination; staff professional development; and supplying direction and provision of
cultural safety across the JD/JID program.
Ruth Young is a Wemindji Cree First Nations woman on her mother’s side and of French,
English, Irish and Scottish ancestry on her father’s side. Ruth Young explained that her role
as the Indigenous Initiatives Manager for the UVic Law School encompasses developing and
building relationships with Indigenous communities in various locations to enhance
Indigenous community partnerships for the purpose of implementing Indigenous initiatives as
part of the JD/JID program. These initiatives include field schools for student engagement,
engaging culturally appropriate guest speakers, and identifying employment opportunities for
graduating Indigenous students.
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My current role is manager of Indigenous initiatives for the faculty, so I work closely
with the JD/JID program as well as with the dean and leadership of the faculty
regarding Indigenous initiatives and topics. It’s building, strengthening and
maintaining those relationships, whether they be local across what is now known as
BC [British Columbia] – or across what is now known as Canada or sometimes
internationally. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First
Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder Associate Professor Jeff Corntassel has origins in the
Cherokee Nation from the Echota Grounds. Associate Professor Corntassel discussed how his
contribution to the JD/JID is across a number of disciplines, including Indigenous Studies and
Indigenous Nationhood.
I’m not technically in Indigenous Law, I’m in Indigenous Studies, but I’m part of an
interdisciplinary program called Indigenous Nationhood. The Indigenous Nationhood
program is something that came about a few years ago with myself and Heidi Stark
and John Borrows and Val’s [Napoleon] involved as well. It’s a convergence of
Indigenous law, Indigenous governance and political science. The idea is to give
graduate students a competence in Indigenous nationhood around self-determination
but beyond the competence, we want them to use it in their research. The goal is to
have a very collaborative approach with community [Indigenous communities] and to
have some relevance to the land and so we have a capstone, a land-based course
where people have to engage in land-based learning. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel explained that Indigenous Studies is a supplementary course
for law students in which he is directly involved.
Indigenous Studies is a primer for law, so you have to have courses in law, political
science and Indigenous studies or Indigenous governance and so law is a part of that
and so they [the students] may already be in law or they’re at least getting exposure
to Indigenous law. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation,
Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that they do not come from the traditional
lands on which UVic is located but work in Indigenous institutional roles on the unceded
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lands of the Lekwungen and W̱SÁNEĆ peoples. Both participants articulated their
appreciation for being guided by local Indigenous peoples and community protocols.
Very grateful to have been guided and led by so many Elders and Chiefs and
community members providing teachings and understandings of Coast Salish
protocols and laws and how to be respectful. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Ruth Young discussed how her cultural knowledge informs her position as the Indigenous
Initiatives Manager to provide instruction on institutional governance and Indigenous
community practice.
I definitely provide a lot of advice and guidance to our dean in regard to government
relations, whether they be regional, provincial or national government relations, as
well as First Nations or other Indigenous nations’ government relations, as well as
current topics. There’s a lot of student-facing work too, a lot of connecting between
students and their nations if they are Indigenous, as well as building cultural safety.
(UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young,
2020)
Research Question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
How academics can demonstrate ethically and culturally appropriate consultative practices
with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum was
evidenced through a number of different examples cited by both Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants. These examples included ensuring sufficient time to build
community relationships, the authenticity and intention of the academic, learning about the
background of the community with whom you are consulting, understanding specific
protocols and practices relating to the community with whom you are consulting, leveraging
off existing community relations through Indigenous faculty members, the provision for staff
cultural development, and implementing culturally safe practices. Cherokee Nation Associate
Professor Corntassel indicated that academics need to recognise that consultation with
Indigenous communities takes time and authentic intent. He affirmed that relationship
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building needs to happen prior to the university approaching the community for academic
content or research participation.
I think they have to put the time in to develop relationships. I don’t see any way
around it. So there have to be meaningful relationships established with community in
some form and it has to be pre-existing a course. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel elaborated upon the importance of academics having a good
background knowledge of the Indigenous peoples and communities with whom they are
consulting and engaging, observing that academics need to ask questions and source
information in relation to traditional practices and customs that govern communication with
Indigenous communities.
I think story is a key part of this, understanding the stories of our communities …
sitting with those stories and spending time with them and then ultimately having
some sort of accountability because we know that there are going to be missteps, even
in my own community, I may take missteps, but especially we have to be attentive to
communities that we’re not from. So, if I’m on Lekwungen territory as I am here, what
are the protocols? What are the practices? And how do I learn how to engage in
meaningful relationships with the peoples of this territory? So that’s not just lip
service. It’s not just a photo op. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee
Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Similarly, Ruth Young shared that knowing an Indigenous community’s protocols is of the
utmost importance and requires academics to acquire cultural skills in relation to
communication and engagement practices. She commented that academics will make
mistakes along the way and that the university needs to take heed from the community of
when to progress and when to slow down the collaborative process to reflect Indigenous
community requirements and protocols.
It’s like the foundation. I don’t know every community’s protocol, but when I go into a
community, I do a lot of listening and observing to try to figure out what those
[protocols] are. If I know someone who already has a relationship, I try to figure out
what they can share with me. You have to experience it yourself to really understand
and know, I still consider myself a baby learner on Coast Salish territory … to know
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that there are protocols that I need to follow and so to try to observe and learn and
listen before I move too quickly, knowing that I don’t necessarily need to know all the
protocols of one community before going in, but I need to understand that there are
laws in place, to be aware that I might be going against those with certain behaviours
or actions or even sometimes clothing. To be somewhat informed, but not an expert
and understand if I make a mistake to have the intuition to recognise when I need to
take a step back and do an apology and what that looks like. (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
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Table 5.5: UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder Interview Findings for Research Question 1 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space
Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)

Research Question 1 – Sub-questions

Principle 1: ‘Ethics’

1. How are Indigenous communities/peoples identified and approached?
Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that Indigenous peoples are identified and approached in
several ways. These include through their own existing relationships, through the existing relationships of
the law faculty’s academics, and through a cultural invitation, whereby communities are invited to engage
with the ILRU. Ruth Young explained that in her role she often harnesses the existing community
relationships of Indigenous faculty members.
Having an understanding of the relationship that some of the faculty members are carrying and
maintaining so that they might not be my relationships per se, but an understanding of where those
relationships are and where opportunities might be. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder,
Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
2. How is a place for dialogue sharing established?
Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed the importance of relationship building in establishing a
place for dialogue sharing with Indigenous communities. Both conveyed that certain aspects of relationship
building need to be considered, such as the importance of time, listening, understanding cultural protocols
and being adaptable. Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participant Ruth Young explained that places of
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dialogue sharing are established in different ways with different communities, but that in all cases dialogue
sharing must be led and facilitated by the community.
They [conversations with Indigenous communities] look very differently from community to
community. How are we going to collaborate? What are the guiding principles? (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Ruth Young described how a place of dialogue sharing is established through relationships with Indigenous
community members and knowing the protocols of people and place. Similarly, Associate Professor
Corntassel elaborated upon how he, as a Cherokee community member, negotiates with other Indigenous
communities to establish a place of dialogue sharing.
I usually go to that community kind of in a diplomatic way. So, I’m almost like an ambassador from
the Cherokee Nation, even though I don’t have a formal post as such. It’s almost like I’m the
Cherokee Nation ambassador for this area and so I have to engage the way I would engage in
anyone else’s territory, any other Indigenous nation’s territory, and that is approaching with this
respect, this notion of dohee, which is – the word itself means peaceful relations, but it means
moving at the pace of nature so I can’t rush things. I have to actually be patient. I have to move at
the pace that that community is telling me to move at and it also means listening and being fluent in
terms of my response, not being rigid. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation,
Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)

3. How are past injustices recognised and/or reconciled in the consultation process?
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Both UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders offered a number of examples of how past injustices are
recognised and reconciled in the consultation process. These examples included the reliability of academics
and institutions in delivering and being accountable in relation to their commitments to Indigenous
communities, and the application of traditional and authentic ways of engaging. Ruth Young shared that
Indigenous communities are often apprehensive about engaging with academia, citing that previous contact
with outside institutions had often been dismantled because of a lack of funding, causing a degree of
uncertainty and mistrust.
I think there’s a lot of hesitation. They want to make sure that you’re going to deliver on what your
promises are, because many institutions have gone into communities and made commitments and
then the funding stops, and they’re gone. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree
First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel discussed the philosophy of ‘dohee’ as a way in which to engage with
Indigenous communities by drawing on a traditional philosophy and respectful framework.
Dohee, the word itself means peaceful relations, but it means moving at the pace of nature so the
process can’t be rushed. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate
Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel explained that the traditional concept of dohee can be a constructive way to
guide Indigenous collaborations and to explore how past injustices may be recognised and reconciled. He
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affirmed that academics need to find ways to effectively engage with Indigenous communities on their
terms, especially in relation to time and identifying what is important to community, rather than the
institution determining the narrative.
4. Who sets the protocols/guidelines for the consultation?
The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders agreed that Indigenous communities need to set the protocols and
guidelines for any form of consultation with academia, and that these protocols are specific to people and
place.
If I’m involved, it’s always the community. It has to be and so the community has to set those tones
and those guidelines. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate
Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel commented that establishing a place for dialogue sharing with Indigenous
communities encompasses both informal and formal agreements, the latter exemplified by the MOU
between individual Indigenous communities and UVic. Associate Professor Corntassel further remarked
that, while an MOU is a starting point for setting guidelines for the collaborative process, Indigenous
communities are often faced with the university’s lack of understanding of the mechanisms of the treaty
process.
A lot of them [places for dialogue sharing] are based on kind of informal agreements. So, we have
the university of course has the MOU – you know, the memorandum of understanding and that’s
more of the formal, I liken it to almost like a treaty except it’s with a body that doesn’t fully
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understand treaty or the significance of treaty. So, we have MOUs. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Ruth Young reflected on the example of a community consultation between the UVic Law School and the
Cowichan community that needed several different levels of protocol.
Kind of a framework for what this looks like. What is the time commitment? What is needed on our
end? And then basically if they think there might be some projects that would fit into this because it
is quite flexible, but then they [the community] tell us. So, like with Cowichan, they wanted us to
come and meet with Chief and Council, get early approval, and then go meet with the Elders
Council, get them to approve it and then come back to have a BCR [Band Council Resolution].
(UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
5. Where do consultations take place? Why is this place chosen?
The two Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that consultations with Indigenous communities can
be carried out in both informal and formal settings. These settings are predominantly outside the university
campus, creating a space for connection and dialogue to occur within a culturally safe environment. Ruth
Young reported that consultations take place in various places with a range of Indigenous community
members.
They take place in various places, like in the big house, there’s been some at Chief and Council at
the Band office, there’s been some with the Aboriginal Coalition to End Homelessness. Like, there’s
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been some that just happen in passing, like you know when you bump into someone at the grocery
store, at the gas station and you have a little update. So it’s often ideally in my world, we would go
to them and also invite them to come to us. We want both partners to kind of have a good feeling and
knowledge of one another. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation,
Ruth Young, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel stated that the best place for consultations with Indigenous communities is a
comfortable setting where community members can feel connected and safe to share.
Usually off campus, I go to community and in doing that, we create new spaces to create new
possibilities for engaging and then I can bring them into the classroom with full confidence. (UVic
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
6. How often do consultations take place?
Both the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants emphasised the importance of the frequency of
community consultations being determined by the Indigenous participants. The regularity of community
consultations is connected to the development of trust, the sharing of cultural knowledge and the building of
authentic community partnerships. Associate Professor Corntassel provided information about the
frequency of consultations with his own Indigenous community research participants as well as with his
own Nation’s peoples. He discussed the importance of free, prior, and informed consent, as set out in the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and how the frequency of discussion
supports the authenticity and relational elements of the consultation.
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I think it depends. With this sustainable project that I’m doing right now, I would say that the
dialogue takes place pretty frequently. So once a week, it’s embedded into the research. So, it’s that
mode of being able to receive that knowledge and being able to listen because, as we know, free,
prior and informed consent is not just a one-off. It’s a process and so if we’re going to take it
seriously. I would want people to take it seriously in my home territory, right? And so, I’m talking
with my cousin Vivienne about basket making in Cherokee Nation and there’s been this ongoing
conversation we’ve been having for the last five years and I’m learning something there each time,
but I still have to renew that relationship. So, I see that once a week thing as kind of a process of
renewing that relationship. It’s constant renewal. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder,
Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Ruth Young provided an alternative perspective and shared that each community partnership is distinctive
in relation to consultation frequency. Ruth further explained that the frequency is often underpinned by the
existing relationship and confidence that Indigenous peoples have with the university and the participants in
the collaborative project.
It absolutely depends and it’s interesting because there’s not really a clear checklist. They’re all
[community consultations] so unique and it’s almost case by case, but in some ways, I like to say it’s
really dependent on the base, the foundation of the relationship and the trust. (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
7. How is the purpose of the consultation conveyed to the Indigenous community?
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UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided examples of how the purpose of the consultation is
conveyed to the Indigenous community. These examples included through attendance at community
meetings including cultural events and feasts, and through the adoption of a genuine approach and intent.
Associate Professor Corntassel’s response was most indicative of the responses provided.
It’s usually through several meetings and all the meetings have food. We have several feasts and at
the end of the day, community will say, ‘No, we’re not interested’ or ‘Maybe another time’ or ‘Yes,
here are some people that we can recommend that you speak with’. For me it’s about sustained kind
of relationships through sharing food together and those kinds of protocols in order for people to
have the respect for each other. It’s something that you engage in with your full heart and it’s not
always going to be met with that same kind of return, but that’s not the point. The point is that
you’ve put yourself out there in a respectful way and a meaningful way and that spirit of dohee so
that others will see that and if they don’t, you know it wasn’t the right time or it wasn’t the right way
to engage. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor
Corntassel, 2020)
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question 1 –
Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required (Principle 2 relates to how individual academics consult with
Indigenous community members to include Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum – see section
3.5).
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Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’

1. How are the principles of historical and political power structures recognised and acknowledged in
the collaborative partnership?
The two Indigenous curriculum stakeholders clarified that the principles of historical and political power
structures are acknowledged in the collaborative process between Indigenous communities and academia
through a number of different methods. These methods included rectifying the power imbalance between
Indigenous and Western knowledge systems, bringing Elders with cultural authenticity and cultural
knowledge bases into the classroom as part of team-teaching scenarios, recognising the academic rigour of
Indigenous knowledge systems for inclusion in curriculum, and promoting robust Indigenous community
partnerships to decentre institutional power. Associate Professor Corntassel commented that shifting the
power away from the university is a constructive method for counteracting historical and political power
structures through collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities.
I think one way that they’re acknowledged is that we decentre the university, so we centre our
relationships and make those a priority versus the university structure itself. So, in a sense, we
strengthen those relational forms of accountability among programs and among people. (UVic
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
I think other ways is through bringing Elders into the fold to be co-teachers and I mean, Elders. I
use the word Elder but I can think of younger people that are Elders as well. It’s actually people
that have that breadth of knowledge. So having these people in a classroom setting with this breadth
of knowledge side by side with other instructions shows how important that knowledge is, and it also
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takes away that power relationship so it’s not just about PhDs invoking this knowledge. It’s about
people that I would say have the equivalent of PhDs even though they don’t need it, that have this
knowledge and are being given a voice that’s being amplified in these settings. (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Similarly, Ruth Young considered that principles of historical and political power structures can be
challenged through the academy’s recognition of epistemological equality between Indigenous and Western
knowledge systems.
I just think of some of our Elders, who students have sat with and asked them questions and have
written a master’s thesis and PhDs, dissertations. I remember May Sam saying, when we asked her
one time to be our inaugural speaker for a lecture series, she said, ‘But I don’t even have a high
school education’. And I’m going, ‘Are you kidding me? How many students have earned master’s
degrees off a little tiny bit of your knowledge and PhDs off a small smidgen of your knowledge?’
(UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Ruth Young also shared a narrative about Indigenous peoples living in two worlds with two different
knowledge systems and how that can be difficult to navigate in the institutional environment.
‘Make your mind strong, use the best of both worlds” the Western world and your Indigenous
identity and taking them both and using those tools to further your own community and your own
knowledge. So, I think a lot of communities are taking that up in a serious way and saying, ‘there
are good tools here at these institutions’. There are bad pieces too but use the best of those. Use the
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best and try to leave those other harms behind, it’s finding that balance of using the best of both of
those knowledges. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth
Young, 2020)
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

1. Why do Indigenous communities want to be involved/or not want to be involved in the process of
sharing knowledge with academia?
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders both provided evidence of how Indigenous communities can
benefit from the process of sharing their knowledge with academia. This evidence included the reclamation
and revitalisation of Indigenous culture (including law and language), projects that are beneficial to
Indigenous health and wellbeing, community-led projects that enable community ownership, and the
increased presence of Indigenous knowledges and people within the academy. However, despite the
perceived benefits, both participants shared that Indigenous peoples and communities are somewhat
cautious in their engagement with academia due to past experiences and colonial practices. Ruth Young
elaborated upon what she perceived to be some of the benefits of Indigenous peoples wanting to be
involved in sharing their knowledge with academia, including the revitalisation of language and the
development of resources that can be used across the community including schools. Yet she conceded that
Indigenous communities are somewhat guarded in their approach to collaboration and take engagement
with the institution in a careful and considered manner.
I know they walk cautiously, but with WSÁNEĆ, the entire institution has resources and they have
been able to actually build language programs and help revitalise their language and their
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community with the support of UVic. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree
First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Ruth Young observed that institutions are starting to include more Indigenous people from community in
their employment strategies. She associated the increase in Indigenous employment with the increase in
Indigenous community trust, both of which have improved institutional capacity for collaborative projects
with Indigenous communities. Ruth Young also reported that the additional Indigenous employment was
having a positive effect on the institution in terms of driving internal change.
I think that institutions are starting to change. They are hiring more Indigenous scholars, more
Indigenous staff and Indigenous leadership and there is an opportunity for more community
members to actually get a foothold in the institution. And I think when they see that happening, there
is a little bit more opening up, a little bit more trust. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder,
Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Associate Professor Corntassel noted that Indigenous peoples and communities want to collaborate with
academia if the partnership is holistically beneficial and meaningful. He explained that Indigenous
communities want community-led projects that will support community causes.
I think they only want to be involved if it’s going to be significantly enhancing to their health and
wellbeing. If it’s going to mean something. I’ve heard that over and over again: ‘I’ll be involved if
this does something meaningful’. Communities should have the same in terms of what’s warranted,
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what’s needed, and that gets back to what we said earlier about the relationship. (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

1. What models of Indigenous collaboration exist within the law education program?
Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided several examples of models of collaboration between
UVic and Indigenous communities. Ruth Young described how the UVic Law School has several models of
collaboration with numerous Indigenous communities. She explained that each collaborative partnership
arrangement is different according to community need and that Indigenous communities could apply
through invitation to be part of the law program. Ruth Young’s response was most indicative of the
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder responses.
So many Nations are interested in partnering with institutions, communities are interested in their
youth accessing postsecondary education and I think if they are engaged with a project at an
institution and youth are seeing institutions, they’re seeing how their own [cultural] knowledge is
valued, just as highly or if not higher than institutional Western knowledge. (UVic Indigenous
Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Ruth Young provided her perspective as to why so many Indigenous communities want to form
collaborative partnerships with UVic. She detailed that the collaborative models included projects relating
to language, law, land and Indigenous knowledge systems, and that youth involvement was a significant
benefit of such collaborations.
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I think it’s really to pass on that piece of using education to begin to transform their nations for the
better, using their own knowledge, using their own laws, using their own kind of people to be able to
move them beyond where they’re at right now. And that youth have to see themselves in these places
and just naturally like other Canadians would be like, ‘Oh yeah, I’m going to university’. A lot of
Indigenous youth would never have thought that but are beginning to see that now. I think that’s an
amazing thing. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth
Young, 2020)
2. Are these collaboration models underpinned by a specific agreement or policy?
The two UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence and examples of informal and formal
agreements that underpin the collaborations between Indigenous communities and the university. Ruth
Young explained that some models of collaboration have been borrowed from other areas of the university
and only require an informal agreement.
One that we’re working on to deliver a field school for this coming year is Stó:lō and Stó:lō has
worked with another department in the past. They’ve had a longstanding field school in history with
John Lutz, who helped us discuss what would be carried over, what principles or practices and how
we would want to do that, and so we don’t have a formal agreement. With that one, we did kind of
what they call a fisherman’s handshake. Me and one of their leaders, one of their Elders, Sunny
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McKelsey, shook hands. They took a picture of it and they said, ‘This is our word’. (UVic
Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
In addition, Ruth Young remarked that some other models of collaboration may require more formal
processes and specific agreements.
Others, we have MOUs, we have LOAs [Letters of Agreement]. There are so many different kinds of
agreements, it really depends [on the community]. With Cowichan, we were going to do a Coast
Salish–focused field school. So Stó:lō, Coast Salish – Cowichan is Coast Salish, but they’re on
different areas of Coast Salish territory, which is quite vast. So, we wanted to kind of compare and
contrast those and Sarah Morales, who is one of our faculty members and the Acting Director of the
program, she’s from Cowichan tribes so she has these relationships already. She’s working with
them already. We went out, her and I, to meet with their Chief and Council to talk about
opportunities, what it could look like, what it wouldn’t look like and what they might be open to. We
haven’t formalised an agreement with them. It just sounds like they’re going to pass a BCR when
they do come back to the table. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First
Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
3. How does the knowledge sharing process benefit or not benefit Indigenous peoples and the wider
community?
Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders emphasised that collaborations between Indigenous communities
and academics can be beneficial to Indigenous peoples and communities. These benefits include the sharing
of Indigenous knowledges, cultures, and stories; providing people with new thinking and additional
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resources to complete community projects; and the influence of Indigenous academics in terms of enabling
the privileging of Indigenous voice in the academy. Associate Professor Corntassel spoke of how Cherokee
peoples have faced adversity but have modified their culture to survive. He explained that he therefore aims
to provide a platform for Indigenous communities to privilege their voice and culture. Associate Professor
Corntassel clarified that, as a Cherokee man working within a higher education institution, he can act as a
bridge to connect other Indigenous peoples with the university, providing a platform for the sharing of their
cultural stories and helping to generate a sense of purpose for Indigenous peoples.
Cherokees have this saying that when we’re confronted with adversity, we survive, adapt, prosper
and excel. We go through those four stages no matter what happens. We survive first and foremost.
But it’s how we adapt to these things and so I’m always interested, you know, in graphic narratives.
Forms of oral tradition that can be really held up in research and really honoured. So I’m interested
in podcasting for that reason, with the goal of amplifying Indigenous voices, not amplifying my own
voice, but using myself as a conduit for other people to engage if they need to short-circuit the
university hierarchy. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation, Associate
Professor Corntassel, 2020)
Ruth Young shared information about a Stó:lō community project that produced numerous benefits for the
community associated with its collaboration with UVic. She observed that the community welcomed the
project as it allowed them to share their cultural stories and also led to the development of new ideas and
ways of sharing cultural knowledge.
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Relationships with Stó:lō leadership and Elders, the community really appreciated the student
participation, the influx of knowledge, their knowledge and then the outgoing of their knowledge
kind of cycle that was happening. They were sharing Stó:lō teachings, stories and they were
receiving new minds, new energy into some of their projects and they wanted to really see that
continue and so it just worked out. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First
Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

1. How are differing beliefs and values deliberated during the collaborative process?
The two UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed the ways differing beliefs and values are
deliberated during the collaborative process using a number of examples. These examples included
respecting Indigenous protocols and practices, conducting relational dialogue to build trust, and developing
culturally sensitive behaviour and competencies. Associate Professor Corntassel explained that differing
values and beliefs are always part of any collaborative process and clarified that areas of concern can be
negotiated through respectful interactions and adherence to Indigenous protocols.
I think we’ve worked it out mainly through just different forms of respect. So, you can still respect
someone or respect each other and still have a disagreement and so engaging in almost like a
formal treaty level, where I ask to be welcomed into the territory. It’s a bit like I was saying earlier
with self-location. So being able to tell them who my family is, tell them where I’m from, but also for
me to tell them my motivations. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum Stakeholder, Cherokee Nation,
Associate Professor Corntassel, 2020)
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Similarly, Ruth Young discussed how individuals need to possess cultural sensitivity, be self-aware, and
critically reflect on their involvement, actions, and behaviour.
Very carefully. I do a lot of listening. I say I rely on laughter and joking, but in certain cases not at
all. I mean, showing up, even when it’s not business, building real community relationships, so if
there’s a community event happening, I go. Don’t talk business, so that they know I’ll show up even
when we don’t have funds to deliver. I rely on those longstanding relationships that either I’ve built,
or I trust that other faculty members or staff have those relationships and that trust. Where we don’t
have that longstanding relationship, I do a lot of listening. I make a lot of mistakes, but I keep going
back and figure out how to fix anything that I’ve done wrong. (UVic Indigenous Curriculum
Stakeholder, Wemindji Cree First Nation, Ruth Young, 2020)
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5.5.1 UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholder summary
In summary, the UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants provided evidence of
the application of five out of the six principles of Ethical Space Theory and five out of the
five principles examined (Principles 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6) in relation to the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum. As previously outlined in section 3.5, it was
determined that no questions that related to Research Question 1 – the ‘Status quo’ Principle
were required. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder findings provide numerous examples
of how Indigenous curriculum stakeholders engage and collaborate with Indigenous
communities and UVic for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the
JD/JID law program. The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholder results provided partial or
complete answers to the initial research questions that were derived from the literature
review.
5.5.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholder results provided evidence of the application of
the ‘ethics’ principle through the collaborations between the university and Indigenous
peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed the importance of relationship building with
Indigenous peoples and communities to establish foundations for collaboration around both
teaching and research. These participants highlighted the importance of allowing adequate
time to form relational bonds and working relationships with Indigenous communities. Both
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke about being Indigenous, living on the traditional
lands of other First Nations Peoples, and how their roles at UVic specifically related to
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum.
The two Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained the importance of adhering to cultural
protocols related to people and place and described how they, as Indigenous peoples living
and working on other traditional lands, navigate such cultural protocols. Both agreed that
meeting Indigenous peoples on Country or in places of cultural safety enables Indigenous
community members to feel comfortable and culturally safe, which they identified as a
critical factor when developing community-led initiatives. Community-led initiatives were
endorsed by both Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants as having multiple benefits,
including providing Indigenous peoples with a platform to share their lived experience,
privileging Indigenous voices in the academy, increasing Indigenous community capacity,
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and aiding the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges. The Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders agreed that collaborations and partnerships between Indigenous
communities and academics need to be negotiated through both informal and formal
agreements through which the Indigenous community can ask for accountability measures
from their academic partners.
5.5.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions that related to
Research Question 1 – ‘Status quo’ Principle were required.
5.5.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of ‘the
undercurrent’ principle through their discussion of how the university needs to resolve the
power imbalance between Indigenous and Western knowledges in the higher education
curriculum. Both Indigenous community stakeholders explained that contextual cultural
diversity in the higher education curriculum can be achieved in a number ways, including
through the privileging of Indigenous voices in the teaching of curriculum by drawing on the
wisdom of community Elders, team teaching scenarios between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples in the classroom, and Indigenous community partnerships that initiate
two-way learning between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples for the purpose of
knowledge and skills development.
5.5.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘Indigenous gaze’ principle through the identification of why Indigenous peoples and
communities want to share their knowledge with academia. The Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders both spoke about how their roles at the university encompass their indigeneity
and community responsibility. These participants discussed the importance of providing
Indigenous peoples and communities with opportunities to reclaim, revitalise and privilege
their own knowledge systems related to law, education, language, food sources and
sustainability. Both agreed that Indigenous community-led projects provide the community
with authority and ownership of such programs, which are based on the community’s own
goals and needs. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders affirmed that a greater Indigenous
presence among academic and professional staff and community involvement elevates the
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value of Indigenous knowledges and provides different avenues for progress such as
community-led initiatives.
5.5.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘emergent rules of engagement’ principle in the form of numerous collaborations between the
law education program and Indigenous communities. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants discussed several different models of community collaboration between UVic
and numerous Indigenous communities. Both participants explained that Indigenous
community-led projects are formed by way of invitation through the law school, and that
these collaborations are predominately based on formal agreements such as MOUs, LOAs or
BCRs. Both Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that such community-led
collaborative projects include Indigenous Elders, knowledge holders and community
members. They also noted that community-led projects have a dual purpose: to increase
community capacity, and to provide resources for the community and the university
curriculum.
5.5.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders provided evidence of the application of the
‘reconciliation’ principle through providing several relational concepts that underpin
respectful community collaborations. The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
discussed how the knowledge sharing process benefits Indigenous peoples and the wider
community by creating a broader understanding of and respect for Indigenous peoples and
cultures. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that collaborative partnerships
between Indigenous communities and the university need to be grounded in the creation of a
space for dialogue to build strong foundational relationships. Both participants felt that strong
relationships with Indigenous communities require adherence to Indigenous cultural
protocols and that the academy seek and obtain free, prior, and informed consent from those
members of the Indigenous community involved in such partnerships. The Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders agreed that university academics need to have a certain level of
cultural competency to guide behaviour and engagement protocols to work effectively with
Indigenous peoples and communities on a collaborative project.
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5.6 Participant Group 3 – UVic law students focus group findings
Stage 5 of the data collection involved a focus group with UVic law students who were
enrolled in the JD/JID program at the time of the research. The UVic academics identified
four law students (two Indigenous and two non-Indigenous) who were invited to participate
in the research, and all four students consented to participate in an online focus group. Prior
to the focus group commencement, relationship building with the law students was initiated
through virtual email storytelling (Appendix 5C). The researcher provided them with her own
background story, including her traditional and cultural connections, and a copy of the
research information sheet. This relational practice was followed up with an online
relationship building session prior to the commencement of the focus group.
All four UVic law students described the delivery of the UVic JD/JID program and discussed
the trans-systemic curriculum design as a universally unique course design that both
motivated them to enrol and contributed to their Indigenous and common law legal education.
Of the four law students who participated in the focus group, two identified as Indigenous
and two as non-Indigenous. Indigenous law student Carolyn Belleau explained that the law
program at UVic provides a combination of Indigenous law and common law in the
curriculum and discussed how this form of law degree, in her opinion, is of great benefit to
her own and other Indigenous communities in Canada.
The reason why I chose [the UVic JD/JID degree] is I really feel like having an
Indigenous law degree along with the common law degree will help my Indigenous
community, along with other Indigenous individuals and communities in the province.
(UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau, 2020)
Law student participant Andrea Vogel indicated that, as a settler, she had previously
questioned the institution’s role in the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous law but
explained that providing such a law degree represents a place where cultural difference and
institutional intention can be explored.
I’m a settler that grew up in Alberta and in Treaty 6 territory and I’m now living here
in Victoria, and we are sitting on the lands of Lekwungen and Tsilhqot’in speaking
people. I was just immediately thinking and there’s so much discussion about what
role does an institution have in the revitalisation of Indigenous law or the recognition
within a law school of Indigenous law. In some ways, it’s a kind of magnet to attract
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different people to each other and then a lot of people are like, ‘Wait, I don’t like
institutions’, ‘Wait, I don’t like institutions either’. And then you kind of have affinity,
even though it’s within the context of everybody is coming together into a law school
setting, but yeah, attracting different people that are going places with their careers
or the plan for this degree or their learning and the kinds of self-discovery and
personal identity discovery that they’re doing is so interesting that you realise that the
institution was a reason to bring all these people together. (UVic Law Student,
Andrea Vogel, 2020)
Law student Tania Talebzadah commented that the UVic JD/JID law program provides a
space to explore the law from different viewpoints.
Our program is thinking around what it means to think trans-systemically, we’re also
learning how to do that work and how to see what the differences and similarities are,
how they [Indigenous and Western law] can complement each other in the different
forms of work that we’re pursuing, whether it’s Indigenous legal orders or common
law. (UVic Law Student, Tania Talebzadeh, 2020)
Indigenous law student Brendan Noyes explained that he grew up with a combination of
Indigenous legal orders and discussed how the JD/JID program includes the teaching of a
variety of Indigenous laws by highly qualified academics including Professor Borrows and
Professor Napoleon.
I am Michif and Icelandic settler, English settler and French settler. I’m joining you
today from the homeland of the Métis, which is also territory shared by Cree,
Anishinaabe, Ojibwe, Sioux, Dakota. Countless folks. Oji-Cree, Dene, Dene-Cree. I
grew up in the location that had a variety of Indigenous legal traditions that were at
play for millennia. To describe the program, I think there are two main things that I
wanted to add. The first is that each professor has taken a different approach to the
trans-systemic model. There are professors like John Borrows who teach us sort of
comparatively, so we look at what does it mean to constitute? What is constitution?
And looking at sort of the Canadian perspective, which sees the constitution as this
document and looking at Anishinaabe perspectives, which sees constitution as much
more of a verb or an action. Then we have other professors, like Dr Val Napoleon,
who very brilliantly skips back and forth between Canadian property law and Gitxsan
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property law, teaching them in conjunction but in a very different format that sees us
learning chunks of Gitxsan perspective and then learning chunks of Canadian
common law and weaving them together differently. The other thing that I wanted to
add about what our program is while it teaches them separately, a really important
thing that I felt has been emphasised is how do we think about these different legal
orders and different legal traditions in conversation with one another? (UVic Law
Student, Brendan Noyes, 2020)
In addition, Brendan Noyes shared his thoughts on how the JD/JID program is contributing to
the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous law that was interrupted by the colonisation
process.
I think these questions of Indigenous law and what is law are fundamentally
important for anyone who is living in territories in what’s today called Canada and
more broadly I think for anyone thinking about the legacy of colonisation and what
it’s done to change the shape of the planet Earth, where there are so many peoples
now sharing differently in different territories. It feels very much a continuation of the
work that my mother and grandfather have done to reinvigorate and to revitalise
within our own family, our Métis traditions. (UVic Law Student, Brendan Noyes,
2020)
Research Question 3: How does the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum contribute more broadly to law education?
Evidence of how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the JD/JID curriculum
contributes more broadly to legal education was provided by all four law students citing a
number of different examples. All the law student participants discussed the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges and laws in the curriculum, with students commenting on how better
understanding of Indigenous law creates a space for the exploration of different worldviews,
produces better informed legal practitioners and in general improves understanding of
Indigenous law and legal traditions. Carolyn Belleau indicated that including Indigenous
knowledges assisted her in understanding her own Indigenous law and how the learning can
be directly applied to community environments and situations.
Even me as an Indigenous [person], I guess I’m still trying to smooth out my
understanding of Indigenous law, but it was so helpful, that first year. I really felt like
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I grew a lot and how I’m going to be able to help others interpret their own laws, so
they can have that in their own community. (UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau,
2020)
Andrea Vogel explained that for a non-Indigenous settler, including Indigenous law provided
an alternative legal framework to the common law, which broadened her legal education and
perspective on the law.
For me, my own worldview as someone who is a white settler that grew up with that
kind of worldview, it’s like more than just being critical of it. It’s like, okay, there are
other legal resources and traditions that are based on the land that you’re on or lands
that you grew up on that are available and you can engage with, and you don’t have
to just accept them. So that opportunity to go to law school and to be like, ‘There’s
another way. There’s lots of other ways. Let’s talk about them and we can openly
bring that up in our legal arguments’. (UVic Law Student, Andrea Vogel, 2020)
Brendan Noyes described the way including Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum can challenge colonial legal systems and privilege Indigenous laws to inform
more culturally competent legal practice.
I think law is, as Val Napoleon says often, law is a tool used by folks to figure out how
to best live together. I think about the sort of trajectory of human history and so much
of what we have here in Canada has been dominated by a conversation that really
only started a few hundred years ago. But we are expected to serve all of the peoples
of these territories equally and to do that as lawyers to the best of our ability. I don’t
think you can honestly say that you are serving your clients as best as you can if you
don’t have an understanding of the laws and the processes and the procedures that
have been on these territories for millennia. These are incredibly important aspects of
laws and decision-making that have been in operation here for – since time
immemorial. So I think it just makes us better lawyers. (UVic Law Student, Brendan
Noyes, 2020)
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Table 5.6: UVic Law Students Focus Group Findings for Research Question 1 (Organised Around the Six Ethical Space Theory Principles)
Ethical Space Theory Principles
(Ermine, 2007)
Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’

Research Question 3 – Sub-questions
•

After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 1 ‘Ethics’ were required.
• After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required.
• After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research Question
3 – Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’ were required.
1. What is the result of including Indigenous knowledges in law education for Indigenous students?
Of the four law students who participated in the focus group, as outlined in the participant table, two were
Indigenous – Carolyn Belleau and Brendan Noyes. These participants provided diverse responses relating to
the results of including Indigenous knowledges in law education for Indigenous students. Brendan Noyes’s
response indicated that including Indigenous knowledges in law was a vehicle to assist with the truth telling
process and in turn to influence social change in Canada.
Before we started recording, we were talking about impatience with seeing how things need to
change and that not always happening quickly or even necessarily within our lifetimes. For myself,
as someone who is Métis, I think seeing an institution, and we can query whether the institution is
the right place, as Andrea pointed out earlier, for this conversation. But thinking about the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission report and the history of violence against Indigenous peoples by
colonisation and the continued genocide, I think including Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous
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law in this program is a step towards that justice because it allows us to move closer to truth. It fills
my heart to see Indigenous knowledges being included and it also fills my heart to think that I have
the opportunity as a self-described random prairie guy, to have the opportunity to pick up and learn
a little bit about Tsilhqot’in law or about Cree law or about Coast Salish legal traditions. It’s just a
really wonderful gift. (UVic Law Student, Brendan Noyes, 2020)
Carolyn Belleau discussed how including Indigenous knowledges in law education can influence the
development of government policy, which historically has failed and continues to fail Indigenous people.
So as an Indigenous student, I’m Tsilhqot’in. As I introduced the other day that my mum and dad
were residential school survivors and our families experienced Sixties Scoop9 and there has been a
lot of experiences that our reserve personally felt because of Canada’s policies that has really
affected our family and our community and having a political science background I thought I could
make changes with policy. (UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau, 2020)
Carolyn Belleau argued that law reform is needed for Indigenous communities in Canada to redress
disadvantage and injustices they have had to endure because of ongoing forms of colonialism.
When you know all the concerns and the hardships that your family felt, you know where you really
want to kind of make changes and like boldly say, ‘Reform is really needed for Indigenous
communities’. (UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau, 2020)

9

The ‘Sixties Scoop’ refers to the large-scale removal or ‘scooping’ of Indigenous children from their homes, communities and families of birth through the 1960s, and their
subsequent adoption into predominantly non-Indigenous, middle-class families across the United States and Canada.
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Carolyn Belleau further observed that her cohort would be spread across various forms of legal practice
when entering the workforce and that, as a collective, the UVic law cohort would be able to influence
different areas of law reform and change.
Brendan and Andrea and Tania, all of us together in our cohort, we’re going to be going in different
areas, we’re not all going to be in the same areas. Some are going to go into family law, some are
going to go criminal law – they’re going to go in all different ways, but we need that sort of
collaboration together to really make a difference, to create finally that reform that’s really needed.
(UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau, 2020)
Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of
engagement’

2. What are the broader societal outcomes of including Indigenous knowledges in legal
education?
All four law student participants provided several examples of the broader societal outcomes of including
Indigenous knowledges in legal education and how they have shared their learning to impact the wider
society. These examples included establishing a pattern of learning and sharing between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples, providing knowledge to inform community decision-making processes, to increase
the number of culturally competent legal practitioners, aiding the truth telling process, and challenging
colonial frameworks to create new pathways for future generations of Indigenous peoples.
Carolyn Belleau indicated that the broader societal outcomes of including Indigenous knowledges in legal
education assists her and her community to influence decision-making processes in more educated ways.
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I’m Tsilhqot’in and there are other Tsilhqot’ins, but it doesn’t mean that we all share the same
perspective. There are diverse opinions straight across the board and some that are so adamant of
protecting all of the benefits of the Indian Act and yet we do know the knowledge of the Indian Act
and of what it really is and the more you know, the more you kind of want to better explain through
your own people why this isn’t working in a way that they understand and basically have that
uncomfortable conversation. They just don’t have all of the facts, so you’re trying to help deliver a
lot of the truth so they can come to a better decision. It’s not trying to be biased or forcing your own
thought on a person, but it’s just more based on, do you have all of the facts? Do you have all of the
truths to come to a better decision so we can help our community move forward? So, in part of
interpreting Indigenous law, but also knowing that common law too, so they can come to a better
decision. I really feel like there’s not enough conversations being had out there and I could almost
touch on almost any topic, but we don’t have a lot of time. (UVic Law Student, Carolyn Belleau,
2020)
Andrea Vogel commented that the increased cultural competency of legal practitioners is a benefit derived
from including Indigenous knowledges in legal education and further observed that knowledge and
recognition of Indigenous laws is an important skill within legal practice and legal decision-making.
I won’t say there’s no competency but there’s often very little competency and understanding or
making space for Indigenous law to do its processes and for people to be given decision-making to
have their own laws on their own lands. (UVic Law Student, Andrea Vogel, 2020)
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Brendan Noyes explained that one of the broader societal outcomes of including Indigenous knowledges in
legal education has been to challenge societal norms and create a paradigm shift in the way in which
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples work together to find better solutions for Indigenous peoples across
Canada.
Indigenous and non-Indigenous folks share territories, and we live together and the way in which
that relationship paradigm has played out over the last few hundred years isn’t right and isn’t
working. My family has become involved in the foster care system here in Manitoba because we see
how poorly that is going. The statistics don’t lie. There are kids being taken out of their homes.
Systemic racism is operating and preventing people from getting to the places that they can get to
because everyone has an innate value. Talking about the broader societal outcomes, I think that a
program like ours [the UVic law program] offers a really unique opportunity to query the
underlying systems that operate within our world and make it easier for us to – although we won’t
always necessarily understand or agree – to make it easier for us to communicate with one another
and to try to find ways to live better together. (UVic Law Student, Brendan Noyes, 2020)
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’

1. What is the result of including Indigenous knowledges in legal education for non-Indigenous
students?
Of the four law students who participated in the UVic law student focus group, as outlined in the participant
table, two were non-Indigenous – Andrea Vogel and Tania Talebzadeh. These participants provided diverse
responses relating to the impacts of including Indigenous knowledges in law education for non-Indigenous
peoples. Tania Talebzadeh noted that the UVic law program is producing graduates who will be able to
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influence the direction of various law disciplines across several regions in Canada by the inclusion of their
knowledge of Indigenous legal orders.
We have negotiators and we have communicators, and we have people who have worked in various
capacities in government, which is immensely powerful to have on your side. So, I think about it in
that way that we’re going to come out and we’re going to have these one-stop shops but in different
areas and in different regions. Where wills and estates can be offered, and you have a person who
does constitutional work and you have a person in criminal law that you can call up that you know
comes with this background and has experience of Indigenous legal orders. I think that is something
that lifts me as a non-Indigenous person doing this work. (UVic Law Student, Tania Talebzadeh,
2020)
In addition, Tania described the implications of being a non-Indigenous person studying Indigenous legal
orders and the complexities that arise for her as a student in the program.
Jess Ash that actually works with us on the ILRU team, beautiful person, she speaks about the
politics of discomfort, and she says, ‘Listen, I’m a non-Indigenous woman doing Indigenous law.’
Like, if you’re not uncomfortable, there’s something wrong. (UVic Law Student, Tania Talebzadeh,
2020)
Similarly, Andrea Vogel emphasised the discomfort of exploring Indigenous knowledges and law as a nonIndigenous person while also providing a justice-oriented perspective.
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It is a lot of discomfort you have to sit with sometimes and think, ‘What am I getting out of this in
the position?’ And for me, you can’t divorce your life from your politics, I also have a poli-sci
[political science] background and you start going down the route of looking for justice. You look at
what is necessary and whose justice and whose liberation is tied up with your own or your own
political ideas and it just becomes essential. (UVic Law Student, Andrea Vogel, 2020)
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5.6.1 UVic law students summary
In summary, the UVic law student participants provided evidence of the application of three
out of the six principles of Ethical Space Theory and three out of the three principles
examined (Principles 4, 5 and 6). As previously outlined in section 3.5, Research Question 3
and the associated sub-questions specifically relate to how the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges in the law curriculum contributes more broadly to a student’s legal education.
Therefore, only law student research participants were asked Research Question 3 and the
associated sub-questions derived from the literature. The UVic law student findings provide
numerous examples of how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the JD/JID law
curriculum contributes more broadly to their legal education. The U/Vic law student results
provided partial or complete answers to the initial research questions that were derived from
the literature review.
5.6.1.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 1 ‘Ethics’ were required.
5.6.1.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 2 ‘Status quo’ were required.
5.6.1.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
After examination of the literature, it was determined that no questions related to Research
Question 3 – Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’ were required.
5.6.1.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
The UVic Indigenous law student participants provided evidence of the application of the
‘Indigenous gaze’ principle by identifying the benefits of embedding Indigenous knowledges
in legal education. The two Indigenous students discussed the way embedding Indigenous
knowledges across legal education had multiple benefits, including aiding, and assisting the
truth telling process in Canada, influencing reconciliation between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples in Canada, influencing social change through policy development and
law reform, and creating a better future for Indigenous peoples and communities nationally.
Both Indigenous law students spoke about the power of creating social capital networks of
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culturally competent legal professionals to better serve and assist Indigenous communities
across Canada.
5.6.1.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
The UVic law student participants provided evidence of the application of the ‘emergent
rules of engagement’ principle by referring to a number of societal outcomes of including
Indigenous knowledges across law education. All four law students commented on the access
and connection they have with Indigenous academics and community members through the
UVic law program. These four participants also described the various societal benefits of
embedding Indigenous knowledges in legal education, including initiating, and progressing
the truth telling process in Canada, thereby increasing understanding of the treatment and
historical experience of Indigenous peoples, and providing opportunities for two-way
learning between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Two-way learning was described
as a way for people to share their experience and learn from one another to create new
pathways to work together.
5.6.1.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
The two non-Indigenous law students in the focus group discussed the benefits of including
Indigenous knowledges across legal education for them as non-Indigenous peoples. Both
agreed that embedding Indigenous knowledges in the JD/JID curriculum enhanced the
following: their knowledge of Indigenous cultures and legal orders, their Indigenous cultural
competency to work more effectively with Indigenous peoples and communities, their
communication skills, their skillset in assisting Indigenous communities in relation to legal
matters, and their professional ability and practice.

5.7 UVic case study summary
In summary, the UVic case study provided evidence of the application of all six principles of
Ethical Space Theory. Based on the perspectives shared by the participants, the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges across the JD/JID curriculum is discussed in the sections below, in
relation to the six principles of Ethical Space Theory. In the process of conducting the UVic
case study, all the research questions derived from the literature review were partially or
completely answered.
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5.7.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
As outlined in section 3.5, only academic and Indigenous community member participants
were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 1 ‘Ethics’. From the participant
responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis the following
key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 195) defines the word ethics as ‘the
capacity to know what harms or enhances the wellbeing of sentient creatures’. Ermine (2007)
positions ‘ethics’ as the first principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets
of the ‘ethics’ principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
•

Relationships

•

Engagement

•

Codes of conduct

•

Community and cultural boundaries

•

Accountability

•

Personal integrity

•

Responsibility.

5.7.1.1 Relationships
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 promotes respect and recognition for Indigenous
people’s cultural wisdom and traditions through collaborative partnerships led by Indigenous
peoples and protocols. The plan also promotes this is to be achieved through the employment
of Indigenous peoples both at an academic and support level and the recruitment and
retention of Indigenous students. The UVic academic participants and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants discussed the importance of taking the time to build meaningful and
authentic relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of creating
collaborative opportunities and partnerships. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants also provided an additional perspective in asserting that academics need to
recognise the apprehension of Indigenous community members in the relational process.
They indicated that the building of Indigenous community partnerships needs to be based on
reliability, accountability, and knowledge of Indigenous protocols in order to build trust
between the community and the institution. Both the academic and the Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants were consistent in acknowledging the benefits of having Indigenous
faculty members, including academics, and the Manager of Indigenous Initiatives in terms of
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creating community connections and developing relationships with Indigenous communities
at a local, national and international level – the three levels of respectful relationship
building.
5.7.1.2 Community engagement
The document analysis indicated that UVic has in place several policies to guide community
engagement, such as the Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for
*səlxʷeyn/SELWAN ȽTE, Knowledge Keepers and Community Members, alongside several
support staff employed in positions of guidance such as the Cultural Protocol Liaison and the
Elders in Residence program. The academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants explained that community partnerships are predominantly initiated through
invitation from the ILRU. However, the academic participants explained that the intention
when engaging with community is not specifically to develop curriculum, but rather to
develop community-led projects that will benefit Indigenous communities. Both participant
groups (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) discussed the importance of
formal agreements such as MOUs for setting out the protocols and expectations for a
community engagement, such as establishing meeting places where the community can feel
comfortable and the frequency of contact. However, both participant groups also
acknowledged the importance of informal meetings and gatherings for maintaining relational
bonds in the engagement process. In the sharing of knowledge created from the engagement,
the academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants all agreed that any form of
community engagement must have benefit for Indigenous communities, such as through the
revitalisation and reclamation of knowledges. Furthermore, any resources developed and/or
knowledge sharing needs to be validated for use by the community. This was identified by
both participant groups as a means of providing a platform for Indigenous knowledge sharing
and privileging the Indigenous voice in the academy.
5.7.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
As outlined in section 3.5, only academic participants were asked research questions
pertaining to Principle 2 ‘Status quo’. From the participant responses to these questions and
the data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) argues that the relationship between
Indigenous peoples and Western society has long been consumed by oppression and conflict.
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Ermine (2007) positions ‘status quo’ as the second principle of Ethical Space Theory and
posits that the main tenets of the ‘status quo’ principle are based on the following
fundamental elements:
Principal 2: ‘Status quo’
a) Repeated patterns of domineering practices
b) Disengagement
c) Breach of cultural boundaries
d) Destructive engagement patterns
e) No clear rules of engagement
5.7.2.1 Repeated patterns of domineering practices
The UVic academic participants provided several examples of how current curriculum
development is different from past curriculum development. These include the development
and delivery of a new JD/JID program; an increase in the number of Indigenous academics
and support staff in the academy; an increase in contact with Indigenous peoples and
communities through community consultation, research, field schools and initiatives such as
the Aboriginal Awareness Camps to provide learning experiences for students and
professional development for academics and practitioners; an increase in Indigenous landbased pedagogy; and the inclusion of community Elders in the teaching of curriculum in the
classroom. The UVic academic participants expressed the view that they are contributing to
the support of other universities and academics across Canada, by creating an academic
support network and community of practice focused on the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges and laws across the higher education environment. The academic participants
also commented that current curriculum development is underpinned by a mission and
purpose to support Indigenous self-determination, through a greater focus on Indigenous legal
orders to build safe and lawful communities.
5.7.2.2 Breach of cultural boundaries and disengagement
The academic participants observed that mistakes will be made along the way when working
with Indigenous communities. However, these participants emphasised that strong
foundational relationships, and the cultural competency of the people working with
Indigenous communities in relation to the people, place, and governing protocols, can assist
the process of consulting with Indigenous communities. Furthermore, the academics
discussed the importance of cultural methodologies and informal and formal agreements to
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set cultural boundaries. One academic made the point that to be corrected by community is a
gift and that all breaches of cultural boundaries must be seen as a learning experience and
part of an individual’s ongoing cultural competency journey.
5.7.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
As outlined in section 3.5, only academic and Indigenous community member participants
were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’. From the
participant responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis the
following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 197) states that ‘there are compelling
reasons why Indigenous dealings with the Western world have been accompanied by
anxiety’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘the undercurrent’ as the third principle of Ethical Space
Theory and posits that the main tenets of ‘the undercurrent’ principle are based on the
following fundamental elements:
Principal 3 ‘The undercurrent’
a) Overarching power structures
b) Social inequalities
c) Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
d) Historical, cultural, social and political difference
e) Patterns of dominance and disadvantage.
5.7.3.1 Overarching power structures
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 acknowledges that educational institutions in Canada
have contributed to the ongoing trauma and disadvantage of Indigenous peoples in Canada.
The plan outlines the historical mistreatment of Indigenous peoples and accepts that many
Indigenous peoples entering the higher education environment will have been negatively
impacted and mistreated by colonial systems and overarching power structures, such as that
experienced within Canadian residential schools. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022
identifies several significant overarching power structures both internal and external of the
university but also describe several UVic initiatives designed to counteract the power
imbalance. These initiatives will be expanded on in the section on the ‘Indigenous gaze’
below.
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The academic participants discussed the way community-led projects can decentre
institutional power by addressing community needs rather than institutional objectives. In
addition, the UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke of the
overarching power structures associated with the imbalance between Indigenous and Western
knowledges in the academy. They explained how epistemological equivalence can be
mandated through the teaching of diverse Indigenous knowledges and the conduct of
community projects. This includes the teaching of Indigenous legal education through a
trans-systemic pedagogical approach.
5.7.3.2 Social inequality
The UVic document analysis identified various policies and initiatives designed to provide
ongoing support structures for Indigenous staff and students to rebalance historical structural
power imbalances and address social inequality. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022
promotes reconciliation practices between non-Indigenous and Indigenous communities and
peoples across what is now known as Canada. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholder and
academic participants clarified that holding Indigenous knowledges as equivalent in value to
Western knowledges is seen as key to acknowledging social inequality in the collaborative
process. Furthermore, the academic participants discussed the importance of external bodies,
initiatives and strategies, such as the Bar Association accreditation process and the Truth and
Reconciliation Report, in supporting the university policy to address social inequality.
5.7.3.3 Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 affirms the university’s acknowledgement of the
significant intergenerational impacts of colonial rule on Indigenous peoples, which continue
to affect the relationship between Indigenous peoples and the education environment. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and academics explained that any form of collaborative
partnership with Indigenous communities must be meaningful and authentic. Accountability
is seen as a crucial element in the relational phase between the university and Indigenous
peoples and communities. Moreover, the Indigenous curriculum stakeholder and academic
participants stated that community need, not academic or curriculum requirements, is the
main driver for Indigenous collaborations and projects. The UVic academics also indicated
that Indigenous participation in the classroom promotes the truth telling process and provides
avenues for communication and education between Indigenous peoples and students. The
participants provided numerous examples of an Indigenous presence and the sharing of
Indigenous lived experience within the university, including through the UVic Elders in
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Residence program, knowledge holders, community members and Aboriginal Cultural
Awareness Camps attended by both students and staff.
5.7.3.4 Historical, cultural, social, and political difference
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 states that the university has a strong commitment to
recognising how the historical, cultural, social, and political experience of Indigenous
students plays a vital role in shaping the relationship between these students and the
university specifically and the higher education learning environment more broadly. The
academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder responses indicated that Indigenous
community-led projects run according to Indigenous protocols and provide an opportunity to
explore cultural difference through the consultation process. Indeed, community-led projects
were identified by both participant groups (academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders) as having dual benefits: first, benefiting the Indigenous community by way of
the revitalisation and reclamation of Indigenous knowledges and self-determination; and
second, teaching Indigenous legal orders and contextualising historical, cultural, social, and
political difference. The academics also discussed national and institutionally led initiatives
designed to address the complications arising from historical and political power structures,
such as educational units developed by accrediting bodies like the Bar Association and
Recommendations 27 and 28 from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada Calls
to Action that relate specifically to including Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous cultural
competency in legal education.
5.7.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders and law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 4
‘Indigenous gaze’. From the participant responses to these questions and the data derived
from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) considers that experiences of
colonisation for Indigenous peoples have left them with a particular view or ‘gaze’ upon the
Western world. Ermine (2007) positions the ‘Indigenous gaze’ as the fourth principle of
Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘Indigenous gaze’ principle are
based on the following fundamental elements:
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Principal 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
a) Assertion of social justice
b) Sense of community and belonging
c) Reclamation of cultural traditions
d) Examination of colonial practices
e) Indigenous peoples’ human rights
f) Improved legacy for future generations
5.7.4.1 Assertion of social justice and sense of community belonging
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 describes how community partnerships between the
university and Indigenous communities are developed and maintained through practices of
respect, understanding and mutual benefit. Similarly, all three participant groups (academics,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, law students) emphasised that the assertion of social
justice assists in the privileging of the Indigenous voice across the curriculum, in turn
promoting the truth telling process. The academic participants also reported that the assertion
of social justice and a sense of community belonging are promoted by the increased presence
of Indigenous peoples in the academy, which creates a community of practice.
5.7.4.2 Reclamation of cultural traditions
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 explains that the university aims to implement
practices of Indigenous self-determination through a commitment to creating an environment
where Indigenous cultural ceremony and traditions are respected. These practices, as outlined
in the Indigenous Plan 2017–2022, encompass the valuing of Indigenous knowledges and
respect for Indigenous protocols through engagement with Indigenous Elders, Knowledge
Keepers, community members, academics, and scholars, all of whom contribute to the
teaching and research processes across the university. In relation to the collaborative process
between Indigenous peoples and the university, the Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 emphasises
the importance of cultural safety and how culturally safe practices are a vital component of
the university’s educational settings.
The academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and Indigenous law students all defined
the reclamation and revitalisation of cultural traditions as a key benefit of embedding
Indigenous knowledges across the UVic JD/JID program. The examples of revitalisation and
reclamation they provided included the promotion of Indigenous law, language and cultural
traditions and the development of resources to encourage knowledge revitalisation across
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multiple levels of education including universities and schools. However, the academic and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants indicated that not all Indigenous peoples want
to collaborate with the academy due to Indigenous peoples and knowledges previously being
over-researched and past mistreatment by institutional bodies, creating ongoing feelings of
mistrust.
5.7.4.3 Examination of colonial practices
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states that the impacts of past colonial practices can
be counteracted by Indigenous community involvement in the academy, including in the
areas of leadership, governance, research and curriculum. This was also evident in the
responses of the academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants, who discussed
the importance of ownership and leadership of Indigenous community projects by Indigenous
communities. Their responses indicate that Indigenous peoples and communities who are
involved in the higher education sector do so for various reasons and purposes. One academic
provided the insight that Indigenous peoples may have been denied this opportunity in the
past due to colonial practices such as their treatment in Canadian residential schools. The
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and academic participants also reported that Indigenous
communities are looking for ways in which they can create spaces to examine colonial
practices and change the narrative for future generations.
5.7.4.4 Improved legacy for future generations
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 describes the university’s commitment to connecting
and collaborating with Indigenous peoples and communities to achieve several outcomes,
including creating a culturally safe learning environment for Indigenous students and
improving avenues for Indigenous self-determination. In addition, all three UVic participant
groups indicated that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges and laws across the JD/JID is
ensuring improved legacies for future generations and provided several common examples.
These included the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous laws, knowledges and
cultural traditions that contribute to the overall wellbeing of Indigenous peoples and
communities; and the increased cultural competency of graduates who will bring their
knowledge to influence such areas as legal practice, law, and policy reform.
5.7.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders and law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 5
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‘Emergent rules of engagement’. From the participant responses to these questions and the
data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 200) states that ‘Canada has
attempted to follow some measure of international protocol and honour among nations
through treaty-making’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘emergent rules of engagement’ as the fifth
principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘emergent rules of
engagement’ principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
Principal 5 ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
a) International protocol, treaties
b) Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
c) Action to address societal change
5.7.5.1 Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 states that all models of collaboration are conducted
with respect for Indigenous cultural values and community protocols that promote cultural
safety. In addition, the UVic website detailed a new initiative (at the time) to build a national
centre for Indigenous law and reconciliation to support the work of the ILRU and the JD/JID
program. The ILRU website also provided evidence of numerous models of community
collaboration, including community research projects, legal workshops, UVic’s First Peoples
House and Aboriginal Awareness Camps.
The academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants explained that the models
of collaboration between UVic and the law school are based on invitation, whereby
Indigenous communities accept an invitation to collaborate with the law school. Models of
collaboration with Indigenous communities are negotiated according to Indigenous
community protocols and are typically underpinned by a formal agreement such as an MOU
or LOA. The academics also discussed several institutional policies and guidelines on ethical
conduct and research with Indigenous communities. However, Professor Jeremy Webber
explained that although the university had research guidelines there were no specific
guidelines in relation to curriculum development. Therefore, Professor Webber indicated that
there was a gap in policy on the rules of engagement pertaining to curriculum development.
The UVic Indigenous law students commented that models of collaboration exist for them
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with the following groups: current UVic law students, Indigenous scholars that teach across
the program and various Indigenous communities, all of whom contribute to their legal
education experience. Like the findings derived from the document analysis, the academic
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder groups both provided evidence of longstanding
community partnerships through various programs such as the Elders in Residence program,
community projects facilitated through the ILRU, community legal workshops and clinics,
Indigenous Field Schools and Aboriginal Awareness Camps.
5.7.5.2 Action to address societal change
The UVic document analysis provided evidence that the university has developed a range of
initiatives to action and support societal change. The university has also produced two
institutional documents to underpin its collaborative work with Indigenous communities: the
UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022, which focuses on how the university can ethically
collaborate with Indigenous peoples and communities for enhanced educational outcomes;
and the Guidelines of Protocol, Hosting and Payment for *səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE,
Knowledge Keepers and Community Members, which sets out guidelines and rules of
engagement for collaboration with Indigenous peoples and communities. The plan describes
the university’s responsibility to address colonial legacies through collaborative projects that
promote intercultural understanding and reconciliation. In addition, the academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders reported that community-led projects are recognised to
influence social change for Indigenous communities. Both participant groups provided
evidence that community-led projects are centred on areas of community need such as law,
language, and land. The Indigenous curriculum stakeholders indicated that societal change
can often come through community projects being a vehicle to connect Indigenous youth
with the higher education sector. One community member noted that this interaction is often
encouraged by Elders and is seen as a possible pathway to higher education enrolment. In
addition, the law student participants provided an alternative perspective in emphasising that
societal change often comes through two-way learning opportunities. Two-way learning was
described by the students as Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples learning from each
other, and thereby becoming agents of change. Furthermore, the law student participants
emphasised that societal change is at the heart of the JD/JID program through the focus on
truth telling which enables an analysis of historical and contemporary colonial practices.
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5.7.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups were asked research questions
pertaining to Principle 6 ‘Reconciliation’. From the participant responses to these questions
and the data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 201) As previously outlined in section
2.6, Ermine (2007:201) poses the following questions in relation to reconciliation: ‘How do
we reconcile worldviews? … [and] How do we reconcile the oral tradition with the written
tradition, the two embedded traditions that we confront and must reconcile?’. Thus, the
fundamental challenge is to reconcile the central viewpoints of Indigenous and Western
thought’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘reconciliation’ as the sixth and final principle of Ethical
Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘reconciliation’ principle are based on the
following fundamental elements:
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
a) Reconciling of worldviews
b) Reconcile viewpoint between Indigenous and Western thought
c) Cross-cultural co-operation.
5.7.6.1 Reconciling of worldviews
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 and the ILRU website identify several collaborative
partnerships between the university and Indigenous peoples and communities that promote
Indigenous worldviews. The Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 explains that the university is
committed to creating educational settings that are inclusive and free of racism. In addition,
all three research participant groups discussed that Indigenous people’s participation in
higher education is a way to explore differing beliefs and values between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples. Mutually developed dialogue spaces were recognised as a place
where difference could be discussed and respected.
5.7.6.2 Reconcile viewpoints between Indigenous and Western thought
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 states that the university has a responsibility to
educate all students, faculty and staff on the historical and contemporary social realities of
Indigenous peoples. The university proposes that such education can be a platform for
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada. In addition, the
academic and law student participants spoke of the importance of the trans-systemic
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pedagogy of the JD/JID program. The trans-systemic method enables the concurrent analysis
of multiple legal traditions and draws parallels of similarity and difference. This method was
described by both participant groups as providing a platform for the gathering of knowledge
of Indigenous legal orders and analysing the purpose and application of Indigenous and
common law. In combination, these elements provide a space in which to reconcile
worldviews between Indigenous and common law in the teaching process. This response was
echoed by the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, who discussed that collaborations
between Indigenous communities and academia need to be based on the free, prior, and
informed consent of all Indigenous participants. The practice of attaining free, prior, and
informed consent from Indigenous communities is defined within the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which aims to protect cultural and
intellectual property rights in the collaborative process.
5.7.6.3 Cross-cultural cooperation
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 describes various forms of cross-cultural cooperation,
including two-way learning between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples, respectful
partnerships with Indigenous peoples, and collaborations that facilitate cross-cultural
understanding to create new pathways for change. All three participant groups agreed that the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across legal education assists to increase the crosscultural relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Furthermore, the law
student participants observed that enhancing cross cultural collaborations resulted in
improved cultural competency to influence professional practice, thus informing better
decision-making processes across government and non-government organisations for
Indigenous peoples.
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6 CSU and UVic cross-case study comparison
In summary, the CSU and UVic case studies provided evidence of the application of all six
principles of Ethical Space Theory. A comparison between the CSU research participant
responses and the UVic research participant responses is presented below, structured
according to the six principles of Ethical Space Theory. All the research participants
(academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) from both universities
spoke about how their university is embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. In the process of comparing the findings of the CSU and UVic case studies, all
the research questions derived from the literature review were either partially or completely
answered.

6.1 Principle 1: ‘Ethics’
As outlined in section 3.5, only academic and Indigenous community member participants
were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 1 ‘Ethics’. From the participant
responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis the following
key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 195) defines the word ethics as ‘the
capacity to know what harms or enhances the wellbeing of sentient creatures’. Ermine (2007)
positions ‘ethics’ as the first principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets
of the ‘ethics’ principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
•

Relationship

•

Engagement

•

Codes of conduct

•

Community and cultural boundaries

•

Accountability

•

Personal integrity

•

Responsibility.

6.1.1 Relationships
The case studies provided evidence that both CSU and UVic have developed institutional
policy that guides and governs the work of engagement with Indigenous peoples for the
purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum. The CSU Indigenous
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Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 both outline strategies and
relational initiatives regarding Indigenous consultation, Indigenous curriculum and learning,
and teaching and learning approaches. For example, the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy
is driven by internal institutional governance and the promotion of the CSU Indigenous
Board of Studies, which is comprised of Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics who
oversee the inclusion of Indigenous content in the curriculum. The UVic Indigenous Plan
2017–2022 takes a different approach in recognising the university’s relationship with local
Indigenous peoples who were actively involved in the development of the UVic plan. The
examination of the CSU and UVic law websites revealed similar Indigenous community
connections and relationship building approaches, including associations with local
Indigenous peoples and communities. Both websites indicate the university’s recognition of
the role of Indigenous Elders and the cultural wisdom they bring to the higher education
environment. In addition, both the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic
Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 promote the employment of Indigenous peoples and the
recruitment and retention of Indigenous students.
Furthermore, the responses from the CSU academic participants indicated that academics
leverage community contacts through the Indigenous academic at the Centre for Law and
Justice and through existing community relationships. The UVic academics and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders described how the law faculty employs multiple Indigenous
academics and support staff who leverage and engage their cultural knowledge and
community connections to create collaborative partnerships for the law school and the ILRU.
In addition, the UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that
community connections are also made through a cultural invitation system, whereby
Indigenous communities are invited to work collaboratively with the university on
community projects, field schools and law curriculum development including resources. The
CSU and the UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders agreed that academics
need to allocate a significant amount of time to facilitate the building of community
relationships in order to establish trust and accountability. These relationships strengthen
community-led research projects that inform the design, development and delivery of the
curriculum and supplementary resources.
Similarly, both the CSU and the UVic academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants discussed the importance of Indigenous cultural protocols for establishing
relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities. Both these groups of participants
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from CSU explained the importance of cultural authority and how finding the appropriate
people with cultural authority in the community to share their knowledge is vital. These same
participants also spoke about the importance of reciprocity in the knowledge sharing process.
However, the CSU academic participants mentioned that tensions often arise between the
institutional workload of academics and the time commitment required for engagement with
Indigenous peoples and communities. The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
foreshadowed that some Indigenous peoples and communities are reluctant to engage with
universities for a number of reasons, including their historical mistreatment. The UVic
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants recommended that academics honour an
individual or community decision-making process and the choice to share or withhold
cultural knowledge.
6.1.2 Community engagement
CSU and UVic have each established several institutional policies, plans and initiatives to
guide the process of community engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities.
Within their institutional documents, both universities affirm that they recognise the
traditional lands on which they are located and the significant place of Indigenous Elders’
cultural wisdom in providing a narrative of historical and contemporary lived experience. The
CSU and the UVic academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants agreed that
places of consultation and engagement need to be negotiated with the Indigenous community
members with whom the academics are engaging. The academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders from both universities also agreed that on Country community engagements
enable Indigenous peoples to feel more comfortable, as they are in their own surroundings,
which aids the process of project consultation and development. In this regard, both
participant groups from CSU and UVic identified additional benefits to engaging with
Indigenous peoples on their chosen traditional lands, including providing academics with the
opportunity to connect with Indigenous peoples, place, cultures, and traditions to support
their own professional development and cultural competency. In addition, the CSU and UVic
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders recommended that meeting frequency
with Indigenous peoples and communities needs to be guided by the requirements of
individual projects.
The UVic academic participants provided additional insight in commenting that community
engagement is never only or specifically about curriculum and stated that community projects
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must have benefit and social outcomes for the Indigenous community whom they are
collaborating with. Both the CSU and UVic academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder
participants asserted the importance of formal agreements such as an MOU to negotiate
community engagement rules and expectations. Furthermore, the CSU Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders spoke about a traditional code of conduct that governs their community
engagement known as yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang, which means two-way
learning. Two-way learning was described by these participants as time dedicated to learning
about the Indigenous peoples with whom they are engaging and to share their own story with
their Indigenous partners to establish a relationship. The two-way learning space for dialogue
sharing was recognised by the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders as a place where past
and contemporary injustices can be recognised and reconciled before curriculum
development can commence. However, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders also
commented that further institutional policy developed in conjunction with Indigenous
communities is needed to educate staff about Indigenous protocols and guide ethical
community engagement.
The UVic academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants recommended that
any form of community engagement must be underpinned by the intention to revitalise and/or
reclaim Indigenous knowledges and that any resources developed from the collaboration
must be authenticated and authorised by the Indigenous community for use across the
curriculum. Therefore, protection of intellectual and cultural property rights for Indigenous
peoples and communities is vital. The UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders also spoke about how the increase in Indigenous people’s participation in higher
education and the development of Indigenous resources can assist in privileging the
Indigenous voice in the classroom specifically and in the academy more generally.

6.2 Principle 2: ‘Status quo’
As outlined in section 3.5, only the academic participants were asked research questions
pertaining to Principle 2 ‘Status quo’. From the participant responses to these questions and
the data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) indicates that the relationship between
Indigenous peoples and Western society has long been consumed by oppression and conflict.
Ermine (2007) positions ‘status quo’ as the second principle of Ethical Space Theory and
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posits that the main tenets of the ‘status quo’ principle are based on the following
fundamental elements:
Principle 2 ‘Status quo’
a) Repeated patterns of domineering practices
b) Disengagement
c) Breach of cultural boundaries
d) Destructive engagement patterns
e) No clear rules of engagement
6.2.1 Repeated patterns of domineering practices
Both the CSU and the UVic academic participants shared that their respective law programs
were newly developed and designed to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum, although via different means. For example, the CSU LLB was developed in 2016
and is the first course in Australia to embed Indigenous cultural competency across the core
law curriculum; while UVic has a recently established Joint Degree in Common Law and
Indigenous Legal Orders. Both the CSU and the UVic academic participants acknowledged
that their respective degree courses have changed the way that law is taught in the higher
education environment in Australia and Canada. The CSU and UVic academic participant
responses focused on confronting repeated patterns of colonial domineering practices through
the embedding of Indigenous knowledges to support the exploration of Indigenous law/lore
and narratives of Indigenous lived experiences and to create a space for truth telling across
the law curriculum. The embedding of Indigenous knowledges and lived experience was
identified by the CSU and UVic academics as a way for academics and students to critically
reflect on the complexities and application of Indigenous lore/law, thereby recognising legal
pluralism, instead of the teaching of the common/Western law system alone. In addition, the
CSU academic participants highlighted the value of CSU’s online cultural competency
professional development program. The program was heralded by these participants to
prepare academics for their collaboration with Indigenous peoples and communities for the
purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges and enhance their capabilities in teaching
Indigenous studies/perspectives across the law curriculum.
The UVic academic participants provided a more in-depth response than the CSU participants
and explained that curriculum development in relation to the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum has progressed considerably in recent times with the
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increase in the number of Indigenous academics and support staff across universities in
Canada. The rise in the number of Indigenous peoples working within the academy was
signalled by the UVic academic participants to increase the interaction between Indigenous
communities and the university through collaborative projects such as field schools and
Aboriginal Awareness Camps. Community collaborations were recognised by these
participants as having the dual purpose of providing professional development to staff and
providing authentic learning experiences to students. Furthermore, the UVic academic
participants described an innovative approach to building social capital networks for
academics across Canada to support the embedding of Indigenous knowledges and promote
Indigenous community self-determination.
6.2.2 Breach of cultural boundaries and disengagement
Both the CSU and UVic academic participants agreed that individual and collective academic
knowledge and demonstrated respect for Indigenous protocols are vital for Indigenous
community collaborations. Both participant groups also granted that in the process of
collaborating with Indigenous peoples for the purpose of curriculum development, there is a
need for constant reflection. In this regard, the two participant groups agreed that along the
way mistakes will be made and that learning about Indigenous peoples and knowledges will
be an ongoing process. Learning development and the ongoing education related to
Indigenous cultural competency was identified by the CSU and UVic academics as essential
to the collaborative process between academia and Indigenous peoples. Furthermore, the
CSU and UVic academic participants alike agreed that strong foundational relationships with
Indigenous peoples can provide a safe space for reflection and learning if cultural boundaries
are breached. For example, academics can learn and reflect in a safe environment for the
purpose of improving their knowledge and skills when working with Indigenous peoples and
communities. The academic participants from both institutions understood that if mistakes
and breaches are not recognised and reconciled there is a high risk of disengagement by
Indigenous peoples. In addition, the UVic academic participants observed that strong
Indigenous methodologies along with informal and formal negotiated community agreements
will enable academics to understand the rules of Indigenous community engagement.
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6.3 Principle 3: ‘The undercurrent’
As outlined in section 3.5, only the academic and Indigenous community member
participants were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’. From
the participant responses to these questions and the data derived from the document analysis
the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 197) states that ‘there are compelling
reasons why Indigenous dealings with the Western world have been accompanied by
anxiety’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘the undercurrent’ as the third principle of Ethical Space
Theory and posits that the main tenets of ‘the undercurrent’ principle are based on the
following fundamental elements:
Principle 3 ‘The undercurrent’
a) Overarching power structures
b) Social inequalities
c) Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
d) Historical, cultural, social and political difference
e) Patterns of dominance and disadvantage
6.3.1 Overarching power structures
Both the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022
acknowledge that higher education has contributed to the ongoing trauma and disadvantage
of Indigenous peoples across Australia and Canada. However, both universities have
developed a number of strategies and initiatives to recognise and challenge overarching
power structures and to rebalance the power inequity between Indigenous and Western
knowledge systems. These initiatives will be expanded on in the following section on the
‘Indigenous gaze’. In addition to the findings from the document analysis, the CSU academic
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke of how overarching power structures
underpinning institutional decision-making and a lack of policy around collaboration with
Indigenous communities can damage relationships between Indigenous peoples and
academia. In contrast, the UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders discussed
a different, more mature model of addressing overarching power structures, through
Indigenous community-led projects designed to address community need instead of meeting
institutional requirements whether that be research or curriculum. The UVic academic and
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Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants also expressed that overarching power
structures can be challenged through the trans-systemic teaching of Indigenous laws and
knowledges to explore diversity and achieve epistemological equality.
6.3.2 Social inequality
Both the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022
affirm each university’s intent to address areas of social justice and inequality for Indigenous
peoples across Australia and Canada, respectively. For example, both documents
acknowledge that there is significant inequality for Indigenous peoples across the higher
education environment. And both promote numerous approaches to address Indigenous
inequality, such as Indigenous curriculum development, Indigenous research, Indigenous
employment, Indigenous leadership, and governance, and targeted support for Indigenous
students. The CSU academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders explained that
addressing social inequality is a key motivator for their collaboration to embed Indigenous
knowledges and cultural competency across the CSU law degree. The UVic academics
provided insight into the importance of Indigenous and Western knowledges having equal
value in the curriculum to address social inequality. Furthermore, the UVic academics felt
that assistance from external bodies such as the Bar Association and the outcomes of the
Truth and Reconciliation Report helped the UVic law faculty to address social inequality at a
university and professional level. The CSU academic participants responded in a similar vein
by stating that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum can assist
in producing student advocates who will challenge inequality and more culturally competent
and equitable lawyers.
6.3.3 Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication
The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 provides evidence of how the university recognises
that the legacy of colonialism continues to influence the relationship between Indigenous
peoples and higher education. These subsurface colonial interests and attitudes are
responsible for the intergenerational trauma that still impacts Indigenous participation in the
academy. In addition to the document analysis findings, both the CSU and UVic research
participants (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) agreed that any form of
collaboration with Indigenous peoples and communities must be meaningful and authentic,
with no hidden agendas for professional gain or reward. These participants all agreed that
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projects must be led by the Indigenous community and for the purpose of the community.
Furthermore, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants saw Gulaay – an
internal team within the university that focuses on Indigenous community engagement and
curriculum development through collaborative and ethical communication approaches – as a
pivotal in their working relationship with CSU. Similarly, the UVic research participants
(academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) perceived the UVic Elders in Residence
program and the Aboriginal Cultural Awareness Camps as places where truth telling can be
promoted and cultural difference can be explored for the purpose of student and staff
learning.
6.3.4 Historical, cultural, social, and political difference
Both the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020
affirm each university’s strong commitment to addressing historical, cultural, social, and
political difference. CSU aims to develop a more culturally diverse curriculum, to counteract
the impacts of the traditional Eurocentric curriculum, which has disadvantaged Indigenous
students. In contrast, the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 describes how the past
experiences of Indigenous students play a vital role in shaping their experience of and
relationship with the academy. Both the CSU and UVic academic and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants agreed that cultural difference can be explored through collaborative
community projects, including place- and land-based research and teaching approaches.
Place-based approaches were heralded by all these research participants as fulfilling a dual
purpose: first, to promote Indigenous self-determination; and second, to provide curriculum
content, such as the contextualisation of Indigenous laws and legal orders, that explores areas
of difference. In addition, the UVic academic participants indicated that national initiatives
can support institutional approaches in addressing the complications arising from historic,
cultural, social and political difference, such as the educational units developed by the
accrediting bodies like the Bar Association, and Recommendations 27 and 28 from the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action that relate specifically to including
Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous cultural competency in legal education (Truth &
Canada, 2015).
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6.4 Principle 4: ‘Indigenous gaze’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 4
‘Indigenous gaze’. From the participant responses to these questions and the data derived
from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007) considers that experiences of
colonisation for Indigenous peoples have left them with a particular view or ‘gaze’ upon the
Western world. Ermine (2007) positions ‘Indigenous gaze’ as the fourth principle of Ethical
Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘Indigenous gaze’ principle are based on
the following fundamental elements:
Principle 4 ‘Indigenous gaze’
a) Assertion of social justice
b) Sense of community and belonging
c) Reclamation of cultural traditions
d) Examination of colonial practices
e) Indigenous peoples’ human rights
f) Improved legacy for future generations.
6.4.1 Assertion of social justice and sense of community belonging
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 each
acknowledges that their respective universities are located on the traditional lands of
Indigenous peoples and consequently have a responsibility to ensure social justice for those
peoples. The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy focuses specifically on the graduate
attributes and cultural competency of students upon graduation. The strategy states that CSU
endeavours to produce graduates who understand the historical and contemporary worldview
of Indigenous peoples, with a particular focus on the Wiradyuri nation where several of the
university campuses are located. The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy states the work of
CSU is underpinned by the ‘Wiradyuri philosophy of yindyamaara winhanga-nha, meaning
the wisdom of respectfully knowing how to live well in a world worth living in’ (CSU, 2017,
p. 1). The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 describes how the university’s partnerships with
Indigenous peoples are developed and maintained according to approaches that are based on
respect, understanding and mutual benefit. In addition, the CSU and the UVic research
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participants (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) all agreed that
the assertion of social justice is promoted through the privileging of Indigenous voices and
knowledges in the law curriculum to support the truth telling of Indigenous experience across
Australia and Canada, respectively. Furthermore, the CSU research participants (academics,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) also commented on the improved
social justice benefits for Indigenous communities in the form of more culturally competent
legal professionals to work with Indigenous communities and to provide better representation
and legal services, to counteract the over-representation of Indigenous peoples in the criminal
justice system in Australia. From a different perspective, the UVic academic research
participants explained that the increased presence of Indigenous academics across universities
in Canada serves to promote social justice and create a community of practice among
Indigenous academics.
6.4.2 Reclamation of cultural traditions
The CSU document analysis did not identify any evidence of the university assisting in the
reclamation of Indigenous cultural traditions. However, the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–
2020 promotes Indigenous self-determination through several commitments, including the
recognition and practice of traditional Indigenous ceremonies on campus and the university’s
acknowledgement of the value and wisdom of Indigenous Elders and Indigenous knowledge
holders across learning, teaching, research and governance. Unlike the CSU Indigenous
Education Strategy, the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 demonstrates a strong
commitment to and understanding of Indigenous cultural safety practices and affirms the vital
role of cultural safety for Indigenous staff and students across the UVic learning and teaching
environment. In addition to the document analysis findings, both the CSU and UVic research
participants (academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) agreed that the reclamation
and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges and traditions is a key motivator and outcome of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across their respective law curricula. Several examples of
the revitalisation and reclamation of Indigenous knowledges were provided by the UVic
research participants (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students),
including the sharing and teaching of Indigenous law/lore, Indigenous languages, Indigenous
land-based practices and Indigenous cultural traditions. In addition, the UVic academic and
Indigenous stakeholders commented that the past mistreatment of Indigenous peoples by the
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academy and the over-researching of Indigenous peoples has negatively impacted the trust
and willingness of some Indigenous peoples to engage with the academy.
6.4.3 Examination of colonial practices
Both the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 state
that Indigenous content can be delivered in several different ways by various methods to
examine the experiences and treatment of Indigenous peoples under colonialism. For
example, the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy describes how Indigenous Australian
content is included in the curriculum to examine cultural and historical viewpoints and
colonial practices. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 describes how the examination of
colonial practices is supported by the involvement of Indigenous peoples in the leadership,
governance, research, and teaching and learning across the university. In support of the
document analysis findings, all CSU and UVic research participants agreed that the
examination of colonial practices can be facilitated through direct contact and dialogue with
Indigenous peoples and communities and through the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum.
6.4.4 Improved legacy for future generations
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 outlined
that each university implements several strategies to improve outcomes for current and future
generations of Indigenous peoples. These strategies include strategies to increase Indigenous
employment, Indigenous student enrolment and Indigenous student participation; strategies in
support of Indigenous community partnerships; and strategies around the advancement of
Indigenous curriculum. The CSU and the UVic research participants from all groups agreed
that improving outcomes for current and future generations of Indigenous peoples was a key
stimulus for and outcome of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum.
The CSU and the UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders commented that
the desire to improve the legacy for future generations motivated them to collaborate with
Indigenous peoples on the design, development and delivery of a curriculum informed by
Indigenous knowledges. The law student participants from both universities indicated that
embedding Indigenous knowledges facilitated a range of improved outcomes for future
generations of Indigenous peoples, including improved legal practice by graduates, better
decision-making across policy and law reform, and a better understanding of Indigenous
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laws/lores among law graduates. Furthermore, all the CSU and UVic research participants
linked better legal practice and recognition of legal pluralism to the wellbeing of current and
future generations of Indigenous peoples in Australia and Canada, respectively.

6.5 Principle 5: ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders and law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 5
‘Emergent rules of engagement’. From the participant responses to these questions and the
data derived from the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 200) states that ‘Canada has
attempted to follow some measure of international protocol and honour among nations
through treaty-making’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘emergent rules of engagement’ as the fifth
principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘emergent rules of
engagement’ principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
Principle 5 ‘Emergent rules of engagement’
a) International protocol, treaties
b) Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
c) Action to address societal change
6.5.1 Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation
The models of collaboration between the two universities and Indigenous peoples and
communities identified through the case studies differed in terms of directive and intention.
For example, the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy provides directives for collaboration
with Indigenous peoples through Objective 6, which refers to the university’s commitment to
increase Indigenous research and collaboration to advance Indigenous social justice and selfdetermination (CSU, 2017, p. 9). No models of collaboration specifically covering research
projects were identified in the CSU institutional documents, but reference to a model of
collaboration between the Centre for Law and Justice and the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders was
found on the centre’s website. Examination of the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 and
subsequent websites revealed that the UVic law school and the ILRU have numerous models
of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural representation. The
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UVic examples include a collaborative project to build the world’s first national centre for
Indigenous laws and reconciliation, multiple collaborative research projects and legal
workshops with Indigenous communities, the First Peoples House, and the Aboriginal
Awareness Camp.
In addition, the evidence provided by the CSU and UVic research participants revealed
various models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation. For example, the CSU research participants (academics, Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders and law students) referred to a model of collaboration with the
Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders for the purpose of law curriculum design, development, and
delivery. The CSU academic participants spoke of the Centre of Law and Justice MOU with
the Bathurst Wiradyuri Elders, yet disclosed that CSU does not currently have enough
Indigenous academics to teach Indigenous content across the curriculum. However, these
participants observed that the collaborative partnerships with local Elders provide authentic
place-based learning across the CSU LLB. The CSU academics further explained that the
MOU covers negotiations around matters like remuneration and reciprocity. These
participants also noted the university’s models of collaboration with Indigenous industry
experts and other Indigenous curriculum stakeholders for the purpose of curriculum delivery.
In addition, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders mentioned their collaborative
partnership with Gulaay and the traditional approach adopted by this team of
yindyamaldhuray yalibilinga mawang, which is defined in English as an Aboriginal
pedagogy. This range of responses and evidence thus reflected several traditional and
institutional models of collaboration at CSU that support self-determination and cultural
representation.
The UVic academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders spoke of advanced models of
collaboration in use at UVic, which consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation and are based on a process of cultural invitation. For example, the ILRU
invites Indigenous communities to collaborate on a community-led project. The UVic
academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants outlined that community-led
projects are underpinned by an MOU or LOA to facilitate the process of negotiation between
the university academic and Indigenous community member in relation to the rules of
engagement for the project. All the UVic research participants provided evidence of
longstanding Indigenous community partnerships and innovative models of collaboration
underpinned by rules of engagement that are supported by institutional guidelines and rules
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set by Indigenous communities. However, one UVic academic commented that he felt that
the university would benefit from institutional guidelines specifically designed to guide
curriculum development.
6.5.2 Action to address societal change
The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy and the UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 both
provided evidence that each university has several mandates of action to address societal
change. For example, the CSU Indigenous Education Strategy describes several community
initiatives intended to address societal change across the areas of teaching, research, and
consultancy. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 details two policies aimed at reinforcing
the university’s collaborative work with Indigenous communities, both of which were
developed in conjunction with Indigenous peoples. The CSU and UVic research participants
from all groups agreed that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges through collaborative
partnerships with a range of Indigenous peoples and communities assists in addressing
societal change by privileging Indigenous voices and knowledges and promoting practices of
reconciliation.
There was also consistent recognition among the CSU and UVic law students that embedding
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum enables students to challenge colonial
practices, have a better understanding of Indigenous law/lore and become more culturally
competent legal practitioners. In addition, the CSU and UVic law students all agreed that
opportunities for interaction and dialogue with Indigenous peoples and communities create a
number of benefits. These benefits include providing two-way learning opportunities to
explore cultural difference, including the lived experience of Indigenous peoples in the
curriculum to highlight the diversity of Indigenous peoples and culture, promoting the truth
telling agenda across Australia and Canada, enhancing the analysis of historical and
contemporary colonial practices, and improving law students’ legal knowledge and future
professional capabilities.

6.6 Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
As outlined in section 3.5, all three participant groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders and law students) were asked research questions pertaining to Principle 6
‘Reconciliation’. From the participant responses to these questions and the data derived from
the document analysis the following key ideas emerged.
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As previously outlined in section 2.6, Ermine (2007, p. 201) poses the following questions in
relation to reconciliation: ‘How do we reconcile worldviews? … [and] How do we reconcile
the oral tradition with the written tradition, the two embedded traditions that we confront and
must reconcile?’. Thus, the fundamental challenge is to reconcile the central viewpoints of
Indigenous and Western thought’. Ermine (2007) positions ‘reconciliation’ as the sixth and
final principle of Ethical Space Theory and posits that the main tenets of the ‘reconciliation’
principle are based on the following fundamental elements:
Principle 6: ‘Reconciliation’
a) Reconciling of worldviews
b) Reconciling viewpoints between Indigenous and Western thought
c) Cross-cultural cooperation.
6.6.1 Reconciling of worldviews
The CSU document analysis did not provide any evidence in relation to how differing beliefs
and values are deliberated during the collaborative process with the local Wiradyuri
community. The CSU Indigenous Education Strategy outlined a collaborative model with the
Wiradyuri people, but the strategy offers only explanation of institutional intent of a
collaboration not evidence of how differing values and beliefs are negotiated in the process.
Whereas The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 and the ILRU website provided evidence
that UVic engage and collaborate with Indigenous peoples to co-develop governance policy,
educational initiatives and facilitate community led research projects that promote an
inclusive environment free from racism.
In addition to the document analysis data, CSU and UVic research participants (academics,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, law students) agreed that the increased presence of
Indigenous peoples in the academy and the embedding of Indigenous knowledges throughout
the law curriculum enables university staff and students to explore and recognise different
cultural worldviews. CSU and UVic research participants (academics, Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders, law students) both favoured offering a range of learning opportunities such as
cultural immersions, the inclusion of Indigenous law/lore, the inclusion of Indigenous
peoples and Elders teaching in the classroom provides an opportunity for law students and
institutional academics and staff to interact directly with Indigenous peoples to talk about
different worldviews.
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6.6.2 Reconciling viewpoints between Indigenous and Western thought
The CSU document analysis did not provide any evidence of how Indigenous and Western
thought are reconciled through the process of collaboration between the university and its
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2020 sets out the
university’s responsibility to educate students, faculty and staff on the historical and
contemporary social realities of Indigenous peoples and to be an enabler of reconciliation.
The CSU and UVic research participants (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
and law students) agreed that the teaching of multiple legal orders, including place-based
customary lore and legal orders, enables academics and students to explore the intersection
between Indigenous and Western legal systems and thereby diversity and difference. The law
students from both universities agreed that studying Indigenous and Western legal concepts
in combination, including customary lore/law, enhances their overall knowledge and skills
and improves their cultural competency in working with Indigenous peoples and
communities.
6.6.3 Cross-cultural cooperation
The CSU document analysis did not provide any data specifically in relation to cross-cultural
cooperation. The UVic Indigenous Plan 2017–2022 explains that the plan was developed
according to the principles of two-way learning, respect and cross-cultural understanding,
with the aim of working across difference to create new pathways of change. The CSU and
UVic research participants (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students)
alike felt that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across legal education provides
opportunities for academics and students to explore cross-cultural perspectives, influencing
the following outcomes: increased cultural competency of university staff and graduates,
enhanced legal practitioner knowledge and capacity to provide better legal services and legal
decision-making for Indigenous communities, better informed policy development and law
reform, and the empowerment of Indigenous communities to create better pathways to access
justice.
The cross-case comparison presented in this chapter provided insight into the similarities and
differences between CSU and UVic in relation to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
across the law curriculum, based on the findings of the document analysis and responses of
the academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students from both universities.
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The comparative analysis of the data brought greater depth to the evidence used to answer the
research questions and identify the common themes for the development of the thesis model.
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7 Discussion and conclusion
The aim of this study was to produce findings that will assist universities to engage with
Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges
in the law curriculum, with the potential for benefits to higher education more broadly. The
study commenced with an examination of international literature relating to Indigenous
education and Indigenous legal education, including the ways in which universities engage
with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of incorporating Indigenous
knowledges into the higher education environment. Two broad areas of literature were
examined through a national and international lens: higher education curriculum and
Indigenous knowledges, and law curriculum and Indigenous knowledges. Five key themes
emerged from the national and international literature:
1. Recognising the power imbalance between Indigenous and Western knowledges.
2. Decolonising the higher education curriculum.
3. Building ethical collaborative partnerships between Indigenous peoples and academia.
4. Recognising the recovery and revival of global Indigenous knowledges.
5. Acknowledging initiatives that support Indigenous student engagement and retention.
The literature review identified four models designed to address the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges within the higher education environment. The four models were discussed,
including the contexts within which they have been applied and empirical evidence of their
use in the higher education environment. The four models examined were:
1. Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 (Universities Australia, 2017).
2. Model for authentic cultural interaction based on the Hodenosaunee Research
Methodology (Styres, 2008).
3. The four Rs – respect, relevance, reciprocity, responsibility (Kirkness & Barnhardt,
1991).
4.

Model for evaluating power relationships – initiation, benefits, representation,
legitimacy, and accountability (Bishop & Glynn, 2003).

After describing the models, the literature review examined how universities engage with
Indigenous communities to integrate Indigenous knowledges into the higher education
environment. The review identified a lack of specific guidance on Indigenous engagement
and more specifically a lack of understanding regarding the ways partnerships may be formed
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for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum.
Ethical Space Theory was chosen as a theoretical framework to guide this study given the
theory’s recognition that an ‘ethical space’ is created between two differing groups when a
framework for dialogue is developed (Ermine, 2007). Ermine’s (2007) ethical space of
engagement specifically focuses on the intersection between Indigenous and Western law and
how the partnership model can be applied to relationships between Indigenous peoples and
Western institutions to create collaborative pathways of engagement. The six principles of
Ethical Space Theory were employed to develop three research questions and associated subquestions to be addressed by the document analysis and the research participant interviews
and focus groups.
The six principles of Ethical Space Theory were further applied as a sorting mechanism to
organise the research findings according to the identified themes, as below:
Principle 1: Ethics
•

Relationships

•

Community engagement

Principle 2: Status quo
•

Repeated patterns of domineering practices

•

Breach of cultural boundaries and disengagement

Principle 3: The undercurrent
•

Overarching power structure

•

Social inequality

•

Subsurface interests and attitudes that influence communication

•

Historical, cultural, social, and political difference

Principle 4: Indigenous gaze
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•

Assertion of social justice and sense of community belonging

•

Reclamation of cultural traditions

•

Examination of colonial practices

•

Improved legacy for future generations

Principle 5: Rules of engagement
•

Models of collaboration that consider Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation

•

Action to address societal change

Principle 6: Reconciliation
•

Reconciling of worldviews

•

Reconcile viewpoints between Indigenous and Western thought

•

Cross-cultural cooperation

Chapter 7 is organised into the following five sections:
1. Overview of the five stages of data collection.
2. Summary of the five stages of findings in relation to the examination of international
institutional practice, organised around the three research questions.
3. Presentation of an empirical evidence-based model that identifies the common
elements of how Indigenous knowledges are embedded across the law curriculum.
4. Discussion of the limitations of this study and potential directions for further research.
5.

Concluding remarks.

7.1 Overview of the five stages of the research data collection
The data collection involved the following five stages:
Stage 1. Document analysis
Stage 2. Identification of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
Stage 3. Academic interviews
Stage 4. Indigenous curriculum stakeholder interviews and focus group
Stage 5. Law student focus groups
Stage 1 of the data collection sought public-facing documentation related to the two chosen
case studies: CSU, Bachelor of Laws, Australia; and UVic Joint Degree in Indigenous Legal
Orders and Canadian Common Law, Canada. The data were collected from institutional
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documents, policies and websites and analysed according to the principles of Ethical Space
Theory. The data were then summarised and included in the respective case study analyses.
Stage 2 of the data collection involved interviews with faculty academics to identify key
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to be invited to participate in the Stage 4 focus group and
interviews.
Stage 3 of the data collection involved interviews with six academic participants who
responded to open-ended research questions relating to how academics engage with
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to embed Indigenous knowledges into law curricula.
Stage 4 consisted of individual interviews and a focus group with six Indigenous curriculum
stakeholder participants, to explore how these participants, and more broadly how Indigenous
peoples and communities, engage with academics to embed Indigenous knowledges into law
curricula.
Stage 5 of the research data collection involved eight law students participating in two focus
groups and responding to research questions relating to how the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum has influenced their legal education.
The following section provides a summary of the key findings identified through the five
stages of this study. The research questions used within each stage are presented alongside
links to the relevant Ethical Space Theory principles, followed by a discussion of how the
results relate to the findings identified in the literature review.

7.2 Summary of key findings
Research question 1: How can academics demonstrate ethical and culturally
appropriate consultation practices with Indigenous communities to include Indigenous
knowledges in the law education curriculum?
Overall, consistent themes emerged from the participant responses in both case studies in
relation to how academics demonstrate ethical and culturally appropriate consultation
practices with Indigenous communities. Some differences associated with university capacity
and approach are noted throughout the discussion. As research question 1 is specifically
about the consultation between academics and Indigenous communities, law students were
not asked to respond to this question. The results related to this question were thus formulated
based on the academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participant responses and the
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evidence obtained from the document analysis across both universities, from which the
following seven key themes emerged:
1. Social justice mission and intent.
2. Navigation of Indigenous protocols to develop Indigenous relationships.
3. Indigenous cultural competency of academics.
4. Indigenous leadership.
5. Indigenous institutional policy and community engagement guidelines.
6. Indigenous self-determination.
7. Reciprocity.
7.2.1 Social justice mission and intent
The first theme that emerged from the cases studied was the central importance of social
justice. A social justice intent to form meaningful partnerships with Indigenous peoples and
communities was identified by both university participant groups (academics and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders) and within the document analyses as important for addressing areas
of need in relation to Indigenous education across the higher education sector. The academic
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants from both universities indicated that a
commitment to social justice was a pivotal undertaking for universities and a key motivator
for academics in seeking to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum and
associated research. The meaningful and authentic social justice intent of academics was
noted by the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from CSU and UVic as exerting a
significant and positive influence on the building of respectful and trusting relationships.
Working authentically for the good and the benefit of Indigenous peoples was viewed by
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders alike as a fundamental element in the
successful development of Indigenous community partnerships. A commitment to social
justice was consistently identified by the academics from both universities as being more
important than mandated institutional policy; a finding that has important implications for
how universities and academics work individually and collectively to develop a broader
social justice mission. A social justice mission was recognised by the academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across both universities as especially important when
engaging with Indigenous peoples to develop foundational connections and pathways for the
sharing of Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum and research.
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The findings in relation to commitment to social justice are consistent with the Universities
Australia Indigenous Strategy principle that the achievement of social justice requires
universities to implement effective policies and practices. Those policies and practices should
recognise the contribution, potential and insight of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff
and students and respond to Indigenous community need (Universities Australia, 2017, p.
24). A collective commitment to social justice to inform ethical Indigenous engagement
approaches is also echoed by Ermine’s first principle, ‘ethics’, and fourth principle,
‘Indigenous gaze’. Ermine’s first principle asserts that the actions and behaviours of people
who want to collaborate with Indigenous communities need to be based on recognition of
what harms or enhances the wellbeing of Indigenous peoples. In addition, Ermine’s fourth
principle asserts that an authentic commitment to social justice is a way to empower
Indigenous peoples so they can strengthen their sense of identity and community belonging.
The findings are also supported by several studies that emphasise that universities need to
adopt a collective social justice vision to inform ethical motivations when forming
collaborative Indigenous partnerships for teaching and learning purposes. Several authors –
Anthony (2011), Burns et al. (2019), Gerard and Gainsford (2018), Maguire and Young
(2016) and Watson (2004) – have commented on the importance of a social justice agenda
across the law curriculum. These authors emphasise that a social justice vision and approach
to curriculum development can allow for the exploration of diverse cultural perspectives to
critically analyse the law. Empirical evidence from Burns et al. (2019) indicates that teaching
approaches for developing Indigenous cultural competency across the law curriculum need
to:
[include] historical and comparative elements (international and interdisciplinary); be
values based (social justice or respect for diversity); include critical race theory,
narrative, and trauma informed approaches. (Burns et al., 2019, p. 21)
The existing evidence showing the importance of social justice was corroborated by the
present study, especially in relation to the inclusion of social justice teachings across the
curriculum to critically analyse the role of law for Indigenous peoples. In addition, the
participants from both cases indicated that a social justice approach can provide avenues for
the following: the development of authentic relationships between law schools and
Indigenous communities, the development of community partnerships to embed Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum, and the development of community-led projects
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targeting Indigenous community need, to inform the development of Indigenous research and
curriculum resources and assist the truth telling process for Indigenous peoples and the
exploration of their histories and contemporary social realities across legal education.
7.2.2 Navigation of Indigenous protocols to develop Indigenous relationships
The second theme that emerged from the findings was the ability of academics to navigate
Indigenous protocols to develop foundational relationships with Indigenous peoples and
communities. The academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both universities
discussed that academics need to have a sound understanding of Indigenous protocols to
navigate the complexities of Indigenous cultural authority, The findings obtained from these
participants also indicate that certain Indigenous knowledges can only be shared by Elders or
traditional Knowledge Keepers. It was revealed by the CSU and UVic academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders that an academic needs to acquire a level of knowledge
regarding cultural protocol to assist in the navigation of cultural complexities. Both the
academics and the Indigenous curriculum stakeholders were consistent in their view that
protocols for the appropriate use of Indigenous knowledges are put in place to protect cultural
and intellectual property rights, meaning that the Indigenous peoples who provide knowledge
should have full authority over how and when that knowledge is to be included and applied
by the academic and the academy as a whole. The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders
emphasised the importance of international law as set by the United Nations Declaration of
the Rights for Indigenous Peoples and the principle of free, prior, and informed consent.
Thus, academics need to strive for the highest possible standard in terms of including
Indigenous peoples in the ongoing decision-making processes related to collaborative
projects. The UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders identified the process of obtaining
free, prior and informed consent as an ongoing process of engagement and dialogue to
establish the appropriate cultural authorisation. In addition to Indigenous community
knowledge, Indigenous industry expert knowledge was raised by the academic and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants from both universities as a prominent
contributor to the law curriculum. These participants were consistent in highlighting the
importance of forging partnerships with Indigenous industry experts such as Indigenous
academics, Indigenous lawyers and other peoples who possess Indigenous industry expert
knowledge and/or experience. The examples provided by the academics and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders from both CSU and UVic emphasised that the navigation of
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Indigenous cultural protocols creates a forum for ongoing reflective learning and community
engagement for academics.
The findings for this theme are consistent with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, Article 11:2, which defines that ‘States shall provide redress through
effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed in conjunction with
Indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property
taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions
and customs’ (General Assembly Resolution 61/295, p. 5). The navigation of Indigenous
protocols theme is also echoed by Ermine’s fifth principle, ‘emergent rules of engagement’.
This principle asserts that developing a set of rules for engagement between the Indigenous
community and an academic can facilitate ethical academic practice through a set of informal
and/or formal agreements guiding the protocols surrounding the collaborative work.
The findings described here are supported by several studies that emphasise that universities
need to develop authentic Indigenous relationships for collaborative teaching and learning
purposes. Burns et al. (2019), Styres et al. (2010) and Universities Australia (2011) have all
noted the importance of Indigenous protocols and partnerships to include Indigenous
knowledges across higher education. These authors emphasise that Indigenous protocols need
to be recognised as a part of any collaborative process with Indigenous peoples and
communities. Empirical evidence from Burns et al. (2019) indicates that:
There is a need to build long term, mutually beneficial relationships with Indigenous
communities, and ensure that Indigenous peoples can contribute to decision making,
staff training, curriculum development and teaching. (Burns et al., 2019, p. 20)
Burns et al. (2019) also argue that protocols governing the use of Indigenous knowledge are
necessary, including protocols on the culturally appropriate use of technology and media, and
resources on appropriate terminology and language (Burns et al., 2019, p. 22). The arguments
for the use of such protocols in the existing research are validated by the present study,
including for the need for law schools to develop their own policies for the protection of
Indigenous knowledges. In addition, the participants from both universities provided
guidance on the development of such protocols, indicating that a law school’s approach to
forming Indigenous community partnerships needs to consider several wider cultural
implications than those already described in the literature. These include informed learning
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and professional development for academics in relation to localised Indigenous protocols,
understanding the complexities of cultural authority when forming community relationships,
the development of an agreement between Indigenous communities and law schools to
establish the rules of engagement, and the need to obtain the free, prior, and informed consent
from Indigenous peoples to ensure their ethical inclusion in the decision-making process. The
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from CSU and UVic indicated that any
form of community agreement should be developed with the Indigenous community and
according to their specific cultural requirements and protocols.
7.2.3 Indigenous cultural competency of academics
The third theme that emerged from the findings was upskilling (through institutional
professional development) to improve the cultural competency of academics. Indigenous
cultural competency professional development for academics was defined by both participant
groups from CSU and UVic as imparting knowledge and skills in relation to Indigenous
community protocols governing people and place, the protection and appropriate application
of Indigenous knowledges within curricula and research, and the learning of Indigenous
history and contemporary social realities. Institutional commitment to Indigenous cultural
competency professional development was seen by the academic and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders from both universities as a foundational and ongoing requirement and
responsibility to ensure the successful embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. The enhanced culturally competency of academics enables an academic to
understand the cultural complexities when teaching Indigenous perspectives across the legal
education curriculum. Both participant groups CSU and UVic offered examples of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics teaching Indigenous perspectives and Indigenous
cultural competencies across the law curriculum. In addition, both CSU and UVic provided a
number of supporting strategies to enhance the capacity of their academics to understand the
cultural protocols for embedding knowledges, as previously outlined Indigenous knowledges
are specific to people and place and must be taught by Indigenous peoples with community
authorisation.
In Australia, the findings from this research in relation to academic cultural competency are
consistent with The Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous
Cultural Competency in Australian Universities, which indicates that ‘university staff should
have knowledge and understanding of Indigenous Australian cultures, histories and
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contemporary realities and awareness of Indigenous protocols, combined with proficiency to
engage and work effectively in Indigenous contexts congruent to the expectations of
Indigenous Australian peoples’ (Universities Australia, 2011, p. 11). In Canada, the findings
of this research in relation to academic cultural competency are consistent with the Canadian
Truth and Reconciliation Report Recommendations (27 and 28) ‘that legal educators include
the teaching of cultural competency for lawyers and all law students undertaking courses
covering Aboriginal people and the law’ (Truth & Canada, 2015, p. 3). The theme of
academic Indigenous cultural competency also echoes Ermine’s third principle, ‘the
undercurrent’. This principle asserts that there are historical and contemporary reasons why
Indigenous peoples are often reluctant to engage with Western institutions. Barriers to
collaboration are often related to underlying academic assumptions about Indigenous peoples
and culture that need to be challenged.
The findings of this study are supported by a number of previous studies that emphasise the
need for culturally competent academics who can include Indigenous knowledges,
perspectives and the teaching of cultural competency across the curriculum, to enhance the
learning experience and retention of Indigenous students. These past studies include that of
Behrendt et al. (2012); Burns, Cavanagh, and O’Donnell, (2017); Burns (2019); Kinnane,
Wilks, Wilson, Hughes, and Thomas (2014); Kwaymullina (2020) and Watson (2004), all of
which identify the need to increase the cultural competency of academics. These authors
assert that universities need to provide professional development for academics in relation to
Indigenous cultural competency to enhance the development and delivery of an Indigenous
curriculum. Empirical evidence from Burns et al. (2019) indicates that the critical success
factors for embedding Indigenous cultural competency across law curricula include
professional development programs to build the capacity of non-Indigenous academics to
teach Indigenous content, including generic and role-specific training (Burns et al., 2019, p.
19). Behrendt et al. (2012) note that universities need to implement a range of strategies to
improve the cultural understanding and awareness of their staff, students and researchers,
including the provision of cultural competency training (Behrendt et al., 2012, p. 24).
Kinnane et al.’s (2014) study, which examined quantitative and qualitative evidence obtained
from 65 research participants across 26 universities, looked at factors that either enabled or
constrained the transition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students into the higher
education environment. These authors found that developing Indigenous cultural competency
in academics is needed to support the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum
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and to guide university engagement with Indigenous communities (Kinnane et al., 2014, p.
79). The statements of importance made in existing work are validated by the present study,
including the finding that professional development for academics in cultural competency is a
prerequisite for engaging with Indigenous communities and for embedding Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum.
The participants from both case studies provided examples of specific approaches adopted by
law schools to the delivery of cultural competency professional development for academics.
These included on Country learning experiences with Indigenous community members such
as Elders and Knowledge Keepers; localised cultural immersions (CSU) and Aboriginal
Awareness Camps (UVic); Indigenous methodology training facilitated through expert
academics (e.g., by the UVic ILRU); and internal institutional cultural learning programs
facilitated by expert academics and Indigenous community members (e.g., the CSU
Indigenous Cultural Competency Program).
7.2.4 Indigenous leadership
The fourth theme that emerged from the findings was Indigenous leadership. The academics
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across both universities agreed that Indigenous
leadership through the employment of Indigenous peoples is vital for facilitating links
between the law school/centre and Indigenous peoples and communities. Indigenous
leadership was also emphasised by both participant groups as a way to exert instrumental
impact in the following areas: providing Indigenous governance in relation to course
development; providing Indigenous leadership around curriculum development; conducting
Indigenous research to inform the law curriculum; providing Indigenous mentorship for
students and staff; creating a community of practice, both internal and external to the
university; including Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum; facilitating staff
professional development in relation to Indigenous cultural competency, including
Indigenous protocols and methodologies; and facilitating Indigenous collaborative
partnerships. The UVic findings reflect that the employment of multiple Indigenous
academics across the UVic law program has informed the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges and lore/law across the curriculum and the development of an Indigenous
research program (UVic).
The Indigenous leadership theme is echoed by Ermine’s fourth principle, the ‘Indigenous
gaze’. This principle asserts that experiences of colonisation for Indigenous peoples have left
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them with a particular view or ‘gaze’ upon the Western world, which reflects their lived
experience and their cultural sense of identity and belonging. The findings of the present
research are supported by several studies that emphasise that Indigenous leadership produces
multiple positive outcomes across the higher education environment. Several authors –
Barney (2018), Behrendt et al. (2012), Burns et al. (2019), Gainsford and Evans (2017), and
Smith et al. (2018) – claim that Indigenous leadership is pivotal in guiding Indigenous
education strategies. These authors emphasise the need for universities to support and
empower Indigenous leadership across higher education to improve governance in the
following areas: Indigenous research and curriculum, Indigenous student support and
Indigenous employment. Burns et al. (2019, p. 17) state that ‘the employment of Indigenous
academics in law schools is an essential element to effectively teaching Indigenous cultural
competency across curriculum and to provide guidance to non-Indigenous staff’. In addition,
Behrendt et al. (2012, p. 136) claim that Indigenous peoples who are involved in higher
education need to be given opportunities to ‘progress their academic careers if they are to
move into leadership positions and contribute fully in their chosen academic or professional
fields’. Furthermore, Smith et al.’s (2018) study, which included perspectives from 39
policymakers and Indigenous scholars on the ways in which universities can strengthen the
evaluation process, identified a need for universities to grow Indigenous leadership to
increase Indigenous control, as per the following:
Indigenous control defined as growing Indigenous leadership, addressing white
privilege and power; valuing Indigenous knowledges and prioritising Indigenous
epistemologies; incentivising cultural competence; embracing political challenges as
opportunities; and recognising sovereign rights. (Smith et al., 2018, p. 62)
The present study validates the claims made in existing work about the way Indigenous
leadership influences the following: the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency across
the law curriculum, providing support and guidance for non-Indigenous academics in the law
school, and the privileging of Indigenous voices in the academy. In addition, the participants
from both universities observed that their law schools rely heavily on Indigenous academics
to provide leadership around curriculum design, development, and delivery. The participants
also identified several roles played by Indigenous leadership beyond those described in the
literature. These included to establish Indigenous community connections, to provide specific
Indigenous knowledges and expertise across the law curriculum, to facilitate the professional
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development and mentorship of law school staff (especially knowledge relating to Indigenous
protocols), to assist in the development of Indigenous community-led projects, and to provide
leadership in Indigenous research, including through the application of Indigenous
methodologies, to inform the development of community and curriculum resources.
7.2.5 Indigenous institutional policy and community engagement guidelines
The fifth theme that emerged from the findings related to Indigenous institutional policy and
community engagement guidelines to assist academics to navigate Indigenous protocols and
community engagement practices. As previously noted, the responses of the academic and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants from both universities placed a commitment
to social justice above any directive from institutional policy. However, these same
participants agreed that institutional policy and community engagement guidelines were
significant in providing guidance for academics on how to engage ethically with Indigenous
communities for the purpose of curriculum and research development. The academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both universities indicated that institutional guiding
principles developed in collaboration with Indigenous community stakeholders can provide
instructional guidelines to assist staff to engage appropriately with Indigenous peoples.
Institutional policy and guideline development in collaboration with Indigenous peoples and
communities was identified by the participants from CSU and UVic as necessary for
negotiating the differences between Indigenous community requirements and institutional
directives. Mutually developed policies and guidelines were viewed by all as a key asset for
academics when negotiating Indigenous community partnerships for the purpose of
curriculum development. In support of this perspective, both the UVic and CSU document
analyses identified a number of robust policies, guidelines and community agreements
relating to engaging and working with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose
of Indigenous education. However, the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders noted that,
at the time of the study at least, no community engagement guidelines had been developed by
the university and that they would welcome a policy to guide practice in this area. UVic was
seen as a best practice model in this regard, as it demonstrates authentic engagement with
Indigenous peoples and communities at several different policy/guideline levels, including
institutional policy, community engagement guidelines and Indigenous community
agreements. Overall, the findings from both case studies reflect and reinforce the strategic
advice of the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy 2017–2020 (as previously outlined)
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that calls upon universities to develop policies and practices relating to Indigenous education
initiatives (Universities Australia, 2017). The theme of Indigenous institutional policy and
community engagement guidelines was echoed by Ermine’s fifth principle, ‘emergent rules
of engagement’, and sixth principle, ‘reconciliation’. As previously outlined in the section
above on the Indigenous protocols theme, Ermine’s fifth principle asserts that developing a
set of rules in the form of policy and guidelines assists the university and Indigenous
community to negotiate an agreed and informed set of ethical approaches. In addition,
Ermine’s sixth principle asserts that the reconciling of diverse worldviews is vital for the
success of any form of cross-cultural collaboration.
The findings on this theme are also supported by several studies that emphasise that
universities need to develop a set of guiding policies and practices for Indigenous education
initiatives. Behrendt et al. (2012), Harvey and Russell-Mundine (2018), Kirkness and
Barnhardt (1991), Smith et al. (2018) and Universities Australia (2011, 2017) all affirm that
institutional policy relating to Indigenous education is essential for the development of
Indigenous education strategies. These authors all note that institutional policy can provide
guidance in such areas as Indigenous curriculum development, Indigenous research,
Indigenous graduate learning outcomes, graduate learning outcomes, the teaching of
Indigenous cultural competency, Indigenous employment targets and Indigenous student
recruitment and retention strategies. Behrendt et al. (2012) argue that several universities in
Australia have developed specific Indigenous education policies, including the ‘University of
Western Australia who produced an Indigenous cultural competency resource kit including
teaching and learning protocols, cultural policy and a curriculum development framework’
(p. 98). Behrendt et al. (2012, p. 118) also state that the:
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Higher Education Consortium
(NATSIHEC); the University of Newcastle and the University of Sydney all agree
that university intentions and objectives need to be clear and visible to all staff to help
turn Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander research policy into appropriate behaviour
and effective practice.
In addition, Behrendt et al.’s (2012) study provides evidence from the Group of Eight
(Submission 16) that reinforces that ‘policy development is needed to address issues of
Indigenous disadvantage in higher education and stated that Indigenous issues must become a
major part of the mainstream policy development and administration in Australian
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universities’ (p. 142). Empirical evidence identified by Smith et al. (2018) concurs with
Behrendt et al. (2012) in relation to the importance of policy, although the former advocate
for the ‘accountability and evaluation of the effectiveness of Indigenous policies in Australian
universities’ (Smith et al., 2018, p. 5).
The present study validates the claims made in existing work that institutional policy plays an
important role in informing academic actions and practice relating to Indigenous education.
The participants identified several important factors in relation to policy development beyond
those described in the literature. These included that policy development is most effective
when co-developed with Indigenous peoples and communities, needs to include Indigenous
community guidelines (including Indigenous protocols) covering the approach and manner
assumed by academics when engaging with Indigenous peoples and communities, and ought
to privilege Indigenous community voices, for example in relation to reciprocity (such as
offers of remuneration).
7.2.6 Indigenous self-determination
The sixth theme that emerged from the findings was Indigenous self-determination. The
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both universities were unanimous in
their view that any form of collaboration between academia and Indigenous peoples needs to
create a space that supports and empowers models of Indigenous self-determination.
Indigenous self-determination was identified in the research by university respondents
(academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders) from both universities. These findings
include descriptions of various collaborative projects between the universities and Indigenous
peoples, either internal or external to the university, that provide opportunities for Indigenous
peoples to promote their social, cultural, economic, and political positionality. Indigenous
self-determination can be facilitated by academics providing a platform for Indigenous
expertise and lived experience in the curriculum as well as developing community-led
projects across curriculum and research.
The findings obtained from the academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both
universities are consistent with Article 3 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, which states that ‘Indigenous peoples have the right to selfdetermination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely
pursue their economic, social, and cultural development’ (General Assembly Resolution
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61/295, p. 4). The Indigenous self-determination theme is reflected in Ermine’s fourth
principle, the ‘Indigenous gaze’. This principle considers that Indigenous self-determination
and cultural representation are crucial in any collaborative process, to empower Indigenous
community belonging and capacity building. The findings are also supported by several
studies emphasising that Indigenous self-determination supports the achievement of
Indigenous people’s individual and collective social, cultural, economic, and political
objectives.
Behrendt et al. (2012), Burns (2018), Burns et al. (2019) and Gainsford and Evans (2020) all
assert that higher education can be a driver for Indigenous community self-determination.
These authors have found that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in higher education is
an important factor influencing Indigenous student engagement and the provision of avenues
for self-determination for Indigenous peoples and communities. Empirical evidence from
Gainsford and Evans’s (2020) study, which included interviews with 16 Indigenous
entrepreneurs who had completed the MURRA Indigenous Business Masterclass at
Melbourne Business School, identified four key learning principles across Indigenous
business education that, when put into practice, provide Indigenous learners with an effective
learning environment that ‘integrates their cultural identity, highlights Indigenous
knowledges and allows for the development of skills to support self-determination practices’
(Gainsford & Evans, 2020, p. 1). Behrendt et al. (2012) provide an example of selfdetermination through their examination of a higher education joint venture between the
Victorian Aboriginal Education Association and Deakin University. This collaboration has
enabled the university and the Victorian Koorie community ‘to work jointly on teaching and
curriculum development’ (Behrendt et al., 2012, p. 190). The present study validates the
claims made in existing work that Indigenous self-determination can be imparted through the
following methods: the authentic participation and contribution of Indigenous community
members across the curriculum (including Elders and Knowledge Keepers), and the inclusion
of Indigenous knowledges across higher education learning environments to reflect the
cultural identity of Indigenous peoples. The participants identified several additional roles
beyond those described in the literature. These included the development of Indigenous
community-led projects to inform the development of community resources and institutional
curriculum and research, the creation of a community of practice among Indigenous
academics working across national universities, the employment of Indigenous academics
and support staff, and the establishment of the ILRU at UVic.
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7.2.7 Reciprocity
The seventh theme that emerged from the findings was institutional commitment to
reciprocity in the form of remuneration and/or agreed benefits to be provided to Indigenous
peoples and communities who engage with the university. The academic and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder participants from both universities agreed that institutional
commitment to reciprocity for any form of collaborative partnership with Indigenous peoples
needs to be factored into university and academic practice. These participants emphasised the
importance of collaborative partnerships that are built on foundations of respect, reciprocity
and mutuality and authentic pathways to engagement and collaboration. The academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both CSU and UVic saw collaborations between
Indigenous peoples and academia to privilege Indigenous voices and truth telling across the
law curriculum. These participants described truth telling as grounded in Indigenous ways of
knowing and being and the sharing of first-hand narratives of the lived experience of
Indigenous peoples, for which these peoples need to be compensated. Once Indigenous
peoples and communities have been approached, whether through referral, connection, or
cultural invitation (as demonstrated by the UVic findings), the academy needs to enter
conversations about the ‘rules of engagement’, which includes offers of reciprocity.
The reciprocity theme is echoed by Ermine’s first principle, ‘ethics’, and fifth principle,
‘emergent rules of engagement. Ermine’s first principle states that universities need to be
responsible and accountable for how they form ethical relationships with Indigenous peoples
to access Indigenous knowledges. Ermine’s fifth principle considers the development of a set
of rules to cover such negotiations as reciprocity in the form of equitable benefit in exchange
for the time Indigenous peoples spend on sharing their knowledge. This is viewed as a crucial
element to ensure equity in the development phase of a collaborative project with Indigenous
peoples and communities. The findings of this study are supported by several previous
studies that emphasise that reciprocity is a key institutional requirement when engaging with
Indigenous peoples and communities. Several authors – Behrendt et al. (2012), Burns et al.
(2019) and Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) – have highlighted the importance of reciprocity
in partnerships between Indigenous peoples and academia. These authors all note that
reciprocity by way of remuneration and mutually beneficial projects is associated with
institutional ethics, responsibility, and accountability. Burns et al. (2019) state that
‘remuneration should be provided to Elders and Indigenous community members for their
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contributions to curriculum, teaching and community engagement’ (Burns et al., 2019, p. 21).
In addition, Behrendt et al. (2012) affirm that the:
National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) Guidelines for ethical
conduct in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health research, recognise six core
values. The six core values are ‘spirit and integrity, reciprocity, respect, equality,
survival and protection and responsibility’. (Behrendt et al., 2012, pp. 215-216)
The present study validates the claims made in existing work that reciprocity is an important
element of collaboration with Indigenous peoples that can take different forms dependent
upon Indigenous community requirements. The participants identified several additional
factors related to reciprocity that need to be considered beyond those described in the
literature. These included to facilitate equitable collaborative partnerships between
academics/researchers and Indigenous peoples; to promote respect for Indigenous peoples
and their knowledge systems; to promote ethical and mutually beneficial knowledge sharing
practices between academia and Indigenous communities; to negotiate and agree on
payments for community members’ time across the design, development and delivery of legal
education; to ensure equal payment for Indigenous peoples and their Western counterparts;
and to conduct community research projects that result in community resources and address
community need.
7.2.8 Research Question 1: Implications of findings
The findings across both case studies reveal that the preparation for embedding Indigenous
knowledges across the higher education curriculum must include institutional capacity
building to develop respectful partnerships with Indigenous communities. Some implications
are specific to the academic as an individual and some are associated more broadly with a law
school’s commitment and capacity. The findings from both universities point to four main
implications related to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across legal education,
which are summarised in turn below.
7.2.8.1 Social justice intent when connecting and engaging with Indigenous peoples and
communities
The findings from both case studies indicate that Indigenous communities respond to an
academic’s authentic intention but also consider the general vision and mission of the
associated law school. Any process of curriculum development should have a specific social
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justice mission or intent in relation to the Indigenous community, such that community need
and empowerment take precedence over the needs of the university or higher education
sector. The social justice mission of a law school can demonstrate to Indigenous peoples that
the intention of the academic/s with whom they are collaborating is focused on the common
good and wellbeing of Indigenous peoples and communities. The authentic intentions of
academics were identified as a way to create new pathways for collaborative projects that will
benefit Indigenous communities, thereby forming vital community relationships based on
respect and trust between the two parties.
7.2.8.2 Developing specific Indigenous policy and community engagement guidelines to
assist academic practice
The findings from both case studies reveal that co-developed policies and guidelines assist
academics to navigate how to engage appropriately with Indigenous communities for the
purpose of curriculum development. Therefore, developing policies and guidelines that cover
specific rules, protocols, and appropriate engagement practices such as reciprocity and
remuneration is seen as an important implication of the findings, and that this will assist law
schools to engage in an ethical way with Indigenous peoples and communities. The
participants from both universities emphasised that the approach academics take in forming
collaborative relationships with Indigenous peoples is crucial to their professional
development, shaping their cultural competency journey.
7.2.8.3 The role of Indigenous protocols and cultural competency when connecting and
engaging with Indigenous peoples and knowledges
The findings from both case studies highlight that academics need a specific level of cultural
competency to determine who possesses appropriate Indigenous knowledges and who has the
authority to share those Indigenous knowledges. Forming partnerships with Indigenous
communities requires the navigation of Indigenous community protocols and the
establishment of the rules of engagement between the academy and the community. The
results from both case studies indicate that formal agreements between the two parties can
establish cultural boundaries and protocols that need to be honoured in the collaborative
process. The navigation of Indigenous protocols was identified as an area of ongoing
professional development for academics, through which they learn to understand Indigenous
community relations and the specific rules around the sharing of Indigenous knowledges
according to people and place. This implication also requires understanding of the need for
free, prior and informed consent from Indigenous peoples across decision-making processes
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and the protection of the cultural and intellectual property rights of Indigenous peoples and
communities. Therefore, the need to provide avenues for professional development to help
academics navigate Indigenous protocols is seen as an important finding, and this will
support law schools to embed Indigenous knowledges in an ethical and culturally appropriate
manner across the legal curriculum.
7.2.8.4 Indigenous leadership
The findings from both case studies indicate that establishing Indigenous community
partnerships and cultural professional development can be facilitated and actioned through
Indigenous leadership. The findings in relation to Indigenous leadership have multiple
implications for law schools, including highlighting the importance of capacity building
through the employment of Indigenous academics and Indigenous support staff. Indigenous
leadership was also recognised by participants in both case studies as providing much-needed
expertise across areas of curriculum and Indigenous research including Indigenous
methodologies.
Research question 2: How does consultation with Indigenous communities inform the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law education curriculum?
The responses of the academic participants from both universities were largely consistent in
terms of how engagement with Indigenous communities informs the inclusion of Indigenous
knowledges across the law curriculum. There were some distinctions between the cases
related to university capacity and academic approach, which are noted throughout the
discussion. As research question 2 specifically relates to how academics embed Indigenous
knowledges in the law curriculum, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students were
not asked to respond to this question. The results from the academic participants as well as
the evidence from the document analysis across both universities produced the following five
key themes related to research question 2:
1. Indigenous curriculum development.
2. Indigenous curriculum contexts across teaching and learning.
3. Place-based or land-based learning.
4. The reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges.
5. Cultural safety.
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7.2.9 Indigenous curriculum development
Indigenous curriculum development was defined by the academic participants from both
universities as curriculum that is designed, developed and/or delivered by or in collaboration
with Indigenous peoples to decolonise legal education. The academics across both CSU and
UVic confirmed that their respective law programs are newly developed and innovative and
unique in their approach. The CSU academics noted that their law degree is the first in
Australia to embed Indigenous cultural competency across core legal education; while the
UVic academics explained that their legal program is the first international program to
combine common law and Indigenous legal orders. The academics from both universities
indicated that collaborative curriculum development provides a more culturally diverse
approach to legal education. These participants all agreed that such an approach to law
education is greatly influenced by the leadership of Indigenous academics and the
contribution of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, including Indigenous support staff,
Indigenous community members, Indigenous Elders and Knowledge Keepers, and
Indigenous industry experts. Indeed, the academics from both universities indicated that the
Indigenous leadership provided by Indigenous academics and community members is an
essential element in embedding authentic Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum.
All academic participants agreed that authentic learning experiences involving Indigenous
peoples create a two-way learning environment within which to explore Indigenous
knowledges and cultures and critically examine the intersection between Indigenous and
Western knowledges.
The findings related to collaborative curriculum development include the importance of the
design, development, and delivery of an Indigenous-focused curriculum as well as the
identification and use of authentic culturally approved resources. These findings are
consistent with the Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous
Cultural Competency, which promotes the pedagogical matrix of Ranzijn, McConnochie, et
al. (2009) as an effective approach to include Indigenous content and strategies across the
curriculum to enhance Indigenous learning outcomes. The significance of collaborative
curriculum design is also echoed by Ermine’s second principle, ‘status quo’, which asserts
that repeated patterns of domineering practices, such as the repeated patterns of Western
thought in legal education curriculum, need to be challenged. The findings on Indigenous
curriculum development are supported by several studies that emphasise that universities
need to include Indigenous content across the curriculum to decolonise a predominately
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Western approach to education and provide cultural diversity in higher education. Several
authors – Anthony (2011), Battiste (2017), Behrendt et al. (2012), Burns et al. (2019), Donald
(2009), Gainsford and Evans (2020), Gerard et al. (2017), and Ranzijn, Nolan, and
McNicholas (2009) – argue that Indigenous curriculum development can be facilitated in a
number of different ways for various purposes. These authors note that Indigenous
curriculum development requires the embedding of a range of Indigenous knowledges and/or
perspectives for critical analysis and reflexivity. Empirical evidence from Burns et al. (2019)
and Gainsford and Evans (2020) indicates that Indigenous curriculum development can occur
within a range of contexts and frameworks. Gainsford and Evans (2020) suggest the use of
four andragogy principles when teaching Indigenous students business education, including
‘cultural knowledge and cultural ways of learning, collaborative learning, connected practise
and collective motivation’ (Gainsford & Evans, 2020, p. 10). The evidence identified by
Burns et al. (2019), which was derived from reference groups, consultation and workshops
with Indigenous and non-Indigenous national and international academic and professional
staff, members of the legal profession and government legal offices, provides empirical
evidence on the embedding of Indigenous cultural competency across law curriculum
development in Australia. The present study validates the claims made in existing work in
relation to Indigenous curriculum development, which indicate that Indigenous curriculum
development can be carried out via several different approaches and in a range of contexts,
including through strategies for teaching Indigenous students, efforts to decolonise the
current higher education curriculum, and the inclusion of Indigenous cultural competency
across the teaching of legal education. The participants identified several additional
associations beyond those described in the literature. These included assisting the truth telling
process of Indigenous peoples and histories, privileging Indigenous knowledges as equal in
academic rigour to Western thought, and highlighting the diversity of Indigenous
knowledges. Both the CSU and the UVic participants also emphasised that it is the
contribution of Indigenous peoples and communities that ensures the curriculum, and
associated resources, will be a culturally valid form of legal education.
7.2.10 Indigenous curriculum contexts across teaching and learning
The second theme that emerged from the cases studied was Indigenous curriculum contexts.
The academics from both universities indicated that the inclusion of Indigenous curriculum
contexts can involve a range of perspectives and Indigenous knowledges obtained through
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specific cultural expertise. The academics participants outlined that Indigenous curriculum
contexts can be facilitated across legal education through various frameworks and
approaches, including the teaching of Indigenous studies, Indigenous cultural competency,
Indigenous perspectives, Indigenous knowledges (including cultures and traditions),
Indigenous methodologies and theories, Indigenous epistemologies and ontologies,
Indigenous law, the lived experience of Indigenous peoples, and Indigenous industry
experience. The academics from both universities emphasised the importance of the approach
by which Indigenous curriculum contexts are embedded into legal education, which requires
specific knowledge and skills, as well as Indigenous leadership and decision-making.
The findings on Indigenous cultural contexts are consistent with the Universities Australia
National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural Competency in Australian
Universities, which recommends that teaching and learning approaches to support the
pedagogical matrix of Ranzijn, Nolan, et al. (2009) include ‘didactic, lectures and seminars
delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous staff working in partnership, guest lectures and
panel sessions involving Indigenous scholars, professionals or prominent members of the
local community’ (Universities Australia, 2011, p. 75). The Indigenous curriculum context
theme is echoed by Ermine’s theory that creating an ethical space of engagement can support
universities to analyse the intersection between Indigenous and Western thought, including
Western law and Indigenous lore/law. The findings are also supported by a number of studies
that emphasise that Indigenous curriculum contexts can be included across legal education in
a range of ways. Anthony (2011), Burns (2014), Burns et al. (2019), Jones (2009) and
Watson (2004) assert that universities need to provide a range of diverse cultural perspectives
to critically examine historical and contemporary contexts of how the law and legal
profession intersects with and impacts Indigenous peoples lives. Battiste (2017), Burns
(2014), Burns et al. (2019), Gerard et al. (2017), Harvey and Russell-Mundine (2018),
Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) and Nakata et al. (2012) all note that the inclusion of
Indigenous cultural competency across the higher education curriculum can provide students
with the knowledge and skills needed to work effectively with Indigenous peoples. Borrows
(2016a, 2016b), Burns et al. (2019), Gainsford (2018), Jones (2009), Kwaymullina (2020),
Napoleon (2019), Napoleon and Friedland (2016), Ruru (2018) and Watson (2017a, 2017b,
2017c) all claim that the inclusion of First Nations law in the legal curriculum is important in
enabling the exploration of impact and diversity.
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Burns et al. (2019) argue that the context in which Indigenous cultural competency is
embedded across the law curriculum should primarily be focused on fostering meaningful
cross-cultural dialogue (Burns et al., 2019, p. 16). Kinnane et al. (2014) state that ‘Indigenous
knowledges across curriculum needs to be properly integrated with meaning, purpose,
perspective and context’ (Kinnane et al., 2014, pp. 69–70). The findings of the present study
validate the claims made in existing work in relation to Indigenous curriculum contexts,
which indicate that Indigenous knowledges can be embedded through several different
curriculum contexts across legal education. The participants in the present study identified
several contextual approaches beyond those described in the literature. These included direct
contact with Indigenous Elders and Knowledge Keepers who teach in the legal program, the
inclusion and exploration of Indigenous lore/law and legal orders as part of the core legal
education curriculum, the direct analysis of the intersection between common/Western law
and Indigenous lore/law, the trans-systemic teaching of law (UVic), the inclusion of
Indigenous academics to provide culturally informed teaching and learning across legal
education, and collaboration with Indigenous industry experts (such as Indigenous lawyers)
to share their experiences of the legal system.
7.2.11 Inclusion of place-based or land-based learning
The third theme that emerged from the case studies was the inclusion of place-based or landbased learning. The academics from both universities agreed that the inclusion of placebased/land-based teaching was highly beneficial in terms of facilitating authentic Indigenous
learning experiences across the law curriculum. The CSU academics described the placebased initiatives at their university, such as a localised cultural immersion through the
Centre’s Elders in Residence program. The UVic participants spoke of the land-based
initiatives at their university, including on Country learning with academics, Aboriginal
Awareness Camps and Indigenous community field schools. Despite the differences in
language and terminology across the two universities, the place-based and land-based
initiatives referred to were identified as being alike in approach, authenticity, and intent. In
addition, the UVic participants discussed their university’s joint legal program, which
incorporates the teaching of Indigenous law through a trans-systemic pedagogy, meaning that
multiple legal orders are taught simultaneously to allow for analysis of the intersection
between Indigenous and Western legal systems.
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The academic participants from both universities recognised the complexities of embedding
Indigenous curriculum contexts (including the teaching of Indigenous knowledges and
lore/law) across the law curriculum. All these participants identified the limited numbers of
Indigenous academics working within legal education and emphasised the importance of
collaborative partnerships. The collaborative partnerships referred to include those between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics, academics and Indigenous community Elders and
Knowledge Keepers, and academics and Indigenous industry experts – all of whom
contribute to strategies such as team-teaching approaches. The academics from UVic
explained that multiple academics (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) teach across the transsystemic joint degree and noted that the number of Indigenous academics across Canada has
grown in recent years. The academics from both universities agreed that place-based/landbased immersion education delivered by or in collaboration with Indigenous peoples enables
the privileging of Indigenous voices and the promotion of truth telling across the curriculum,
which both validate Indigenous ways of knowing and being as equal to Western knowledge
systems.
The findings from the present study are consistent with the Australian National Best Practice
Framework for Indigenous Cultural Competency, which recommends that teaching and
learning approaches include cultural immersion activities such as visits to Indigenous
communities and/or Indigenous organisations. The place-based/land-based theme is also
echoed by Ermine’s fourth principle, the ‘Indigenous gaze’. This principle posits that cultural
representation is a crucial element in the collaborative process and that Indigenous peoples’
experiences of colonisation have left them with a particular view or ‘gaze’ upon the Western
world that enables them to provide authentic representations of lived experience. The
findings are supported by several studies that emphasise that place-based approaches are a
key Indigenous teaching and learning strategy. Borrows (2016b), Burns et al. (2019),
Gainsford and Robertson (2019), Gainsford (2018), Gerard et al. (2017), Jones (2009),
Kapyrka and Dockstator (2012), Kwaymullina (2020) and Ruru (2018) all emphasise that
place-based/land-based approaches are a highly effective means of embedding Indigenous
knowledges across the higher education curriculum. These authors claim that place/landbased learning strategies enable academics to engage effectively with local Indigenous
peoples and to recognise the diversity of Indigenous peoples. Burns et al. (2019) identified
that the embedding of Indigenous cultural competency in law needs to be based on
recognition of the principle that Indigenous knowledges are place-based, and therefore
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recognition of the value of place-based learning (Burns et al., 2019, p. 20). The present study
validates the claims made in existing work that place/land-based teaching and learning
approaches enable authentic learning about Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous lore/law.
The participants identified several ways in which place- and land-based learning can be
embedded across the law curriculum beyond those described in the literature. These included
the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum by local Indigenous
community members including Elders and Knowledge Keepers, and place- and land-based
immersion programs such as on Country learning programs.
7.2.12 Reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges
The fourth theme that emerged from the case studies was the reclamation and revitalisation of
Indigenous knowledges. The academics from both universities agreed that the inclusion of
Indigenous curriculum contexts across legal education supports Indigenous peoples to
reclaim, revitalise, practise, and share their Indigenous traditions and knowledges. The
academic participants from CSU and UVic all affirmed that Indigenous knowledges are
diverse and best represented by Indigenous peoples through localised customs and protocols.
Furthermore, these academics believed that the traditional use of storytelling and cultural
ontologies as teaching pedagogy is a valuable approach to examining Indigenous lore/law.
The reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges theme is echoed by Ermine’s
fourth principle, the ‘Indigenous gaze’. This principle asserts that creating a sense of
community supports a resurgence of cultural traditions and ceremony that existed well before
colonisation. The ‘gaze’ is reflective but also represents the strength of Indigenous peoples
and their determination to stay true to cultural traditions and practice. The findings related to
reclaiming and revitalising Indigenous knowledges are supported by several previous studies
that emphasise that universities can provide a platform for Indigenous peoples to share,
reclaim and revitalise their Indigenous knowledge systems. Several authors – Battiste (2017),
Burns et al. (2019), Coleman et al. (2012) and Styres et al. (2010) – assert that the
reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges is an important factor to consider
when engaging and collaborating with Indigenous peoples on curriculum and research. These
authors all note that including Indigenous knowledges in higher education can promote
greater understanding of and respect for Indigenous knowledges that are still customary in
Indigenous communities today, while also providing avenues to restore Indigenous
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knowledges such as lore/law and language. The empirical evidence provided by Burns et al.
(2019) indicates that:
There was a strong perception that legal academics do not necessarily view
Aboriginal legal systems as equal, leading to the marginalisation of Indigenous law in
legal education. Therefore, an emphasis on legal pluralism and the need to ‘disrupt’
the culture of Anglo-Australian law were seen as important for developing ICC
(Indigenous cultural competency). (Burns et al., 2019, p. 16)
The present study validates the claims made in existing work that there are a range of ways in
which law schools can empower and support Indigenous peoples and communities to reclaim
and revitalise their traditions and knowledges. The participants identified specific actions and
approaches that may be adopted by law schools to assist this process. These included
community-led Indigenous projects and workshops (such as around Indigenous language and
lore/law), the teaching of Indigenous lore/law in the curriculum, the inclusion of place/landbased learning such as immersion programs, the direct teaching from Indigenous community
members including Elders and Knowledge Keepers across the law curriculum, the inclusion
of traditional ceremony in law faculty practice, the inclusion of Indigenous ways of knowing
and being as learning pedagogy across the law curriculum, Indigenous research that produces
community resources, adherence to days of cultural significance for Indigenous peoples, and
adherence to cultural protocols as law faculty practice.
7.2.13 Cultural safety
The fifth theme that emerged from the cases studied was the provision of cultural safety
across the teaching of Indigenous curriculum contexts. Collaborative curriculum development
and constructive pedagogy were identified by the academics from both universities as
supportive of student learning and of providing culturally safe learning spaces in the higher
education environment. These participants saw cultural safety as vital to the process of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across legal education. Cultural safety was described by
the academic participants as providing a learning space that: privileges Indigenous peoples
and knowledges, that fosters respect for Indigenous peoples and knowledges, ensures that
Indigenous knowledges have equal standing to Western knowledge systems, where
Indigenous knowledges are seen as a rich source of wisdom, and where cultural protocols are
applied and adhered to (including free, prior and informed consent and the protection of
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intellectual and cultural property rights). The academic participants from both CSU and UVic
emphasised that the creation of culturally safe learning spaces is heavily reliant on the
constant reflection by academics in relation to Indigenous community engagement,
curriculum development and teaching practice. The findings are consistent with the
Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural
Competency in Australian Universities, which recommends that the teaching and learning
approaches used to support the pedagogical matrix of Ranzijn, Nolan, et al. (2009) include
provisions for cultural safety in the curriculum. The cultural safety theme is also echoed by
Ermine’s first principal, ‘ethics’, which asserts that ethics is about integrity and responsibility
and that academics need to consider how people’s actions and behaviours may either harm or
enhance the wellbeing of Indigenous peoples. Ermine (2007, p. 195) also states, ‘in
Indigenous societies, the Elders and the oral traditions provide us with the codes of conduct
as human beings within our communities’.
The findings are supported by several studies that emphasise that the cultural safety of
Indigenous staff and students is a key priority for universities. Burns et al. (2019), Napoleon
and Friedland (2016) and Schwartz (2019) all contend that cultural safety is an important
factor for legal educators to consider when embedding Indigenous knowledges across the
curriculum. These authors all note that within any learning environment that includes
Indigenous peoples specific measures are needed to ensure the cultural safety of Indigenous
participants. Cultural safety is defined by these authors as an enabled environment in which
Indigenous peoples feel safe to express their identity and lived experience and where
Indigenous people’s contribution is valued and respected. Burns et al.’s (2019) study found
that the guiding principles for embedding Indigenous cultural competency across law need to
ensure cultural safety measures, as outlined in the following:
Enabling work-integrated learning with Indigenous communities and organisations,
providing transformative learning experiences that are effective in changing attitudes.
Such programs must be done ethically, ensure cultural safety and be adequately
supported so as not to create a burden on communities or organisations. Indigenous
and non-Indigenous ‘peer-to-peer relationships’ are effective at building cultural
understanding and promoting two-way learning. (Burns et al., 2019, p. 20)
In addition, Behrendt et al. (2012) argue that teaching in the higher education environment
needs to be delivered in a ‘culturally appropriate manner to create an environment of cultural
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safety and sensitivity’ (p. 185). The present study validates the claims made in existing work
in support of the importance of cultural safety. The participants also mentioned several
specific strategies to support culturally safe practices across the teaching of law beyond the
importance and need of those described in the literature. These included employing
Indigenous academics and support staff to inform culturally safe practices; providing cultural
competency training to academics; seeking advice and leadership from Indigenous
community members such as Elders and Knowledge Keepers; developing an Indigenous
curriculum that privileges Indigenous peoples and knowledges; teaching a curriculum that
supports the strength, resilience and ongoing survival of Indigenous peoples and cultures;
acknowledging and removing deficit-based teaching and learning models; and including
Indigenous lore/law in the curriculum.
7.2.14 Research Question 2: Implications of findings
The findings across both case studies reveal that academics need to consider several factors
related to how engagement with Indigenous communities can inform the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. Some implications are specific to the
academic as an individual and some are associated more broadly to a law school’s
commitment and capacity. Both case studies indicate that collaborative relationships with
Indigenous peoples and communities are critical to engaging Indigenous peoples in the
design, development, and delivery of curricula. The findings from both case studies point to
five main implications for embedding Indigenous knowledges across the legal education
curriculum.
7.2.14.1 Indigenous collaborations to inform the design, development and delivery of
Indigenous curriculum
The findings from both case studies indicate that employing Indigenous academics and
collaborations with Indigenous community members, including Elders/Knowledge Keepers
and Indigenous industry experts, will assist a law school to embed Indigenous knowledges
across the law curriculum. Indigenous curriculum development should only take place after
Indigenous leadership capacity and Indigenous partnerships have been established. In
addition, a law school’s commitment to its research agenda was identified by the participants
from both universities as having a significant impact on Indigenous resource development,
which in turn informs Indigenous curriculum design. Therefore, it is vital to recognise the
links between Indigenous leadership, Indigenous community partnerships and the design,
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development, and delivery of a culturally valid law curriculum. A valid Indigenous
curriculum is seen as a pathway to decolonising Western-led legal education, to privileging
Indigenous voices and knowledges, providing authentic cultural learning experiences, and
exploring cultural diversity through critical analysis and reflection.
7.2.14.2 Indigenous curriculum contexts to inform the design, development, and delivery of
Indigenous curriculum
The findings from the case studies indicate that each university applied a different approach
to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across their respective law curricula. These
findings suggest that there is no single blueprint for the embedding of Indigenous knowledges
in law curricula. CSU adopted a strategy of including Indigenous cultural competence across
its law program, while UVic has taken an approach that combines common law and
Indigenous legal orders. Both incorporate Indigenous knowledges across legal education, but
via different approaches. Thus, the findings suggest that law schools need to decide on an
approach that suits their specific needs. CSU’s approach was informed by policy and
accreditation decisions, whereas UVic has taken a more community-informed approach.
7.2.14.3 Indigenous place-based and land-based learning strategies across legal education
The third implication is the inclusion of place/land-based learning across the legal education
program. The findings from both case studies indicate that both CSU and UVic have
implemented place/land-based learning initiatives across their curricula in similar ways. Both
universities acknowledge the strength of working with Indigenous peoples through on
Country experiences and support this form of experience as providing their students with an
authentic connection to Indigenous peoples and knowledges. Both CSU and UVic recognise
their strong community connections and partnerships for place/land-based inclusions across
their curriculum.
7.2.14.4 Empowering the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges across
legal education
The fourth implication is the reclamation and revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges. The
findings from both case studies indicate that CSU and UVic both support Indigenous peoples
and communities to reclaim and revitalise their cultural traditions and practices. Both law
schools facilitate this through different approaches, suggesting that there are various ways in
which a law school can empower Indigenous communities to reclaim and revitalise their
knowledge systems. For example, the UVic Law School has the ILRU, whose role is to
facilitate Indigenous community research projects to empower Indigenous communities;
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while CSU has an Elders in Residence program that involves local Wiradyuri Elders who
inform teaching and research agendas, which similarly empowers the local community.
7.2.14.5 The implication of ensuring cultural safety for Indigenous peoples across legal
education
The fifth implication is the importance of ensuring cultural safety across the legal education
curriculum. The findings from both case studies indicate that CSU and UVic support the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges through culturally safe practices. The participants from
both law schools commented that cultural safety is a vital part of Indigenous curriculum
development. This work needs specific attention and expertise to keep Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples and students safe during the teaching and learning process. The
participants from both universities were of the view that internal advice from Indigenous
academics and support staff, as well as input from Indigenous community members including
Elders and Knowledge Keepers, helps to provide cultural safety across their respective law
programs. These findings therefore have implications for law schools in terms of the
employment of Indigenous staff to provide advice on culturally safe teaching and learning
practices.
Research question 3: How does the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the law
curriculum contribute more broadly to legal education?
The law student participants from both universities were consistent in their responses
regarding how the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges influences their legal education. There
were some differences between the Indigenous and non-Indigenous student responses, which
are noted throughout the discussion. As research question 3 specifically addresses how the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges relates to a law student’s legal education, academics
and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders were not asked to respond to this question. Based on
the responses of the law student participants and the evidence from the document analysis
across both universities, two key themes emerged in relation to research question 3:
Indigenous cultural competency, and Indigenous community capacity. Each theme is
discussed in turn below.
7.2.15 Indigenous cultural competency
The first theme that emerged from the findings in relation to research question 3 was the
increased Indigenous cultural competency of law students. The Indigenous and non-
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Indigenous law students from both universities affirmed that the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges across legal education has supported their overall capability in relation to
knowledge of Indigenous peoples and cultures, Indigenous community protocols, skill
development to work more effectively with Indigenous peoples, and improved
communication and relationship development with Indigenous peoples. The responses from
the UVic law students also reflected an increased awareness of multiple Indigenous legal
orders and of the interaction between Indigenous and Western legal systems. In addition, the
UVic law students indicated that knowledge and skills development in relation to Indigenous
cultural competency involves an ongoing process of learning, reflection, and application.
These participants linked the application of cultural competency to their future professional
practice and developing a community of practice among the joint degree law graduates.
In Australia, the findings in relation to student cultural competency are consistent with the
Universities Australia National Best Practice Framework for Indigenous Cultural
Competency in Australian Universities, which states that:
Students should have knowledge and understanding of Indigenous Australian cultures,
histories and contemporary realities and awareness of Indigenous protocols, combined
with proficiency to engage and work effectively in Indigenous contexts congruent to
the expectations of Indigenous Australian peoples. (Universities Australia, 2011, p.
11)
In Canada, the findings in relation to academic cultural competency are consistent with the
Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Report Recommendations (27 and 28) that ‘legal
educators include the teaching of cultural competency for lawyers and for all law students to
undertake courses in Aboriginal people and the law’ (Truth & Canada, 2015, p. 3). The
cultural competency theme is echoed by Ermine’s sixth principle, ‘reconciliation’. This
principle relates to the question: how do we reconcile worldviews between Indigenous and
Western thought? Ermine (2007) proposes that the Theory of Ethical Space can be
implemented as a framework to analyse Indigenous legal principles and influence crosscultural relations.
The findings on cultural competency are supported by several studies that emphasise that the
teaching of cultural competency across higher education is an important graduate learning
outcome. Anthony (2011), Burns et al. (2019), Gerard et al. (2017), Harvey and Russell-
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Mundine (2018), Kwaymullina (2020), Truth and Canada (2015) and Universities Australia
(2011) all assert that the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency is a key motivator for
universities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. Indigenous cultural
competency is defined by Universities Australia (2011) as:
Student and staff knowledge and understanding of Indigenous Australian cultures,
histories and contemporary realities and awareness of Indigenous protocols, combined
with the proficiency to engage and work effectively in Indigenous contexts congruent
to the expectations of Indigenous Australian peoples… Cultural competence includes
the ability to critically reflect on one’s own culture and professional paradigms in
order to understand its cultural limitations and effect positive change. (Universities
Australia, 2011, p. 3)
Existing studies note that the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency across higher
education curricula improves students’ knowledge of Indigenous peoples, cultures and
protocols and ability to work effectively with Indigenous peoples and communities. Behrendt
et al. (2012) conducted a review of higher education access and outcomes for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people in Australia. The study enlisted an expert panel to consider the
role that higher education plays in influencing outcomes and reducing disadvantage for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities. The results of Behrendt et
al.’s study indicate that universities need to continue to develop and implement a range of
educational initiatives and strategies to ‘improve the cultural understanding and awareness of
staff, students and researchers within their institution, including the provision of cultural
competency training’ (Behrendt et al., 2012, p. 150). In addition, Burns et al. (2019) indicates
that the Indigenous cultural competency for legal academic’s project was designed as a
response to the Behrendt et al. (2012) recommendation. The Burns et al. (2019) study
specifically focused on how Indigenous cultural competency could be applied across the law
discipline to improve outcomes for Indigenous students and build the Indigenous cultural
competency of all students. In support of this, the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation
Commission Report recommends the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency across law
in the Canadian context (Recommendations 27 and 28).
The present study validates the claims made in existing work that the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges contributes to the cultural competency of law students. The
participants identified the importance of embedded strategies as well as the development of
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cultural competency throughout their legal education, beyond the associations described in
the literature. These include the direct teaching from Indigenous academics in relation to:
Indigenous history, culture and contemporary social realities; Indigenous knowledges;
Indigenous protocols and methodologies, and in the case of UVic, Indigenous legal orders. In
addition, the participants noted the value of direct teaching from Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders such as Elders and Knowledges Keepers about Indigenous knowledges,
traditional customs and practices including Indigenous lore/law, Indigenous protocols and
lived experience. Students from both universities commented that their exposure to
Indigenous peoples (academics and curriculum stakeholders such as Elders) has contributed
significantly to their knowledge of Indigenous histories, cultures and peoples and their
overall skills development, enabling them to work more effectively with Indigenous peoples
and communities.
7.2.16 Indigenous community capacity
The second theme that emerged from the findings in relation to research question 3 was
increasing the capacity of Indigenous peoples and communities. The Indigenous law students
from UVic shared that the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across legal education has
supported their individual capabilities and aided the capacity of the wider Indigenous
community. These students also linked the embedding of Indigenous knowledges to the truth
telling about Indigenous histories and peoples across legal education. In addition, the law
students from both universities indicated that there was a direct correlation between
embedding Indigenous knowledges in legal education and the benefit to Indigenous
communities in relation to better decision-making processes in law reform, and the ability of
graduates to inform social change and thereby create better outcomes for future generations
of Indigenous peoples.
The findings on this theme are consistent with the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy
2017–2020, which endorses the ‘partnerships with Indigenous peoples and higher education
conducted in a spirit of reconciliation which gives voice to Indigenous people in decision
making that affects Indigenous communities’ (Universities Australia, 2017, p. 24). The
increased Indigenous community capacity theme is also echoed by Ermine’s fourth principle,
the ‘Indigenous gaze’. This principle asserts that Indigenous self-determination and cultural
representation are crucial in any collaborative process to empower Indigenous community
belonging and build community capacity. The findings are supported by several studies that
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emphasise that social change and impact for Indigenous peoples is a key outcome for
embedding Indigenous content in higher education curriculum. Behrendt et al. (2012), Burns
(2017), Gainsford and Evans (2020) and Schwartz (2019) argue that the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges across the higher education curriculum can increase both the
individual and collective capacity of Indigenous peoples and communities. These authors all
note that embedding Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum can increase the
participation and retention of Indigenous students, and in turn influence Indigenous selfdetermination, as knowledge and skills are applied to individual and collective situations
(Behrendt et al., 2012; Burns et al., 2019; Gainsford & Evans, 2020; Schwartz, 2019). These
authors also affirm that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum can
improve the provision of legal services and representation for Indigenous peoples and
communities (Behrendt et al., 2012; Burns et al., 2019).
The empirical evidence provided by Schwartz (2019) also support the findings of the present
study. Schwartz’s study focused on the perspectives of Indigenous law students from the
University of New South Wales in relation to how ‘specific aspects of the law school affected
their ability to persist in their studies’ (Schwartz, 2019, p. 2). The study included the
completion of an online survey by 39 current Indigenous law students and 36 former
Indigenous law students (comprising 29 graduates and seven students who did not complete
their law degree). In addition to the online survey, two optional focus groups were held with
seven participants attending. Schwartz (2019) found that the inclusion and participation of
Indigenous peoples across legal education can provide Indigenous students with an inclusive
learning environment that is representative of their culture and lived experience. Further
evidence from Schwartz (2019) emphasises that a law student’s success is significant for the
individual but also impacts the wider Indigenous community. The present study validates the
claims made in existing work that students recognise the connection between including
Indigenous knowledges in the law curriculum and better outcomes for Indigenous peoples.
The Indigenous students from UVic indicated that the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges
across their legal education has influenced their individual expertise; the collective
development of their Indigenous community; knowledge of multiple Indigenous laws;
understanding of the intersection between Indigenous and common/Western law; decisionmaking across areas of law reform and policy development; and access to justice for
Indigenous peoples and communities. The non-Indigenous students from CSU and UVic
indicated that their improved knowledge is evidenced in numerous areas, including increased
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knowledge of Indigenous laws (UVic) and the intersection between Indigenous and
Common/Western law (UVic); better decision-making across areas of law reform and policy
development (CSU, UVic); and improved access to justice for Indigenous peoples and
communities (CSU, UVic).
7.2.17 Research Question 3: Implications of findings
The findings obtained from the law students from both universities reveal that the embedding
of Indigenous knowledges across legal education has multiple benefits that inform social
change. Forms of social change that are influenced by Indigenous and non-Indigenous law
students are dependent on the student’s cultural background and personal and/or professional
interaction with Indigenous peoples and communities. All the implications of the findings
related to research question 3 are specific to a law school’s ability to provide a curriculum
that embeds Indigenous knowledges to inform avenues for social change. The findings across
both case studies point to one major implication for law schools to consider, when looking at
the outcomes of embedding Indigenous knowledges across legal education, which is
discussed below.
7.2.17.1 Creating avenues for social change through legal education
The law students’ responses highlighted different implications regarding learning according
to individual interpretation and the application of such learning to their cultural and
professional contexts. One important implication for law schools is to recognise that the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges across legal education can be a pedagogical approach
designed to improve students’ knowledge and ultimately their ability to drive social change
for the benefit of Indigenous peoples. Therefore, the main implication of these findings is that
law schools need to provide opportunities for law students to explore Indigenous knowledges
and connect with Indigenous peoples across their legal education. The themes and
implications outlined in the discussion above have been applied to the development of the
conceptual Indigenous Knowledges Model presented below.

7.3 Indigenous Knowledges Conceptual Model (IKCM): Curriculum through Cultural
Collaboration
From the findings of the CSU and UVic case studies several common principles and strategic
elements were identified, which informed the development of the thesis model. The
Indigenous Knowledges Conceptual Model (IKCM) provides a framework of interconnected
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phases, principles, and strategic elements to assist universities to embed Indigenous
knowledges across the higher education curriculum. In addition to providing guidance, the
model delivers a range of outcomes related to the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across
legal education. The IKCM is based on the results obtained from the following five stages of
the research findings:
Stage 1: Document analysis.
Stage 2: Identification of Indigenous curriculum stakeholders.
Stage 3: Academic interviews.
Stage 4: Indigenous curriculum stakeholder interviews and focus groups.
Stage 5: Law student focus groups.
The IKCM offers a bottom-up approach consisting of three phases: ‘Preparation’,
‘Development’ and ‘Outcomes’.
The first phase, entitled ‘Preparation’, is intended to assist program developers to consider
foundational strategies to prepare the institutional environment, and includes the following:
•

determining the law school’s social justice intent

•

developing policies to guide Indigenous community engagement to embed Indigenous
knowledges across the curriculum

•

providing cultural competency professional development for staff

•

increasing Indigenous employment

•

developing an Indigenous research agenda

•

establishing connections with Indigenous peoples and communities

•

developing Indigenous community partnerships for the purpose of embedding
Indigenous knowledges across legal education.

The second phase is entitled ‘Development’. The development phase provides program
developers with a range of strategies and Indigenous curriculum contexts that influence the
teaching and learning of Indigenous knowledges across the course design. The third phase
provides the ‘Outcomes’ of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum,
providing program developers with a range of intended student learning outcomes directly
associated with embedding Indigenous knowledges across legal education.
The three phases of the model are interrelated, and each phase relies on connections with the
preceding phase. For example, the ‘Outcomes’ phase is reliant on program providers having
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completed the ‘Development’ phase, in which the Indigenous curriculum context and
curriculum design are developed, which in turn is reliant on the institutional preparation and
Indigenous community collaborations established in Phase 1. Each phase of the IKCM is
supported by principles that are directly linked to the research findings. The phases rely on
foundational development and preparation practices to embed Indigenous knowledges across
legal education. The model includes six principles, thirty-three strategic elements, and two
structural support actions that assist in the development of Indigenous community
partnerships for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum.
The principles of each phase are listed below.
Phase 1: Preparation – Institutional Capacity Building and Indigenous Community
Engagement includes three principles:
•

Principle 1: Commitment.

•

Principle 2: Connection.

•

Principle 3: Collaboration.

Phase 2: Development – Indigenous Curriculum Context and Curriculum Design includes
two principles:
•

Principle 4: Curriculum Context.

•

Principle 5: Curriculum Design.

Phase 3: Outcomes – Strengthened Indigenous Communities includes one principle:
•

Principle 6: Capability.

The principles associated with each phase encompass strategic elements that represent the
actions that developers can undertake to engage and collaborate with Indigenous
communities for the purpose of including Indigenous knowledges across the higher education
curriculum. Each of the six principles is supported by strategic elements that initiate the
actions and outcomes of the program. The strategic elements related to each principle are
listed in the following section.
7.3.1 Phase 1 Strategic Elements
Principle 1: Commitment – Strategic Elements:
1. Social justice responsibility.
2. Institutional policy.
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3. Community engagement guidelines.
4. Indigenous employment and leadership.
5. Cultural competency professional development.
6. Indigenous research.
7. Reciprocity.
1.

Cultural Authorisation

Principle 2: Connection – Strategic Elements:
1. Indigenous peoples and communities.
2. Indigenous organisations and industry experts.
3. Cultural authorisation.
4. Cultural protocols.
5. Cultural invitation.
Principle 3: Collaboration – Strategic Elements:
1. Indigenous community engagement.
2. Rules of engagement.
3. Formal agreement.
4. Cultural and intellectual property rights.
5. Indigenous self-determination.
7.3.2 Phase 2 Strategic Elements
Principle 4: Curriculum Context – Strategic Elements:
1. Place-based learning.
2. Cultural immersion.
3. Indigenous perspectives.
4. Incorporation of traditional knowledges.
5. Revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges.
CURRICULUM
Principle 5: Curriculum Design – Strategic Elements:
1. Collaborative design, development and delivery.
2. Privileging of Indigenous knowledges.
3. Team teaching.
4. Two-way learning.
5. Indigenous resources.
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6. Cultural safety.
7.3.3 Phase 3 Strategic Elements
Principle 6: Capability – Strategic Elements:
1. Knowledge.
2. Discipline-specific skills.
3. Cultural competency.
4. Social change.
5. Indigenous community capacity building.
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7.4 Description of the Indigenous Knowledges Conceptual Model (IKCM) – Indigenous curriculum design through cultural
collaboration
7.4.1 Phase 1: Preparation – institutional capacity building and Indigenous community engagement
Figure 7.1: IKCM Phase 1: Preparation – Institutional Capacity Building and Indigenous Community Engagement
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PHASE 1 - PREPARATION: Institutional Capacity Building and Indigenous Community Engagement
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Phase 1 of the IKCM comprises three main areas: ‘Commitment’, to prepare the institutional
environment and academic capabilities; ‘Connection’, to identify Indigenous peoples and
communities with whom to develop collaborative partnerships; and ‘Collaboration’, to
provide a framework for the development of ethical partnerships between the law school,
academics and Indigenous peoples and/or communities.
Principle 1, ‘Commitment’, was included in the model as it is central to the way law schools
develop institutional capacity and Indigenous community partnerships to embed Indigenous
knowledges across legal education. The ‘Commitment’ principle is supported by seven
strategic elements, which are detailed below.
The first strategic element for Principle 1 (‘Commitment’) is ‘social justice responsibility’. A
law school can use this strategic element to initiate dialogue that establishes a shared social
justice vision and mission for all staff. This shared vision among staff then sets the
foundations for the collaborative work with Indigenous peoples and communities. Social
justice responsibility was acknowledged as a fundamental institutional commitment
underpinning the development of authentic and meaningful partnerships between law
schools, academics, and Indigenous peoples. Individual and collective social justice
responsibility was positioned as a key motivator for academics and law schools to develop
collaborative partnerships to embed Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum. This was
noted by the academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across both case studies,
who emphasised that working for the benefit of Indigenous peoples and communities is an
important objective in developing respectful working partnerships.
The second strategic element for Principle 1 (‘Commitment’) is ‘institutional policy’.
Institutions can employ this strategic element to engage with Indigenous peoples and
communities to discuss differences and develop policies that address both Indigenous
community need and institutional requirements. Institutional policy was recognised as a
central commitment guiding academic conduct in relation to developing collaborative
partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities. Co-developed policy was
acknowledged by the participants across both case studies as an authentic approach to policy
development, with contribution from Indigenous community members seen as an ethical
space of engagement in which to discuss the differences between university and Indigenous
community requirements.
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The third strategic element for Principle 1 (‘Commitment’) is ‘community engagement
guidelines’. Law schools can employ this strategic element to develop a set of guidelines for
staff around communicating in a culturally appropriate manner with Indigenous peoples and
communities. Such guidelines could include general information such as the appropriate
terminology to use to communicate positively with Indigenous peoples and communities.
Community engagement guidelines are included as the third strategic element, identified by
the academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders in both case studies as imperative for
culturally appropriate engagement practices. Community engagement guidelines were viewed
as an essential resource to guide academics in relation to Indigenous cultural protocols and
community expectations around engagement and the development of collaborative projects.
The fourth strategic element for Principle 1 (‘Commitment’) is ‘Indigenous employment and
leadership’. A law school can employ this strategic element to develop Indigenous
employment targets and employ foundational staff or increase the number of Indigenous
academics within the school. The employment of Indigenous academics is interconnected
with the school’s ability to provide Indigenous leadership across the curriculum and
governance. Indigenous employment and leadership were supported by all three participant
groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) from both
universities as an authentic approach to embedding Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. Increasing Indigenous employment and leadership is vital to guide connections
with Indigenous peoples and communities, to provide cultural knowledge and lived
experience, to provide knowledge through Indigenous academics across curriculum
development and research (including Indigenous methodologies), to provide mentorship for
Indigenous students and to deliver professional development in cultural competency to nonIndigenous academics and staff.
The fifth strategic element for Principle 1 (‘Commitment’) is the provision of ‘cultural
competency professional development’. Institutions can use this strategy to develop a cultural
competency professional development program that incorporates a combination of learning
experiences, including peer-to-peer learning opportunities with Indigenous academics, on
Country learning with Indigenous academics and/or Indigenous communities, cultural
immersion programs, and community members such as Elders teaching staff directly through
professional development programs. Cultural competency professional development can
impart knowledge of Indigenous people’s cultures and histories and provide a range of skills
such as those needed to understand and negotiate cultural protocols and cultural authority
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when connecting and collaborating with Indigenous peoples. The importance of Indigenous
cultural competency was raised by the academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and
law students from both CSU and UVic and seen as reflecting a commitment by the university
to providing ethical and culturally appropriate approaches to community partnerships,
including Indigenous contexts across the curriculum, and ensuring culturally safe learning
spaces for students. The commitment of law schools to providing cultural competency
training for academics was seen as requiring a collaborative process, with participants from
both case studies referring to authentic avenues of professional development delivered by
Indigenous academics, Elders in Residence programs and place-based on Country immersion
programs.
The sixth strategic element for Principle 1 ‘(Commitment’) is ‘Indigenous research’. A law
school can employ this strategic element by aligning the school’s research agenda with the
social justice mission underpinning its work with Indigenous communities. Research can also
be employed to reflect on current collaborative projects to inform the development of
Indigenous resources for communities and to critically reflect on current and future
curriculum development. A commitment to Indigenous research was recognised by the
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both case studies as essential for
developing authentic Indigenous resources for the law curriculum, informing educational and
community practice, and offering projects of reciprocity that benefit Indigenous communities.
This relates to the seventh strategic element within Principle 1, which is ‘reciprocity’. The
commitment to providing avenues of reciprocity was seen by the academics and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders across both case studies as a firm institutional obligation. However,
reciprocity was represented by these participant groups as a negotiated process, whereby the
Indigenous peoples/community who are involved in the collaboration decide what the
reciprocity involves. Forms of reciprocity that were identified across both cases studies were
remuneration, research projects that have benefit to Indigenous peoples and communities, the
development of community resources such as language and lore/law resources, and the
contribution of law schools in community projects such as legal clinics and workshops.
Principle 2, ‘Connection’, was included in Phase 1 of the model as it is essential for
preparing law school academics to approach Indigenous peoples and communities in an
ethical and culturally appropriate manner. The ‘Connection’ principle is supported by five
strategic elements, which are detailed below.
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The first strategic element for Principle 2 (‘Connection’) is ‘Indigenous peoples and
communities’. A law school can employ this strategy by connecting with local Elders and
Knowledge Holders to create a space of dialogue and thereby build foundational
relationships. These connections might include informal meetings and gatherings involving
the sharing of food or attendance at a special event that is significant to the Indigenous
community. Connecting with Indigenous peoples and communities is essential for the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum. The importance of
how and why law schools connect with Indigenous peoples and communities was recognised
by the participants from all three groups (academics, Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, law
students) across both universities. Directly involving Indigenous peoples and communities
was seen as an effective teaching and learning pedagogy that enables the sharing of authentic
cultural knowledge and Indigenous lived experience across legal education. Numerous
examples of the inclusion of Indigenous peoples and communities were provided by the
participants, which involved Indigenous Elders and Knowledge Keepers sharing their
knowledge of ceremony, cultural and traditional ways of knowing and being, and of
Indigenous protocols attached to such knowledge.
The second strategic element for Principle 2 (‘Connection’) is ‘Indigenous organisation and
industry experts’. A law school can employ this strategy by connecting with Indigenous
industry experts who have a professional association or experience with the subject content.
Law schools can facilitate this by building strong relationships with Indigenous organisations
whose work involves specific areas of the law, which in turn facilitates internal connections
to Indigenous industry experts. Connecting with Indigenous organisations and industry
experts was identified across both case studies as having benefit for legal education
curriculum development. Indigenous experts can impart knowledge related to their
involvement with a specific organisation or within a specific profession; and such experts
include Indigenous studies experts, Indigenous lawyers, and Indigenous peoples who have
specific knowledge of organisational governance and protocols. Indigenous organisations and
industry experts are recognised for their academic experience, professional knowledge and
understanding, and lived experience as Indigenous people.
The third strategic element for Principle 2 (‘Connection’) is ‘cultural authorisation’. Law
schools can employ this strategy by including learning about cultural authorisation as part of
an academic’s cultural competency professional development. Cultural authorisation can also
be part of the dialogue with Elders and Knowledge Keepers at the connection and relational
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development stage to inform further ethical connections. The academic and Indigenous
curriculum stakeholder participants raised the importance of cultural authority when
connecting with Indigenous peoples for the purpose of embedding Indigenous knowledges
across the law curriculum. Cultural authorisation knowledge is crucial when connecting
academics with the right Indigenous peoples who have the cultural knowledge and
authorisation to share such knowledges. The findings of both case studies indicated that
cultural authority is specific to people and place and that law schools and academics need to
first understand the protocols surrounding cultural authorisation and how it functions and is
endorsed within Indigenous communities. This area of professional development relates to
the cultural competency of the law school’s academics and the employment of Indigenous
peoples to provide leadership in cultural protocols specific to people and place.
The fourth strategic element for Principle 2 (‘Connection’) is ‘cultural protocols’. Law
schools can employ this strategy by recognising the importance of informing academics that
Indigenous protocols are specific to people and place and that therefore this knowledge (and
the professional development that imparts such knowledge) is related to the cultural
competency of the law school in general and of its academics. Cultural protocols are central
to establishing a connection with Indigenous peoples and communities, and to the way law
schools and academics approach and engage with Indigenous peoples and communities, as
well as to the protocols around how and when Indigenous knowledges are embedded in
curriculum. Adhering to Indigenous protocols were identified across both case studies by the
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders as imperative to the connections and
relationships established with Indigenous peoples and communities and to the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges across curriculum.
The fifth strategic element for Principle 2 (‘Connection’) is ‘cultural invitation’. Law schools
can employ this strategy by setting up an invitation arrangement that empowers Indigenous
peoples and communities to connect and participate on their own terms and for their own
benefit. Cultural invitation is included as a culturally appropriate way for law schools to
connect with Indigenous peoples and communities. Cultural invitation was successfully
implemented in one of the case studies whereby Indigenous peoples were invited to
participate in Indigenous projects at UVic. The cultural invitation approach recognises the
way in which Indigenous peoples and communities discuss the complexities of connecting
with academia and enables communities to approach the law school independently.
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Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) was included in Phase 1 of the model as it is foundational to
how law schools develop authentic community partnerships with Indigenous peoples and
communities. The ‘Collaboration’ principle is supported by five strategic elements, which are
outlined below.
The first strategic element for Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) is ‘Indigenous community
engagement’. Law schools can employ this strategy by recognising that authenticity and
genuine intent are related to the social justice vision and mission of the law school and its
academics. Indigenous community engagement requires ongoing relationship development
over time. In addition to relationship building to establish trust with Indigenous peoples, both
the academic and Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants recognised that the
authenticity and genuine intent of law schools and academics are pivotal in determining the
success of any engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities. Authenticity and
intent thus have a significant impact on the engagement with Indigenous peoples and
communities.
The second strategic element for Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) is ‘rules of engagement’. Law
schools can employ this strategy by recognising that once engagement occurs with a specific
Indigenous group/community, protocols and rules of engagement are required that will be
specific to that group or community. Therefore, each Indigenous community engagement
project will require its own specific and tailored rules of engagement to guide the law school
through the collaboration. Law schools can negotiate the rules of engagement with the
Indigenous group/community to inform any formal agreement process (as outlined below).
Law schools can also include the knowledge that Indigenous protocols are specific to people
and place in the cultural competency training of academics prior to any such engagement.
Discussing and setting the rules of engagement for any Indigenous community collaboration
is seen to provide law schools and academics with understanding of the cultural boundaries
and protocols that are specific to individual projects. The element of rules of engagement is
included in the model as the academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders from both
case studies highlighted the importance of creating a space for dialogue so that academics can
learn about the cultural governance that will oversee the project. Such rules will cover
reciprocity in remuneration; meeting times, places and frequency; and preparing a culturally
safe environment through adherence to cultural protocols.
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The third strategic element for Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) is ‘formal agreement’. Law
schools can employ this strategy by developing an individual formal agreement for each
collaborative project with an Indigenous group/organisation or community. The development
of a formal agreement sets out the cultural boundaries, specific protocols, and formal
intention of the institution in relation to reciprocity and/or remuneration. The element of
formal agreement is included as both case studies provided justification for and evidence of
the importance of initiating formal agreements with Indigenous communities involved in
collaborative projects. Formal agreements can take several different formats, depending on
people and place and the requirements of the Indigenous communities with whom the law
school is collaborating. Formal agreements that were noted in the case study findings were
MOUs (CSU, UVic) and LOAs (UVic).
The fourth strategic element for Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) is ‘cultural and intellectual
property rights’. Law schools can employ this strategy by engaging in discussions and
forming agreements about how the Indigenous community with whom they are collaborating
wants to protect its intellectual and cultural property rights. This could include provisions
governing where and when content is used across the curriculum and the recording or nonrecording of Indigenous presentations. Law schools can also incorporate knowledge of the
implications and the protection of cultural and intellectual property rights into the cultural
competency training of academics prior to engagement. The protection of intellectual and
cultural property rights was identified by participants across both case studies as integral to
respecting the Indigenous knowledges being shared in the collaboration. According to the
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders within both case studies, how Indigenous
knowledges are acquired and embedded needs to be governed by the Indigenous peoples who
provide the knowledge.
The fifth strategic element for Principle 3 (‘Collaboration’) is ‘Indigenous selfdetermination’. Law schools can employ this strategy by including Indigenous leadership
across the areas of curriculum and research to support Indigenous self-determination
practices. Indigenous self-determination is included in the model to provide Indigenous
peoples with the rights to govern what knowledge is included in the higher education
curriculum and how that knowledge is applied. Indigenous self-determination was recognised
across both case studies as having the potential to challenge deficit-based discourse in legal
education and provide avenues for Indigenous peoples to self-determine their cultural, social,
financial, and political agendas.
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7.4.2 Phase 2: Development – Indigenous curriculum context and curriculum design
Figure 7.2: Phase 2 of the IKCM: Development – Indigenous Curriculum Context and Curriculum Design
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Phase 2 of the IKCM builds on the Preparation Phase through two main areas: ‘Indigenous
Curriculum Context’, which identifies which Indigenous contexts will be incorporated into
course curriculum; and ‘Curriculum Design’, which provides strategies to incorporate
Indigenous knowledges, voices and lived experience into course design.
Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) was included in the model to inform critical
decision-making about how law schools choose which Indigenous peoples’ knowledges are
going to be represented across their law curricula, how these knowledges will be delivered
and who will deliver them. The context of teaching across curriculum can differ depending
on the approach taken. Indigenous curriculum context can be driven by a number of different
strategies, and it is noted that each curriculum can be different. Therefore, not setting up one
such blueprint for curriculum development. The ‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’ principle is
supported by five strategic elements, which are detailed below.
The first strategic element for Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) is ‘Indigenous
perspectives’. Law schools can employ this strategy by engaging in school-level discussions
and course mapping with Indigenous academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders to
determine what Indigenous perspectives will be included. These discussions should also take
into consideration national and/or institutional policies and relevant accreditation guidelines.
The Indigenous perspectives included across the law curriculum can involve a range of
contexts that draw on cultural and academic expertise. The academic participants across both
case studies recognised that imparting knowledge of Indigenous perspectives can involve a
range of approaches, including the teaching of Indigenous cultural competency, Indigenous
studies, Indigenous knowledges (including cultures and traditions), Indigenous
methodologies and theories, Indigenous epistemologies and ontologies, Indigenous law, the
lived experience of Indigenous peoples, and Indigenous industry experience. These
academics also acknowledged that the decision-making around which Indigenous
perspectives and contexts are to be included requires Indigenous leadership.
The second strategic element for Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) is ‘placebased learning’. Law schools can employ this strategy by engaging in discussions with their
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, including local Indigenous Elders and Knowledge
Keepers, about how the law school can include place-based learning concepts in the law
curriculum. There was significant evidence offered by the academics from both case study
universities that place-based learning was a highly effective approach to the inclusion of local
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Indigenous knowledges and perspectives across the law curriculum. Place-based approaches
to embedding Indigenous knowledges are recognised for several strengths, including that they
provide authentic learning experiences from Indigenous peoples according to people and
place; represent the diversity of Indigenous knowledges, how Indigenous lore/law is specific
to people and place; and follow Indigenous community protocols.
The third strategic element for Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) is ‘cultural
immersion’. Law schools can employ this strategy by engaging in discussion with their
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders, including local Indigenous Elders and Knowledge
Keepers, as to how and where cultural immersion programs can be included across law
subjects. In addition to the actual cultural immersion, law schools could also provide staff and
students with learning in relation to local Indigenous protocols governing culturally
appropriate engagement practices. Specific knowledge and skills around how to engage with
Indigenous peoples and communities are seen as vital for facilitating the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. Cultural immersion programs were
recognised by the academics from both case study universities as a highly effective and
culturally authentic way to embed Indigenous knowledges and to provide opportunities for
law students and academics to connect with Indigenous peoples and communities. Cultural
immersions can involve a range of approaches, including on Country learning experiences,
field schools and camps. The academics across both case studies explained that cultural
immersion programs are facilitated by Indigenous community members who have the cultural
authority to determine the sharing of Indigenous knowledges and include Indigenous Elders,
Knowledge Keepers and/or Traditional Custodians of the land on which the learning takes
place.
The fourth strategic element for Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) is the
‘incorporation of Indigenous knowledges’. Law schools can employ this strategy through
course mapping to see how and when Indigenous knowledges can be included within
specific subjects. Indigenous knowledges can only be delivered by certain Indigenous
peoples in the community who have the cultural authority to share such knowledges.
Therefore, discussion with Indigenous Elders and Knowledge Keepers is essential for law
schools to ethically embed and deliver Indigenous knowledges throughout the curriculum.
The findings from both case studies revealed that Indigenous knowledges are specific to
people and place and are embodied. Both case studies also indicated that the embedding of
Indigenous knowledges must be based on specific protocols that are governed by
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Indigenous peoples and communities. The use of Indigenous knowledges across academia
is approved by members of the Indigenous community who have the authority to share the
knowledge and provide guidance on the protocols pertaining to the use of such
knowledges. The evolution of law between Indigenous peoples in Australia and Canada has
several significant differences. The most notable being that Indigenous peoples in Canada
have both historic and contemporary treaties that support Indigenous self-governance and
have significant autonomy over how they develop their own lawful communities.
Indigenous treaties in Canada are constitutionally recognised and set up a system whereby
Indigenous peoples can self-govern their communities according to an agreement between
the Crown and First Nations peoples. In an Australian context, Indigenous Australian’s are
still calling for Constitutional recognition and contemporary treaties which have been long
called for by Indigenous leaders and communities. This poses a significant difference when
positioning Australian and Canadian mainstream law and Indigenous peoples and
Indigenous law/lore. However, in relation to the CSU approach, Gainsford, Smith and
Gerard (2021) explain that the CSU approach includes recognition of legal pluralism in
Australia, subject content supports that Australia has multiple systems of law/lore
including the place of Indigenous customary law/lore in the foundational subject
‘Introduction to the Australian Legal System’.
In this foundational subject, students are provided with fundamental skills and
knowledge for legal studies, including a practical overview of the structure and
origins of the Australian legal system and the skills of legal reasoning and analysis.
Learning outcomes in the subject include students being able to demonstrate a broad
understanding of the sources of law in society and the process of law making,
including the place of customary law in Australia, being able to demonstrate a
historical understanding of Indigenous social justice and an ability to analyse the
contemporary context of reconciliation in Australia. A major assessment task focuses
on the Stolen Generations legislative framework: the Aborigines Protection Act 1909
(NSW) and Aborigines Protection Amending Act 1915 (NSW); using study of these to
also teach how to apply the tools of statutory interpretation (Gainsford et al., 2021,
p.67).
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The CSU approach being the first Australian law degree to include Indigenous cultural
competency as part of core legal education and one that has gained national and international
recognition (Burns et al. 2019, Ruru, Turei, Jones & Quince 2020, Puhach, Avramenko,
Michalchenko, Chychuk, Kuchai and Demchenko, 2021).

The fifth strategic element for Principle 4 (‘Indigenous Curriculum Context’) is
‘revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges’. Law schools can employ this strategy by
recognising that providing a platform to embed Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum can
also create avenues for revitalising and reclaiming Indigenous knowledges. The findings from
both case studies identified the revitalisation of Indigenous knowledges as a key motivator
for the collaborative work between law schools and Indigenous communities on curriculum
and research agendas. The areas of curriculum and research within higher education are thus
acknowledged as sites where Indigenous knowledges can be reclaimed and revitalised
through the inclusion of such knowledges and the development of resources.
Principle 5 ‘Curriculum Design’ was included in the model as it is essential to involve
Indigenous peoples in curriculum development in order to decolonise Western frameworks of
higher education. The academics across both case studies emphasised the importance of codeveloped curricula to provide a culturally diverse approach to legal education.
The first strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘collaborative design,
development and delivery’. Law schools can employ this strategy by providing a space in
which to discuss and map specific course and subject content with their Indigenous
curriculum stakeholders, including academics, community Elders/Knowledge Keepers and
Indigenous industry experts. Law schools could initiate this by establishing a curriculum
design advisory board or working party. The collaborative development of curriculum also
provides guidance and professional development for non-Indigenous academics. The
collaborative design, development and delivery of curriculum is included as a central
component of the model to provide a framework of how Indigenous and non-Indigenous
academics and Indigenous curriculum stakeholders can contribute to curriculum design.
Collaborative design was acknowledged by the academics and Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders from both case studies as a way in which Indigenous and non-Indigenous
academics can work together to develop a culturally diverse curriculum and provide
professional development and cultural guidance for non-Indigenous academics.
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The second strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘privileging of
Indigenous knowledges’. Law schools can employ this strategy through the employment of
Indigenous academics, Indigenous professional staff, and the development of Indigenous
community partnerships to embed Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. The
privileging of Indigenous knowledges is recognised to acknowledge Indigenous knowledges
as equivalent in terms of academic rigour to Western thought within the curriculum. The
academics across both case studies indicated that the privileging of Indigenous knowledges
provides avenues for decolonising curriculum content and representing diversity. The
contribution of Indigenous peoples in sharing Indigenous knowledges was recognised by the
academics from both universities as providing cultural authenticity across the curriculum and
validating the Indigenous legal education provided across the program.
The third strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘team teaching’. Law
schools can employ this strategy through the employment of Indigenous academics and
professional staff and through collaborative community partnerships that provide Indigenous
perspectives from Indigenous community members and/or Indigenous industry experts. Team
teaching involving Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples enables the delivery of dual
perspectives and the sharing of the Indigenous lived experience in the classroom and supports
the cultural competency of non-Indigenous academics. Team teaching is recognised as an
integral pedagogy for the delivery of authentic Indigenous knowledges across the law
curriculum. The academics across both case studies spoke of the collaborations at their
universities, which involved Indigenous academics and professional staff employed at the
university; and external stakeholders such as Elders, Traditional Owners, Traditional
Knowledge Keepers and Indigenous industry experts – all of whom provided opportunities
for team teaching with non-Indigenous academics across subjects and subject content.
The fourth strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘two-way learning’.
Law schools can employ this strategy through the employment of Indigenous academics and
professional staff and through collaborative community partnerships that provide curriculum
learning opportunities for students to learn from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous staff.
Providing dual knowledge systems in this way enables students to explore and analyse
cultural nuances and difference between Indigenous and Western thought. Including two-way
teaching and learning opportunities across the law curriculum is central to providing
knowledge from both worlds – Indigenous and non-Indigenous. The academics and
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders across both case studies acknowledged the importance of
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the two-way learning provided by Indigenous academics and Indigenous community
members such as Elders or Knowledge Keepers as pivotal in enabling a critical analysis of
the intersection between Indigenous and Western knowledges.
The fifth strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘Indigenous resources’.
Law schools can employ this strategy through the employment of Indigenous academics and
professional staff and through collaborative community partnerships that provide avenues for
the development of Indigenous resources for curriculum and community use. The
development of Indigenous resources can be supported by law schools initiating communityled research and curriculum projects and establishing a social justice agenda. The academics
from both universities perceived Indigenous resources as an essential element underpinning
the inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum and for providing reciprocity
for Indigenous communities for their contribution. The development of Indigenous resources
and their dual benefit was recognised by the academics within both case studies. Indigenous
resources were linked to providing authentic teaching and learning across legal education and
helping Indigenous communities to revitalise and reclaim Indigenous knowledges such as
lore/law and language.
The sixth strategic element for Principle 5 (‘Curriculum Design’) is ‘cultural safety’. Law
schools can employ this strategy through the employment of Indigenous academics and
professional staff and through collaborative community partnerships that provide guidance on
cultural safety frameworks. Law schools can then leverage the advice of Indigenous peoples
to develop respectful frameworks of practice to explore cultural difference and apply
pedagogy such as critical reflexivity. The latter provides opportunities for students to reflect
on their own personal and professional context in relation to Indigenous peoples, cultures and
contemporary social realities. There was significant evidence provided by the academics from
both case studies that cultural safety is crucial for embedding Indigenous knowledges across
the law curriculum. Cultural safety was defined by the academic participants as ensuring a
learning space that enables the privileging of Indigenous peoples and knowledges and
respectful learning environments; where Indigenous knowledges are seen as a rich source or
wisdom; where Indigenous peoples and knowledges are empowered; where Indigenous
knowledges are represented as equal academic weighting to Western knowledge systems; and
where cultural protocols are applied and adhered to, including free, prior and informed
consent and the protection of intellectual and cultural property rights. Cultural safety
accountability ensures respect and equity in the use of culturally appropriate terms, protocols,
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and behaviour. Indigenous cultural safety measures build on cultural strengths, which in turn
diminishes trauma and harm and replaces an often deficit-based curriculum with a culturally
safe strengths-based approach to Indigenous curriculum. Ensuring cultural safety means that
students who engage in the learning of Indigenous knowledges can explore cultural
difference, from both a non-Indigenous and an Indigenous perspective.
7.4.3 Phase 3: Outcomes – strengthened Indigenous communities
Figure 7.3: Phase 3 of the IKCM: Outcomes – Strengthened Indigenous Communities
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PHASE 3 – OUTCOMES: Strengthened Indigenous Communities
Phase 3 of the IKCM is ‘Outcomes’. The Outcomes Phase provides an outcomes framework
for law schools to focus on key areas for reflection and evaluation derived from the
application of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the IKCM. Phase 3 identifies the intended outcomes
derived by applying the Phase 1 and 2 strategic elements in relation to embedding Indigenous
knowledges in the law curriculum. The Outcome Phase is represented by one principle,
‘Capability’, which supports a range of student learning outcomes arising from the
embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum. The ‘Capability’ principle
is supported by the following five strategic elements that can be applied to strengthen
outcomes for the Indigenous community:
1. Knowledge
2. Discipline-specific skills
3. Cultural competency
4. Social change
5. Indigenous community capacity building.
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The first strategic learning element for the ‘Capability’ principle is ‘knowledge’. Law schools
can influence student learning about Indigenous peoples and cultures by embedding
Indigenous perspectives, contexts, and content across subject learning outcomes. This form of
learning is enabled by the presence of Indigenous academics and professional staff,
Indigenous community members and/or Indigenous industry experts. The law students from
both case studies verified that including Indigenous knowledges across legal education had
improved their knowledge of Indigenous histories, peoples and cultures; Indigenous
community protocols; Indigenous legal orders (UVic law students); and the intersection
between Indigenous and common law (UVic).
The second strategic learning element for the ‘Capability’ principle is ‘discipline-specific
skills’. Law schools can employ this strategic learning element through the inclusion of
Indigenous academics and professional staff, Indigenous community members and/or
Indigenous industry experts in the teaching of discipline-specific skills. The law students
from both case study universities acknowledged that their skills in relation to the legal
profession were enhanced due to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in their law
degree. Discipline-specific skills such as communication and relationship development skills
were recognised as important in enabling law students to work more effectively with
Indigenous peoples and communities. Law schools can improve the discipline-specific skills
of their law students by embedding skill-based learning content and initiatives throughout the
curriculum. Skill-based learning can include working directly with Indigenous peoples to
build communication skills, develop culturally appropriate terminology, and navigate how to
foster respectful working relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities. In
addition, building knowledge of Indigenous laws specific to people and improving
professional representation is seen as a key priority for law schools.
The third strategic element for the ‘Capability’ principle is ‘cultural competency’. Law
schools can enhance student learning by including critical reflexivity as a way in which
students interact with the course content. Law schools can build students’ cultural
competency by engaging Indigenous academics and professional staff, Indigenous
community members and/or Indigenous industry experts in the teaching of knowledge and
discipline-specific skills. The law students from both case studies acknowledged that
improved cultural competency was a key outcome of embedding Indigenous knowledges
across their legal education program. Cultural competency was described by the law students
from UVic as an ongoing process of learning, reflection, and application. The application of
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Indigenous cultural competency was seen as related to two specific areas: how such
competency will influence future professional practice (CSU, UVic) and how graduates from
such programs can create a community of practice to best serve Indigenous peoples and
communities (UVic). The teaching of Indigenous cultural competency across a legal
education program is influenced by a law school’s ability to embed Indigenous knowledges
and perspectives across the curriculum and thereby to influence knowledge and disciplinespecific skills relating to Indigenous peoples and communities.
The fourth strategic element for the ‘Capability’ principle is ‘social change’. Law schools can
influence social change by providing a space within the curriculum to analyse Indigenous
histories and contemporary social realities and the cause and effect of Indigenous lore/law
and Western/common law on Indigenous peoples. Law schools can also influence social
change through the involvement of Indigenous academics and professional staff, Indigenous
community members and/or Indigenous industry experts in the provision of narratives of
lived experience in relation to lore/law and social justice practices more broadly. The law
students from both case study universities highlighted how the embedding of Indigenous
knowledges had resulted in increased knowledge and capabilities, which in turn will drive
social change. Social change was demonstrated by the law student participants reflecting on
how they will apply their skills upon graduation in areas such as decision-making for policy
development and law reform and ensuring better access to justice for Indigenous peoples and
communities.
The fifth strategic element for the ‘Capability’ principle is ‘Indigenous community capacity
building’. Law schools can influence outcomes relating to increasing Indigenous community
capacity through the teaching of Indigenous lore/law, Indigenous knowledges, and
Indigenous perspectives across the course curriculum. The inclusion of Indigenous content
will enhance the knowledge and skills of Indigenous and non-Indigenous law students alike,
enabling them to influence policy and law reform decision-making processes, improve access
to justice for Indigenous peoples and communities, and the reclamation of Indigenous
knowledges in community. The law students across both case studies commented that the
inclusion of Indigenous knowledges across their legal education will support Indigenous
community capacity building. The Indigenous law students indicated that their individual
knowledge and skills will assist their Indigenous communities to increase community
capacity by providing platforms for truth telling. The non-Indigenous law students recognised
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that embedding Indigenous knowledges across legal education can lead to better outcomes for
future generations of Indigenous peoples.
7.4.4 Two continuing actions: relationships and reflection
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Figure 7.4: Two Continuing Actions that support the IKCM: Relationships and Reflection

In addition to the three phases that make up the IKCM there are two continuing actions –
‘Relationships’ and ‘Reflection’ – that support the three phases of the model.
The first continuing action is ‘Relationships’. All three participant groups (academics,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) from both case studies indicated that
the relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities are instrumental in the teaching
and learning of Indigenous knowledges across legal education. Law schools can employ this
strategy by developing robust Indigenous community partnerships that are built on respect,
mutuality, and reciprocity and by providing space across the curriculum for students to build
relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities.
The second continuing action is ‘Reflection’. All three participant groups (academics,
Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and law students) from both case studies indicated that
ongoing reflection improves the practice of engaging with Indigenous peoples and
communities and provides avenues to improve individual cultural competency and thereby to
enhance future personal and professional practice. Law schools can employ this strategy by
providing an ethical space for dialogue between Indigenous peoples, academics, and students
in which they can critically reflect on their learning experiences to influence their personal
and professional practice.
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7.4.5 Summary: IKCM
The IKCM adopts a bottom-up phased approach that emphasises the importance of law
schools preparing the institutional environment to include the participation of Indigenous
peoples and communities in curriculum design, development, and delivery. Although this
study was specifically focused on legal education, the model can be applied to
interdisciplinary higher education curriculum. The law itself holds significant culpability and
complications for Indigenous peoples which requires careful representation in the higher
education curriculum. This study specifically focused on the law discipline and the
development of a model to embed Indigenous knowledges across legal education to enable
Indigenous self-determination and to decolonise the legal higher education environment.
However, it is acknowledged that the intersection between the law and Indigenous peoples
has significant effects across other disciplines to address social, cultural, financial, and
political change. Therefore, the intersection between the law and other disciplines relating to
Indigenous peoples has just cause and application for the IKCM.
The model includes three phases, six principles and thirty-three strategic elements to guide
law schools as they implement Indigenous community engagement initiatives to embed
Indigenous knowledges in the higher education curriculum. The model articulates the benefits
of law schools engaging with Indigenous peoples and communities to provide avenues for
social change. This phased approach also ensures Indigenous community ownership of
cultural and intellectual property and provides measures to ensure law school accountability
in taking an ethical approach to the embedding of Indigenous knowledges across the
curriculum. The model is supported by two ongoing actions of relationship and reflection,
both of which are anchored at the foundational phase and continue throughout all phases of
the model. The arrows depicting that the relationships established with Indigenous peoples
and communities, and how academics reflect on those relationships, is a continual
requirement for academic practice when embedding Indigenous knowledges in curriculum.
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Figure 7.5: IKCM – Curriculum Design through Cultural Collaboration
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Cultural Immersion
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DEVELOPMENT: Indigenous Curriculum Contexts and Curriculum Design
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Social Responsibility
Institutional Policy
Community Engagement Guidelines
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Staff Professional Development
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Formal Agreement
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Indigenous Self-determination
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PREPARATION: Institutional Capacity Building and Indigenous Community Engagement

7.5 Limitations
In comparison to other forms of qualitative research, case study methodology is frequently
challenged in relation to its viability and consistency (Crowe et al., 2011; Cypress, 2017;
Flyvbjerg, 2011; Rowley, 2002; Starman, 2013). Although case studies are often perceived as
a descriptive form of research methodology, they can also play an important role when the
researcher is trying to answer the question of ‘how’ (Starman, 2013). To counteract the
descriptive tendencies and provide consistency across both case studies, the researcher
applied the six principles of Ethical Space Theory to categorise the research questions and
provide a framework for data analysis (Yin, 2015). Using Ethical Space Theory as an
organiser enabled the researcher to elevate the case study from a focused description of a
specific context to a study that could be placed within a broader context of research
knowledge (Rowley, 2002).
Originally, the researcher proposed four case studies across Australia, New Zealand, Canada
and the United States. However, due to the extensive nature of the case studies as outlined
above and the international travel restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, the
case studies for the research were limited to two. Each study was investigated as a single case
and the two were then compared through a comparative analysis to identify common themes
(George & Bennett, 2005). To strengthen the dependability of the data, multiple sources were
utilised to triangulate the data within each case study and then across the cases. These sources
included public-facing documents, interviews, focus groups and observations, to provide a
range of viable data to challenge the researcher’s bias (Cypress, 2017; Yin, 2015). The
individual and comparative nature of the research approach meant that each case study was
extensive, given the time allocated to the researcher’s Indigenous Academic Fellowship
research position.
Despite the comprehensive preparation undertaken prior to commencement of the case
studies, the interview and focus group methodology was interrupted and affected by several
unforeseeable circumstances (Yin, 2015). The major circumstance that impacted the case
study interview and focus group data collection was the cessation of international travel
because of the COVID-19 global pandemic. The restrictions also had a significant impact on
the relationship building with Indigenous community members who contributed to the
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research as Indigenous curriculum stakeholders and on the data collection methods pertaining
to the UVic case study. As a result of the international travel restrictions, the researcher was
unable to travel to Canada to engage with Indigenous community members to build
foundational relationships, conduct academic interviews in a face-to-face setting, conduct
Indigenous curriculum stakeholder focus groups in a face-to-face setting and conduct law
student focus groups in a face-to-face setting. Consequently, all the data collection for the
Canadian case study was completed via virtual technology and the Indigenous curriculum
stakeholders were limited to internal participants as I was unable to access Indigenous
community members through this medium. This resulted in the Canadian case study differing
from the Australian case study in terms of how the data was collected and the number of
accessible Indigenous curriculum stakeholder participants.
As previously mentioned in the Methodology chapter it is acknowledge that there were
participant variances between the two case studies. The first participant difference being that
only non-Indigenous students participated in the CSU law student focus group, as opposed to
Indigenous and non-Indigenous law students participating in the UVic case study. The second
participant difference relates to the UVic Indigenous curriculum stakeholders who are
Indigenous community members who play a role in law curriculum development but are also
employed at the university as opposed to the CSU Indigenous curriculum stakeholders who
belong to the CSU Elders in Residence Program. These differences can be seen as limitations
but can also be seen as strengths to highlight that law schools internationally are going to
have differing access to Indigenous peoples (including faculty member, institutional staff,
and Indigenous community members) and that each law school will have differing enrolment
numbers of Indigenous students who according to the Indigenous research ethics applied to
this research have the right to decline research approaches and participation. This positions
that each case study is not a “blueprint” as such for other law schools rather each law school
provides examples of how they harness their relationships and collaborations with a range of
Indigenous peoples and communities which is a key finding of this research. These
differences are described in detail throughout the Methodology chapter. The two case study
universities are recognised as internationally reputable leaders in their field, providing
extensive data from best-practice contexts. Future research on other law curriculum programs
would benefit from capturing more data from law graduates on the benefits of embedding
Indigenous knowledges across the law curriculum and how this has influenced their
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professional practice since graduation, to gain alternative perspectives on the outcomes phase
of the ICKM model.

7.6 Conclusion
The purpose of this research was to develop an empirical evidence-based model to assist
universities to embed Indigenous knowledges across the higher education curriculum. It is
anticipated that the knowledge provided by this study can be applied to assist disciplinespecific program developers to prepare the institutional environment and develop community
partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of embedding
Indigenous knowledges across curriculum content. The study produced eight major findings
that relate to engaging with Indigenous communities for the purpose of embedding
Indigenous knowledges in the law curriculum:
1. Foundational institutional commitments are beneficial to assist universities to
collaborate with Indigenous peoples to embed Indigenous knowledges across the
curriculum. These include commitments in relation to social responsibility,
institutional policy, community engagement guidelines, Indigenous employment and
leadership, staff professional development, Indigenous research, and reciprocity.
2. Indigenous protocols and cultural authorisation are critically important when
connecting with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of embedding
Indigenous knowledges in the curriculum.
3. Collaborative partnerships with Indigenous peoples provide avenues for Indigenous
self-determination which in turn guides the ethical use of Indigenous knowledges
within academia, including Indigenous people having the right to protect their cultural
and intellectual property.
4. A range of Indigenous curriculum contexts can be initiated to embed Indigenous
knowledges across higher education courses. These include place-based learning,
cultural immersion programs, Indigenous perspectives, and the incorporation of
Indigenous knowledges – all of which provide avenues for the revitalisation and
reclamation of Indigenous knowledges.
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5. Embedding Indigenous knowledges requires collaborative input from Indigenous
peoples across the design, development, and delivery of curriculum to privilege
Indigenous voice and lived experience and to ensure cultural safety throughout the
process.
6. Embedding Indigenous knowledges produces a range of student and social outcomes.
These outcomes include enhancing the Indigenous cultural competency of students
relating to knowledge of Indigenous peoples and cultures, improving student skills to
work more effectively with Indigenous peoples and communities, and social
outcomes that strengthen Indigenous community capacity building.
7. Relationships between Indigenous peoples, academics and law students can drive
social change for the benefit of Indigenous peoples and communities.
8. Critical reflection can assist academics and students to challenge conventions and
form new pathways of collaboration with Indigenous peoples and communities.
Understanding of the principles that influence the embedding of Indigenous knowledges in
higher education is important. However, understanding how the principles are interrelated is
key to developing culturally sustainable partnerships that influence curriculum and research
practices. This research established that universities have a responsibility to engage in ethical
partnerships with Indigenous peoples and communities to embed Indigenous knowledges
across the curriculum, to provide platforms for Indigenous community self-determination and
culturally validated forms of Indigenous knowledges for learning. The ability of the academic
to establish ethical community partnerships with Indigenous peoples that are based on
foundations of respect, reciprocity and mutuality promotes a model of best practice and
engagement for Indigenous curriculum development.
When using the IKCM a law school can implement the preparation and development phases
to achieve student outcomes related to strengthening Indigenous peoples and communities.
First, a law school can make provisions to prepare its institutional capacity to ethically
engage and collaborate with Indigenous peoples and communities for the purpose of
embedding Indigenous knowledges across the curriculum. Second, a law school can harness
the employment of Indigenous academics and its partnerships with Indigenous peoples and
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communities to develop Indigenous contexts across law curriculum design. Across all three
phases of the IKCM a law school can acknowledge the importance of maintaining authentic
relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities and its own ability to reflect on
academic processes to influence culturally sustainable curriculum practice. The design of this
study created a trajectory from the reviewed literature to the theory development, which in
turn informed the framework for the methodology. The implementation of the methodology
produced the findings and evidence that informed the development of the IKCM.
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PREAMBLE
Education has arguably been one of the most successful areas of Indigenous development over
the past 30 years with steadily increasing numbers of Indigenous students attaining higher
education.
But the rate of improvement has now faltered. Educational systems are failing Indigenous
people at all levels in terms of equitable participation and achievement.
There is evidence that basic skills such as being able to read, write and do simple arithmetic are
in decline, particularly in rural and remote communities…Retention rates to Year 10…have
declined at three times the rate of the general population…Indigenous retention rates to Year
12 are also much lower…
If these disturbing trends are not arrested it will make the task of achieving higher jobs growth
for Indigenous Australians even more difficult
(Mr. Djerrkura, Report to the United Nation Human Rights Committee, 1999:22-23).

Education plays a major role in the socialisation of children and young adults and is one of
the means by which the cultural norms and values of a society are transmitted from one
generation to the next. Thus, education reinforces and naturalises societal concepts and
expectations, while teaching a child to conform to the roles and status society deems
acceptable for that individual or group. The Western education system also serves the function
of equipping children and young adults with the knowledge and skills considered valuable
and necessary for employment in a progressive and competitive capitalist society such as
Australia. However, the types of skills and depth of knowledge taught have been largely
determined by dominant societal attitudes and expectations in relation to class, race, age and
gender.
The history of Aboriginal education since colonisation has been one of marginalisation and
limited access, largely based on the ideologies of Social Darwinism and the twin European
policies of ‘civilising’ and ‘Christianising’. Western education was used, and at times is
still used, to negate the cultures, languages and identity of Indigenous children. Access to
education for Indigenous students prior to the 1960s was restricted by the institutional racism
embedded in government policies such as the Aborigines Protection Acts, operational
in all Australian States and Territories from 1909. Under these policies the education of
Indigenous Australians was limited to the development of rudimentary skills and knowledge
deemed by the dominant society as appropriate for positions of domestic and rural servitude.
Educational outcomes for Indigenous Australians showed improvement after the 1967
Referendum, with a significant increase in Indigenous tertiary enrolments from the 1980s
to late 1990s following the dismantling of policies deemed contrary to the Racial
Discrimination Act (1975). However, the past decade has witnessed a marked decline in
improvement in educational outcomes for Indigenous Australians across all educational
sectors, particularly in rural and remote Australia. Many Indigenous students are leaving
school poorly prepared relative to their non-Indigenous counterparts. An increased number
of Indigenous students are disengaging with school prior to reaching or completing Year
10. Relatively few Indigenous students are remaining at school to complete Year 11 and
Year 12 or its vocational equivalent and even less obtain the educational outcomes
necessary to gain entry into University programs.
Educational outcomes such as this perpetuate the intergenerational cycle of social and
economic disadvantage experienced by many Indigenous Australians by limiting the postschool options and life choices of Indigenous students. As Australia’s national inland
University, Charles Sturt University (CSU) acknowledges that the institution has a
significant role and responsibility in enhancing educational and socio-economic outcomes for
Indigenous Australians, both within the region of Charles Sturt University and nationally.
3

The University recognises that to improve Indigenous educational outcomes:
„An integrated policy approach is needed to advance Indigenous higher education,
for the issues are systematic…Equal attention must be given to, among other things,
the recruitment and support of Indigenous students, the recruitment, support and
promotion of Indigenous staff, and the building and strengthening of Indigenous
Studies and Indigenous Research. Urgent action is needed in all these areas if a
positive cycle of participation in higher education, which breeds further
participation in higher education, is to be established‟. (Improving Indigenous
Outcomes and Enhancing Indigenous Culture and Knowledge in Australian Higher
Education, Report of the Inaugural Indigenous Higher Education Conference, 2005)

4

1. Vision
Charles Sturt University (CSU) is a university of the land and people of its regions. True to
the character of regional Australia we have gumption, we have soul and we collaborate with
others.
We develop holistic, far-sighted people who help their communities grow and flourish.
Acknowledging the culture and insight of Indigenous Australians, CSU’s ethos is described
by this phrase from the Wiradjuri, the traditional custodians of the land of our original
campuses:
‘yindyamarra winhanganha’
(‘the wisdom of respectfully knowing how to live well in a world worth living in’)

2. Mission
The Mission of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy is to align the
University’s Indigenous Education policies and activities with national Indigenous
Education policies, recommendations and guidelines to provide the University with a
framework and guidelines for the development of a systematic and coordinated whole-ofinstitution approach to the implementation of the University’s Vision and Key Objectives
for Indigenous Education. In particular, Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education
Strategy aligns with the following policies and guidelines:
University Australia Indigenous Education Strategy2017-2020
University Australia’s Indigenous Education Strategy (2017) acknowledging that universities
have responsibilities to Australia’s Indigenous people and reflects the right of selfdetermination by working in partnership with Indigenous communities. The strategy contains
a number of initiatives that seek to:
•
•
•

Increase the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people participating in
higher education as students, as graduates and as academic and research staff;
Increase the engagement of non-Indigenous people with Indigenous knowledge, culture
and educational approaches; and
Improve the university environment for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

The KPI’s, outlined in section 4.2 of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy
2017, were revised in May 2017 to align with the University Australia Indigenous Education
Strategy.
Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
People 2012 (Behrendt Report)
The Behrendt Report examines how improving higher education amongst Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people will contribute to nation building and help reduce Indigenous
disadvantage. The Report considers:
• Achieving parity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students, researchers and
university staff;
• Best practice and opportunities for change inside universities and other higher
education providers;
• The effectiveness of existing Commonwealth Government programs;
• The recognition and equivalence of Indigenous knowledge in higher education.
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National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy (NATSIEP)
The NATSIEP forms the foundation of all Indigenous education programs in Australia.
The policy has been endorsed by the Australian Government as well as all State and Territory
governments. NATSIEP has 21 long term goals and 4 major goals designed to improve
access and educational outcomes for Indigenous Australians. The four major goals inform the
Charles Sturt Indigenous Education Strategy. They are:
1. Involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in educational decisionmaking;
2. Equality of access to education services;
3. Equity of education participation; and
4. Equitable and appropriate educational outcomes.

Indigenous Higher Education Advisory Council
The Indigenous Higher Education Advisory Council of Australia Strategic Agenda (2006)
identified seven priority areas which inform and guide the recommendations of the Charles
Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy. These seven priority areas are:
1. Encourage universities to work with schools and TAFE colleges and other registered
training organisations to build pathways and raise the levels of aspiration and confidence
of Indigenous students;
2. Develop a concerted strategy to improve the level of Indigenous undergraduate enrolment;
3. Improve the level of Indigenous postgraduate enrolment, enhance Indigenous research and
increase the number of Indigenous researchers;
4. Improve the rates of success, retention and completion for Indigenous students;
5. Enhance the prominence and status of Indigenous culture, knowledge and studies on
campus;
6. Increase the number of Indigenous people working in Australian universities; and

Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA)
The Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA) conducted its Quality Audit of
Charles Sturt University during 2004. AUQA made many commendations, affirmations
and recommendations to Charles Sturt University. Of particular relevance to this Charles
Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy is Recommendation 1:
AUQA recommends that in responding to cross-portfolio issues the University has
identified as fundamentally important to the institution, Charles Sturt University
management assign responsibility for formulating and implementing a coordinated
strategy to address each issue including guiding the various elements of the University
in the roles they are expected to play in the solution.

Australian Universities Quality Agency (2006) – ‘Serving the Cause of Indigenous
Issues: Thematic Analysis of the Institutional Audit Reports of AUQA’
In September 2006, AUQA published the „Serving the Cause of Indigenous Issues:
Thematic Analysis of the Institutional Audit Reports of AUQA‟. The Report provides a
detailed analysis of the Indigenous Education policies and activities of Australia’s 38
Higher Education Institutions and identifies examples of best practice which are relevant to
the Mission of Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planning – making a commitment, monitoring and co-ordination;
Support – advisory committees, structure, and support service;
Centre of Knowledge;
Curriculum – Indigenous subjects, enhancing reconciliation and embedding Indigenous
perspectives;
5. Outreach – targeting school students, flexible learning, interaction with community and
Indigenous employment; and
6. Research – Indigenous research, models and training.
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Charles Sturt University Act 1989
The Charles Sturt University Education Strategy aligns with Sections 7(1) and 7(2)(a) of
the Constitution and Functions of the Charles Sturt University Act 1989. Sections 7(1) and
7(2)(a) are:
7(1) The object of the University is the promotion, within the limits of the University’s resources, of
scholarship, research, free inquiry, the interaction of research and teaching, and academic excellence.
7(2)(a) The provision of facilities for education and research of university standard, having particular
regard to the needs and aspirations of the residents of western and south western New South Wales.

Charles Sturt University Review 2004
The 2004 Charles Sturt University review of Indigenous education services made a number
of key recommendations relevant to Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education
Strategy including:
Establish a Centre for Indigenous Studies to focus on Indigenous education, teaching and
research;
Expand Indigenous community consultation and input for specific activities and proposals
identified by the University; and
Conduct an audit of Indigenous studies, perspectives, administrative procedures and issues
to inform the implementation of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education
Strategy.

Charles Sturt University Strategy and Plans (various)
The Charles Sturt University Indigenous Education Strategy reflects and enables CSU’s
Strategic Vision, Values, Mission and Objectives. These are available here.

3. Values
Derived from our ethos, CSU’s values are to be insightful, inclusive, impactful and inspiring.
•

Insightful: We act respectively and perceptively to seek to understand why people
behave the way they do. Through an open-minded approach we reveal peoples
underlying attituted, beliefs and motivations.

•

Inclusive: We aim to be easy, warm and welcoming. By involving others we
are a stronger collective force and we work collaboratively to develop and
deliver solutions that benefit everyone in our community.

•

Impactful: We focus on outcomes and behave in a consistent and constructive
manner to enhance our impact on those around us. We value the individual
roles of those around us in supporting our students and communities and we
take learnings from each of our experiences and have the gumption and
tenacity to find a way past difficulties and obstructions.

•

Inspiring: We drive and lead change and evolution by being creative in our
thinking and rigorous in our approach, and we engage and motivate our
students and communities to also proactively build innovation and capacity
into their lives, careers and industries.
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The key values which form the foundation of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous
Education Strategy were drawn from early versions of the University’s Strategic Vision,
Values, Mission and Objectives. They remain relevant to the current University Strategy:
Building skills and knowledge in our regions. We offer choice and flexibility to
students and work hand in hand with our industries and communities in teaching,
research and engagement. Growing from our historical roots, we share our
knowledge and expertise as a significant regional export industry and we bring
strength and learning from this back to our regions.
We are a market-orientated University and express our intent through our goal to be
the dominant provider of higher education for on-campus students in our regions and
in Australian online higher education.
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4. Key Objectives, Performance Indicators and
Recommendations
The Key Objectives and Recommendations made within the Charles Sturt University
Indigenous Education Strategy align Charles Sturt University’s Vision, Mission and
Strategic Plans with national Indigenous education policies, recommendations and guidelines.
The Recommendations provide Charles Sturt University with a framework for the systematic
development and implementation of a coordinated whole-of-institution approach to
addressing the University’s Key Objectives for Indigenous Education.

4.1 Key Objectives from 2008 (revised in May 2017 in bold)
Implementation of the Recommendations contained within this document fulfils the 9 Key
Objectives of the Charles Sturt Indigenous Education Strategy to:
Key Objective 1
Promote and enhance national and regional reconciliation including the development of a
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) by the beginning of 2018.
Key Objective 2
Make Indigenous people, culture and knowledge a valued and visible aspect of the life and culture of
the University and its campuses.
Key Objective 3
Establish Charles Sturt University as the preferred higher education provider for Indigenous
students and Indigenous Education, particularly from our regional footprints.
Key Objective 4
Improve the four key indicators of Indigenous educational outcomes: access, participation, retention
and success.
Key Objective 5
Incorporate Indigenous Australian content into all of the University’s undergraduate course
offerings, and embed related descriptors into the University’s Graduate Attributes.
Key Objective 6
Increase Charles Sturt University’s research output relating to Indigenous specific issues by
developing a cross-discipline and divisional scholarship of Indigenous learning, teaching and research,
based upon Indigenous community involvement and University staff commitment to the advancement
of the principles of social justice to achieve equality and self-determination for Indigenous Australians.
Key Objective 7
Enhance the profile of Charles Sturt University as the preferred employer of Indigenous people
through strengthened programs and initiatives specifically designed to attract and support
Indigenous staff.
Key Objective 8
Develop and advance the professional profiles and research skills of the University’s Indigenous
staff through extended opportunities for professional development and advancement.
Key Objective 9
Develop clear and accountable governance and management structures to develop, implement and
monitor progress in achieving this Indigenous Education Strategy.
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4.2 Key Performance Indicators from 2008 with 2017 revisions (in
bold)
KPI 1.

Charles Sturt University to increase the total number of Indigenous Australian
students participating in higher education at Charles Sturt University to at least
3% by 2015 and thereafter at a rate greater than 50% above growth rate of
non-Indigenous student enrolments .

KPI 2.

All Charles Sturt University undergraduate programs incorporate Indigenous
Australian content by 2020 in accordance with the Indigenous Australian
Content in CSU Courses Policy.

KPI 3.

Charles Sturt University continues to build a national and international
reputation for its scholarship and success in embedding cultural competence
within all its undergraduate professional programs.

KPI 4.

Under the Charles Sturt University Research Narrative (revised 2017)
deliver sustainable research programs that will empower Indigenous people
through high-quality education and ground breaking research. The
Research Narrative will underpin strategies to enable Indigenous health and
education research, Indigenous self-determination research and a focus on
Indigenous knowledge and connection to Country. The research programs
will be inclusive of Indigenous researcher staff and Higher Degree by
Research students, and non-Indigenous researchers with expertise that can
strengthen these focus areas.

KPI 5.

Consistent with the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Employment Strategy
the University increase the number of Indigenous staff employed in continuing
and training positions at Charles Sturt University to at least 3% by2017 and
specifically beyond 2% for Indigenous Academic Staff.

4.3 Performance against Recommendations from previous IES
The following Recommendations from previous versions of the Charles Sturt University
Indigenous Education Strategy enable the nine Key Objectives and the five Key
Performance Indicators and align with the Mission, Values and Objectives of the University’s
Strategy and the recommendations of the AUQA, IHEAC and Australian Vice Chancellor’s
reports. The Recommendations are grouped according to their focus and should be read in
context with the broader discussion and recommendations contained within this document.
The status of each recommendation is listed in the table below.
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Performance against Recommendations

Status (May 2017)

Notes

Institutional Development
Recommendation 1
The Vice-Chancellor endorses a Statement of Reconciliation on behalf of the Charles Sturt
University community.

Complete

Refer section 5 of this
document

Recommendation 2
Charles Sturt University Planning and Budget Committee oversee the development and implementation
of a Reconciliation Action Plan based upon the principles outlined in the endorsed Reconciliation
Statement and the Principles, Values and Recommendations of the Charles Sturt Indigenous Education
Strategy.

Incomplete

Expected to be
completed by February
2018.

Recommendation 3
The Charles Sturt University Reconciliation Action Plan is registered with Reconciliation
Australia.

Incomplete

Expected to be
completed by May 2018.

Recommendation 4
The Charles Sturt University, University Council, appoints an Indigenous member to University Council.

Complete

Recommendation 5
The Vice Chancellor establishes an Indigenous Education Strategy Coordinating Group to
provide advice and guidance to the University in ensuring cultural appropriateness, accountability and
transparency.

Complete

Indigenous Education
Strategy Steering
Committee currently
chaired by DVC RDI

Recommendation 6
The Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration) and Director of Student Services formally change the name
of the Indigenous Support Units to Indigenous Student Services.

Complete

Now called ‘Indigenous
Student Centre(s)’
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Recommendation 7
The Deputy Vice Chancellor and Vice President (Administration), work with relevant
Divisions, the Centre for Indigenous Studies, Deans and Indigenous Student Services to:
a) Establish an “Elders in Residence” program at each campus which promotes and legitimises the role
of Elders within the learning community;
b) Provide facilities on each campus for the establishment of a Community Meeting Place;
c) Construct murals or other visual displays of Indigenous art and culture on campus;
d) Develop cultural protocols, codes of conduct and policies to guide the University in its engagement
with Indigenous peoples and communities;
e) Acknowledge Indigenous heritage and traditional ownership and custodianship of the land through
observance of a ‘Welcome to Country’ by traditional Elders at University ceremonies and events and an
‘Acknowledgement of Country’ in a prominent location on major University documents and marketing
materials and University websites; and
f) Name University spaces in local language and establish on-campus community events, including
celebrations for NAIDOC and Reconciliation week’s and commemoration of National Sorry Day/Journey
of Healing Day.

Ongoing

Recommendation 8
The Indigenous Student Centres of Charles Sturt University, in partnership with Divisions and faculties,
lead in evidence-based policy development with a view to improving access participation, retention and
success rates of Indigenous Students, through:

Complete

Elders in Residence pilot
occurred in Wagga and
Dubbo, and model
currently under review

- Improving and maintaining accurate and accessible data on these key performance indicators;
- Investigating and identifying ways in which financial and other assistance to Indigenous
students may contribute to higher retention and success; and
- Identifying the risk factors and vulnerabilities that contribute to Indigenous student lack of academic
success and withdrawal from enrolment.

Recommendation 9
The Indigenous Student Services of Charles Sturt University investigate and identify ways
in which financial and other assistance for Indigenous students may contribute to higher retention and
success, including consideration of scholarships for full or part time students who are ineligible for other

Complete (ongoing)
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financial support.

Recommendation 10
The Indigenous Student Services and Centre for Indigenous Studies establish a mentoring and role
model scheme for Indigenous students.

Complete (ongoing)

‘Strong Moves’ program

Recommendation 11
The Director of Student Services, in cooperation with Human Resources, provides staff of
the Indigenous Student Services with opportunities and support to further their academic
qualifications, research skills and profiles.

Complete (ongoing)

Indigenous Staff Study
Support Scheme

Recommendation 12
Indigenous Students Services strengthen and extend their partnerships with secondary schools and
providers of vocational education and training, in order to increase the entry of Indigenous secondary
school leavers and vocational education students into Charles Sturt
University courses.

Complete (ongoing)

‘Danygamalanah’ and
‘Strong Moves’ programs

Recommendation 14
Charles Sturt University provide funding for the ongoing development of an Outreach
Marketing and student recruitment program.

Complete (ongoing)

Recommendation 29
Human Resources provide support and financial incentives including, supporting time release through
earnings replacement, for Indigenous people in current employment at Charles Sturt University who are
undertaking postgraduate studies.

Complete (ongoing)

Indigenous Staff Study
Support Scheme

Recommendation 33
Charles Sturt University Planning and Budget Committee, in collaboration with the Indigenous
Employment Coordinator, establish study scholarships and schemes to encourage and support the
ongoing career development of Indigenous staff.

Complete (ongoing)

Indigenous Staff Study
Support Scheme

Recommendation 34

Ongoing

Indigenous Academic
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Faculties in collaboration with the Centre for Indigenous Studies and, Indigenous Employment
Coordinator, develop programs to provide mentoring and specialised leadership training for Indigenous
academics.

Fellowship under review.

Recommendation 35
Contract and ongoing positions are to be identified for Indigenous Trainees on successful completion of
their traineeships.

Incomplete (ongoing)

Recommendation 36
Central Funds are to be made available to create the position of Research and Policy Officer within the
Centre for Indigenous Studies. This position will service the Vice Chancellor’s Indigenous Education
Strategy Coordinating Group.

Complete

Position changed with
changing requirements

Courses, Learning and Teaching
Recommendation 13
Faculties in cooperation with the Centre for Indigenous Studies provide multiple entry and exit points
and innovative undergraduate and postgraduate courses which specifically meets the employment
needs of mature-age Indigenous peoples, and recognises the prior learning and work experience of
Indigenous non-school leaving students

Ongoing

Recommendation 15
Academic Senate implement policy requiring the incorporation of Indigenous Australian content as an
assessable component of all Charles Sturt University undergraduate programs. The incorporation of
Indigenous Australian content is to take place at the next major course review with incorporation across
all undergraduate courses to be fully implemented by 2015.

Ongoing

Indigenous Australian
Content in Courses Policy

Recommendation 16
The Charles Sturt University Degree Initiative Committee, in consultation and negotiation
with the Centre for Indigenous Studies, review the descriptors of the University’s graduate attributes to
specify the extent to which Indigenous content is expected to be identified and specified within the
graduate attributes profiles of programs and courses offered by the University.

Complete (ongoing)

Completed through the
Graduate Learning
Outcomes work and the
Graduate Attributes
Policy
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Recommendation 17
Academic Senate, in collaboration with the Centre for Indigenous Studies, develop a set of
curriculum guidelines identifying the broad intentions of Indigenous content and issues to be
considered, and that these be included within the guidelines for Course and Program review and
Course and Program Development templates.

Complete

IBS Submission template

Recommendation 18
Faculties, as part of the 5-yearly Review process, hold a program specific seminar to explore
how the program will address the issues raised within the curriculum guidelines. The seminars
should include teaching staff from the program, practitioners from relevant industry or
professional contexts, Indigenous participants with appropriate expertise and staff from the Centre
for Indigenous Studies.

Ongoing

At CSU Faculties no
longer hold regular 5 year
reviews. Many Faculties/
Schools have held one or
more seminars/
workshops over time.

Recommendation 19
Academic Senate introduce policy requiring Course and Program Coordinators to comment, within
the 5-yearly course and program review report, on how they are addressing the incorporation of
Indigenous Australian content in Charles Sturt University undergraduate courses.

Complete

Baseline stage of Smart
Learning and through FCC
& IBS.

Recommendation 20
Charles Sturt University to appoint an Indigenous Curriculum and Pedagogy Coordinator located
within the Division of Learning and Teaching Services to provide educational design support
and advice to Faculties and Schools on the incorporation of Indigenous Australian content

Complete

Also establishment of
Gulaay Indigenous
Australian Curriculum and
Resources team in the
Learning Academy in DSL.

Recommendation 21
Academic staff who teach Indigenous Australian content are expected to hold qualifications
in Indigenous Studies or a relevant discipline. Staff without qualifications or equivalent expertise

Incomplete

Not implemented
(although the ICCP has
been implemented).

Incorporating Indigenous
Australian Content into
Undergraduate Awards at
CSU: A Guide to
Requirements and
Process
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and experience will be expected to gain qualifications or participate in professional learning
programs provided by the Centre for Indigenous Studies.

Complex issue with SIAS
and across other Schools.

Recommendation 22
Existing Indigenous Australian Studies subjects (including Discipline-specific and hybrid) should be
referred to the Indigenous Board of Studies for Review. Existing subjects should be assigned to the
relevant Centre/School based on the governance principles set out in the Indigenous Education
Strategy.

Complete (ongoing)

Still refining processes
and support to maximize
value of this requirement.

Recommendation 23
The Education for Practice Institute be provided with two additional fellowships each year to work
in collaboration with the Centre for Indigenous Studies on the scholarship of cultural competence
for the professions. One of the two fellowships be a designated fellowship for an Indigenous
Australian academic.

Complete

Prior to the
disestablishment of EFPI.

Recommendation 24
The new Division of Learning and Teaching Services (formerly CELT and LMC) receive additional
funding to create an identified Indigenous Australian position, to provide educational design support
to academics within the Centre for Indigenous Studies and the Faculties that teach Indigenous
Australian content. The Indigenous Educational Designer will develop expertise in the Cultural
Competency Pedagogical Framework as well as instructional design and the development of learning
materials.

Incomplete

Division now Division of
Student Learning.

Recommendation 25
Staff teaching Indigenous Australian Studies at Charles Sturt University, including hybrid and
discipline specific subjects, are supported by a Cultural Competence Pedagogy Network (akin the
Professional Experience Network or PEN).

Complete

No-longer active.

Recommendation 26
The Centre for Indigenous Studies, Faculties and the Education for Practice Institute develop
a Scholarship of Teaching & Learning Project which would provide for an on- going examination of
the process of incorporating Indigenous content into undergraduate professional programs across
the University.

Incomplete

Some early work
undertaken, but not
completed and EFPI now
disestablished.

Currently additional
support is being provide
to SIAS (formerly the
Centre).
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Research
Recommendation 27
It is recommended that a senior Indigenous research academic be appointed as a member of the
Charles Sturt Human Ethics and Research Committee to ensure accountability and cultural
appropriateness of Indigenous research.

Complete

Refer clause 6(j) of the
HREC Terms of Reference.

Recommendation 28
The University Ethics and Human Research Committee establish an Indigenous Research Ethics
Committee as a sub-committee of the University Ethics and Human Research Committee.

Incomplete

Carefully considered but
not adopted.

Recommendation 30
The Deputy Vice Chancellor and Vice President (Research) provide financial scholarships
for Indigenous postgraduate students to encourage enrolment and completion of Doctoral
degrees.

Complete (ongoing)

Recommendation 31
The Centre for Research and Graduate Training in collaboration with the Centre for Indigenous
Studies develops appropriate policies, protocols and procedures to ensure quality and
accountability of all Charles Sturt University Indigenous research. This should
include:
The establishment of research advisory groups comprising internal and external stakeholders
and the development of culturally appropriate acceptable research models;
Having an Indigenous researcher on all Indigenous research projects; and
Adequate supervision arrangements for Indigenous Research Higher Degree
students, including appropriate cultural support.

Incomplete

Carefully considered but
not adopted.

Recommendation 32
The Centre for Research and Graduate Training set aside funding for a Problem Focused Research
Group in Indigenous Australian Studies, and accept an „out of session‟ application to
establish a Problem Focussed Research Group in Indigenous Australian
Studies using the approved guidelines.

Incomplete

Considered but not
adopted; and new
mechanisms for funding
research in place.
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5. Charles Sturt University Reconciliation Statement
‘There can be no reconciliation without social justice and there can be no social justice without
reconciliation’
(Mick Dodson, National Reconciliation Convention, Melbourne 1997)

‘As sites of critical learning, universities are powerful agents for social change and have a
responsibility to provide an environment free from racism in all of its forms’
(Wright, J 2002, ‘Apartheid: Australian Style)

Recognition, Acknowledgement, Responsibility and Commitment
Charles Sturt University is committed to the process of reconciliation between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australians. As Australia’s leading national inland University, it
recognises the particular role and responsibility this tertiary educational institution has in
promoting social justice and human rights for Indigenous Australians, both nationally and
within the footprint of Charles Sturt University. This statement provides Charles Sturt
University with the blueprint for the development and implementation of a Reconciliation
Action Plan which will align with the values, vision and mission of the Charles Sturt
University Strategy and Plans 20017- 2022 and the Charles Sturt University Indigenous
Education Strategy. Consultation towards completion of a Reconciliation Action Plan will
commence in May 2017.
Charles Sturt University recognises and acknowledges:
The diversity and unique position of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
as the traditional owners and custodians of Australia and the islands of the Torres
Strait, in accordance with local Indigenous laws and customs;
That connection to the land sustains contemporary Indigenous cultures, languages,
art, spirituality, laws and customs;
The historical and ongoing impact on the lives and futures of Indigenous
Australians of the political, social and economic process of colonisation;
The fundamental importance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures to the
heritage and identity of Australia and the valuable and dynamic contribution of
Indigenous people and cultures to the community and life of the University;
The human right of Indigenous Australian peoples to self-determination, to
equitable participation in the community and University and equitable access to
resources and services;
The significance of the University’s role in the reconciliation process in building an
informed and mature society which acknowledges the past, understands the
quintessential connection between the past and present, and is committed to ethical
action, social justice and human rights;
That reconciliation in practice is a shared responsibility requiring commitment to a
whole-of-institution approach and active engagement with the Indigenous
community;
The Key Performance Indicators and Recommendations of the Charles Sturt
University Indigenous Education Strategy be reported to Reconciliation Australia in
the form of a Reconciliation Action Plan, and the institutional performance against
the KPIs and recommendation be reported to Reconciliation Australia on an annual
basis.
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6. Indigenous Education at Charles Sturt University
While the western region of NSW has one of the highest Indigenous population rates in the country, the
Indigenous student population of Charles Sturt University is less than 1.3%.
This under-representation is largely a reflection of the long term socio-economic and educational
disadvantage affecting many Indigenous communities and families today.
This is a social justice and equity issue which Charles Sturt University is committed to overcoming.

Charles Sturt University was founded in 1989 and is recognised as Australia’s National
Inland University, providing access to higher education across central, western and southwestern NSW and north-eastern Victoria. In the years since its establishment, the University
has grown into a multi-campus institution with onshore campus locations at AlburyWodonga, Bathurst, Canberra, Dubbo, Goulburn, Orange Wagga Wagga and Port Macquarie.
The State of NSW has the highest population of Indigenous Australians in the country. The
Charles Sturt University onshore campuses of Albury-Wodonga, Bathurst, Orange, Dubbo
and Wagga Wagga are built upon the traditional lands of the Wiradjuri Nation, the largest
Indigenous Nation of Aboriginal Australia. The University’s inland catchment area extends
into the country of the Kamilaroi Nation in the north east, the Murrawarri, Ngemba and
Barkandji Nations in the north west, the Nyampa and Wangkamarra Nations in the far west.
The campus at Port Macquarie on the NSW Central Coast is in the traditional land of the
Birapai Nation. The geographical footprint served by Charles Sturt University’s main
campuses is home to approximately 44,000 Indigenous people.

Indigenous student access, participation, retention and
success

6.1

‘Clearly, while Indigenous participation in higher education has increased [in recent years], Indigenous
people [remain] markedly over-represented at the lowest end of the course continuum and underrepresented at the upper levels’
(Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, „Indigenous Participation in Higher education: Culture, Choice and Capital
Theory‟ June 2006)

The key indicators of successful higher educational outcomes for Indigenous students can be
measured according to the level of Indigenous access to higher education, their participation and
retention in a higher education award and successful completion and graduation from their award.
As well, a key indicator of successful higher educational outcomes for Indigenous students is
engagement across the full spectrum of awards, i.e., Doctoral, and Postgraduate as well as
Undergraduate and pathways.

6.1.1 The National Picture
Nationally, the participation rate for Indigenous students in higher education rose by 93%
(compared with 47 per cent growth for all domestic students), from 8,330 in 2005 to 16,062 in
2015 (Closing the Gap Prime Minister’s Report 2017). In 2015 Indigenous students represented
1.5% of domestic students in higher education, up from 1.2% in 2005. Although this is a
noteworthy improvement, National data also shows that Indigenous students are more than twice
as likely to leave their studies, with 44% citing financial difficulties as the key driver for their
decision (Closing the Gap Prime Minister’s Report 2017). This is important for Indigenous
communities and Australian society in the knowledge that Indigenous University graduates have
very high levels of employment, and that Indigenous commencing salaries are, on average, higher
than for non-Indigenous graduates (2016 Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching (QILT)).
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Although the Indigenous participation rate has increased, it remains significantly below the level
needed to achieve parity. Key reports have identified the parity rate to be 2.2%, based upon the
proportion of Indigenous people in the population that is aged between 15 and 64 years (Behrendt
et al, 2015; Bradley et al, 2008). In their comprehensive review of participation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students in higher education, Wilks and Wilson (2015), highlight the
need to approach parity from both levels of participation, and levels of success. This is a key
element as the most recent Higher Education data released by the government, shows award
course completions for all domestic students in 2015 was 217,928, and award course completions
for Indigenous students in 2015 was 2,190. That is, while 1.5% of domestic students are
Indigenous, only 1% of award completions are Indigenous.
Australian Universities have collectively committed to significantly lift University Indigenous
enrolment and completion rates setting “a target of equal success and completion rates for
Indigenous students to non-Indigenous students in the same fields of study over the next decade”
(Universities Australia, 2017). The release of the Universities Australia Indigenous Strategy
2017-2020 has involved a commitment by all Universities to actions that reflect a whole of
University approach to Indigenous student access, participation and success, including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain institutional growth rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’
enrolment that are at least 50 per cent above the growth rate of non-Indigenous student
enrolment, and ideally 100 per cent above;
aim for retention and success rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students
equal to those of domestic non-Indigenous students in the same fields of study by 2025;
aim to achieve equal completion rates by field of study by 2028;
include Indigenous higher education, research and employment as priority areas in core
policy documents, including institutional strategic and business plans;
have Indigenous Research Strategies in place by 2018;
ensure that implementation of these plans and policies is devolved through the university’s
faculties, schools and units;
ensure that additional workload expected of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff is
recognised in
workload planning and in performance assessments and promotions processes;
build robust, respectful and collaborative partnerships between themselves and the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities that they serve;
take a community leadership role in promoting Indigenous higher education and building
opportunities for wider community engagement in it;
have current executive staff and all new senior staff complete cross-cultural training
programs from 2018; and
have processes that ensure all students will encounter and engage with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultural content as integral parts of their course of study, by 2020.

6.1.2 Indigenous Student Outcomes at Charles Sturt University
CSU Indigenous student access, participation and success has been reported in detail in the
publically available CSU Indigenous Education Statements (most recent three years available here
https://www.csu.edu.au/unistats/resources ). The statement for 2016 reports the following
enrolment data.
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CSU Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students:
CSU Domestic Non Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students
Percentage Indigenous students

2015
904
32688
2.8%

2016
1121
34266
3.3%

Indigenous Australians comprise 6.98% of the total population of the geographical region serviced
by Charles Sturt University (2011 Australian Bureau of Statistics), as opposed to 2.8% for the
whole of NSW. It is estimated that the CSU footprint ‘university aged’ population (i.e., 15-59
years) is 6.58%, or 19,116 people. Therefore, given the Indigenous population levels of our
footprint, it seems reasonable for CSU to be aspiring to participation levels that are significantly
greater than either the NSW or the National average.
Of importance, is that National completion data shows that for the last two years CSU has had the
highest number of Indigenous award course completions in Australia (see table below sourced
from data accessed here https://docs.education.gov.au/documents/2014-award-coursecompletions and https://docs.education.gov.au/documents/2015-award-course-completions ). As
well, the table below shows that CSU Indigenous student completions constitute just over 2% of
the CSU domestic student population.
2014
CSU Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students award course 6944
completions
CSU Domestic Non Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students 144
award course completions
Percentage Indigenous students
2.1%

2015
6640
159
2.4%

These completions encompass the range of course levels with 19% at Associate Degree/Diploma
level (reflecting our involvement in NSW police training), 53% at Bachelor level, and 28% at Post
Graduate level. Indigenous post graduate students include research higher degree students at
Masters and Doctoral levels.
Although this data is promising, scrutiny of CSU progress rates indicates there is still work to do.
The table below, shows that in spite of the fact that progress rates for Indigenous students
improved from 2012 to 2015, the rates for Indigenous students remain 11% below CSU domestic
Non Indigenous students.
Progress Rate
Australian Indigenous
Not Australian Indigenous

2012
69%
83%

2013
70%
83%

2014
73%
84%

2015
73%
84%
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The chart below shows progress rates for domestic students by mode.

CSU domestic student progress rates by mode
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
2012

2013

2014

2015

Internal Australian Indigenous

Internal Not Australian Indigenous

Online Australian Indigenous

Online Not Australian Indigenous

Linear (Internal Australian Indigenous)

Linear (Online Australian Indigenous)

The trend lines show that progress rates for Indigenous students have been improving for both internal
and online Indigenous students since 2012. However, as indicated above, the gap between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous student progress rates remains significant, especially for online students. This is
important as, congruent with previous years, 64% of our Indigenous students studied online in 2016.
As well first year attrition rates are persistently around 8% higher for Indigenous students. Strategies
designed to improve the access, participation, retention and success of Indigenous higher
education students at Charles Sturt University are outlined in section 6.2 below.
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6.2

Strategies for Improving Indigenous Student Educational
Outcomes at Charles Sturt University

Charles Sturt University is committed to overcoming the evident disparity in educational outcomes
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students of the University.
Charles Sturt University acknowledges the impact of Indigenous socio-economic disadvantage and the
role and responsibility of the University in addressing this disadvantage through improving Indigenous
student access to, and success in, higher education.
Charles Sturt University also recognises that Universities, as Western institutions, can be a forbidding
environment for Indigenous students and that this can adversely impact upon Indigenous access,
participation, retention and success in higher education.

Since its establishment in 1989, CSU has initiated a number of programs aimed at increasing
Indigenous student access to and participation in higher education within the geographical footprint
of the institution and beyond.
One of the most fundamental of the ‘pre-conditions’ necessary for achieving long-term sustainable
change in Indigenous educational outcomes at CSU is the widening of Indigenous involvement in
the life and governance of the University. This requires commitment to a whole of institution
approach, including increasing the University’s engagement with Indigenous communities,
Indigenisation of the curriculum, financial assistance and pro-active provision of services tailored
to meet the needs of Indigenous students, and the inclusion of Indigenous culture and knowledge
as a visual and valued part of University life and decision-making.
CSU has initiated a number strategies and programs to improve Indigenous student access and
outcomes. Details regarding these programs can be seen in the CSU’s annual Indigenous Education
Statements (available here https://www.csu.edu.au/unistats/resources ).
Indigenous Access
CSU runs programs to enhance aspiration for higher education and access by Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students. Key examples include: Future Moves Danygamalanha (To Excel); Strong
Moves (school children mentoring); and a range of Indigenous Access Programs (such as
Indigenous Police Recruiting Our Way – IPROWD).
In 2015, Future Moves had approximately 19,000 points of contact with school students; 17% of
these could be identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander (i.e., where identification as
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander was able to be recorded either through a survey or participation
in Danygamalanha events specifically for Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander students). Please see
the CSU Indigenous Education Statements for detailed outcomes related to these programs. We
also run an enabling program that is open to all students, the Diploma of General Studies, and raise
awareness of Indigenous participation in Higher Education through Indigenous Community
University Partnership Grants.
In addition,
• strong community engagement has been built through the Future Moves program and
CSU’s Indigenous Student Centres with relevant Indigenous community groups (e.g.,
AECG, and Landcare)
• Targeted scholarships have been established along with active dissemination of
opportunities through access programs
Other strategies recommended for improving the access, participation, retention and success of
Indigenous students at Charles Sturt University include:
Indigenous Participation and Success
CSU has adopted an evidence based approach to pilot and implement strategies to enhance
Indigenous student participation and success. The aim is to provide culturally appropriate and
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needs based programs and strategies designed to effectively address key areas of concern in
relation to Indigenous Education. This includes:
-

accountable systems for the early identification of Indigenous students at risk;
the provision of case management and other relevant support and services;
the use of tailored learning advice and tutoring; and
managing support as needed by students.

This final point is important as many Indigenous students are able to succeed without
intervention; acknowledging and responding to this is important. Additional important
strategies include the promotion of Indigenous cultures and Indigenous community, student
and staff achievements.
Planned elements include mentoring, both peer to peer and alumni; enhancement of
Indigenous student representation; and the provision of flexible entry requirements for
Indigenous students.
Key to our success is the employment of Indigenous managerial, academic and general staff across
the institution, including administrative roles in high profile, and first contact roles within
Faculty, Divisions and other University offices.
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7. Toward an Inclusive Curriculum: Incorporating
Indigenous Australian Content in Undergraduate
Programs
“By 2020, universities commit to have plans for, or have already in place, processes that ensure all
students will encounter and engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural content as
integral parts of their course of study. This will give all Australian university graduates in the future the
chance to develop their capabilities to work with and for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
and communities” (Universities Australia, Indigenous Education Strategy 2017-2020, p. 30)

Graduates of Australian universities play a significant role in addressing and stemming the
perpetuation of socio-economic disadvantage of Indigenous Australians. In social and professional
contexts, graduates also become leaders in policy and practice; constructing and legitimating values
and attitudes in the provision of professional services to Indigenous peoples.
The Royal Commission of Inquiry into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (1991) was the first major
national Inquiry to document the complexity and severity of the socio-economic disadvantage
experienced by Indigenous Australians. The report questioned the standard and appropriateness of
service provision for Indigenous Australians arguing that professionals largely operated within
frameworks d e v o i d o f k n o w l e d g e a n d w i t h l i m i t e d u n d e r s t a n d i n g s o f Indigenous
cultures, worldviews, and histories and the implications for their professional practice.
Since 1969 there has been a strategic focus on developing Indigenous studies pre-service curriculum for
professions such as education, health, and social work. Despite this focus, doctors, social workers,
psychologists, nurses, police officers, teachers, and other professionals continue to implement
policies and practices detrimental to achieving social justice for Indigenous Australians. Strategies
and approaches continue to be developed based on limited knowledge and understanding of
Indigenous cultures, histories or contemporary realities.
Charles Sturt University is committed to a systematic approach to integrating Indigenous Australian
content into all courses of the university. The Incorporating Indigenous Australian Content policy
and the establishment of the Indigenous Board of Studies provides a strategic basis from which to
govern and monitor the work of faculties and schools in ensuring that professionals graduated by
the university have a reflexive framework for understanding their responsibilities to work
effectively with Indigenous clients and/or communities. This education should engage students in
a critical inquiry into the nature of their profession – its history, assumptions and characteristics,
its role in structuring Australian society, and its historical and contemporary engagement with
Indigenous communities and Indigenous people. These professional characteristics need to be
examined and understood if professionals are to develop an understanding of the social and
political contexts of Indigenous peoples’ lives and communities and the roles of the professions
in shaping those contexts to become agents of change.
The implementation of policy ensuring that all graduates are provided with the opportunity to
develop knowledge, skills, motivation and confidence to be able to work professionally with
Indigenous people and communities provides CSU with the foundation upon which to set this
higher education institution apart from other universities, being second only to the University of
South Australia in implementing such policy.

7.1 Cultural Competence: A Pedagogical Framework for Incorporating
Indigenous Australian Content
The University’s Indigenous Cultural Competence Pedagogy Framework is based on the Cultural
Competence Pedagogical Framework developed from an initial research project conducted by
Associate Professor Wendy Nolan and Associate Professor Keith McConnochie i n 2 0 0 4 w h i c h
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addressed four k e y questions:
• what is the justification for incorporating required Indigenous Australian content into
undergraduate programs?
• what content should be included?
• how should this content vary across professions and disciplines; and,
• what pedagogical strategies are appropriate?
The research included an extensive literature search and a series of focus groups comprising
Indigenous and non- Indigenous professionals, academics, Indigenous communities, students,
employer groups and other relevant stakeholders. These groups explored the role of professionals
in Indigenous contexts to determine the professional knowledge and skill base required to work
effectively with, and for, Indigenous Australians. Five broad issues emerged from the research:
1. the significant lack of awareness amongst professionals working with Indigenous Australian
clients, cultures and contexts;
2. an absence of specific skills and strategies for working in Indigenous contexts;
3. the culturally specific nature of the assumptions and practices of professions and agencies;
4. the failure of professions to engage in broader issues of justice and human rights, including
advocacy and the development of strategies to challenge prejudice, ethnocentrism and racism;
and
5. the need for individuals to be aware of their own values, assumptions and expectations and how
these impact on their interaction with Indigenous clients and communities.
The model was further refined by Ranzjin, McConnochie, and Nolan of the Psychology and
Indigenous Australians: Teaching, Practice and Theory project team and was disseminated
nationally and internationally as a requirement of their Carrick Institute grant. The Cultural
Competence Pedagogical Framework and associated curriculum guidelines developed by Ranzjin
et al have been endorsed by the Australian Psychological Society and forms part of the APAC
accreditation guidelines for the education of Australian psychologists.
Charles Sturt University’s Indigenous Cultural Competency Pedagogical Framework (ICCPF) was
developed by Associate Professor Nolan in 2008. Course and subject designers from each of the
universities faculties are required to map cultural competencies and related graduate attributes using
this framework. The Indigenous Curriculum and Pedagogy Co-ordinator is located in the Division
of Student Learning and is responsible for guiding and monitoring this foundational work in
curriculum development.
To meet the requirements of the ICCPF course design must include Indigenous Australian content
that corresponds to the following:
a. Inclusion of an Indigenous Australian Studies subject in the first year of the program. This is a
'stand-alone' subject that develops knowledge of Indigenous Australian peoples' varied and
diverse realities to enhance understandings of the effects of historical and contemporary policy
and practices on the lives of Indigenous peoples. The subject must examine a range of social,
cultural, historical, and institutional factors that impact on the contemporary experiences of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians using a relational framework to develop skills in
critical thinking, reflection, and analysis for reflexive practice within diverse professions. This
is a foundation subject to prepare students for integrated Discipline-specific content throughout
their course of study. Where this is not possible, a module of at least six weeks duration is taught
within a subject as early as possible within the course;
b. integrated discipline-specific content consistent with the developmental sequence in the
Indigenous Cultural Competency Pedagogical Framework. This content can be taught through
specific modules/subjects in middle and later years in the course, or embedded as assessable
learning in various discipline/professional studies subjects; and
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c. employment of a range of culturally appropriate teaching, learning and assessment strategies
across the course, including authentic case studies, field trips, and activities that develop student
capabilities in line with the University's ICCPF.
This initial work is significant as it serves to ground the development of content in accordance with
the Incorporating Indigenous Australian Content in CSU Courses policy. This policy confirms the
2008 Indigenous Education Strategy (IES) as the foundation of current strategic directions and initiatives
in Indigenous Education. There are 36 recommendations and five institutional Key Performance
Indicators in the Strategy which continue to provide a comprehensive framework for a whole-ofinstitution approach to Indigenous education founded upon the principles of cultural competence, social
justice and reconciliation; thus positioning Charles Sturt University as a lead institution in the higher
education sector in this regard.
7.1.1 Definition of Indigenous Australian content in CSU courses

There are four primary classifications of Indigenous Australian content at the University:
a. Indigenous Australian Studies - the broad area of inquiry related to Indigenous Australian
knowledges, cultures and heritages, histories and issues which impact upon, or are of concern
to, Indigenous peoples and communities today, such as health, education, criminal justice, land
rights and Native Title. Indigenous Australian Studies does not cover profession-specific studies
but prepares students to engage reflexively with further studies within their courses.
Indigenous Australian Studies may be delivered through stand-alone subjects, or as modules
within Hybrid Indigenous Australian subjects, or as stand-alone modules within other subjects
that do not have any other Indigenous Australian content;
b. Discipline-specific Indigenous Australian Studies - that area of inquiry in Indigenous Australian
Studies which is specifically related to the theoretical and practical knowledges required for a
professional discipline. Discipline-specific Indigenous Australian Studies can be taught as
'stand-alone' subjects, modules or via integration of relevant assessable Indigenous content
throughout the program. A subject can only be classified as Discipline-specific Indigenous
Australian Studies when it has Indigenous content in every topic/module/assessment task of the
subject;
c. Hybrid Indigenous Australian Studies - defined as being a combination of Indigenous Australian
Studies and Discipline-specific Indigenous Australian Studies. These are subjects that have
Indigenous Australian content in every topic/ module/ assessment task of the subject; that is,
100% Indigenous Australian content in Hybrid Indigenous Australian Studies subjects. This is
an effective strategy for the incorporation of Indigenous content into 'crowded' disciplinespecific programs; and
d. Restricted Indigenous Australian Subjects - defined as those courses or subjects of any discipline
in which enrolment is restricted to Indigenous Australian students.

7.2 Academic Governance of the Incorporation of Indigenous
Australian content
The Indigenous Board of Studies (IBS) is a sub-committee of Academic Senate’s Curriculum,
Learning and Teaching Committee (CLTC). The Board guides processes relating to the
development, design, and approval of Indigenous Australian content at the university. As a
delegated authority of the CSU Academic Senate/CLTC, the Board also grants ICCPF compliance
status to Indigenous content in courses.
The Board is authorised to approve courses, subjects, and/or modules when the following conditions
are met:
1. the subject abstract includes specific reference to Indigenous Australian content;
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2. learning outcomes align with Charles Sturt University Course-level Graduate Learning
Outcomes that are aligned with the Indigenous Cultural Competence Pedagogical
Framework (ICCPF);
3. learning outcomes are assessed, and learning and teaching and resources align with
learning outcomes;
4. teaching, learning, assessment and resources are deemed to be culturally-appropriate and
respectful; and
5. where an Indigenous Australian Studies module is inserted into a Hybrid or any other
Charles Sturt University subject, it must be at least six weeks in duration and contain at
least one assessment task, which must be successfully completed in order for the student
to pass the subject.
The IBS comprises majority Indigenous membership through the Chair, Indigenous academics from
each of the university’s three faculties, and academic staff from the School of Indigenous Australian
studies. Where no Indigenous academic is available, Faculty Dean’s will nominate an alternate. All
Indigenous academics have right of audience to the board meetings which are held monthly.

7.3 Implementation: The Incorporation of Indigenous Australian
Content in CSU Courses Policy
The Incorporation of Indigenous Australian Content in CSU Courses Policy (2016-2020) relies on
whole-of-institution support and action. Faculties must develop internal support and Quality
Assurance (QA) systems to ensure that Course Directors, course development teams, subject
convenors and teaching teams address the requirements set out by the Indigenous Board of Studies
for incorporating Indigenous Australian content at the University.
Faculties must collaborate with the School of Indigenous Australian Studies in the development and
teaching of Hybrid subjects to ensure an integrated pedagogical approach. The School of
Indigenous Australian Studies will teach all subjects/modules classified as Indigenous Australian
Studies content in all courses at the University. Other Schools/Faculties may teach Disciplinespecific Indigenous Australian Studies subjects/modules individually or in collaboration with the
School of Indigenous Australian Studies.
Responsibility for the provision and co-ordination of Indigenous Cultural Competence professional
learning is discharged through collaboration between Faculties, the Division of Student Learning,
and the School of Indigenous Australian Studies.
Additional professional learning for this cohort will be necessary for academic staff, including
casual staff, teaching modules/subjects incorporating Indigenous Australian Studies or discipline
specific studies. As a minimum requirement, the University's mandatory online cultural competency
training or have evidence of relevant qualifications or previous training must be demonstrated
beforehand.
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7.4 Identification, Assignment and Funding of Indigenous
Australia subjects
For the purposes of clear identification, assignment and funding of subjects with Indigenous
Australian content to the relevant academic unit and discipline code, a system of prefixes were
developed (IKC XXX) and rigorously applied.
The various subjects within Indigenous Australian Studies, hybrid Indigenous Australian Studies
and discipline specific Indigenous Australian Studies will be assigned on the SAL to the Centre
for Indigenous Studies or relevant School depending on who has management responsibilities.
Proportional funding, where required will be negotiated between the Executive Dean and Head of
School, School of Indigenous Australian Studies.
The assigned school and Faculty will be responsible for all aspects of subject management including
assessment and submission of grades. Marking will be the responsibility of the teaching School.
Restricted Indigenous Studies subjects will continue to attract double the normal subject weighting
for their discipline in Charles Sturt University's Faculty Funding Model. Non-restricted Indigenous
Australian subjects (including hybrid and discipline specific subjects that meet the definition in
Section 2 of the definitions in the Section 2: Glossary of the Indigenous Australian Content in
Courses Policy ) will also attract double the normal subject weighting during currency of this
Indigenous Education Strategy.
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8. The Scholarship of Indigenous Learning, Teaching
and Community Engagement at Charles Sturt
University
The incorporation of Indigenous content into the undergraduate programs offered by Charles
Sturt University provides a valuable vehicle for developing a coordinated University-wide
approach to Scholarship of Indigenous Learning, Teaching and Community Engagement with
the objective of providing the best quality culturally inclusive professional education to graduates
in Australia. As Wright (2002:5) suggests: “[t]he establishment of this [type of] cultural
framework…will allow Indigenous people to realize their own potential and speaks to the
creation of viable regional agreements and partnerships between [Universities,] private
business, state institutions and Indigenous people”. This is consistent with Charles Sturt
University Strategy and Plans 2017-2022.
The implementation of the Indigenous Australian Content in Courses Policy provides Charles
Sturt University with the opportunity to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve a wide range of schools and professional programs across the university in
the research and development of inclusive curriculum design and partnership teaching;
Establish collaborative partnerships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
academic staff across disciplines, Divisions, Institutes and Research Centres;
Undertake a range of experimentation and evaluation of pedagogical strategies and
practices in teaching Indigenous Studies;
Disseminate this information and experience to colleagues from across and beyond
the university through seminars, conference presentations, publications and
research findings;
Develop a body of knowledge and theory which would be of considerable interest to a
wide range of professional bodies and other institutions;
Form mutually beneficial relationships with Indigenous communities, private
business and government and non-government bodies and institutions; and
Make a major contribution to the process of reconciliation and achievement of
social justice and human rights for Indigenous Australians, both nationally and within
the region.

These activities will be undertaken through collaborative partnerships between the School of
Indigenous Australian Studies and the Division of Student Learning.
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9. Indigenous Research
Research is a core activity for universities, and…high quality Indigenous research…is a cornerstone of
Indigenous higher education‟
(AVCC Response on IHEAC Conference Report, September 2006:15)

The Indigenous peoples of Australia have the distinction of being the most researched group
in the world. From the time of the earliest explorers to the Australian continent, Indigenous
peoples and their cultures have been subjects of definition, description and classification, primarily
within the Western paradigmatic boundaries of Social Darwinism and functionalist anthropology.
The Indigenous peoples and cultures of Australia have been defined without consent as the missing
link between primate and Homo sapiens, as stone- age curiosities and prime examples of the premodern out-of-place with the modern. Phrenology was used to “prove” Indigenous inferiority and
mental defectiveness while anthropology and the physical sciences combined to fill the
museums and academic libraries of England and Europe with Indigenous bones, heritage and
knowledge (Hollinsworth, D 1998, Race and Racism in Australia).
Historically, Western research informed the policies and practices of colonial and post-Federation
governments and authorities, including policies allowing for the forcible removal of nearly
100,000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families and the removal of
Indigenous groups from their ancestral country to reservations under the governance and
management of the Aborigines Protection Board(s). Western research has defined generations
of Indigenous families and children within deficit models, including explaining poor educational
outcomes of Indigenous children a result of mental deficiency rather than a trans-generational
consequence of historic marginalization and subjugation (HREOC, 1997, The Bringing Them
Home Report). Since the 1980s Indigenous Australian peoples, their cultures and communities
have increasingly become the subject of research from a broad range of disciplines including
sociological and psychological inquiry, where non-Indigenous researchers seek to document and
disseminate explanations for the high levels of Indigenous socio-economic disadvantage and
mental illness.
Universities and others continue to produce volumes of research about Indigenous Australian
peoples and cultures. Academics and researchers generate reports, journal articles and conference
papers which aid their career and further the profile of their institution. However, much of this
research continues to deliver little in the way of positive and practical outcomes for the subjects
of the research. Indigenous Australians continue to be the most disadvantaged group in the country
and policies continue to be developed on the basis of research, often to the detriment of Indigenous
peoples and communities. Despite the quantity of quantitative and qualitative data that has been
generated, Indigenous men and women continue to die 20 years earlier than their non- Indigenous
counterparts. Indigenous educational outcomes remain poor and Indigenous health is of a thirdworld standard. Many communities continue to lack basic human rights, including 318 Indigenous
communities in rural and remote Australia who currently do not have access to a water supply
deemed under Australian National Guidelines as fit for human consumption (Social Justice
Report, 2007).
Theoretically, the socio-political world has moved into an era of post-colonisation in which the
rights of Indigenous peoples to equality and self-determination have been repositioned from the
Fringe to the Centre. The time has come to transcend the rhetoric of post- colonisation and selfdetermination by implementing policies and procedures which ensure accountability in
Indigenous research and empowerment of Indigenous community in the research process. Charles
Sturt University is seeking to do this through the Research Narrative 2017, designed to ‘create a
world worth living in’.
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9.1 Indigenous Research at Charles Sturt University
It is time to begin [the] process [of] develop[ing] a distinctive policy framework for enhancing and
strengthening Indigenous research…
Fundamentally, we want to bring Indigenous research from the margins into the core of academic research
culture and affirm its place and prominence within higher education.
To do this we need to increase the recognition of Indigenous research within the prevailing academic research
paradigm, establish the unique facets and contribution of quality Indigenous research and dramatically
increase both the number and capacity of Indigenous researchers
(Walter, M; Maynard, J; Milroy, J and Nakata, M, 2007, “Strengthening Indigenous Research Culture”)

There is extensive evidence drawing on a wide range of social indicators documenting the
extent to which Indigenous Australians are not achieving social justice and redress within
Australian society. However, there is a continuing lack of coordinated research developing
practical strategies aimed at improving Indigenous autonomy, cultural identity and social
equality. There is an ongoing need to develop a coordinated research effort which is directed
towards identifying, developing and promoting practical policies and strategies which will
support Indigenous communities, government agencies, the private sector and the
broader population in the development of policies and strategies related to social justice.
Charles Sturt University is well positioned to lead in the development and coordination of
high quality Indigenous research which is of practical benefit to the subjects of the research
and assists in the achievement of social justice for Indigenous Australians, both nationally
and within the geographical footprint of Charles Sturt University. Across all campuses, the
University has established and maintained active relationships with local Indigenous
communities over the past decade, and continues to do so. These relationships reflect the
importance of the partnerships expected by Universities Australia, which commits to the
action to “build robust, respectful and collaborative partnerships between themselves and the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities that they serve”(Universities Australia
Indigenous Strategy 20017-2020, p. 14)
Charles Sturt University is currently involved in many activities which are designed to link
the university with its Indigenous communities and organisations, including in the area of
teaching, research and consultancy. Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers within
Charles Sturt University are engaged in high quality Indigenous related research resulting in
the development of a growing number of quality publications and the body of literature
coming from that research. This research is inter-disciplinary in nature, and connects strongly
to the research spheres of Resilient People, Flourishing Communities and Sustainable
Environments described in CSU’s 2017 Research Narrative. Current research at Charles Sturt
University covers many areas, including Indigenous health and education, Indigenous
knowledges and connection to Country, Indigenous entrepreneurship and Indigenous selfdetermination. This highlights the interconnectedness that exists between the fields of
research focus, as Charles Sturt University strives ‘to create a world worth living in’. In line
with our values, the inter-disciplinary nature of Indigenous research allows the university to
work on behalf of and with communities in ways that are Inclusive, Inspiring, Insightful and
Impactful.
However, there are significant opportunities to extend and coordinate this level of engagement
into a broader program with major benefits both to Indigenous communities and to the
University. Given that the geographical footprint of Charles Sturt University is home to one
of the largest populations of Indigenous Australians in the country, the University is well
positioned to become the national leading higher education institution in the development of
problem focused research based upon addressing the needs of Indigenous communities in
culturally and methodologically appropriate ways.
In line with the recommendations of Universities Australia, Charles Sturt University is
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committed to having an Indigenous Research Strategy in place by 2018 that will replace the
previous Indigenous Research Strategic Plan. This Strategy will be comprehensive in
approach and set the framework for success, accountability and sustainability of Indigenous
research at Charles Sturt University. The strategy must contribute to increased productivity
and quality in Indigenous research and facilitate cross-University collaborations. Based
around the learnings from current and past research, the strategy will include:
•
•
•
•

•

The conduct of methodologically appropriate ethical research practice which meets the
needs and aspirations of Indigenous Australians and communities;
The development of research procedures which facilitate central involvement of
Indigenous researchers, organisations and communities;
The promotion and recognition of the expertise of Indigenous Australian researchers,
ensuring that the results of research and any papers generated from the research are
provided to the relevant Indigenous community, organisation or individual(s) in an
accessible and culturally acceptable format and that any cultural norms the relevant
Indigenous community, organisation or individual(s) may have in relation to the
publication, use of photographs and identification of individuals are respected; and
The negotiation of issues of ownership and control of the knowledge and data
generated from Indigenous research.
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9.1.1 Capacity-Building Indigenous Research and Indigenous
Researchers at Charles Sturt University
„There is an obvious and urgent need to raise the number of Indigenous researchers.
The disparity in enrolment, participation and especially completion rates of Indigenous post-graduate students
is dramatic.
Indigenous students make up only 0.3 percent of PhD and 0.6 percent of Masters by Research completions. To
achieve parity of participation the number of Indigenous doctoral students needs to more than triple and
completions need to increase by more than 600 percent. The participation rate for Masters by Research needs
to rise by more than one third and the completion rate needs to more than double to achieve parity. The task is
formable‟
(Walter, M; Maynard, J; Milroy, J and Nakata, M, 2007, „Strengthening Indigenous Research Culture‟)

Over the past two decades the number of Indigenous researchers has increased, however they
remain grossly underrepresented in comparison to non-Indigenous researchers. According to the
AVCC Response to IHEAC Conference Report (September 2006:7) “in order for Indigenous
students to be represented in PhD programs at the same rate as non-Indigenous students, their
number needs to increase by 282%”. In addition, the AVCC Report (2006:15) provided a
number of recommendations for enhancing Indigenous research and increasing the number of
Indigenous researchers including:
AVCC Recommendation 4:
Earnings replacement scholarships for Indigenous people in current employment
who are considering taking up postgraduate scholarships;
Adequate supervision arrangements for Indigenous students, including appropriate
cultural support; and
Allowing credit for recognised prior learning.
The AUQA 2006 Report on Indigenous Issues likewise made a number of key recommendations
including:
Having an Indigenous researcher on all Indigenous research projects
Developing a cohort of Indigenous mainstream researchers as mentors and
collaborators
These have been areas of focus for the University over the past seven years, with various
initiatives including the establishment of the Foundation Chair of Indigenous Studies, the creation
of the Office of Indigenous Affairs and the Pro Vice-Chancellor of Indigenous Education, and the
Indigenous Academic Fellowship program designed to provide a clear pathway into academia for
potential Indigenous academics. While these initiatives are an important start, clearly, building
the capacity of Charles Sturt University to produce high quality problem focused Indigenous
research of national and international renown is reliant on capacity building the research
qualifications and skills of Indigenous students and staff. It is therefore vital that the University
develop and support programs to enhance the research skills and profiles of Indigenous staff and
students, including formal training and mentoring by experienced researchers.
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10. Indigenous Employment
“Recruiting Indigenous staff who will serve as role models and provide added leadership for
Indigenous students or Indigenous Studies is a good strategy”
(‘Serving the Cause of Indigenous Issues’ – AUQA Report 2006)

Indigenous education cannot be addressed in isolation from Indigenous employment. Charles
Sturt University has an Australian Indigenous Employment Strategy which was endorsed by
University Council in December 2004. Since this time, the Australian Indigenous Employment
Strategy has undergone regular reviews in 2007, 2011, 2015 and is due for review in 2017. The
following discussion and recommendations of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous
Education Strategy are neither a replacement of the Charles Sturt University Australian
Indigenous Employment Strategy nor a duplication of its recommendations. Rather, the
discussion and recommendations are designed to provide a whole-of-institution framework for
improving Indigenous Education at Charles Sturt University and are consistent with and support
the four outcomes of the Charles Sturt University Australian Indigenous Employment Strategy:
a)
b)
c)
d)

An equitable and diverse workforce;
A workforce that is culturally aware and safe for Indigenous staff and students;
Strengthened partnerships and connected communities; and,
Indigenous staff retention, satisfaction and equitable employment.

Full implementation of the recommendations of the Australian Indigenous Employment
and Education Strategies will continue to result in an increase of Indigenous staff and thus
enhance Charles Sturt University’s reputation as a preferred employer for Indigenous
Australians. This in turn will have a positive impact upon Indigenous education at Charles
Sturt University and its status as the preferred higher education provider for Indigenous
students and professionals.
Over the past decade there has been a significant increase in the number of Indigenous
Australians employed within the nation’s University sector. Between 2007 and 2016 staff
numbers increased from 790 to 1228, bringing the proportion of Indigenous Australian staff in
Universities to 1%. This represents an outstanding improvement; however, the proportion of
Indigenous staff employed within the nation’s University sector continues to fall well below
parity levels (Department of Education and Training Indigenous Staffing Data, 21 December
2016).
A lack of parity is also reflected in comparative data related to the functions and contractual
nature of appointments of Indigenous staff across Australian Universities. The Department of
Education and Training 2013 statistics reveal that of the 1172 Indigenous Australians employed
in full-time and fractional roles in Australian universities in 2013, 802 (68.4%) were employed
as general/professional staff. Of the 370 Indigenous Australian (31.2%) who were employed as
academic staff, 32 (1.4%) were employed in ‘teaching only’ roles, 82 (7%) were employed in
‘research only’ roles and 256 (21.8%) were employed in ‘teaching research’ roles.
National data on the level/classification of these staff is not available for 2013, however, the
graphs below obtained from a 2012 report ‘Growing the Indigenous Academic Workforce:
ATSIHEAC Recommendations to government’ show that, whilst still below parity, Indigenous
academic staff, except for Level A staff, have trended upward since 2001. They also indicate
that, as a portion of all academic staff, Indigenous academic staff are trending upwards at more
senior levels (e.g. senior lecturer & above senior lecturer). The same report shows that
distribution across Faculties is approximately: 36% Health and Medicine; 32% Humanities and
Social Sciences; 13% Business and Law; 11% Education; and 8% STEM (not health).
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Number of Indigenous Academic Staff 2001 -2012 at level

Indigenous academic staff as a proportion of all academic staff at level

Source: “Growing the Indigenous Academic Workforce: ATSIHEAC Recommendations to
government” obtained from the DET website 8/05/17.
CSU appointed its first Indigenous Employment Coordinator in 2004 and this position was
translated to a full time continuing position. The Indigenous Employment Coordinator is located
within the Division of Human Resources with direct line management to the Manager, Diversity
and Equity and along with the Indigenous Employment Strategy Advisory Committee, is
responsible for the development of the Charles Sturt University Australian Indigenous
Employment Strategy.
The Charles Sturt University Australian Indigenous Employment Strategy aims to increase the
employment of Indigenous Australians at the University through the development and
implementation of strategies including publicity, scholarships options and financial incentives
for employees, professional development, support and mentoring, and cultural awareness
training for University staff. These aims align with recommendations of the National Higher
Education Workforce Strategy developed by the Indigenous Higher Education Advisory
Council (2016) that, in order to recruit and retain Indigenous staff, Universities need to develop
and implement programs and strategies specifically designed to support Indigenous staff
members and capacity-build the next generation of Indigenous academic leaders.
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Whilst the University has not been successful in reaching its target of 3% Indigenous Australian
employment to date, it has made commendable progress towards reaching this goal. The
implementation of the Charles Sturt University Indigenous Employment Strategy has resulted
in an increase in the number of Indigenous staff employed across the University from 0.8% in
2004 to 2.5% in March 2016 (3.5% professional staff and 1.3% academic staff), bringing the
total number of Indigenous Australian staff 56.
Full implementation of the recommendations of the Australian Indigenous Employment and
Education Strategies will continue to result in an increase of Indigenous staff and thus enhance
Charles Sturt University’s reputation as a preferred employer for Indigenous Australians. This
in turn will have a positive impact upon Indigenous education at Charles Sturt University and
its status as the preferred higher education provider for Indigenous students and professionals.
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11. Governance and Management of the Charles Sturt
University Indigenous Education Strategy
The success of the Indigenous Education Strategy, as measured by the achievement of the
five key performance indicators, requires a ‘whole of University’ response. Aspects of the
Strategy are being reflected in other planning and strategy documents of the University, for
example:
•
•

CSU Research Narrative – very explicitly acknowledges an Indigenous focus in all
areas: People – Communities – Environments;
2017-2022 CSU Strategic Direction – has emphasised the distinctiveness of the CSU
curriculum which includes the adoption of Indigenous Cultural Competence as a
graduate learning outcome. Together with other complementary strategies, this will
transform quality and distinctiveness of the CSU degree.

Because of the policy and financial implications of the Strategy, it needs to be considered and
endorsed not only by the Academic Senate, but also by the Vice-Chancellors Leadership
Team (VCLT) and the University Council.
The Indigenous Education Steering Committee (IESC) will oversee the development,
coordination and evaluation of the Strategy, and monitor the performance indicators. This
Committee, through its Chair, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research, Development and
Industry), will report directly to the VCLT. The Membership and Terms of Reference for the
Committee is available from here.
From time to time the IESC may form working groups, or request working groups to be
formed, for the purposes of furthering the work of the Indigenous Education Strategy.
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Academic Senate - Indigenous Board of Studies Membership and Terms of Reference
Section 1 - Establishment
(1) The Indigenous Board of Studies was established by the Academic Senate on 3 December 2008 (AS 08/156)on the
recommendation of the Director, Centre for Indigenous Studies as a sub-committee of the Academic Programs
Committee. The Academic Senate approved that the Indigenous Board of Studies shall be a sub-committee of the
Curriculum, Learning and Teaching Committee on 9 March 2011 (AS 11/14).

Background
(2) Charles Sturt University (the University) has a responsibility to ensure good governance of its teaching and
learning activities. These responsibilities must align with the University’s regulatory obligations under the Higher
Education Standards Framework (Threshold Standards) 2015.

Purpose
(3) The purpose of the Indigenous Board of Studies is to provide advice on the inclusion of Indigenous Australian
Content in undergraduate programs of the University and development of Indigenous programs.

Section 2 - Glossary
(4) For the purpose of this document:
a. Board – means the Indigenous Board of Studies.

Section 3 - Membership
(5) The members of the Board shall be:
a. Head, School of Indigenous Australian Studies (Presiding Officer);
b. all School of Indigenous Australian Studies academic staff at Level B or above;
c. two Indigenous Australian academic staff at Level B or above (or nominated delegate) from each of the
Faculties;
d. Indigenous Curriculum and Pedagogy Coordinator; and
e. one Faculty Manager, nominated by the Provost and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
(6) Right of Audience and Debate shall be granted to:
a. Indigenous academics at Level A; and
b. Faculties presenting subjects to the Board (that right of attendance to present subject material to be granted to
either the relevant Course or Subject Coordinator).
This document may be varied, withdrawn or replaced at any time. Printed copies, or part thereof, are regarded as uncontrolled and should not be relied
upon as the current version. It is the responsibility of the individual reading this document to always refer to the CSU Policy Library for the latest version.
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(7) Administrative support is to be provided by the Administration Officer, School of Indigenous Australian Studies.

Terms of Office
(8) Nominated members of the Board shall hold office for a two-year term.

Section 4 - Functions and Responsibilities
Member Responsibilities
(9) Members of the Board shall have responsibility for:
a. monitoring the development and implementation of Indigenous Australian Content in undergraduate programs
at the University and provide advice to Faculties and IESCG; and
b. approving subjects with Indigenous Australian Content including:
i. Indigenous Australian Studies;
ii. Hybrid Indigenous Australian Studies; and
iii. Discipline-specific Indigenous Australian Studies,
as defined in the Indigenous Education Strategy.
Note: these subjects are to be approved by the Board prior to being submitted to Faculty Board and Faculty Courses
Committee meetings for consideration.

Advisory Role
(10) The Board is to advise on the inclusion of Indigenous Australian Content in undergraduate programs of the
University and development of Indigenous programs.

Section 5 - Meetings
Quorum
(11) A quorum shall be half plus one of the full membership of the Board.

Meetings
(12) The Board is to meet six times a year, and on other occasions as the need arises.
(13) In order to provide feedback and allow sufficient time for any changes, meetings are to be held at least 10 days
prior to the relevant Faculty Courses Committee meetings.

Agendas and Minutes
(14) Agendas are circulated to the Board one week prior to the Board meeting.
(15) Minutes of the Board meeting are circulated to Board members following the meeting. Minutes of the meeting
are reported to the Curriculum, Learning and Teaching Committee.
(16) Agendas and Minutes of the Board shall be published on the appropriate University webpage for the information
of the Academic Senate and University generally.

This document may be varied, withdrawn or replaced at any time. Printed copies, or part thereof, are regarded as uncontrolled and should not be relied
upon as the current version. It is the responsibility of the individual reading this document to always refer to the CSU Policy Library for the latest version.
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Conflicts of Interest
(17) Where a member has a perceived or material conflict of interest, they must declare this to the Presiding Officer
and at the Board meeting prior to discussion of the item of business.

Variations
(18) Variation to the membership and/or functions and responsibilities of the Board must be approved by the
Academic Senate.

This document may be varied, withdrawn or replaced at any time. Printed copies, or part thereof, are regarded as uncontrolled and should not be relied
upon as the current version. It is the responsibility of the individual reading this document to always refer to the CSU Policy Library for the latest version.
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Status
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Eﬀective Date

20th August 2018

Review Date

20th August 2023

Approval Authority

Academic Senate

Approval Date

9th August 2018

Expiry Date
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Unit Head

Nicholas Drengenberg
Deputy Director Governance and Academic Secretary
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Author

Ingrid Pulley
Executive Oﬃcer (Academic Senate)
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Oﬃce of Governance and Corporate Aﬀairs
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This document may be varied, withdrawn or replaced at any time. Printed copies, or part thereof, are regarded as uncontrolled and should not be relied
upon as the current version. It is the responsibility of the individual reading this document to always refer to the CSU Policy Library for the latest version.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As President of the University of Victoria, I am pleased and proud to introduce our first
Indigenous Plan that reiterates our university’s longstanding commitment to, and unique
relationship with, the First Peoples of Canada. The different iterations of our university
strategic plan have consistently affirmed our ongoing commitment to increasing
educational access and success for Indigenous students. This Plan builds on these
commitments and on all our earlier work and achievements.
We now draw further inspiration from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s report
published in 2015. We reaffirm our commitment to act on the recommendations to
enhance educational opportunities for Indigenous students, and to further develop
initiatives and programs of education, research, outreach and engagement with an
Indigenous focus. We understand that the commitment to reconciliation also involves
ensuring that UVic is a racism-free, inclusive environment that embraces the many diverse
cultures present in the broader university community. Universities have a responsibility to
ensure that students, faculty and staff are knowledgeable about the history of abuse and
racism with respect to the Indigenous peoples of Canada, and the enduring and negative
impacts of colonialism. Our university, like other institutions that are part of today’s
Canada, needs to consider how colonizing structures and relationships continue to impact
Indigenous students. We will provide opportunities and venues to foster intercultural
understanding and connection, and to be a catalyst for reconciliation through courageous
conversations and actions.
We will continue to increase the number of Indigenous students enrolled in, and
graduating from, all faculties and programs at UVic. Through our processes of academic
planning and in our new Strategic Research Plan we have affirmed the goal of developing
programs of education and research directly relevant to the First Peoples of Canada.
In particular, the university is committed to providing its students with diverse academic
learning environments, curricula and approaches to research within which Indigenous
cultures, histories and knowledge are embedded. Our programs and initiatives are
enriched by active partnerships among students, faculty and staff, and Indigenous
community members and leaders.
UVic has long been known for its commitment to civic and community engagement.
We are grateful for the support, friendship, collaboration and encouragement we receive
from the First Peoples in our region and beyond, and acknowledge and respect the First
Peoples on whose traditional territory our university resides. This Plan also traces pathways
forward to enhance and grow these relationships into our shared future.
This first Indigenous Plan places Indigenous students, faculty, staff and their communities
at its heart and will guide our work over the coming years. It reiterates how our university
strives to integrate and honour Indigenous cultures, histories, beliefs and ways of knowing
and being into our strategic planning, curriculum, teaching, research and operations.
It sets out ambitious goals and assigns accountability for these goals. Good hearts, good
minds and a spirit of authentic and genuine engagement were core to the approach used
in developing this Plan. This will advance our shared belief that post-secondary education
can make a difference in how we live together in this world.

Jamie Cassels, QC
President and Vice-Chancellor
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MESSAGE FROM THE INTERIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INDIGENOUS ACADEMIC AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
I raise my hands and say huy tseep q’u to everyone who has helped lay the foundation for
this Plan and who has participated in consultations, reviews and discussions on the drafts
of this document.
As the Interim Executive Director of Indigenous Academic and Community Engagement,
I am pleased that the University has made this commitment to Indigenous students,
staff, faculty and communities, and see this as an important step toward meaningful
change. Our office is committed to the ongoing work of decolonizing and indigenizing
the university both inside and outside the classroom, while recognizing the collective
responsibility of the entire campus community in the ongoing process of breathing life
into the values and visions shared in this Plan.
In this spirit, I reflect on the teachings of Songhees Elder, Dr. Skip Dick, and am reminded
that by honouring the stories and histories of our ancestors, we honour the paths of those
yet to come. It is my hope that this Plan will be a means by which members of the campus
community can find their place and their role in the work to be done.
It has been an honour to engage with so many people in the process of developing this
Plan, and I look forward to collaborating with you on the hard work to come.

Dr. Robina Thomas
Interim Executive Director, Indigenous Academic and Community Engagement
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAN
As this is the University of Victoria’s first Indigenous Plan, it is important to begin
with an acknowledgement of the role that educational institutions, including
post-secondary institutions, have played in the perpetuation of colonial systems,
both historically and in contemporary times. One hundred and fifty thousand
Indigenous children were sent to residential schools in Canada and many others
attended Indian day schools. Between 1876 and 1985, Status Indians in Canada
automatically lost their federal recognition upon earning a university degree or
becoming a professional, such as a doctor or lawyer. The intergenerational impacts
of these decisions remain the legacy of many Indigenous students who seek
higher education today. The University makes a commitment to reconciliation
that involves recognizing how colonizing structures and relationships impact
Indigenous students.
The University of Victoria’s Indigenous Plan builds upon initiatives and programs
of education, research, outreach and engagement with an Indigenous focus. The
university has had a longstanding commitment to Indigenous education through
programs in different areas, such as Indigenous Governance, Social Work, Child and
Youth Care, Education and Law. An interdisciplinary minor in Indigenous Studies
and programs in Indigenous Language Revitalization and Indigenous Fine Arts
as well as courses across many academic units address Indigenous history, culture
and language. Additionally, the university has made efforts to increase Indigenous
student recruitment and retention through student programs, including the
LE,NONET program, which provides bursaries, mentoring, and academic and
experiential learning opportunities.
LE,NONET (pronounced “le-nong-it”) is a SENĆOŦEN word that literally
means “paddling a canoe in a storm and making it through to the other side”.
In a more figurative sense, LE,NONET can also be taken to mean “success
after enduring many hardships.” We acknowledge with gratitude and respect
the late Earl Claxton Sr. (YELKÁTŦE), SENĆOŦEN Knowledge Keeper of the
Tsawout First Nation, and Elder John Elliott (STOLCEȽ) of the Tsartlip First Nation,
for sharing this information.

“The University of Victoria makes
a commitment to education that
redresses the historical and continued
barriers that Indigenous peoples have
faced in accessing and participating in
postsecondary education.”
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The University of Victoria makes a commitment to education that redresses the
historical and continued barriers that Indigenous peoples have faced in accessing
and participating in postsecondary education. Our Strategic Plan commits to
building and strengthening respectful relationships with Indigenous communities
locally, provincially, nationally and around the world in order to recruit and retain
Indigenous students. We recognize that Indigenous students bring diverse
perspectives to UVic, from across Canada and around the world to create a rich
educational environment that benefits all who experience it. This Plan is built
around an expectation that Indigenous and non-Indigenous faculty, staff and
students will work together to realize its goals.
This Indigenous Plan provides a framework for achieving these goals. It respects
the values of both the university and local Indigenous communities. This Plan aims
to make the university a better place, not only for Indigenous peoples but also for
all people—students, faculty and staff alike. We have a shared responsibility for
living the Plan’s values. Acknowledging and addressing colonization are important
means to support our goal of reconciliation between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples. Further, this Plan aims to create a nurturing and collaborative
environment that values intercultural understanding, which enables us to work
across difference.
This Indigenous Plan should be considered a living document, one that reflects
our best thinking about what is needed to improve and enhance Indigenous
programming across campus. It will be a basis for ongoing conversations and
consultation about changing circumstances and new opportunities; its core
components—its principles and values—will provide a foundation upon which
to develop.
Five key areas—Students, Faculty and Staff, Education, Research and
Governance—and their associated goals are foundations that animate the
Indigenous Plan. Further, the Indigenous Plan reflects the university’s commitment
to create dynamic learning that deeply engages students in experiential learning,
offer programs of teaching and research that have a vital impact and build an
extraordinary environment that promotes mutual respect, understanding and
commitment.
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Dynamic Learning: Students have the opportunity to learn about Indigenous
history, culture, knowledge, language and governance through hands-on, relevant
learning experiences, research opportunities, and local, provincial, national and
international engagement with Indigenous communities. Faculty, staff and
Indigenous community members will play a critical role in indigenizing and
decolonizing learning opportunities available to students.
Vital Impact: Students and faculty, through their teaching, research and
community engagement, have an impact on issues that matter to Indigenous
peoples and their communities and to the physical, social and political
environments in which they live. A commitment to social justice, self-governance,
social and environmental sustainability, health and wellness, and strong economies
for Indigenous peoples and communities are at the core of our commitment to
supporting and facilitating meaningful change.
Extraordinary Academic Environment: Place matters. Students, staff, faculty and
community members experience the university as a welcoming, supportive, safe
environment in which Indigenous values, language and culture are evident. Elders
and other members of Indigenous communities work together with students, staff
and faculty to promote mutual respect, understanding and commitment.

WHY CEDAR?
Cedar is sacred to many Indigenous peoples, particularly Coastal Nations.
An important aspect of working with cedar is working together and knowing
that at all stages we must work with a good mind and a good heart, always
remembering our teachings, our birthright and our ancestors. Weaving cedar
is always a purposeful activity; the pulling together of cedar strands to weave
a headband, a basket, a cape, a rope, or a hat requires weaving together many
strands to create a stronger, more durable and lasting tool that will serve the
community. In the same way that several strands of cedar are woven together to
make a headband, a number of different strands have been woven together in this
Plan to create a tool for the UVic community.
We encourage you to think about the metaphor of weaving and the multi-faceted
nature of this work as you read and consider this Indigenous Plan. How do you
imagine your final creation? How does thinking in this way enable you to work
in a good way and with a good heart?
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WEAVING AN
INDIGENOUS PLAN
In preparing this Plan, we were guided by First Peoples’ work with cedar since
time immemorial. In the creation and implementation of this plan, we want to
foreground the historical and contemporary protocols and values of the local
Indigenous peoples with whom we work, including collaborative, shared work
done with a good heart. In so doing, we aim to ensure this Plan honours the
teachings and land of the local peoples. We also acknowledge that this Plan
touches many Indigenous peoples from what is now known as Canada, including
First Nation, Inuit, Métis, and urban Indigenous peoples, as well as Indigenous
peoples from around the globe who are connected with UVic.
CREATING THE PLAN: WEAVING TOGETHER FOUNDATIONAL
TEACHINGS AND PLAN COMPONENTS WITH ELDERS, KNOWLEDGE
KEEPERS AND COMMUNITY
In this Plan, we have chosen to highlight four foundational values or teachings
that are common among the Coast Salish peoples. Many people, Indigenous and
non-Indigenous, may also share similar teachings and values. These foundational
values provide a framework to guide our work. As important as these foundational
values are, the wisdom of the Elders, Knowledge Keepers, and community
members continually guide us in our work.
Heʔkw səl’elexw’tala sčelāŋen’s | Remember our ancestors/birthright
Nəə māt gwens čey’i | Work together
New’ews sn ʔeyʔ šweleqwəns | Bring in your good feelings
ə’sacʔəy’xw meqw tə’sa tečel | Be prepared for all work to come
Combined, these teachings ensure the work that we do creating and
implementing this Plan is intentional, purposeful and done with a good mind
and heart. These values are not only what we will do, but also how we will move
forward with this Plan.
In this Plan, each teaching is woven together, along with five strands of activity
and purpose (students, faculty and staff, research, education, and governance),
to create goals and priorities for action. Doing so reinforces the work we will do
in the months and years to come.

“When we speak of
community, we mean
not only connecting and
belonging but also being
accountable and responsible.”
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Heʔkw səl’elexw’tala sčelāŋen’s | Remember our ancestors/birthright
Coast Salish peoples have always used the lands, sea, creeks and rivers that make
up what is now called Victoria and the southern end of Vancouver Island, to live,
learn, meet, trade and prosper. They are stewards of this land where we gather to
learn and share knowledge. This teaching reminds us to respect the ancestors by
understanding the history of Indigenous peoples in Canada. Our Elder, Dr. Skip
Dick, reminds us that it is important always to respect and honour the territory
where we are. It is equally important for everyone to remember and honour their
own cultures, histories and teachings.
Nəə māt gwens čey’i | Work together
We are stronger when we work together. While individual strands of cedar are
strong on their own, they are stronger when braided together. For this Indigenous
Plan to succeed, we will need to work together.
New’ews sn ʔeyʔ šweleqwəns | Bring in your good feelings
The work of creating this Plan has followed this teaching. Through a process of
meaningful engagement, faculty, staff, students and members of local Indigenous
communities worked together with a good mind and spirit. Moving forward,
UVic is committed to building and maintaining open, mutually respectful and
productive relationships with Indigenous communities in order to engage in
activities and conversations that lead to mutual understanding and a set of
shared goals.
ə’sacʔəy’xw meqw tə’sa tečel | Be prepared for all work to come
Bringing the Plan to life will be challenging and will require the commitment,
goodwill and engagement of the entire university community. It will also require
the UVic community to prepare and plan ahead as we work towards the goals
in this Plan.
ELDERS, KNOWLEDGE KEEPERS AND COMMUNITY
Elders are the caretakers of cultural wisdom. They are pivotal in protecting the
Indigenous ways of knowing and being that have been passed down to them for
generations from the ancestors. The cultural wisdom of Elders defines and informs
the manner in which Indigenous people live in the modern world. Elders know
it is their responsibility to share their guiding wisdom with students, staff, faculty
and the broader community.
When we speak of community, we mean not only connecting and belonging
but also being accountable and responsible. Maintaining strong links with
community reinforces cultural values and beliefs. Indigenous communities use
the term Knowledge Keepers to identify those people in a position to share
cultural knowledge, skills and expertise.
Meaningful and respectful relationships with community are imperative to the
design and implementation of this Plan. Because Elders, Knowledge Keepers
and community are so integral to this Plan, they are placed here, in between
the guiding principles and the five strands of the Plan, to recognize how they
bind everything together.
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THE FIVE CEDAR STRANDS
The Indigenous Plan has five cedar strands, with goals and actions associated
with each one:

STRAND 1 | Students
STRAND 2 | Faculty and Staff
STRAND 3 | Education
STRAND 4 | Research
STRAND 5 | Governance
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STRAND 1 | Students
Students are at the core of the university’s mission and goals. We want students
to come to UVic and to succeed on whatever pathway they choose. We want
students to engage meaningfully with and to respect the protocols and practices
of local Indigenous peoples while strengthening and practising their own cultural
ways of knowing and being.
Over the past ten years, there has been steady growth in the number of
Indigenous students at UVic, from just over 600 students in 2004–05 to well
over 1,200 students in 2016–17 of whom approximately 80% are undergraduate
students and 20% graduate students. Combined, these students represented
approximately 5% of the total student population at UVic in 2016–17.
Indigenous students are enrolled in every faculty at the University of Victoria,
and are pursuing a wide range of academic programs at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels (see Appendix A). We want students to feel welcomed to our
academic community and supported in their studies. Our goal is to have students
be successful in their courses and in their academic programs of choice. We want
them to achieve their goals and to achieve the university-wide learning outcomes
established for undergraduate students. We also believe that introducing students
to Indigenous history, including the impacts of colonization, Indigenous ways
of knowing and being and Indigenous culture, will enrich their educational
experience. Doing so will provide students, faculty and staff an opportunity to
develop the diverse knowledge, skills, attitudes and capacities necessary to live
respectfully in an engaged and inclusive society.
We recognize the enduring effects of systemic racism, social policies and law
on Indigenous peoples and communities. Many Indigenous peoples have felt
the impact of these legacies, including former youth in care. We are committed
to ensuring our curricula do not perpetuate colonial and/or racist content
or perspectives.
In order to pursue their education, many Indigenous students must leave their
families and communities. UVic aims to support Indigenous students making
the transition to university. The Elders participating in Elders’ Voices and as
Elders-in-Residence at UVic support Indigenous students through challenging
times and help students reconnect with their own teachings and practices.
Indigenous students are also supported by a variety of services (Indigenousfocused orientation, advising, mentoring), Co-operative Education and Career
Services (through a dedicated Indigenous Co-op and Career staff member),
and through programs offered both within the First Peoples House (e.g., Campus
Cousins) and Faculties (e.g., dedicated Indigenous student support in Education,
Human and Social Development, Law, and Social Sciences).
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A goal of this Plan is to assess and, when appropriate, extend these support
programs and services.
GOALS AND ACTIONS:
1. Increase recruitment, retention and success of Indigenous students across
academic programs of study and programming that supports transition
and pathways to university.
a. E nhance of the role of Elders-in-Residence to build greater capacity for
culturally appropriate teaching and learning
b. Formalize Indigenous Knowledge Keeper programming to build greater
capacity for culturally appropriate teaching and learning
c. Support pre-university as well as other outreach programs for Indigenous
youth (e.g., Science Venture, a summer preparation term)
d. F urther develop support and mentorship programs that connect current and
future Indigenous students with other students, faculty or staff (e.g., Campus
Cousins, Mini University)
e. A
 dvise and mentor Indigenous students across points of contact, including
recruitment, outreach, admission and/or pre-admission in order to consistently
build connections and relationships
f. Increase the number of reserved seats, access programs, preferential selection,
and other opportunities to increase Indigenous student enrolment across
campus
2. C
 reate a warm, welcoming and respectful learning environment and
sense of place.
a. S upport development of a community that is accepting of diversity, and
inclusive of Indigenous ways of knowing and being
b. Provide opportunities for students to learn about the history of Indigenous
peoples and the enduring impacts of colonization on individuals, families,
and communities
c. Further develop and enhance processes to deal with racism and discrimination
at the university to support Indigenous students to safely address such concerns
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3. Ensure stable institutional support for Indigenous student services.
a. C
 ontinue to develop support for the LE,NONET program, and work towards
sustainability for this programming through the enhancement of funding,
bursaries and support for community internships
b. Increase the number of student scholarships, fellowships and bursaries
for Indigenous students
c. Expand availability of supports to Indigenous students, whether they are
studying on campus, online, or in community
d. In keeping with the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher
Education (CAS) set standards for the development and delivery of services
to Indigenous students
e. M
 ap support services for Indigenous students across UVic to assess potential
gaps or needs as a means of retaining Indigenous students
4. Provide opportunities to recognize Indigenous students’ identity.
a. E nhance community- and/or land-based educational experiences with
the goal of providing Indigenous students the opportunity for experiential
learning during their enrolment at UVic
b. Increase the involvement and support of Elders and Knowledge Keepers in
student programming
c. Develop opportunities to bring international Indigenous perspectives into the
curriculum and explore new international Indigenous education and research
exchange opportunities
d. Profile the success of Indigenous students on websites and in UVic publications

“We want students to
come to UVic and to
succeed on whatever
pathway they choose.”
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STRAND 2 | Faculty and Staff
Indigenous faculty and staff are essential to providing high-quality educational,
research and community-engaged experiences. They are inspirational role models
for future generations of students. Investing in resources that support
and recognize their talent is necessary for UVic to realize the goals of this
Indigenous Plan. At present the university employs approximately 90 Indigenous
people, including approximately 25 faculty members, and many more in
professional, instructional and support roles.
Indigenous faculty and staff play an important role in leading and supporting
indigenization of the curriculum. They also provide advice based on their
knowledge of, and respect for, cultural traditions and protocols. As such, their
involvement is vital to support both this Plan and the university’s response to
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls for Action. Given UVic’s location
on southern Vancouver Island, there is value in fostering a complement of faculty
and staff from local Coast Salish and other First Nations of the region.
It is also important to recognize that Indigenous students participate in
academic programs and access services from units across campus. As a result,
non-Indigenous faculty members play an important role in the education,
mentoring and support of Indigenous students.
GOALS AND ACTIONS:
1. Increase the recruitment, retention and success of Indigenous staff.
a. S upport units and faculties to recruit and hire Indigenous staff, including
members of Coast Salish and First Nations in our region, in accordance with
the University of Victoria Employment Equity Plan 2015–2020
b. Ensure when hiring personnel in each faculty, department and school that
policies and processes related to equity hiring are implemented, including
the opportunity for Indigenous self-identification and, when appropriate,
preferential and limited hiring
c. Recognize Indigenous staff in their reviews and performance evaluations
for their significant contributions to university activities and programming
for Indigenous students
2. P
 rovide professional development opportunities and recognition to
non-Indigenous staff to foster understanding of Indigenous history
and culture.
a. E xtend access to Indigenous Cultural Acumen Training (ICAT) as a resource
for front-line staff so they become more aware of the history of Indigenous
peoples in Canada, including colonial policies and practices
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b. Recognize staff in their reviews and performance evaluations for their
significant contributions to university activities and programming for
Indigenous students
3. Increase the recruitment, retention and success of Indigenous faculty across
the university.
a. Identify opportunities to employ Indigenous graduate students as Teaching
Assistants (TA) or Research Assistants (RA) as well as for sessional work
b. Continue to provide an Indigenous mentor to newly hired Indigenous faculty
c. Encourage faculties and departments to consider how reappointment, tenure,
promotion and merit can encourage and recognize the work of faculty
involved in Indigenous teaching, curriculum development and leadership
4. Support and recognize the research and scholarship of Indigenous faculty.
a. E ncourage faculties and departments to develop criteria for merit, tenure
and promotion to ensure that Indigenous faculty are recognized and valued for
their unique contributions to community-engaged and community-based research
b. Support and develop faculty-level and university-wide venues, such as
the newly approved Centre for Indigenous Research and Community Led
Engagement (CIRCLE), that support Indigenous and non-Indigenous faculty
undertaking Indigenous research and scholarship
5. S upport faculty to develop greater knowledge of Indigenous history
and culture.
a. W
 ork with the Division of Learning and Teaching Support and Innovation
to develop mechanisms that support the indigenization and decolonization
of our university curricula and pedagogy and new faculty orientation
programming
b. Continue development and delivery of the Indigenous Cultural Acumen
Training (ICAT) programming for faculty
c. Encourage, and provide opportunities for, faculty to participate in
professional development opportunities about decolonization
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STRAND 3 | Education
The university offers a broad range of high-quality academic programs enriched
by a strong research culture in both the liberal arts and sciences as well as in
professional programs (business, education, engineering, law, health and human
service-related professions). Most UVic students participate in experiential
learning as part of their academic programming. As well as disciplinary
knowledge, undergraduate students are given the opportunity to achieve
university-wide learning outcomes. These include, among others, developing
intellectual, academic and practical skills in inquiry, analysis, and problem solving,
critical, innovative and creative thinking, and effective written, visual and oral
communication. These learning outcomes also emphasize personal and social
responsibility capacities, including informed civic engagement, intercultural
knowledge and sensitivity, and ethical reasoning and action.
Over the past two decades, the university, in conjunction with committed leaders
of academic and community engagement programs and Indigenous faculty and
staff, has developed and delivered a broad range of academic programs with an
Indigenous focus. Several of the university’s programs have Indigenous content
and scholarship at their heart and emphasize Indigenous epistemologies. Many
programs that focus on the education and training of professionals, who will work
closely with Indigenous peoples and communities, are committed to ensuring
that students are made aware of the history of Indigenous people in Canada
and how past and current laws, policies and practices have systematically
disadvantaged Indigenous peoples. This approach is central to programs in
Child and Youth Care, Indigenous Education, Law, Public Health and Social Policy,
and Social Work. This commitment is consistent with, and responds to, the
recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Many academic units have also made commitments to support curricula
that emphasize, value and integrate contemporary and historical Indigenous
knowledge. These units offer a significant number of courses and experiential
learning opportunities in Indigenous history, culture, art, and other matters
(e.g., Anthropology, Continuing Studies, English, Environmental Studies, Gender
Studies, Geography, History, Political Science, Theatre, and Visual Arts). The
Gustavson School of Business offers non-credit programming in Indigenous
entrepreneurship. These programs can contribute to developing intercultural
understanding and competency.
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The university’s programs should be inclusive and respect participants.
Communication of Indigenous content and concepts is most effective when
integrated into the design of programs. Indigenous faculty, Knowledge Keepers,
Elders and communities can perform an important role in guiding program
development. In addition to campus-based programs, thoughtful delivery of
programs in community, through cohort models, with face-to-face and/or distance
delivery, provides greater opportunity for Indigenous learners to participate in
educational endeavours while remaining in community and fulfilling personal,
family and community responsibilities. When working in Indigenous communities,
engaging with Elders, Knowledge Keepers and other community leaders is
essential. Resources must be committed to support work in communities and
land- and water-based teaching and learning.
GOALS AND ACTIONS:
1. E nsure the quality, sustainability and relevance of the university’s Indigenous
academic programs.
a. E nsure that students in professional programs who will serve, and interact
with, Indigenous peoples and communities become knowledgeable about
Indigenous history and culture and the impact of colonial practices on
Indigenous peoples and communities
b. Continue to work with Indigenous students and communities to identify
areas of educational programming that would be of interest and value
to them, such as an Indigenous-focused Foundation Year through the
Faculty of Continuing Studies
c. Review existing programs to ensure they are of high quality and they
are meeting Indigenous student and community needs
d. S upport the development of new programs where there is an identified
student/community interest, where UVic has existing or emerging faculty
expertise, and where we can develop quality programming and essential
resources needed for program sustainability
e. D
 evelop an Indigenous Studies Major to complement the existing Indigenous
Studies Minor
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2. D
 evelop opportunities for UVic students to gain a better understanding
of Indigenous peoples, histories and cultures, and the impact of colonization.
a. D
 evelop opportunities for students to gain intercultural acumen
competency related to Indigenous culture and history
b. Work with the Division of Learning and Teaching Support and Innovation
and academic units to support a framework to indigenize curricula in order to
enable students to gain knowledge of Indigenous epistemologies and histories
c. Offer faculty professional development opportunities about how to
indigenize and decolonize pedagogy and curricula
d. Highlight in campus publications and promotional materials opportunities
for students to learn about Indigenous histories and issues
e. C
 ontinue to develop, identify and promote opportunities for cultural learning
through land- and water-based and community learning in a range of
programs and courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels

“Communication of
Indigenous content and
concepts is most effective
when integrated into the
design of programs.”
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STRAND 4 | Research
UVic is a research-intensive university where research excellence is demonstrated
in Faculties through scholarship, innovation, professional practice, artistic
expression and community engagement. The university is committed to providing
a high-quality research environment, supporting faculty in integrating research
and learning, and creating opportunities for students to engage in research that
benefits external communities. These commitments are further strengthened in
the university’s Strategic Research Plan (2016-2021), which highlights the university’s
long-standing relationships with Indigenous partners and identifies Indigenous
research as one of UVic’s eight dynamic research capabilities.

“Indigenous research is grounded in the knowledge and traditions of
diverse Indigenous peoples, explores past and present interactions
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples, and considers ways in
which those relationships might be reordered and restructured to secure
a better future.
Indigenous researchers apply culturally and methodologically appropriate
approaches to answering questions and addressing issues most relevant to
Indigenous peoples at local, regional, and international levels.”
— Strategic Research Plan

Many faculty members and academic units engage in research and scholarship
with an Indigenous focus. Areas of interest include Indigenous health, residential
schools, Indigenous governance and laws, child welfare, economic development,
international Indigenous issues, Indigenous history on the west coast, and west
coast literature and art, among others.
UVic recognizes that research in Indigenous communities or involving Indigenous
peoples must be conducted in a respectful and culturally appropriate manner
following protocols regarding:
entering community sites,
engaging with communities, Elders and Knowledge Keepers,
acknowledging cultural knowledge and cultural property, and
disseminating research findings.
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The university’s Centre for Indigenous Research and Community Led Engagement
(CIRCLE) is a multi-faculty research centre that embraces Indigenous knowledge.
CIRCLE aims to support faculty and students to ensure research involving
Indigenous communities and their lands is conducted respectfully and meets
the highest standards of ethics and scientific rigour.
GOALS AND ACTIONS:
1. E stablish and promote culturally appropriate and inclusive definitions,
guiding principles and protocols for research with Indigenous participants, in
Indigenous communities or on Indigenous lands to ensure respectful
and appropriate conduct of research.
2. Identify and promote funding opportunities for Indigenous research
initiatives, through workshops, training, and other support specific to
Indigenous research, to engage faulty members across fields and disciplines.
3. Identify resources for Indigenous research chairs, graduate student
scholarships and postdoctoral fellowships.
4. Identify, promote and support opportunities for undergraduate students,
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows to be involved in Indigenous
research initiatives.
5. P
 romote internationalization of Indigenous research by enhancing relations
with Indigenous communities around the world.

“UVic recognizes that research
in Indigenous communities or
involving Indigenous peoples must
be conducted in a respectful and
culturally appropriate manner.”
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STRAND 5 | Governance
Governance that provides structures and processes to support Indigenous
students, faculty and staff, and to engage with Indigenous communities is a
foundation for the implementation of this Plan. The delineation of responsibilities
for the implementation of the Indigenous Plan is essential to ensuring the
realization of its goals.
GOALS AND ACTIONS:
1. R
 eview and potentially revise the governance structure for Indigenous
programming, initiatives, and engagement.
a. R
 eview and potentially restructure the Office of Indigenous Affairs and its
leadership positions to provide more clarity in roles and responsibilities
including responsibilities in regard to the implementation of this Plan
b. Develop an Indigenous Community Engagement Council to provide a forum
for discussion among UVic leadership, local Chiefs and community leaders
c. Develop an Indigenous Plan Steering Group with Indigenous leadership to
provide advice about this Plan’s goals and ensure institutional accountability
d. P
 romote shared accountability for the goals of the Indigenous Plan across
the university by aligning its implementation into the processes of
appropriate governance and planning mechanisms of the Senate, Board,
and Integrated Planning
e. C
 ontinue to use the Indigenous Academic Advisory Council (IAAC) as a venue
to engage Indigenous and non-Indigenous faculty and academic leaders on
matters related to the Indigenous Plan
f. Consider establishing one or more academic positions or units to support
Indigenous academic programs and provide clear lines of reporting
and accountability
g. D
 evelop a protocol for working with Elders and Knowledge Keepers
h. A
 s appropriate, develop additional governing or advisory bodies that ensure
representation of Indigenous students, local community members and Elders
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2. Identify venues for communicating priorities and opportunities internally
and with external partners, including Indigenous communities, government,
and funding agencies.
a. D
 evelop an effective communication strategy (including a strong online
presence) for ensuring the exchange of, and access to, information about
Indigenous initiatives and events
b. Develop a coordinated approach and commitment to fundraising to support
Indigenous students, programming and initiatives
c. Develop an Indigenous community communication strategy that helps keep
local communities updated on current initiatives, events, programs, and activities
d. Collaborate with faculty to identify important research or project outcomes
that should be profiled for community, non-governmental agencies, or funders
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MOVING TO ACTION:
IMPLEMENTATION
The goals of this Plan range in focus from the strategic and aspirational to the
operational. This Plan will have achieved success when Indigenous students are
enrolled in increasing numbers and succeed in programs across Faculties, when
Indigenous faculty members and staff are recruited, retained, and flourish in their
academic, research and service-related endeavours. More broadly, this Plan will have
succeeded when Indigenous peoples, histories and cultures are not only reflected in
but also understood and respected throughout our campus community.
The process for the implementation of this Plan will align with existing and new
processes including annual academic resource planning, Integrated Planning,
fundraising priority-setting, Enhanced Planning Tools, and the UVic Edge.
Implementation will require continued engagement and guidance from key
UVic governance groups including Deans’ Council, the Council of Centre Directors
and the Research Advisory Committee. In relation to student recruitment, retention
and experiential education opportunities, the Division of Student Affairs and Cooperative Education and Career Services will provide both support and guidance.
Initiatives requiring approval by Senate and the Board of Governors will follow
the appropriate policies and procedures. The priorities, goals and strategies
implemented in any given year will be subject to resource considerations.
Constraints and opportunities will be balanced over the five-year duration of the
Plan with the overall objective of establishing a sustainable foundation for future
planning extending beyond this initial five-year period.
An Indigenous Plan Steering Group, reporting to the Associate Vice President
Academic Planning, will be convened to oversee implementation. Going forward,
the Steering Group will be responsible for monitoring implementation of the
Indigenous Plan, establishing baseline metrics, identifying timelines and providing
an annual report on progress made on Plan goals.
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THE PROCESS OF CREATING
THE INDIGENOUS PLAN
The Director of Indigenous Academic and Community Engagement and the
Associate Vice President Academic Planning were tasked with organizing the
development of this Plan.
The initial stage of Planning involved examining the work of the Indigenous
Academic Advisory Council, which has been the voice of Indigenous faculty and
staff on campus for a number of years. After reviewing and summarizing the work
of this Council, a draft discussion document was created to guide the work of
members of Council who participated in a retreat in October 2015.
This group developed a series of potential goals and objectives, and established
the initial strands of the Plan. This draft Plan was then reviewed by the full
membership of the Indigenous Academic Advisory Council, and revisions and
amendments were made to reflect a consensus among participants.
Consultations on the draft Indigenous Plan took place with the Executive, Deans’
Council, the President’s Advisory Council and academic leaders from Faculties
and Senate. A campus-wide open house took place in January 2016. Additional
consultations were held with Chairs and Directors of academic units, the Division
of Student Affairs, the Native Students Union, the Learning and Teaching Centre,
Co-operative Education and Career Services, and University Libraries. Community
consultation was a key part of developing the Plan. Ongoing conversations within
the university and with Indigenous faculty, students, staff and Elders as well as local
Indigenous communities will be an integral part of the implementation of the Plan
to ensure it is a living document that responds to new opportunities and challenges.

“…this Plan will have succeeded
when Indigenous peoples, histories
and cultures are not only reflected in
but also understood and respected
throughout our campus community.”
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POSTSCRIPT
Within months of committing to the development of university’s Indigenous
Plan, the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was released.
Through the TRC, courageous Indigenous peoples across Canada told the stories
of discrimination and racism that underlay the system of Indian Residential Schools,
and the myriad ways those practices affected and continue to affect Indigenous
peoples, families and communities. The TRC report also highlighted the critical
role that educational institutions need to play in disseminating knowledge of this
history and the obligation we have to move through understanding to action
to redress inequalities, racism, and the enduring impacts of colonization on the
health, welfare and economic prosperity of Indigenous peoples and communities.
The university aspires to help create a more equitable and just future by working
in partnership with Indigenous students, staff, faculty and communities.
As the TRC report asserts, “Reconciliation must support Aboriginal peoples as they
heal from the destructive legacies of colonization that have wreaked such havoc
in their lives. But it must do even more. Reconciliation must inspire Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal peoples to transform Canadian society so that our children and
grandchildren can live together in dignity, peace, and prosperity on these lands
we now share” (p. 8).
UVic is known for its commitment to civic and community engagement.
Our programs of education and research are enriched by active partnerships
among students, faculty and staff, and Indigenous community members and
leaders. We take seriously our responsibility to provide opportunities and venues
to foster intercultural understanding and connection and to be a catalyst for
reconciliation. We believe this Plan builds on our efforts to engage in mutually
supportive, productive and respectful relationships. The Plan provides a vision to
help integrate understandings of Indigenous realities, cultures, histories and beliefs
into our strategic planning, curricula and operations. Indigenous histories and
cultures should be reflected throughout the campus and Indigenous thought
and knowledge must inform our teaching and scholarly activity in order to
remove barriers to education faced by Indigenous students. This Plan provides
us with a framework for moving forward with our communities, faculty, staff and
students as partners in realizing our vision and goals.
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APPENDIX A: INDIGENOUS
STUDENT ENROLMENT

Headcounts

Indigenous Student Enrolment 2002–2016
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Undergraduate 467 540

580 674 702 695 650 700 782 836 839 872 917 962

Graduate

77

39

50

85

103

93

7 20 34

125 159 164 162 199 216 226 237 244

59

266

96

96

Indigenous
Student Enrolments
by Faculty
2016–2017

113

244

135
154
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980

Medical Sciences
Peter B. Gustavson
School of Business
Law
Fine Arts
Education
Engineering
Science
Humanities
Human & Social
Development
Graduate Studies
Social Sciences

APPENDIX B: DEGREES
GRANTED TO INDIGENOUS
STUDENTS BY FACULTY
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

UNDERGRADUATE 2006–2015

Faculty of
Education

5

10

13

12

20

18

41

15

30

22

Faculty of
Engineering

4

2

6

3

1

3

4

7

7

8

Faculty of Fine Arts

10

18

10

9

17

13

5

13

19

5

Faculty of Human &
Social Development

43

53

43

43

42

41

37

39

51

41

Faculty of
Humanities

11

34

25

16

8

60

22

11

27

30

Faculty of Law

8

6

5

2

6

7

10

8

3

7

Faculty of Science

6

11

10

5

11

11

8

8

13

15

Faculty of Social
Sciences

23

25

29

17

24

35

38

26

42

33

Peter B Gustavson
School of Business

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

3

111

160

143

109

131

190

167

130

193

164

TOTAL
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28

43

Doctor of Philosophy

1

2015

2010

12

2014

2009

13

2013

2008

19

2012

2007

Faculty of Graduate Studies

2011

2006

GRADUATE 2006–2015

34

48

45

46

41

3

1

4

3

22

1
14

18

11

1

1

9

12

1

1

2

Graduate Certificate
Master of Arts

9

Master of Business
Administration

1

Master of Education

4

6

3

4

3

11

11

14

13

2

2

2

1

5

17

12

2

6

Master of Engineering
Master of Fine Arts

1

Master of Laws

2

Master of Music

1

1

3

2

1
2

Master of Nursing
Master of Public Administration

1

1

1

1

2

1

2
1

1

Prof. Spec. Certificate
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1

2

Master of Science

TOTAL

1
2

Master of Public Health

Master of Social Work

2

2

2

1

1

1

19

13

12

2
1
3

4

28

43

2

3

2

3

1

16

6

8

34

48

45

46

41
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Guidelines for Protocol, Hosting and Payment for səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE
(Elders), Knowledge Keepers and Community Members
Acknowledgement
The University of Victoria acknowledges with respect Lekwungen speaking peoples on whose
traditional territory the university stands and the Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ peoples
whose historical relationships with the land continue to this day.

The University of Victoria acknowledges and affirms the value of Indigenous knowledge and
teachings. The University of Victoria recognizes that səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE (Elders) and
Knowledge Keepers are very important members of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit
communities and have valuable knowledge to share with Indigenous and non-Indigenous
students and communities.
Introduction
This document outlines guidelines for appropriately acknowledging the contributions made by
səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers in regards to their engagement with the UVic
community (students, faculty, staff, visitors and volunteers) by ensuring consistency in extending
invitations, respectful hosting and honoraria and/or compensation. These guidelines are for the
members of the UVic community who are working with səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE and Knowledge
Keepers both on-and off-campus for university purposes.

While səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers are not currently regular employees of
the university (i.e., they are not on salary), they hold an essential and valued role in leading the
work of the University of Victoria and the Office of Indigenous, Academic and Community
Engagement (IACE). The university’s Indigenous Plan states, “Elders are the caretakers of cultural
wisdom. They are pivotal in protecting the Indigenous ways of knowing and being that have been
passed down to them for generations from the ancestors…Elders know it is their responsibility to
share their guiding wisdom with students, staff, faculty and the broader community.” As we move
forward, we aim to appropriately acknowledge the contributions that the səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN
ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers have made and continue to make.
Terminology
* We are including both phonetics of Lekwungen and SENĆOŦEN dialects respectively.
* səlxʷéyn ɫtə / SELWÁN ȽTE (sull-whane-lta) means “Elders" səlxʷéyn ɫtə in Lekwungen and
SELWÁN ȽTE in SENĆOŦEN. səlxʷéyn/ SELWÁN requested that we use “səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN ȽTE
or Elders when we address them. Within Indigenous communities, səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE
are held in high esteem and are seen as custodians of our histories, traditions, language, and
culture.
səlxʷéyn/ SELWÁN (sull-whane) means “Elders." The title of səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN is
bestowed upon individuals who demonstrate character, knowledge of traditional ways,
generosity of spirit and connection to community.

sq̓épəɫ səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE (skae-puth tthe sull-whane-lta) means
“meeting place of the Elders’-in-residence.
səlxʷéyn sqʷél /SELWÁN SḰÁL (sull-whane skwale) means “Elders' Voices” formerly known as
Elders’ Voices Program.
səlxʷéyn/ SELWÁN -in-Training means “Elders-in-training” and is a younger individual who has
spent a significant amount of time with a grandparent and/or other səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN learning
the traditional ways through active engagement in the community.

Knowledge Keepers are individuals who are well respected members of the community and are
recognized for the specific gifts, talents, and knowledge they possess. They pass on valuable
knowledge from generation to generation. They not only keep knowledge but more
importantly they share their knowledge.
“A Handshake” is an expression that Coast Salish people use to show appreciation, in the form of
cash, for the work that someone has done for them. For example, when we offer an
honorarium to the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN we are not “paying them” per se (i.e., giving knowledge
in exchange for their time or knowledge) we are shaking their hand to show our appreciation
for the work they completed and knowledge they shared.

səlxʷéyn sqʷél /SELWÁN SḰÁL – Elders' Voices
səlxʷéyn sqʷél /SELWÁN SḰÁ
L is an independent body of səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE from the
Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth, Métis and Kwakwaka’wakw Nations on Vancouver Island who
have provided support to UVic since 2007. səlxʷéyn sqʷél/SELWÁN SḰÁ
L members believe in the
importance and value of working together as one with a good mind and heart. səlxʷéyn sqʷél/
SELWÁN SḰÁ
L members have offered support and guidance in the following ways:

•
•
•
•

Increasing awareness and providing education about Indigenous ways of knowing, and
being;
Providing encouragement to Indigenous students, faculty and staff;
Creating space at the First Peoples House where Indigenous students, faculty and staff
feel safe and encouraged to practise their cultures and to learn about others; and
Encouraging and developing opportunities for non-Indigenous students, faculty and staff
to learn about Indigenous histories and cultures in a safe and non-judgemental
environment.

səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers are often called upon to provide the
following on behalf of the university:
•
•
•
•

Welcomes to the territory;
Opening prayers or blessings;
Facilitation of cultural activities or sharing circles;
Classroom visits;

•
•
•

Words of encouragement;
Advice at meetings; and
Speaking, singing, or dancing at a traditional Indigenous event.

There are currently ten members of səlxʷéyn sqʷél/SELWÁN SḰÁL, some of whom have
formal roles as sq̓épəɫ səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE (Elders-in-Residence). sq̓épəɫ
səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE are on campus on weekdays from 10 am to 2 pm
between September and April. It is anticipated that səlxʷéyn sqʷél /SELWÁN SḰÁ
L will grow to
increase availability of səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE on campus and will include Knowledge
Keepers and səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN -in-training who will work alongside the səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN
ȽTE.
Respectful Care
Where səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE are invited to on or off campus events on behalf of UVic, the
person responsible for organizing the event shall host the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN and his or her
escort, if any. Please be considerate of the fact that many səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE have
mobility issues and their needs are very important. As such, the host is responsible for
• Ensuring appropriate transportation to and from the event (this may include providing a
parking pass or code and meeting the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN at the parking lot with a golf
cart for direct transportation to the event);
• Greeting and meeting the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN upon arrival;
• Taking care of the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN until his or her departure; and
• Escorting/transporting the səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE to their vehicle and/or pick up area.

In respect of health considerations, səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE are typically available on campus
for UVic events for a maximum of 6 hours. Where a feast, meal or refreshments are served,
cultural protocol requires that səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE be served first. It is recommended to
keep low-sugar and low-sodium snacks and water available to səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE during
events. It is also acceptable to ask səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELWÁN ȽTE if they have any health issues that
may require special considerations.
Photographs, audio, and/or video recordings are often not acceptable when an
səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN is performing a spiritual ceremony. In respect of the səlxʷéyn/SELWÁN always
ask permission.
Guidelines for payment/gifts for səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE and Knowledge Keepers
Service
Opening Prayer
Territory Acknowledgement
Blessing for the table
sq̓épəɫ səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE (Elder in
residence)
Drumming
Speaker

Amount
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$40.00 an hour
$250.00
$250.00

Hourly rate (maximum 6 hours) for events

$50.00

Proposed Gifts
Tea
Scarves
Something made by you
A gift from your tradition or culture
Unsweetened treats (treats for diabetics)
Chief - blanket

*Cash payment is required for the service being performed at the event. (eg., drummer, speaker
and ushers). Please contact the Cultural Protocol Liaison if you’re not sure when you would need
cash payment.
1. Providing Honoraria and/or Compensation – Short Term (e.g., guest speakers, welcomes,
prayers)
• The Office of Indigenous Academic & Community Engagement recommends that
səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE and other knowledge keepers are provided honoraria for
sharing their knowledge and gifts at a rate of $50/hour (minimum of $100, maximum
of 6 hours). Note that this is the recommended acknowledgement for any səlxʷéyn
ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE or Knowledge Keeper who agrees to share their knowledge for
university purposes (i.e., the rate is the same for an səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE as for
any other Knowledge Keeper who is not in a formal role at the University of Victoria).
i. For səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE / Knowledge Keepers who are in formal (i.e.,
paid) roles outside of the university and who are engaging in activities that fall
within their formal role (e.g., the Chief of a Nation engaging in
relationship/partnership building and/or discussing opportunities with the
Nation), a handshake (shaking their hand with $100 cash) will acknowledge
appreciation for their participation and contributions.
ii. For səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE /Knowledge Keepers who are in formal (i.e.,
paid) roles at the University of Victoria and who are engaging in activities that
take place during their regular working hours, a small gift will acknowledge
appreciation for their participation and contributions.
iii. For səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE /Knowledge Keepers who are in formal (i.e.,
paid) roles at the University of Victoria and who are engaging in activities that
take place outside their regular working hours (for example sq̓épəɫ səlxʷéyn
ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE are in from 10:00 am – 2:00 pm) any time before
or after will require a handshake (shaking their hand with $100 cash) or
$50.00 an hour (maximum of 6 hours)
• In addition to the honoraria, a small gift may also be provided from the individual
who made the request to show appreciation for the knowledge they shared.
2. Providing Honoraria and/or Compensation – Long Term (e.g., field school community
facilitators, placement supervisors – participation of a day or longer) *Note that these

amounts may vary depending on the funding source and amounts for these activities. This
may mean that the amount that we are able to provide for certain projects/initiatives is more
or less than what the recommendations are below. This should be clearly communicated
during initial conversations with the participants.
• A daily rate of $500 for səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE/Knowledge Keepers who are taking
on longer term roles. This acknowledges that the individual is being taken away from
their community and family responsibilities. To provide further clarification based on
potential formal roles of Elders/Knowledge Keepers:
i. For səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE /Knowledge Keepers who are in formal (i.e.,
paid) roles outside of the university and who are engaging in activities that fall
within their formal role (e.g., the Chief of a Nation engaging in
relationship/partnership building and/or discussing opportunities with the
Nation), a handshake (shaking their hand with $100 cash) will acknowledge
appreciation for their participation and contributions.
ii. For səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE /Knowledge Keepers who are in formal (i.e.,
paid) roles at the University of Victoria and who are engaging in activities that
take place outside their regular working hours (for example sq̓épəɫ səlxʷéyn
ɫtə/SKÁPEȽ TŦE SELWÁN ȽTE are in from 10:00 am – 2:00 pm) any time before
or after will require a handshake (shaking their hand with $100 cash) or
$50.00 an hour (maximum of 6 hours)
Account Services
UVic recognizes the importance of making payments to səlxʷéyn ɫtə/SELW̱ ÁN ȽTE and
Knowledge Keepers in a culturally sensitive way. Account Services has established specific
procedures, guidelines and forms to assist faculty and staff in making such payments.
For further information refer to the Step-by-Step Payment Guide to Indigenous payees:
https://www.uvic.ca/vpfo/accounting/resources/indigenous-payment.php or contact Accounts
Payable at 250-472-4525 or at askacct@uvic.ca.
Contact Information
If you are uncertain or have further questions, please feel free to contact the Cultural Protocol
Liaison, at 250-472-4106 or at iacecpl@uvic.ca.
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Yiradhu marang (hello in Wiradyuri)
Just a little bit about me I am a proud Wiradyuri woman from Bathurst, New South Wales in
Australia. I have ancestral ties to the Wiradyuri region and was born, raised and still live here on
Country. I am an academic at the local university, Charles Sturt University where I teach Indigenous,
knowledges and perspectives across law (but have also taught across the education and business
faculties). I work closely with my community Elders and am regarded as an “emerging Elder” in my
community. My Wiradyuri name is Muliyiin meaning zebra finch, I am a fair skinned Aboriginal
woman (picture below) that is passionate about social justice education and improving outcomes for
future generations of First Nations peoples ( my most current articles are linked below in my
signature panel).
I am a wife to Brett and a mother to Jess which I consider to be my most honourable achievements!

I am the Indigenous academic lead on the first Australian law degree to include Indigenous cultural
competency across core law content. We at CSU teach that cultural competency is a life long journey
that is orientated around knowledge, skills and how to apply both when working with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities in Australia. We also teach a place-based approach
which means I get to team teach with my Elders from community in the classroom and on Country
through cultural immersion programs.
I look forward to getting to know you better through the process of “Yindyamarra”, meaning to go
slow, be humble, be respectful, be responsible, to give honour and place relationships before
business. My only disappointment is that I cannot meet you in person to conduct this very important
research but hopefully I will be able to re-schedule my trip in the coming years when it is safer to
travel.
I look forward to hearing from you in relation to a possible research interview via zoom.
Mandang guuwu (thank you in Wiradyuri),
Annette
Annette Gainsford
Doctoral Candidate, B Bus (First Class Hons), B Ed, Dip Ed (ATSI)
Centre for Law and Justice
Charles Sturt University
Panorama Avenue
BATHURST NSW 2795
Tel: +61 2 63386347
Email: againsford@csu.edu.au |www.csu.edu.au

